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This Thing We Call A Foreword

 
Some nights I’d stay up late at night waiting for John Clay to follow me back on social 
media.  I’d follow him on Instagram, and a week later, when he hadn’t followed me back, 
I’d unfollow him again. Sometimes, I’d follow and unfollow John multiple times a day, 
just so he’d notice that I’d followed him, and then maybe, at some point, he’d notice, and 
follow back.

The algorithms of ecstatic social communication (Facebook) had pushed us together, I 
am happy to say, on multiple occasions, in fact.  Even so, I daren’t send a friend 
invitation to someone with the phrase, ‘Don’t ever meet your heroes; they don't know 
who they are and they don't know what they're doing’ in their author biography – not 
because I thought it was a strange biography, but because I hadn’t met any of my heroes, 
and probably never would. 

It was a sultry day in August when John Clay finally followed me back – finally – and I 
was as radiant as the collectibles that appear in chapter seven of this book, which is the 
first chapter I read of The Russian Doll Stories, sent to me – not through an email, but 
through a messenger, because me and John, we were friends now too.

I love the term ‘radiant collectibles’, which characterises so many of the brilliant, 
hallucinatory images that appear here, in this book.  I am noting my restraining order 
level obsession with following the social media accounts of attractive people who post 
images of ‘radiant collectibles’, particularly images of the Pokémon Trading Card Game, 
for example, from which entire collections can be sold for thousands of pounds, I am 
told.

I tell John this – I tell John – when he has known me for less than the time it took him 
to read my piece on the hyperreality of the capitalist death drive, full of references to Lil 
Peep and Ted Kaczynski, that I have the unhealthiest interest in the Pokémon TCG, and 
the attractive people who post pictures of themselves holding Pokémon related 
memorabilia.

I like to imagine myself as one of the very peripheral characters described in this book, 
looking like ‘Brad Pitt in Twelve Monkeys.’ These days, I like to imagine myself as 
sounding like Brad Pitt in Twelve Monkeys, too:

“If you’re playing the games, you’re voluntarily taking a tranquilizer.” He says in that 
film, “Very few of us here are actually mentally ill.  I’m not saying you’re not mentally 
ill, for all I know, you’re crazy as a loon.  But that’s not why you’re here.  You’re here 
because of the system.  There’s the television, it’s all right there; look, listen, kneel, pray.  
We’re not productive anymore, we don’t make things anymore, it’s all automated.  What 
are we for, then? We’re consumers.  Buy a lot of stuff, you’re a good citizen – but if you 
don’t buy a lot of stuff, if you don’t, what are you? What are you then, I ask you? 
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Mentally ill. […] If you don’t buy things; toilet paper, new cars, computerized 
blunders(?), electrically operated sexual devices, serial systems with brain implanted 
headphones, screwdrivers, miniature built-in radar devices, voice-activated computers…”          

Take it easy, Alex, be calm.
Here’s the thing, I’m a bad reader of fiction.  Even so, for some reason, John asked me 

to write the foreword to his novel, and whilst I write this, I’m thinking of myself as 
deeply unqualified for writing a foreword to anything, or for even existing in this world 
that we have made for ourselves, a world that is increasingly terrifying to me, and should 
be increasingly terrifying to you, too.

Nevertheless, a large part of The Russian Doll Stories captures this terror, in the same 
way this book also reads as a borderline-ish, schizomanic, accelerated, transgressive, 
funny discourse with a man-god-superhero.  This is all to say that John Clay’s writing is 
like Chuck Palahniuk’s writing if Palahniuk was Black and read Deleuze and Guattari.

Consider yourself warned.
Alex Mazey, Sept 14th 2020
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For posterity and for the shark that got away
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Chapter One: A Stage Called Shrewsbury

Back and forth I rock.  A ball of skinny me in the corner of a padded cell.  Imagine me as 
foetal, hunched, chin to knee.  Like many of Shrewsbury Court’s lost souls I consider my 
room a sanctuary, but it’s also a stage.

Time has long since abandoned me to a near vacuum, the occasional inhuman scream of 
a fellow resident muffled just beyond four walls of protective white.  Sometimes my cell 
door heaves open, flooding my room with incantations peppered with made up words.  
My attention slides past the communal insanity and over the shoulders of those who’ve 
paid me a visit.  Through the corridor windows, past metal and glass, I home in on the 
long dark stretch of Mother Nature.  She rattle’s against double glazing.  My hands grasp 
at crayon yellow foliage as the door closes behind my visitors, these officials who process 
me as a puzzle, not a person.  

There he is: portly bespectacled Doctor Kwame flanked by twin towers of muscle.  Taut 
biceps ripple through medical whites.  Faces interchangeable with protocol set so deep 
under the skin I can’t imagine their masks of officialdom ever soften.  Not even around 
families after their long day in hell.

Shrewsbury Court, my stage.  Time for this scene’s lines.  I clear my throat:
“My family send their servants to densely populated areas, cities, cos that’s where they 

think I’ll hide.”  
Doctor Kwame fumbles in his cardigan pockets, no doubt for a notebook, the feigned 
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sympathy in his eyes – so practiced.  His pen busy upon the page as he listens to the case 
study that rarely breaks its silence. “See,” I continue, “the Omni-Sire thinks I’m like him, 
constantly after hero-worship, surrounding myself with as many potential acolytes as 
possible.  Daddy’s army won’t find me, not out here in Surrey.” That’s when I leap from 
my seating place, near-flying at Doctor Kwame.  My long fingers spin round the chubby 
man’s neck, squeezing tight, trapping air. “This minion has tentacles!” I scream as my 
hands tighten across the doctor’s throat, “It’s possessed Doctor Kwame to get to me!”

Both nurses wrestle my slight frame away from Kwame, who splutters and coughs the 
way fat people do after only a modicum of exercise.  I let loose a maniac’s wail.  Full on 
Joker, right in their steroid pumped faces.

“You have an unhealthy fluidity of character, David.” Doctor Kwame says.
His hands massage his jugular as he exits.

I’ve been a resident of Shrewsbury Court for six long hard years and now and again I’ve 
laughed maniacally over being assigned a black therapist.  It has to be intentional, never 
mind pointless.  My complex heritage is beyond these apes. 

“Personalities are informed by shared experiences, David.”
Doctor Kwame places his notes against his chest, head cocked to the side as he speaks. 

“Where you grew up, who your associates are, what class your parents were born into.  
You are free to be Spiderfingers because there’s no expectation from your family and 
friends.  Their vacancy allows you to play the tragic hero.  And just how old are you, 
David? To be on first name terms with gods of an assortment of pantheons – I mean – 
your past is inherently contradictory.  The history of worship is synonymous with culture.  
There’re a multitude of languages you’d have to know in order to deal with them all.”

I smile, at all this and I’m sure he can see no humour in my face at all as I point at him, 
the words darting out of me:

“How many times a year must I repeat myself? For the billionth time, no self-respecting 
deity can afford to rule his patch of dirt without at least twelve interpreters.” I adjust my 
glasses. “Besides, the gods you know are only limited remembrances of those who once 
walked among us.  Question my age again.  Please.”

Lately I’ve lost myself to daydreams.  Each metal and fibre that surrounds me 
reconfigured under the guiding hands of imagination.  My padded cell warps into an 
abstract memory.  The room houses me and me alone, but in my mind I play to a gallery 
of many.

In my head I stand centre stage for the approval of a packed auditorium.
“Ladies and Gentlemen, boys and girls, giants and trolls – tonight I shall play both 

parts!”
I fire home line upon line of my production – but not at a cushioned wall.  I only see the 

darkness, can only hear the applause.  The delusion bears no cracks and I detect no flaw 
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in creativity’s sculpture.
“Behold!”
I whip off my tracksuit bottoms, plain white hoodie and slippers to reveal slacks, a 

cream shirt and a lab coat.  My finger rams under flared nostrils posing as a moustache 
whilst I cup an imaginary smoking pipe against my hip.  The absurdist parody of an old 
English gent complete.

“Feast your eyes my wonderful watchers! I am the overfed Doctor Kwame! And –”
I swiftly unglue the moustache and throw my lab coat into the front row of my fantasy 

crowd.  And they see me: a sinewy man of African descent, not long past the age of 
twenty five.

“… I am also the demigod of chaos: Spiderfingers! Look upon me Ladies and 
Gentlemen.  I sport a dense thick sponge of an afro – hard as rock.  The static tangle of 
dreads atop the swaying mess of my character, a man who seemingly cares little for his 
hair; little for his personal hygiene – so revolting!  My mouth prone to moments of 
elasticity, like so.”

A display of my open mouth, one finger aimed under my chin whilst one side of my jaw 
is dropped, then the other.

The sell-out crowd laughs riotously.
“Drool laminated chest of course, ‘til Nurse Stephens or Nurse Patel become charitable 

with their cloths.  It’s straitjacket time, again, eh kids?”
It’s at this point that I leer up at children, those pesky little adults to be, giggling in the 

royal box.
“Here I stand; an underweight scrunched up wreck, all laced up in a spit laden patient’s 

robe.  A madman, clearly, and in dire need of new glasses.  Round after round, check after 
check, my life the ongoing play an instant success.  An exhaustive performance run since 
two thousand and four.”

One act follows the next until lying down is all I can do.  I flinch when a cup is forced 
to my mouth and the river of sting stretches down my throat and sits patiently in my 
belly.

Over the years it’s never been easy to stop myself from punching my fist through 
Kwame’s six foot plus orderlies, let alone the doctor himself.  Still, I do my best to 
endure talk of a persecution complex.  I only pretend to be frustrated. I deny myself the 
use of X-Ray vision you see.  Super-hearing and anything else that might disrupt my 
immersion into the role are all discounted.  Nothing can disrupt my play here at 
Shrewsbury.

That is until I hear the voice.
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Chapter Two: The Voice

“Human beings differ from superheroes.  Their lives aren’t beholden to one pivotal 
moment.” says Matt.  I shuffle in my seat as my voice travels out of Matt’s mouth. 
“Unlike the billionaire orphan who swears an oath beside dying parents, or the teenager 
who vows never to misuse his spider powers after a lesson in responsibility, humans 
rarely take the law into their own hands after a tragedy.” In this sea of tables, these life 
rafts where families confront strangers wearing masks of people they once knew, Matt 
Holdsworth affects an air of royalty.

“Superheroes are more likely born in Gaza than New York City, right?” I reply.
“And the world wouldn’t call those people superheroes.” says Matt, hands behind his 

head, looking up at the whiter than white ceiling.  “And they fictionalise their lives, don’t 
they, chief?” his arms lazily mess with long, lanky surfer’s hair.  He stretches back 
surveying the room.  Opal blue eyes skittering here, skittering there.  I’ve seen this look 
on creatures bigger and bolder than him.  I’ve worn this look myself.  Parties, summits, 
funerals, gigs ... on the battlefield surrounded by stench of a two day battle.  My kind, 
always at the center of the room, the hall, the area where only the strong shine, their light 
remembered by those they wish to control.

Matt: American, West Coast, most probably late twenties, but with that baby face and 
buoyant need-to-keep-moving demeanour, Matt exudes the aura of a know-it-all teen.  
Looks like Brad Pitt in Twelve Monkeys.  Looking like Brad in a place like this allows us 
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to be friends.
“To have powers and not go nuts? That’s real talent.” He says. “That’s true genius.”
There you go Matt; speaking without waiting for a reply.  We’ve been through all that.  

Long gone are times when I’d walk away.  Made you work for attention. “We 
mythologise our lives, don’t we? We pretend to have control, right chief?”

Matt goes on with more of this.  Not to educate me, but as a way to suggest we share 
common knowledge.  I shift in my seat.  I yawn.

“And er, sometimes we need a holiday, a time out from it all.  I’m right, aren't I chief?”
Out comes my diary.
Out flow the words from my mouth:

Father’s Love Letter
No one wants to hear that The Omni-Sire commanded the Goddess of Confusion 

to create Pseudologoi.  Who wants to believe in male daemons, instructing poems, 
literature and plays that would give man an alternate history of events? Through 
Ovid and Homer the Pseudologoi, they exist.  Masters of propaganda masquerading 
as stories.

I want to entertain Matt.
Shame about his breakdown.  
Shame about his fiancé.   
Matt’s asked me a question just now, I’m sure, but I can’t hear him over a voice that has 

no place here.  I rush from our table, out the hall, back to my room, door slammed shut, 
hands rushed to the sides of my head.  But the voice rings clear.  The voice rings true.

“Supes? It’s me, Vicky,” Fast talking whirls from behind my left earlobe, “Can you hear 
me?” Maturity in the vocal, so disconcerting, but then, it’s been years. “How are you?”

Vicky shares confessions.  Off and on.  For days.  I sing bad pop music:
“I should be so lucky, lucky, lucky, lucky!” But, Vicky buzzes on.
“What’s the food like?”
Kylie Minogue fails to push Vicky out of my head.  So I pace the room for a ‘cold-

spot’.  Like she’s a signal and my head’s the radio.  Her monologues begin with social 
niceties, till the small talk gets bigger, and bigger, and: “O.K, I get why you left, but 
things are like, really weird at home.  Basically Supes, we need you back.”

“I should be so lucky, lucky, lucky, lucky!”
Sometimes I find her apologetic, and yet, for all its regret in reaching out, Vicky’s voice 

won’t cease.  My palms squash against my ears but pleas for help seep through, often in 
the afternoon, a few more ear-pricking sentences during early evening.  No word for 
days, til:

“Hey, I want to come visit you, but I know mum n’ dad will find out.  Like, you might 
not even be hearing this.  You’re so far away.”

Found my head smashing a wall one morning.  Sometimes works.  When her voice 
stops, I hear my own.  Life played out like some comic book header:
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Spiderfingers must fight his way through wave after wave of warriors in order to 
survive.

A tale shared with my psychiatrist to keep me locked up: 
These minions belong to jealous off-world brethren, a race of divinities who relentlessly 

seek their access to Earth in order to rule us with fists of iron.
For the gods to return, Spiderfingers must die.
In my holding room within walls of cloud padding, my inner monologue makes me 

laugh.  Not like the first day.  Wild facts spouted at top volume whilst nurses fought to 
restrain me.  Knowledge of threatening monsters, wild tales of outlandish worlds burst 
from my mouth in speech far too rapid for medical staff to comprehend.  A wide-eyed 
splurge which continued long after shots of sedative injected into my arm (and on and on, 
long after I’d been strapped down to a bed in my new home).

What did Hara call it? Off the radar.  Ah, Hara.  A resident of Shrewsbury Court herself.  
And yet, it would be idiocy to make any request to see her.  No.  I have to rely on myself.  
Remaining in Shrewsbury means keeping others safe.

“Vicky, must stay in here to protect Vicky.” How much time do I have? “I should be so 
lucky!” When will some undeserving stray minion take advantage of my uncertainty? 
“Lucky, lucky, lucky!” How long till my father’s troops manage to snuff me out? “I 
should be so lucky in love!” I might lose my mind first, inane pop lyricism unable to wall 
off lunacy. “I should be so lucky!”  Other voices might join Vicky’s, my brain presenting 
me with individuals doctors can’t see.  A resident in the next room lets out a yowl, a 
familiar scream given fresh horror.  A being as powerful as me best leave here sane than 
break out insane.  Fuck this.  I’ll just punch through these walls and fly away.

No.
No, don’t think like a nutter.  Using my capabilities to escape will only draw the 

attention of body snatching minions.  No, I will employ my brain.
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Chapter Three: Pretending to be David Shape

“A lot of improvement.” says Kwame.
“A healthy rate of distance and steady disposal of this fantasy character.” chimes Doctor 

Silberman, both medical men seated at the table in my new room.
Mauve walls pasted with indications of my nineties heyday, Kurt Cobain wilted over a 

guitar whilst Jarvis Cocker poses effeminate; the chronicler of broken relations and illicit 
sex – a pop singer once worthy of a centre-fold.  I allow myself a wry smile and examine 
the production value of my life.  The governors of my treatment believe this living space 
to be evidence of a sound mind, a new man who replies to his Christian name without 
disagreement or hesitation.

“Drool laminated chest of course –”
“What was that, David? Did you say something?”
“Oh no, nothing,”
I lie to the nurse, the doctor, the cleaner working through their shift.  I lie to anyone 

who hears me talking to Vicky. “Just mumbling a song to myself.”
I know they watch me.  I know they take notes.  I keep my own.
“What you writing there, David?” says Nurse Stephens, her free arm wheeling a trolley 

into my space.
“Well, y’know, it’s good to write things down, so you don’t forget them.” I want to stare 

away from her arm slung against her midriff.  Some fractures, graffiti on the cast says 
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‘Queen Stephens’.  I want to stare away, but I look directly at her arm as I say,  “About 
the fight last week –”

“Shhh, David,” she unloads fresh toiletries as she says this, “You weren’t yourself.”
From day one, his violent episodes resulted in protective solitary confinement; 

performances without violence could have fallen flat, regardless of the delivery of 
his fantastical worldview.

There we go, all neatly pressed into the page: Spiderfingers shook, doing his utmost 
to play up his mid-distance glare, attention seemingly elsewhere whilst Doctor 
Kwame stood across from him.  On every given occasion, he’d offered no reaction to 
professional talk of negative behavioural patterns.  No flicker of the eyes when the 
term Hyper-Psychosis was coined. 

I kiss the cover and imagine it growing lips to kiss me back.
I wait till Nurse Stephens completes her housekeeping before I slump on the edge of my 

bed, crying, journal in hand.  And I’m not mad.
“I’m perfectly sane.”
I straighten up and watch my pen continue to write about me, me, me: Addictive 

Subscription to Childhood Trauma, another recurring damnation, but Spiderfingers 
had played the part of the non-responsive slobbering patient long enough.  My pen 
leaves the page and my body slumps across my bed.  I could sleep now.  Better out than 
in.

In spite of the humdrum requirements of my day to day, I remain in character, sane 
enough for Kwame to prescribe walks up and down the lawn.  Naturally, all business 
outside the room is thoroughly mapped out before execution; every movement practiced: 
the smile on my face, a perfected stage direction.

“Dude, we really need you.  You’re better off helping us than staying away.” Of course 
she’s followed me, an audible spectre that’s marred my move from the high security 
wing.

“You’re not here.  I can’t hear you!”
As the final you! escapes my mouth I recognise – right here, sitting aghast in front of 

assessors, how far I’ve set my rehabilitation back.  That fat fuck, Kwame, playing with 
that smoking pipe of his.

I block out the following weeks of sit-downs and observation.  I read through the lines 
in my head, channelling the dramatic role my observers demand.  Most importantly, I kill 
off a friendship.

“Hey! Chief!” Matt skips into the dining area, a new painting under his arm. “Got a 
new one.  Look!”

I don’t raise my eyes from the diary, not even with all the kinetic energy that’s traveled 
through Matt’s cross-legged landing atop the table.

“Take a chair, please?” says a passing nurse. “How many times do we have to tell you 
what you already know, Matt?”
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He obliges, pulling a face behind her.
“Chief, you cool?”
I act like nothing’s been said.  Not so much as a smile in Matt’s direction.  Then his 

painting covers my diary.  This one – like so many others – features me in a heroic pose: 
one arm holding a masked man off the ground, whilst my head is turned away from the 
thief, my cheeks full as I seem to be blowing a gust of super-breath toward a building 
covered in flame.

“Good huh?” Matt says, leaning over to point out that, “The S took aaaages to get right, 
but what five months? It’s the quickest one to date, yeah?”

In the picture I’m wearing a Superman top.  Admittedly the S does look good.  
Spiderfingers likes it, but David Shape can't.  The script does not say that he gives his 
friend a hearty back slap.  There is no David thanking Matt for searching him out in his 
new ward.  Little room for improvisation, not at this story beat.  Instead, David calmly 
collects the portrait off his diary, tears it up and spits a huge wad of phlegm in Matt’s 
face.  

Days later, and I’m sat here by my window overlooking the gardens of Shrewsbury.  My 
long strolls throughout the complex offer respite, but only for a short while.  Vicky wafts 
everywhere I walk.

“Hey, Supes? Why won't you come? I know you can hear me.”
Trembling fingers encircle my pen.
The scratching underneath Spiderfingers’ bed became noticeable as –
“So I said – no – I don’t like the idea of it, but women should have the right, mate.”
I slap myself in the temple.  Has the voice been knocked out of my brain? After a few 

seconds of silence I’m writing again.  Writing and hoping. 
Four tentacles whipped out from beneath his bunk –
“Shut her right up.”
Long purple limbs bound over his legs and torso, over and over, and –
“You gotta stand up for your mates, right?”
You gotta stand up for your
I slam my head into my writing table.  A few more head-butts until I’m alone.
Spiderfingers hauled his entirety up, tearing at the rubbery feelers till he became 

free, able to grab the bed sides and wrench it out the wall.  He stood triumphant for 
a moment, pillows and sheets falling off the bedstead gripped in his fists, high above 
his head as –

“Having you around made me a better person.” says Vicky. I bite into my writing hand 
until there's nothing but pain. “I don’t care how everyone else remembers things.  You 
were a hero – don’t forget that.”

I pummel my head a few more times until she’s gone.  A moment of silence.  A long 
pause.  The pen in my hand scribbles upon the paper again, jotting away, as I cradle the 
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huge diary close.  So large.  I could empty a world into these pages and still have room 
for an extra valley or two: The monster quivered, juddering insect-like. Its frantic 
display of dying awful to behold.  Spiderfingers slammed the furniture down upon 
the minion’s back, crushing its body with an unfeeling cold-bloodedness.  Mucus 
flew out the sides of the upturned bed, purple guts all over the room.

“Another idiot bites the dust.” he said, picking the viscera from between toes.  This 
isn’t living, he thought.  But this isn’t dying either.

“Spiderfingers.”
I jump at the return of Vicky’s voice crunching its way through an apple, chomping big 

chunks out of my concentration.
“Mmm, what do you do all day anyway?” 
My notebook and pen fly at the wall.  Eventually, I walk across the room, snatch them 

up and return to the bed to try again.

I try a new tactic: A steady increase of media, my desperate bid to filter out the blather.  
Initially I can’t read the words of others, Vicky’s pleading being omnipotent.  Months go 
by before magazines, radio, comics and television work collectively to station my 
thoughts.  I take the world in through the prism of character.

There is no Spiderfingers.  Just David Shape.
Harold Camping speaks about the end of the world; a whirlpool forms off the Japanese 

coast after the March Tsunami; the fall of Bin Laden; A protester gets pepper sprayed at 
an Occupy Portland protest; the death of Steve Jobs; the Arab Spring; Hurricane Irene; 
the death of Amy Winehouse; riots blaze across London whilst copycat violence erupts in 
neighbouring cities … David Shape’s world has a history and the fantastical muddle of 
Spiderfingers’ past becomes overrun with current affairs, opinion polls and pop culture 
high water marks. 

It’s September again and here I am, laughing with the Martel family.  Cynthia and Huxley 
Martel visit Shrewsbury every week to check in with their son, Robert, the day spent 
wading through his doublespeak and confusion.  The task proves easier once I offer 
insight into their son’s brain.

That one time I happen across them in the hall, explaining Robert’s tiny invisible slug 
could whisper how the queen was an evil Nazi lizard, but it can never remind the young 
man how much his parents love him.  Often these scenes are staged in full view of senior 
staff, unaware of their characterisation as theatre goers.  David Shape: a hero in their 
midst.  Not a fantasist.

“Thank you so much young man.” says Huxley as he takes his wife’s arm.  They depart 
the scene at a measured pace.

“Ought not to be here in my opinion.” whispers Cynthia to the ever-nodding Huxley, 
the couple smiling as they walk down the hall with Robert.  Their shared approximation 
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of recovery wears my face. “One day Robert will be Robert again.” says Cynthia as her 
mind proceeds to superimpose the charm of ‘David Shape’ onto the awkward stuttered 
movements of her son.

“So you no longer believe you’re the combination of a demi-god and a man?”
“No, I do not.” I reply to the committee before me.
“You never led an uprising to protect the world from er, the gods?”
“Definitely not.  Let’s face it, I’ve never pulled off the whole antiquated mind-set thing.  

Listen to the way I talk.  Far too contemporary.”
Doctor Kwame twists in his seat.  He scribbles notes.  He makes me wait.
“So, just so we can be sure that none of your past beliefs are still at play; you don’t 

believe the ancient Greeks tunnelled to subterranean depths to claim and utilise alien life 
to, er …” He leans forward into his notepad, although he’s been privy to my mythos for 
years. “ … to protect Mother Nature from the Omni-Sire? Hmm?”

“No.”
“And that those creatures, those, Grapple-Worms as you call them - ”
“Called them.”
“ – They don’t exist? They don’t imbue the owner the power to transplant powers from 

symbols or brand logos such as a superhero emblem?”
“That was the illness talking.  Grapple-Worms don’t exist.”
“The demigods don’t collude with the spirit of the Earth to protect man from the 

existence of all this history? Says here, ‘Man must be shielded from the gods so as to not 
serve them.’”

“A mental convenience.” The statement is made clearly.  I non-believe with all my 
might.

“And the Earth itself isn’t alive?”
“Of course the Earth is alive.”
“Oh?” says Doctor Kwame, looking to the side, eyes slanted.
“Yes.  Like any organism, the planet lives, but you can’t talk to a tree and expect 

conversation.  Be a fairly one-sided chat.”
“So then … You’re not the saviour of the world?”
“I’m saddened to have made such a claim.”
“Tell me why?” asks Doctor Kwame, leaning over at the far end of the long table.  

Fellow adjudicates pause their notetaking.
“It’s embarrassing.  I had significant issues regarding my overbearing mother and my 

father’s megalomania that I … I distorted my way of seeing them, and myself.”
“Does being mentally ill embarrass you?” asks a doctor.  
“If you have a broken leg you go to the hospital.  I came here because deep down I 

knew I needed help.  Thank you.”
Doctor Kwame can’t help but smile. “What if we decide you’re better off here? That 
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your ‘leg’ needs more time?”
“Then I’ll agree to stay.  I came here screaming, but the important detail to remember is 

that I came here.  Without you all I’d be lost.”
“That’s enough for now.”
Doctor Kwame toys with the pen in his hands, forcing a smile.
“We’ll go over this again soon.”
I rise from the desk and with a firm handshake, I make my way toward the door.  I stop.
“None of it made any sense y’know.” I lean into the doorframe. “Why put all the 

Earth’s survival on the shoulders of one being? I was sick, and now, thanks to you, my 
sickness is in my past, I’m sure of it.”

Out the door I go, with a bounce in my step.  I don’t know if I’m genuinely happy with 
my performance or if I’m projecting the air of success.  I don’t know how I’m able to 
keep walking without turning to see if Kwame is still there, at the door, watching me 
depart. 
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Chapter Four: Better Out Than In

Progress.  After seven years of residency my watchers have seen fit to set me free.  No 
more pretending to be David Shape.  No more accepting birthday wishes on behalf 
of a dead man.

“Happy Birthday David.” says Doctor Kwame.
“Thank you.” 
I wave goodbye to Doctor Kwame, my palm at the taxi’s door.  No more prescriptions, 

evaluations or creepy Doctor Silberman, the dwarf man in his wrap around correctional 
shades.  Farewell Shrewsbury Court, your orange brown brickwork looming in the warm 
afternoon.  I resist a theatrical bow as I toss my holdall into the backseat of the cab, 
commanding the driver to head to Kings Cross.

It’s a place as good as any.
Soon I find myself asking the cabbie to weigh in on Tony Blair’s year-long departure 

from government.  He’s halfway through before I’m telling him how it really is:
“Back to eighties Britain my friend.  All strapped in for the ghost train?”
The driver stares at me funny.  Probably thinks I’m as young as I look.  He doesn't 

know how old my memories are.  I scrutinise my likeness blinking back at me from the 
passenger window.  I adjust my new pair of glasses.  My hands return to my lap, cupped 
in a delicate pile: Good boy.

And there’s no Vicky.
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My imaginary little girl’s gibbering muted.  Is this bye-bye schizophrenia? Should I feel 
lucky?

My cab speeds along as I tear at the casual suit and tie I’d so readily accepted.  Fingers 
scrabble into my light baggage and yank out a Superman hoodie, jeans, a long red cape of 
a coat and apple red boots.  I whip my yellow leather belt about my waist.  Then, I stuff 
my suit into the holdall and offer the bundle to the driver:

“Not for me sir,”, he says. “No thank you.”
Whatever.  I lay the duffle bag on my knees and inspect my reflection in my passenger 

window, this past that's come to face me.  I have to turn away and I take in the 
ordinariness of the man at the wheel.  His life of shopping with the wife and watching 
reality TV.

“Wanna see something really cool?” I say.
“What’s that?” replies the cabbie.
“Stop the car.” 
“You wanna get out? Here?” The driver’s eyes flick between me and the barren 

countryside.
“Yup,” I reply, “Stop the car.” Out I hop, just as the cab brakes, my crimson trench coat 

jockeying wind with perfect elegance. “Watch this.” I raise my hands to the sky, reaching, 
waiting, pushing, hoping and tensing my entirety as I stand by the side of the taxi.  
Nothing.
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Chapter Five: Magic Words

“Sorry,” I say as I shuffle along the back seat. “Bad joke.”
Bad joke? I close my eyes, thoroughly intent upon faking sleep for the rest of the 

journey.  Must be the result of not having any proper believers for so long.  Matt being 
my only one has fucked me up in some way? What happens to a god’s powers if they’ve 
been siphoning belief from a mad man? Shit.  Everyone depends on me.  I think this as I 
open up to the world my taxi races through.  A woman offering ice-cream to her lover’s 
lips; an old man on a park bench sprinkling stale bread to a wave of pigeons rippling 
around him.  There screams a toddler gripped in the arms of a woman who won’t lose 
composure.  She just smiles.  Just carries on, blissful despite the child’s endless mewling.  
What would she do if she realised all her patience counted for nothing? That the only 
thing between her child and world conquering monsters is powerless me?

With my face pressed to the window I spy a father loaded down with luggage.  The pot-
bellied parent scolding his young boy for letting go of his hand so close to the road.  I 
swivel in my passenger seat, squint out the rear window and hold onto the image of 
parent and child for as long as my telescopic vision allows.
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“Forget King’s Cross,” I say, eyes fixed on the far away dot the two of them have 
become, “Let’s head to Turnpike Lane.”

Now every spin of the taxi’s wheels drives me nearer to my past.  My holy ground.  My 
Village Po.  I tease my diary out my pocket.  Mythos is safer on the page than swirling in 
one’s head:
Village Po: a settlement occupied by tall creatures covered with long black hair.  The 
Dilfs.  Long tusks out of faces more animal than human, and they are fierce.  The 
clergy of Boleraam, the demigod of chaos who merged with David Shape to become 
me.  They live only to feed Boleraam via worship.

A people I left behind.  But how do I begin talking to them? I’m not sure, and I nurse 
the details of this plan, the one where I count on Vicky – a child.  A little kid. Superman 
would save Jimmy Olsen from trouble, not draw the newsboy into Lex Luther’s line of 
fire.  The Man of Steel’s job is to rescue Lois Lane from the crashing helicopter, not 
escort her back into it.  Via the rear-view mirror I stare the cab driver deep in the eye and 
tell him to, “Stop the car.”

I keep bumping into people as I walk.  I’ve not prepared myself for how fast London is.  
And someone has turned the fucking brightness up, on everything.  Monitors selling 
holidays and new mobile phones catch my eye on every street.  Everyone seems to be 
talking to machines, taking pictures of themselves or taking pictures of themselves in 
front of something they’ve travelled from another country to see themselves in a picture 
with.  Fuck.  Maybe it’s just me, perhaps I’ve been away so long, but, the volume knob 
on the chaotic TV that is the world is jammed on ten, no matter where I walk.  When I 
look at all this commercialism, the willingness of people to get caught up in its net, I quit 
walking.  I lean against the side of a building, carefully.

I shut 2011 out by crumbling pathetic ideas to re-enter Vicky’s life.  And when the most 
plausible scenarios arise within, it’s my Superman top I have to thank for being my north 
star.  I use the stark image of the father and son I’d seen during the drive from 
Shrewsbury to blot them out. 

Day dissolves to night and night dissolves back to day, each morning births a charming 
speech for the abandoned Dilfs of Village Po.  Each performance never enough to 
convince me to return, not if it means relying on Vicky to take me there.

I distract myself, often reading through books and comics in stores.  With growing 
regularity the shopkeepers ask me to leave.  I’m beginning to look homeless, I think.  All 
this grime.  I must smell like sludge you scuff from a shoe.  This makes sense, of course: 
Sleeping foetal, life beneath dual carriageways; the occasional doorway, a bus shelter.  I 
think of Matt, not flying and what else I can no longer do.  I’ll test my powers out 
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tomorrow.

One night I’m laughing about selling the suit and my duffel bag to some guy with no legs 
for five pounds.  What was I gonna do with the suit? What do I really need the bag for? 
Just needed to eat.  All I need to carry is my journal, which fits nicely in my trench coat.  
The inside pocket.  So warm and secure.

“No gangrene lunch!” I wake up to this crazy guy shrieking.  A lost cause on crutches.  
Looks like he’s been out here longer than me. “No gangrene lunch!”

During the day I stink up libraries as I thumb through classics, seeking out the common 
thread of the hero.  I must be more than the beasts that want me dead.  When I let in the 
world’s noise, its sports cars and dream homes aimed at people who own music I can’t 
stand, I strike up conversations with street-workers.  I discuss their pamphlets and 
cleaning duties for a short while.  I find myself in front of a toy store looking at 
superheroes.  Action figures  What the hell does Spider-Man need with a Spider-Mobile? 

“I'll test out my powers tomorrow.”
I pour over diary entries, reminding myself of the selfishness of David Shape so as not 

to repeat it as Spiderfingers: David Shape would slouch at his desk, make calls to 
gyms, restaurants, hotels, papers and magazines.  He’d sell them a suave 
sophisticated version of himself and for what? So that they would like him enough to 
place his company’s ads in the new edition of whatever shit rag helped their 
commercial nothingness grow, and grow, and grow.

He’d help them consume the lives of people who’d been brainwashed into thinking 
they needed to look, think and feel like some airbrushed, photoshopped version of 
themselves.  Break times spent at a café far from the office were bitter sweet.  The 
comics he’d lose himself in for forty odd minutes.  Teenage fantasies of writing them 
long gone.  The boy he used to be would have hated the man he’d become.  More 
Luther than Kent.  He had to do right by the boy and escape the office where he’d 
sold his boss and his fellow workers an idea of himself.  He had to do better by 
David Shape the man, not David Shape the brand.  He moved into charity.  One 
can’t really blame him for thinking he’d done the right thing.

I read and re-read the entry.

One night I’m running.  Bolting, because beneath the noisy copulation of inner city 
music, rolling below the eternal soundtrack of car beeps, police sirens, the occasional 
scream of a motorbike, someone has yelled the magic words.

“Oh God, help!”
I charge along dank London streets.
“Please? Anyone?”
I pass a movie poster at a bus stop, the poster celebrating the life of Christopher Lee.  A 

picture from the actor’s legendary role as Dracula.  The image slows me down a little as I 
run toward the drama.
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Chapter Six: Spiderfingers to the Rescue

Samson, an African, well-educated and well-meaning, his eye-patch being a testament to 
what well-meanness can do to someone on London’s streets.  Terrible mouth ulcers and 
though his facial hair ages him, Samson is not long past the age of what, twenty? Twenty 
two? My X-Ray vision filters past his shivering blue navy puffer coat hugging the 
twiglets he has for arms.  So many sores on his skin.  His account of his fainting from 
starvation is a storytelling experience that dribbles past his split lip.  He sits on the grass, 
palms checking his nose for blood.  A feature bent out of shape on a man nestled among 
crackled clumps of a dying year.

Hunger derails the retelling of his story.  Days without food will do that to any person, 
so that before they realise it, the starving pour out semi-deranged ideas.  Unconventional 
solutions to end stomach pain for example.  The scoffing of book pages, the only one in 
his rucksack as it happens.  Samson’s belly has to live on something before it eats itself.

“I told myself don’t be mad”, he says. “Keep your book safe.  The Tao of Pooh is not 
food.  Don’t do it oh! Don’t eat the book Samson!”

When he idly fingers ribs beneath sallow skin, the needs of his brain and body 
shovelling over the cries of his soul, I see it – perhaps clearer than him.  That thing he's 
become in those chilly moments.  Through his words I watch Samson thrust himself up 
from the brown leaves.

“Told myself I’d survive.  No matter what.”
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He tells me this and I nod slowly.
Samson’s search through Soho’s nightlife ends on a street corner outside a shop with 

pink lettering and blacked out windows.  He tells me of his half an hour’s pouting (I 
imagine his come hither movements only highlight his newbie innocence).  He describes 
the way he’s sized up and it’s only then I realise where his story’s going.  It’s only then I 
know how best to play my part as saviour.  Our innocent rent boy in training, he stands 
opposite a man; a mountain of height; a smiling stranger who promises ‘no rough stuff’.  
Just money.  So of course, young Samson Owusu follows the tall man into the hedge 
infested St John’s Gardens.  The light is terrible there.  His mind filled with food, 
defences down.

“A meal, but hot.  Hot! From a chip shop, not from the trash.  To rub my belly nice and 
full, be human again, not see that waste of space in the shop windows.  Wearing my 
birthday jacket.  Wearing my face.  Y’know what I’m saying, Mr Spider, yes?”

“Yes, yes I do Samson.” I smile, head tilted to the side, seeing him as he wishes to be 
seen.  He shares his dream of rising steam and spicy dishes.  And his voice breaks when 
assurance of payment for favours reveals itself to be a lie.  No half naked indignities, no 
selling of one’s self-respect – not tonight.  He tells me how fate spat at him through 
violence.  Punches and kicks to the face.  His fragile weight forced to the undergrowth of 
woodchip and fallen leaves.  The squeals of fear re-enacted to show me just how his tall 
abuser pummelled him, broke him, all whilst a shorter man in filthy tracksuit bottoms 
unzipped his bag.

“There’s nothing on him.” says Samson bitterly, “As if my only belongings are crap to 
be thrown around, this – this – this, asshole! He just says ‘There’s nothing on him!’ But 
the muggers, (“Evil bastards!”), they found my book, The Tao of Pooh.  I don’t want 
them to touch it but they’re fucking evil.  The short fat one says,  ‘Isn’t this for kids’?”

Samson half smiles at me with a disgust and contempt that has no place on a face so 
young.   I almost skip a beat in my act of nodding concern. “Philistine. What do they 
know of Wei Wu Wei? Of Benjamin Hoff?”

I nod, even though I’ve not read The Tao of Pooh.   Some early eighties book displaying 
some westerners’ idea of eastern philosophy, Milnes’ honey seeking little bear acting as 
the enlightened one's proxy.  Samson takes it out of his bag to show me.  I don’t look at 
his face now because he’s the chicken before it’s wrapped up in cling-film.  He’s the pork 
before its slain when really, I need him to be the Sunday food product sold on television.  
Only a vampire who was once a vegan would understand.  Actually, that’s not quite right.

“So then the taller one, he turns on me saying, ‘No money? What kind of a rent boy are 
you?’”

Samson shoves into me, showing me how the taller mugger pushed his fat accomplice 
to the side.  They ransacked his bag.  They stuck filthy hands in the pockets of his jeans 
and jacket.  Nothing there.

“And he says again, ‘Nothing there. ‘Business slow, huh?’ he says. ‘Hey! I’m talking to 
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you!’ he shouts, loud … right into my ear, y’know? I beg them not to hurt me.  I beg like 
a little baby.  Then the fat one says, ‘Come on Eddie, let’s just go?’ His face is rashes 
first, eyeballs, nose and mouth second.  Maybe they were homeless too? Me, I don’t 
know, I don’t know.  Oh! The tall one laughs and slaps me on the cheek, like this.”

And Samson slaps his own cheek hard, because the adrenaline from tonight’s main 
event hasn’t subsided. “’Need to teach this little shit a lesson, right?’ says the tall one.  He 
kicks me in the crotch and shouts in my ear,

‘One eyed gay bastard.’
‘Oh god, please save me! Please?’ I’m doing this even though god is just a children’s 

story to me.  I’m shouting, ‘I’ll do anything!’ Y’know? So you get me Mr Spider?” 
Samson says all this, and I nod understanding, but for real.  Samson doesn’t have to 
recount what happens next, but I let him continue, because he can’t help it, and every 
word is a little prayer to me.

“A whooshing sound; a flag of red, I think, but that was your jacket, yes?”
I nod as he yaks on about a speeding force so powerful, so inhuman in its tackle of the 

lanky mugger that he probably thought starvation had driven him over the edge.  He sits 
up to witness the red distortion become a man in a crimson coat.  He watches the man 
crash into Eddie with wild animal force which sends him several feet into a hedge.  
Samson sways mesmerised by the lead performer, a hero in a ships’ sail of a coat; his leap 
into the air; his descent upon the dazed man hung upon the park shrubbery.  One blow 
blurred into three then six, so many unpleasant breaking noises as the swift warrior’s fists 
clobber and swat.  Samson hears them even now; the crack of hard bones as they snap 
inside Eddie’s chest.  We hear them together.  The fat mugger edges backward, realising 
the do-gooder in the red jacket is due to turn his fury upon him.  He makes a run for the 
park gate, but there’s no escape from the streak, a blood red energy unbound, everywhere.  
Samson talks of his confusion, momentarily convinced of their being two men in red 
coats; two men in red boots relentless.

“But there’s only one.  The man in the red coat has a blue hoodie,” decides Samson.  A 
red, yellow and blue familiarity branded across the garment. “Superman.” Crunching, 
wood splitting sounds follow the landing of ‘Superman’s’ brown knuckles.  Samson’s 
wide eyes tracking the mugger’s flight into the air.  His bulging peepers follow the bad 
man as he hurtles all the way back down; a fall from a great height he’d been tossed into.  
Six meters, perhaps less? The boy can’t be sure, not in the park’s badly lit area.  The man 
is a crumpled mess of meat and bone upon the ground.

“That’s when I saw you.” says Samson.  And I remember his fearful moment of non-
comprehension before he grasps at the hand I offered, my other palm clenched in a fist.  A 
tightened ball of leftover tension dug deep into my hip.  Samson stares out and up into the 
sky as I go over the rest of the story in my mind.

“I’m called Spiderfingers.” I pulled him up off the floor and smiled the way heroes do 
when justice has been served, “What’s your name?” After a short pause he told me. “How 
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biblical.  Do you like theatre, Samson?” His head shook, aware of his hand in mine.  I let 
it go. “How about films? You like movies?” I remember how he nodded, like a dog, so 
ready to please its master. “Films then.” and I cleared the dirt and leaves off him, “Time 
to change the script.  Permit me to direct your life, Samson?”

“Who are you?” He asked.
I ruffled my hair and replied, “A friend.” I’m sure he caught the smell of me.  The fug 

of rotten produce.  Yes, Samson, we both dream of soap.  That’s when he sat back down 
on the grass and told me about the muggers.

How long has it been since he had someone to talk to? How long’s it been since 
someone called him by his name?  What use is there in giving a fork a moniker, or some 
other tool a title? Samson pads my Superman hoodie, as if he must pat the reality down to 
make sure it’s real.  As he does so he tells me that I remind him of his little brother’s 
interest for anything superhero related.   Embarrassed, he tries to hide the smile on his 
face.

He tries.
During the collection of his belongings, Samson can’t help but steal looks.  Then he 

steals the look.  He’s noticed the flames in my hair.  Samson shakes his head and rubs his 
eyes, hoping to clear his mind.  A head of full of fire.  The smoke that billows out of it.  
The smell of Jasmine, an aroma which all but cancels my rotten fruit odour.  Samson digs 
at his eyes again.  So innocent.  So young.  A child in the world of bad men.

“I’ve gotta go Matt.” I say looking over his shoulder.
“Matt? Who’s Matt?” says Samson.  His eyes burn so far into me I have to turn my 

back on him.  I make my bad excuses and run away.
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Chapter Seven: Not Again

There’s another bloody poster of Christopher Lee, this time on the side of a bus.  The 
advert for some restored slab of sixties horror, speeds away.  Here comes another.  Can’t 
escape the vision of fangs sinking into a virgin’s neck.  Streets with familiar names but 
unfamiliar shops are everywhere.  Fads I’ve only seen in magazines bump into me.  I 
glare and shout at them, escaping into an alleyway.

The sign calls this place Hope Street.  Ha! That’s when I notice an advert for a new 
dawn.  A discoloured phantom beaten into London bricks by time and climate.  
Toothpaste commercial teeth sit comfortably within a Cheshire cat grin.  Eyes turned grey 
by English showers retain the blaze and visionary energy of a leader.  This face with the 
accompanying slogan ‘Things Can Only Get Better’ promised something vital, once.  
Enough votes endowed the grinning man with the power to save the country.

I shunt past a dirty duvet.  It’s rise and fall indication enough that there’s people under 
there.  My stride quickens as I try to outrun the evidence of a widening gap between rich 
and poor.  Beggars outside a newly refurbished gastro pub.  Stop and search on a group of 
kids – one with a bright orange ’17 Today!’ badge pinned to their baseball cap.  Presents 
out of hand, officers donning blue surgical gloves.  All this evidence of what leaders do 
with people’s belief once they attain status.

How am I any different from Tony fucking Blair? A simple sum appears in mind.  An 
uncomplicated sociological equation, once again understood.  I run from the dirty 
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alleyway and the faded lies of years ago.  I hurry back to the main street.  I run from shop 
windows with Hi-Def televisions advertising insurance.  I kick over the coffee cup of a 
man sitting cross legged next to a cash machine.  My hands reach around me collecting 
the coins that have spilled from his most valued item.  He’s still screaming at me as I 
hand them back to him.  I rush off again.  There’s a stack of magazine’s with some 
celebrity I’m supposed to know all about.  I push the wastes of paper down.  

Rushing into the shopping centre is another bad idea.  Some beat orientated song telling 
me how to dance in ‘Da club’, and I can’t find the exit.  I’m freaking out customers and 
promotion girls handing out goodie bags.  Some new brand.  Free stubs for hot drinks; all 
those looming screens the size of front rooms gaping down from on high.

How I get to Kings Cross Station, I don’t know.  There’s a guy with a shaved head who 
tries to get a donation out of me.  Attempts to flog his spiritual book into my hands? 
Please.  Can’t get away from him quick enough.  And who knows how I’d have valued 
the book if it were simply given for free, or discovered whilst browsing in the library? 
These fucking adverts are everywhere, and they are keen, so eager to have me reconfigure 
my reality for a regular fee.  The Christmas card, the Valentines message above a cinema 
or any other seasonal related marketing campaign, all constructed to make millions from 
the world’s collective desire to communicate condolence, celebration, congratulation, the 
whole entire gamut of acknowledgment and praise.  I’m no part of a PR team’s pie.  This 
is where my superpowers increase my load of societal pressure.  In this world that doesn’t 
know me, I’m an amoeba of a demographic.  All my abilities diluted through a black and 
white understanding of inconsequential rooftop fights.  I stop a mugger, but a corrupt 
politician is free to spin their lies; a criminal mastermind beyond my reach.  Being able to 
fly and see through walls only exacerbates this unfair and continuous internal struggle to 
conform to an unattainable identity depicted in radiant collectibles that I …

I …
I … live in this world with great power and even greater responsibility and it’s only a 

matter of time before ceaseless brochures promoting happiness, cash for questions 
scandals or the police brutality caught on camera moments drain my ‘thou shalt not kill’ 
axiom.  All my strength and speed will confuse and frustrate me then; terrorise my 
awareness and – yes – lead me to an untimely breakdown.

With the heat vision comes a rich history of how it ought to be used; a legacy lived out 
– by the most part – by people created for plot.  Idealised men and women.  Made up 
characters that face multiple threats.  They keep steel chins held high.  Not a tear in sight.  
No roll of the eyes, no drooling, bowels under superhuman control.  They’d never find 
themselves at the mercy of ill prepared psychiatrists.  Always sane.  How disastrous 
would that be? Picture a superhero’s psychotic break play out for the rest of the world, 
and just how mangled would this sick person’s relationships become once they fell down 
the jagged cavern of their soap opera life? Even if such an individual were privy to the 
message of Watchmen, I’d wager their objectivity would easily corrupt under the wrap of 
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costume, the behaviours and strict moral code that the uniform demands of its wearer.  I 
don’t know how much sense I’m making.  I need a bath.  I need to sleep.

Days spent walking.  An eternity thinking of myself in the right way: a moving target, the 
fire of godhood above my head acting as a bullseye.  The lantern forever burns for the 
attention of the enemy.  They could strike from anywhere, at any time.  Must keep 
moving.  Every crazy person I see, each person talking to themselves that I come across, 
I’m thankful.  Thank you London for reminding me how life inside you could be a hell 
lot worse.

My head’s been laying on the concrete for a while now, I think.  The ground tricked me, 
turned gravity into its weapon.  Food will always be something my subconscious mind 
desires.  But gods don’t eat from bins ...  And … down … I … stay.

The last few hours are watched through a prism of detachment, as though these flashes of 
incident are happening to some stage actor.  The play’s been intriguing, but overlong.  
The main character (who looks so much like me) leans into a shoulder of barely five feet 
two? Four eleven? An old lady.  This picture isn’t right.  She keeps him up on his feet, 
this man far removed from myself.  She has such a genuine smile.

We stumble into a warm flat.  My eyes swivel about the walls, old photos everywhere.  
Remembrances of a young lady (always smiling, always stood next to a man equally 
happy) adorn every wall.  The mantelpiece carries yet more pictures, as does the surface 
area of an ancient television. 

The old dear nurses me in a golden heaven.  So many antiques and photographs framed 
with gold.  Golden ornaments.  The lightshade above is the thatched kind which lends the 
living space its sunset aura.  Closed curtains.  Night time.  How she attends to me.  I am 
her new-born.

Muffins and pastries and orange juice and chicken.  So much chicken.  Peas dribbling 
down my chin.  Always a spoonful of goodness hovering just beyond my lips.  The 
woman of at least seventy smiling at the end of the fork, spoon, plate of a new mouth-
watering portion.  Cutlery and serving mats embroidered with her favourite colour, over 
and over.  Enough gold for a pharaoh to charge into the afterlife without worry.  I begin to 
fully accept this reality, that the character being fed all this food in this warm house 
deserves such kindness.  Pictures of the old lady and her husband dote on me.

I burrow deeper into the blankets that bandage my body, offering a grin to the doting 
pensioner.  The caress of the thick duvets – two of them – spun tight!  From her sofa I 
study the woman without comment: Purple shawl around those tiny shoulders, a dainty 
frame which now harbours the strength to do my will.

“Ten years ago it was.  Yes, ten years gone now.” Her voice is the sound of the East End 
(The undiluted timbre of fifties Newham). “You swooped down to me; like an angel you 
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did.  Just flew on down from the night to punish those sons of Satan.” The woman’s eyes 
cradle fire. “My grandmother – god rest her soul – would roll in her grave if she heard 
this, but it’s the truth: You’re more real than anything in the good book.  Ask me why?”

“Why?” 
“Oh, you’re good to play along.  You, knowing everything and all.  You’re more real 

than anything in that book because even though it’s the word of god, it’s written down by 
fearful men.  Angels are always going to be shining full of light.  No scruffiness on an 
angel, hmm? But that’s not the truth is it, Lord? The men who wrote the bible wouldn’t 
have you dress this way.” 

She points at my clothes draped over an armchair.  Their stink embarrasses me.  Her 
acceptance of them, so humbling.  All that faith in me fuels my new acolyte with the 
strength to carry me here, to undress me.

“Who is to say an angel doesn’t swear? Hmm? You called those evil muggers a thing or 
two, names I don’t dare repeat.  Covered in smelly purple liquids you was.”

Minion blood.  I saved her from my enemies, although this particular case of heroism 
has long since bled into the vast globule of saviour hood in my head.  No face, no name, 
no brief exchange is easy to distinguish from the next.  Casual vigilantism from way back 
then coalesced as one long uninterrupted action sequence. 

“Thank you for saving me.” 
I spy my glasses on the table next to me and put them on.  I take a good look at her.  

She stands so straight, so charged.  Vital.  Prepared and inflamed with the strength of 
someone far younger than her thinning silver suggests.

“You beat those cretins and returned my bag to me.  Do you know what was in there? 
Of course you do, but I’ll fetch him so he can thank you himself.”

I feel my forehead knot as the elderly woman moves with a teenager’s speed – 
sprightly, and toward the lavender handbag sharing the sofa with me.  She pulls 
something shiny out of the bag: A golden urn. 

“Henry.” announces the pensioner, holding the urn out in front of her.  “Used to keep all 
sorts of nonsense in my bag with him, but I’ve learnt my lesson from that night.  I really 
have.” She says this stroking ‘Henry’, captivated by the wall behind me, and so I turn to 
see a giant portrait of newlyweds.  The groom stood so tall next to his bride who presents 
a smile identical to my elderly hostess.  She stands so straight, so proud, her golden urn 
clutched to her bosom as her stare leaps through the picture behind me.  Her time-jump 
into the past.  A life less lonely. “Thank you for saving us.” She says turning back to me.  
This pseudo religion she’s constructed around my helping her … it’s got power.  I sit up a 
little into the snugness of the sofa, wrapping the cocoon of luxury tighter to my torso.  I 
keep quiet.  I won’t spoil the image her brain’s tinkered.  This might of hers; a power that 
only the very old can muster can serve me well; this home now my church.

“Your hair, it smells so good.”
She reaches for me, ‘Henry’ clutched under her arm, “I couldn’t help but touch it when 
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you were sleeping.  Your hair helped me find you again, but you know that already, don’t 
you?”

A small hand (shaking, withered) caresses my matted dreads.  Tiny fingers covered in 
liver spots ruffle my mane.  After a long-moment she yanks her free hand back up to her 
face.  I’ve witnessed human skeletons inhale crack slower than this.  My hair.  The old 
truth hits me again.  The scent of my hair, an intoxicant which rises forever out of me; it’s 
infected her.  Not again.  My scent, that Jasmine aroma, it’ll attract minions.  This 
homestead would become a fort.  Not again.  I rage from the comfort of her sofa.

“Not again!” I scream, shoving the old lady to the side, scooping my clothes from the 
armchair running for the hallway.  I take a desperate look back when I hear whimpering.  
My host has lost her grasp on ‘Henry’.  Her husband billows out of his glistening vial.  A 
cloud of a man dissolving across the floor of a lonely apartment. “Not again.” I grasp for 
the red trench coat on the back of the door.  Instinctively I search the inside pocket for my 
diary.  It’s safe. “Not again.” I break down the door, falling among its splinters on the 
street.  I push my glasses further onto my face sprinting into the night, deep into the 
outside I vow to finally call home.  A better church for me.  I will make do with being my 
own believer. “A better church for all.”

How long will it take my true nature to justify a sacrifice for the greater good?

Four days.  Four days till I search London’s roads for Samson.  After all, the fate of the 
entire planet depends upon my survival.  Someone will have to act as a … a battery.  
Someone unconnected to anyone else, but not like the old lady.  Someone that no one will 
miss.  I brush aside the stark image of Christopher Lee’s Dracula on the side of a bus, 
blood dripping from his fucking mouth.  I push the sight out of mind to hunt Samson.  
And after a few fevered days, I find him
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Chapter Eight: They’ve Found You

Londoners rush through café chains and the electronic shops of Tottenham Court Road.  
Men and women from Japan grip surgical masks as they desperately swipe away London 
dirt, struggling to keep sight of their tour leader’s Day-Glo herding stick.

I lock eyes with an old man leading his family through the gale.  He could pass for 
being Mr Williams.  Welsh.  He taught maths - no - it was humanities.  A silent compact 
is agreed: I ignore him, he ignores me.  I’m sure I saw Seepak (or was it Meepak?), not 
that David Shape was in the same class as him.  Mr Williams was his form tutor though, I 
think? This happens so often that I have to ask myself if I’m imagining people David 
used to know, or if London is as small as I think.

I dive back into my journal.
Diary and pen.  
Man and wife.  
Sometimes they quarrel.  
And then there’s the silence as I wait for them to make up.  
There’s the distraction.
A bearded woman shoves the entirety of her arm inside a bin.  There’s a person who 

wouldn’t mind the world ending tomorrow.  I turn away from the woman’s re-emerging 
fist, the half-meat of burger clenched within.  All those flies.  She’s going to down that 
junk.  How long’s it been in that bin? How long have I been out here?   
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For the gods to return, Spiderfingers must die.
Jesus.  Writing out my history isn’t giving me the same relief it used to.  I try to force 

truths out of my pen, but there’s nothing there, and thoughts of my position in the world 
inevitably lead back to Hope Street’s poster.  That smirking Cheshire: his liar’s smile.  
Despite my abilities, I can’t afford to believe in the codes of the superhero.  The world 
needs me to grow up.  And so, Samson.

Because of Samson’s faith, I’ve controlled my relationship to starvation.  Now, I can go 
for days without food or water.  Sammy boy’s my more realistic Jimmy Olsen for a 
darker, more chaotic world.  What do comic book writers really know anyway? Fuck em 
all.  No tourists, no siren blasts, no truck backfire, no single distraction will halt my entry 
making.  Pen on paper.  Lovers reunited.

Spiderfingers: What is the Oma?
Samson: The world of the gods.
Spiderfingers: What do the bastards want?
Samson: They want to live off our worship.
Spiderfingers: What stands in their way?
Samson: You do, Mr Spider.  Gods send minions to kill you so that the barrier 

between the world and their masters is destroyed.  They travel here through special 
doors scattered in every country.

Spiderfingers: Good, good.  Now, why did I leave London?
Samson: The gods think you’re addicted to popularity.  They searched every 

major city in the world.  They didn’t think to look for you in a madhouse.
Spiderfingers: Excellent.  At ease soldier.
A quick read-through of my writing calms my breathing.  Hardships will be mine to 

command.  Through the pen I will become their god.
“Gotta go Sammy, keep warm, alright?”
“Ah? Come on, Mr Spider? Have some?”
Sammy lifted the beer in his direction.  Spiderfingers gave him the thumbs down.
“You keep it.  You need the warmth.
“Don’t forget, Mr Spider –” 
“– A smile is a powerful thing – I know.  See you Sammy.”
Spiderfingers walked away, leaving Samson to pluck his Tao of Pooh from his 

rucksack, pawing it like a restorative talisman.  He ambled down the street, fighting 
the pride, the inherent dominator in his soul from walking back, approaching 
Samson with his tongue, a tool to adjust the boy’s life stabilising spirituality.  Let 
him keep his naivety.  Minions aren’t sane creatures to be reasoned with, but Sammy’s 
blissful in his ignorance.  Why take that away from him?  He took a look back at the 
one eyed boy, his cardboard sign reading: A Smile is FREE, so grin with ME!   

Samson, with his Tao of Pooh and three string acoustic guitar.  Samson, with his 
humility, a one eyed kid who always – somehow – regardless of wind and rain sat with a 
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beer at his feet.  Samson: homeless, keen to absorb other people’s faith, so long as their 
belief ultimately celebrated love.  The boy’s belief in him rushed around his body, like 
blood through the veins of a vampire.  

West Africa has cursed thousands of Samson’s.  Good boys who were born into the 
wrong family.  Samson’s brood used witchcraft and devil worship to punish those 
born different.  Playing house with the girls over playing murderer with the boys, 
and when they did so, they joked with tear tracks under their eyes, evidence of 
beatings.  Such boys grew with precociousness, always well aware that neither 
parent nor peer group would accept them as living breathing individuals.

The diploma’s on daddy’s office wall, the picture of the student in his graduation 
garb and the video of the day itself proved precious displays of achievement.  
Samson: a good Christian name for a long suffering boy.  His home and kin cut from 
him – a necessary clipping – by his own hand.  No more belt lashings disguised as 
spiritual healing.  No more church visits for the sissy boy.  His life no longer measured in 
a long line of exemplary grades to act as credit in the eyes of a future mother-in-law.  
Samson’s tragedy was enough to trample one’s spirit completely, to kill it, marginalise its 
status, so that being out of the way, on a kerb, under a bridge, in a building crawling with 
bugs became poor Samson’s natural habitat.  His sleep interrupted on many occasions by 
drunken youths looking for someone to bully, piss on or burn with their lighters.

‘How can these things happen so regularly?’
Samson would think this until such drama happened far too regularly for it to truly 

surprise him.  Sure, the runaway jangled out tunes on his three string acoustic, but 
his music was quietly played.  His voice and chords, a semi-private coping method, a 
device to negotiate the harsh way of the world.

The jig of his partner brought badly needed showmanship to the act.  
Spiderfingers would dance a little dance to Samson’s busking, the proceeds shared 
out between the duo in a fifty-fifty split.  Samson taking performance notes, 
progressing from merely staring at the guitar to head-bopping with his eyes closed.  
Often his peepers would open to see the dancing Superman, the larger than life 
protagonist, far too broad for any Surrey stage.  A true character, often confused but 
always on the move.

An alien surrounded by new sounds, new technology, shops delivering strange 
genre busting music to his ears. “Slang he didn’t recognise, clothes that baffled him, 
making him resentful, not at all comfortable in seeing their garishness shoot around him.” 
Not like seeing them in a magazine, sitting comfortably in a room that used to 
belong to David motherfucking Shape.  I throw the bookies pen and diary to the road. 
“Fucking noise.” Each beep of a car, every trundling mechanical cough of a lorry – the 
very air I breathe – all these forgotten variables.  I press hands into my face as far off 
JCB’s drill into thick concrete.  Thumbs burrow into my ears, but they don’t jab deep 
enough, not nearly enough for unrecognisable pop songs to stay out.  “Fucking get it 
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together!  Fetch the notebook, before the wind steals it.”  I rescue the journal, pages 
flipping in the gust, skidding along in the gale.  Push aside the concern for the passer-by 
on a hands-free.  It’s how people talk now.  The man’s not a schizophrenic, he’s on the 
phone.  If you’re going to make another scene at least be triggered by new material. 
“You’re the only crazy man round here.” I cover my mouth to stop more idiocy flooding 
out.  No one saw that, did they? 

A quick trip to the off-licence.  Deep into the newsagents I go.  The spirits section … 
and I make my way out smoothly, my plundered bottle of Jack Daniels clutched tight in 
my outer pocket.  I grit my teeth in the cacophony of the now.  I can’t fly. 

I still feel the steel in my bones, and the memory of the punch hasn’t left me.  That 
punch – days ago – a solid right haymaker through inches of metalwork that granted me 
access to a filthy maintenance room, a temporary home under a dilapidated tower block.  
I’d trade my shelter for just one more flight.  There would be no long walk.  There would 
be no catching my dishevelment in a phone shop window.  The fiery crown of divine 
lineage flickering, threatening to fade out.  Thin, unimposing wisps of smoke wavering 
out of my dreads.  I stare past my frailty to lock eyes with a lone assistant, a pretty blond 
girl attaching a placard to the shopfront.  Her face full of pity.  
Keep moving.  

Stay too long in one place and some minion will catch a whiff of my hair – the bastards 
will come a-running.  “Take over the fucking world.  Kill everyone because you were 
stupid and scared.  A silly little boy in a costume who won’t face the fact that Vicky is the 
only one who can help you to get to Village – ”

A thump to my upper back thunders pain all over.  
I slam into something tall.  
Something made of metal, and what’s that horrible milky smell?  
I’m blinking, gathering my bearings, gripped to the seat of a … a bicycle, a rusty one-

wheeled ruin chained to a lamppost? Yes, that’s what it is.  And hey, that liquor smell.  
Oh, I’m standing in a puddle of Jack Daniels I stole from the store.  Fold your specs, 
shove them into your pocket and raise your fists.  It’s them.  They’ve found you.
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Chapter Nine: Mine

I’m in a car, or no … I’m higher up.  
A van.  I’m inside a van.  
Two arms reach in through the place where a windshield ought to be and throw me out 

and down.  A brutal nosedive into the tarmac.  Hoots from cars as I rise on hands and 
knees.  I retch with phlegm.  There’s that stink of stale dairy product again as something 
hits my face.  Somersaulting through space now.  A few rolls and I’m still.  

Here I am, on the road with cars rushing past me as something warm and hard tracks 
over my palm.  My life the play feels all too brief.  I’d do anything for an understudy 
right now.  I shift onto the balls of my feet, my hand in front of my face.  Thank fuck for 
a lifetime of worship granting my bones such durability.  And yet, I’m human enough to 
feel a certain pain.  Who is attacking me? Traffic whizzes on my left and right.  Evasive 
manoeuvres then.  Bend down.  Push up.  My feet blast away from the road, a man 
shaped arrow spearing upward to safety.  

“Leap a tall building in a single bound.”
My rooftop landing wouldn’t be so bad if my legs worked.  Can’t stop my knees from 

sinking into the gravel.  I crawl as fast as I can to peek down over the ledge of the high-
rise.  A splintered flower stall’s floral contents ladder along the pavement; a herd of traffic 
behind the wreck of a car; bawling children carefully rescued from their passenger seats; 
that van lacking a windshield.  A fluffy bunny rabbit toy pancaked behind a lorry, black 
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tire marks measured in meters.  The steady wind robs glass from my red trench coat as I 
peer downward, spying workers’ heads pop out of windows, some people pointing up at 
me.

Who hit me?
A brick.  That was a brick that smashed into my cheek, and now I’m halfway over the 

edge.  I can make a jump from this height I think, just gotta think of Samson’s gap 
toothed smile.  All that belief and – 

“Uh, uh,” says a screechy voice as an arm winds round my waist. “If you’re street 
pizza, you’re no good as Mine’s trophy, hmm?”

Spittle hits the back of my neck whilst an arm squeezes my abdomen, lifting me up into 
the air, then over.  My face takes the majority of the crash into the pebbles, which 
shouldn’t hurt as much as they do.  Rolling onto my front, slowly, carefully, I will my 
face not to betray how small I feel.

“Which – Ow!” The fucking pain in my jaw. “Which god do you … work for, 
arsehole?”

Start and keep up a dialogue.  Gather wits and size up whatever’s possessed the power 
to fuck me up.  Past reek, beyond the dense waft of milk left to ferment under long 
summer heat, there’s someone I have to negotiate with.  A short stocky figure with blood 
red pupils squinting on either side of a pencil long nose covered in pimples.  He’s 
wearing an orange luminous builders’ uniform, the material torn and grimy, the wearer 
sporting a grimace as he advances, arms stretched out, knuckle duster smoking hot upon 
the nubs of his left fist.  The four letters on each finger-joint clearly visible: M I N E

“Which god does Mine work for? Hmm?” replies Mine with an overplayed mockery in 
his voice, his hand to his chin.  “The real question is, what god have you been tussling 
with? Mine smells his scent upon you.  Where is he? Where is the chaos god? Come on 
Fellow-Breed, tell Mine now!”

Where is the chaos god? Doesn’t he know who he’s talking to? 
Stall for time, stall for time. 
“Kay, Mine, is it? Speak your lord’s name, so I know who to pray to.”
Mine smiles.  Mine reaches down and I’m seized into the air.  Vice of a grip.  I thrash 

and wheeze, hoisted by the neck until I’m face to face with Mine’s bloodshot stare.  
Unblinking, inhuman, a face under a constant curtain of sweat lathered across that pimply 
creased ripple of a forehead.  I note the red hot brilliance of the branding iron.  The 
minion smiles humorlessly, indicating toward himself:

“Mine serves no god because Mine is one of The Free, and we stalk the lands 
unbranded.  Now confess, Fellow-Breed – where did you fight the God of Chaos?” 
Mine’s grip increases, his sweat pouring onto my face and Superman hoodie. “Mine has 
six months of life left.  Mine intends to have the greatest kill count since the Great War, 
so beg, cry, scream – you will bear the mark of Mine.” Choking, crying and squirming, 
wishing to be anywhere but here.  In his arms.  Powerless.  His body rubbing against me 
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and … no …. I can’t let my mind go there.  I glare down at Mine’s branding fist as it 
pulls back for a punch.  I can’t look at it, not anymore.  I gaze down upon Mine’s rat-like 
face.  My glare, brighter than the sun.

“Argh!”
The fucker screams as I drop from his powerful clutches.  The face of my enemy 

engulfed in flame.  A squeal not dissimilar to swine fills my ears.  The smell of Mine’s 
charred flesh sparks slight remembrances of battlefields.  Shake the memories out of 
mind.   Gotta get to my feet.  No time.  I charge, legs thrust fast as possible so that when 
the strike to Mine’s side occurs the pimple nosed arsehole flies several feet off the 
building.  The twisted metal racket of Mine landing onto a car is a welcome relief.  I 
retch.   

How come Mine didn’t know my name?
 “Only one person can help me now.”
I fish my glasses out.  Only two new cracks? Nice.  I rub my good hand over the fingers 

that got run over.  Fine.  Arms: bones where they ought to be.  I search the rooftop for a 
door and I’m soon I’m through one, shooting down a staircase.  Out the fire exit.  Don’t 
need to go out the front.  Don’t need to have round two with Mine … pimply nosed 
fucker.  I run past windows in a foyer and note the flames atop my head.  The flickering 
clue of holy birth.  The Jasmine.  Vanity can wait too.  Gotta buy more whisky, some 
coffee and a thermos.  Gotta get a bag too.  And I’ll need answers to new questions.  Bad 
enough my abilities are so weak, bad enough my environment’s causing panic attacks; I 
spy new pieces on the game board, and I need to have words with my bishop.
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Chapter Ten: There Is No Off The Radar

I stride along halls of Shrewsbury Court, an emperor in new clothes, new street scent, a 
perfume of vagrancy whilst my coat, a crimson wave hooks the consideration of staff 
who no longer rule over me.  Better these discreet stares than the blatant inquiries I’d 
earned on the kerb; the disused railway station; the underpass in Chalk Farm.  Places 
where people tried to sell me drugs.  

The visitor’s area consists of three types of people:  Nurses (the majority being male, 
stoic, ever moving sentinels who patrol tables), residents (some garble in private 
languages, others hyperactive, sometimes too excited for their ever present overseers), 
and then there are the poor souls who neither work nor live here.  Families.  Mothers, 
brothers, young adults – thespians one and all.  Everybody cast as the understanding 
liberal.  I used to feel like one of them, when truly, I’m nothing like any of these people.  
But I’ve come close, years ago now, when I walked Hara in for treatment.

With her ever decreasing grapple on sanity, what choice did I have? And Shrewsbury 
Court seemed well run, the specialists well-meaning but honest.  Patients seemed to like 
them.  All these fractured men and women lost in contradictory dream worlds.  Their self-
involved fantasies.  After having Hara sectioned I wandered around the place for ages, 
relieved.  I told her about this.  She suggested I stay as well.

“You’re more human here than anywhere else on Earth.  Here, you’d be safe.”
“Safe, Hara? Do we mean ‘safe’ safe, or Easter Island ‘safe’?”
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“Easter Island was different.  Here you’ll have company. ”
“A company of mad people Hara.”
Even as I said that, I wanted to be persuaded.  Allow myself to give up godhood.  Allow 

my body to become human and accept needles to pierce me, medical fluids to influence 
my insides.

“You won’t go mad – not here.  You cannot afford to.”
Ah, her surety.  
I shake the past out of mind and search the area, filtering out awkward familial 

gatherings till my eyes fix upon – there – there she is.  I weave through constellations of 
people and reach Hara Carroll’s grey table at the back of the grey visitor’s area.  
Everything grey.  This whole facility matches her.  I sit on the bench, resting my bag on 
the table between myself and the dilapidated woman before me.  What a difference seven 
years can make.

Hara Carroll: sallow skin, shrunken frame and long crinkled hair.  A Retiree, easily 
mistaken for dead were it not for the rise and fall of her cardigan.  Shrewsbury’s taken 
someone colourful and syringed the vibrancy right out. 

“Ah,” she croaks, “the prodigal son.”
“Son, Hara? I’d say we’re complicated enough as it is.”
I grin, ruffling my matted dreads.
“Any trouble?”
She asks this as she stares me up and down.
“On the way here? Let’s see: Lava snakes ambushed me on the way through Kingston.  

I outsmarted a necromancer in a village a few miles out of town.  But he was an idiot.  
Nothing like Mine.” Hara offers a quizzical look. “A minion called Mine.  He’s godless.  
Can you believe that? Said he belongs to a tribe called The Free.  Fucking newbie didn’t 
have a clue who I was.  Thought I was a minion like him.”

“Well, it has been seven years.  Have you forgotten? A minion’s life cycle lasts a few 
months, a year?  Of course they’ve forgotten you.  They’ve had no one to fight.”

“Yeah, now they fight each other.  They brand conquests for bragging rights.  It’s 
madness out there, Hara.  No offence.”

She croaks out some laughter.
“None taken, Dearie, none taken.  Given your adventure, I’m surprised it’s taken so 

long for you to visit.” 
“Now I’m here, let’s see your party trick? There’s seven years of supernatural current 

affairs to whisk through and I don’t need any more surprises like Mine.”
I tap the bag on the table with the beat of a steady heart.
“I suppose you’ve smuggled a gift in there for me?” she asks.
“Of course.  Only the best room service for madam.” I pull the bag closer to my chest 

so as to shield its contents from the nosy staff.  Out comes a flask from the holdall.  Hara 
snatches it, shoving the canister to her mouth.  She guzzles hot drink down without a stop 
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for breath. “Whoa there, a little discretion, please, eh?” I stealthily eye the nurse walk by 
the table whilst Hara swigs the steaming brown liquid.  Hara Carroll: plump spindly 
arms, flowing aged hair crumpled to her waist.  To notice her would be to see that lonely 
old woman on every street.  At least eight cats for company. 

“Oh be quiet you.” She whispers left-ways, eyes quickly returning to her table guest.  I 
pretend not to notice. “Got anything for the breath?” she wipes her mouth on a sleeve.

“Sure.” I push a pack of strong mints across the table.  Hara snatches them.  She pops 
two in one go, speaking as she sucks.

“You been alright?” she asks, toying with the empty flask.
A golden urn full of ash.  Dead husband spilt along an old carpet … and …
“You alright? How is everyone?”
“Wouldn’t know.  I can’t go back there.”
“Where? Dearie, you better not be sleeping rough.  Where are you staying?” 
“Around.”
“Walking around aimlessly is not a plan; it’s a ticking death sentence.”
“Don’t worry about me, just down the brew.  Be sure to get every piece of info Gaia 

offers up, and for God’s sake, do it quietly?”  
“Did you say for God’s sake?” she chuckles, “At least this place hasn’t killed your sense 

of humour.”
“Drink up.  If the staff find out I’ve brought you Irish coffee it’s game over.”
“O.K, Dearie, whilst we wait for the drink to do its work, tell me ... what’s it like – you 

know – out there, in the future?”
“2011 is all about the beards.  Big massive, no nonsense, I’m-a-twat-and-I-want-you-to-

know-it beards.  They’re everywhere, like there’s some competition to be London’s most 
authentic Dickensian villain.  Anyway – that’s the future.  See anything?”

“Besides Mildred and Tommy over there?” Hara raises a quivering finger to the empty 
table.  She shakes her head, fingers returning to her knees, rubbing, but only for a 
moment.  I quietly observe her hands move the empty flask to the side, lazing her body 
over the table.  Her eyes forage for something in mine.

“Please, don’t.” I say to the ceiling, “I couldn’t say bye, cos if Doc Kwame saw me 
with you ...”

“Oh dear.  Or dear, oh dear,” Hara replies with a giggle, “I’m not some lonely old biddy 
who pines for absent relatives.”

Her insight and my ability to forget she has any - well - it’s defined our relationship 
from the start.  An odd evening.  A house full of family.  Before I was born, for these 
aren’t my memories.  They belong to David Shape.  As Spiderfingers I’ve merely 
inherited his remembrances.  Truthfully, my first meeting with Hara took place on my 
birth night.  That fateful evening I’d crawled out of the Earth and … time to stop this 
scramble down the den.  I fold my arms, before swiftly unfolding them.  I bite my lip, 
silently peeved at my textbook body language.
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“It must be rubbish out there,” she says resting her palm on my elbow. “Not knowing 
which god is working with whom.  Don’t you miss being here, off the radar?”  

“What?” I lift my elbow away from Hara’s touch and lean back on my visitor’s bench. 
“Hara, perhaps you don’t recall, but mere days into my residency, I was cracking the 
skull of one of Hanuman’s monkey guards.  Next attack came about a week later.” I raise 
an eyebrow in mock surprise, “Forgotten the lice of Medusa?  I had to eat them off my 
skin … before the fuckers could borrow into my body toward my heart.” I bite into my 
knuckle, “Sure, this isn’t London, but Christ … Radar, Hara? There is no ‘off the radar’ – 
Jesus.  Then I start hearing Vicky in my head.  Shit.  No way I’m coming back here.”

Hara opens her mouth but no words come out as her hands unstring a thread on her long 
sleeve top.

“Voice?” She pulls at the loose hemming.  “You’re hearing voices?” She tugs the stitch 
out, her arm knocking the flask off the table.  I scoop it up, donating my best smile at a 
passing nurse. 

“Hara,” I edge in close searching the room for eavesdroppers, “I imagined Vicky, 
pleading, begging for help, like – like she’s my Lois Lane.  My kind, we just can’t help 
ourselves.”

“You’re different to the other gods.  You denied yourself hero-worship for the better 
part of a decade.  Now, if you’d just reconsider Operation Genie Bottle.”

I shoot a glare across the table. “O.K then,” said Hara. “I’ll take that as a no.” She 
begins to play with a long lock of her old woman’s hair, “It’s just that you’re the only 
High-Borne to outsmart the Omni-Sire, who’ll do anything to kill you.  And you must, 
must, must survive.  Your death means –

“The death of billions – I know.  Don’t tell me about safety.  I think about nothing else.  
No one else.  If you dropped dead right now, this very moment, this thing that you’re 
talking to, here.” I point a finger at my face, “it wouldn’t know how to grieve.”

“If you felt for every flower in mother’s garden you’d be no good at cutting her weeds.” 
she says.  I lean forward, my face inches from hers. 

“Hara, thinking like that isn’t as easy as it used to be.”
She reclines, head sunk into her bosom, right hand clutching beyond grey hair.  “Is it 

starting?” I say, “Tell me, what’s Gaia showing you?”
“There’s nothing.  Absolutely nothing.  I can’t feel her at all.” She blinks away tears. 

“I’ve not lost it, have I?”
“Unless you know another shaman with a link to the Earth’s consciousness then – no – I 

really, really hope you’ve not lost it.  Let’s get you some grass or better still – a tree?”
“Do you really think I need schooling? From you? You exist because of me, and don’t 

you forget it.  Mother to daughter, priestess to priestess, handing down the knowledge of 
the magic.  It won’t be me who ruins the work of my family.”

“Look, I’m just saying, trying some old school techniques might …”
I note the sea-change in manner.  Hara’s mouth ajar, then a grunt.  Then another, and 
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another.  I lean in conspiratorially. “O.K, think of lakes, Hara, and animals … Fight for 
Gaia’s connection.”

“Look at all these idiots.” Hara indicates a young lady at the table across, “I love nature, 
but I can’t stand it when people pretend it’s some sort of Disney fantasy.” The twenty 
something she’s glowering at is wearing a Bambi t-shirt.

“Take the gardeners friend,” she continues. “The humble Robin that follows you round 
scavenging for worms in the topsoil you clear.  A constant companion, man and nature in 
harmony.  That’s the idea, right? Wrong! Mr Robin is actually sizing you up, to see if he 
can take you on.” She spins and jabs her finger toward an empty seat. “Mr Robin wants to 
peck you to death Mildred.” She strikes a crone pointer out, poking at her imaginary 
victim. “Peck, peck, peck, peck n’ pluck out your eyeballs.  Perform a little singsong over 
your mangled corpse, eh?  This is what he would do to you, if he could.”

I gaze about the hall.  Hara’s outbursts don’t come close to the loudest in the room, but 
disgrace is not far off; the nurses calm saunter over; an elevator ride and a short mission 
to Doctor Kwame’s office.  A detailed record would be taken on the conversation and the 
pomposity of my outfit, the same costume I’d originally arrived in seven years ago.  Then 
the flask would be found.  I’ve not thought this through.

“Hara, please? I’ve travelled a long way for this.  You need to reconnect with Gaia so I 
–” A nurse walks up to our table.  Hastily, I lovingly guide Hara’s hands out the air and 
pin them to the table. 

“You O.K here, Mrs C?” The nurse asks.
“She’s fine.  Not had coffee like this in ages, have you?”
“Even the empty air can contain a rival to be destroyed!” Hara’s arms aloft, hands 

flapping, “Destrooooyed!” Two nurses jog over.
“Fuck sake Hara, you know where I’m headed if you can’t help me …”
“Hahahaha … Woohoo!”
“You know what she’ll do to me.”
Hara falls off the bench.  I grab my bag, dash out the room, rush past confused staff, 

make for the stairs and speed through the lobby in a streaking Technicolor blur. “You 
know what she’ll do to me!”
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Chapter Eleven: The Sudden Conversion of Samson Owusu

Samson’s got a front row seat, half hidden behind a telephone booth.  Positioned in the 
best place to watch the world’s one saviour chase down criminals, practiced in the dark 
truth the papers are all too keen to report: Sometimes, the bad guys win.

Samson spies on the future stars of the evening news.  His eyes follow the jewel 
thieves, three men who’ve brazenly bashed in the skulls of a shop owner and would-be 
defender of innocents.  The heist was a small hurricane which vanished as fast as it 
appeared.  A pool of shop glass clawing across pavement, a shimmering puddle of 
destruction with gathering bystanders.  The bleeding shop assistant hobbling out after 
speeding thieves.

“Somebody do something? You watch but you do nothing?” 
Samson edges a little closer to the action.  He watches lawless men thunder away as I 

jump away from his side, dodging traffic in pursuit of motorcycles.  In a few life-
changing moments, Samson Owusu will become a true believer.

Ever since I swooped back into his life, the value Samson places on his day to day has 
progressively risen like an unstoppable new land mass rooted in a bottomless ocean of 
regret.  He no longer consolidates his happiness via his book.  The Tao of Pooh translates 
as mere sentimental weight in his bag now.  It’s lost out to his guitar.  

Before we bought the acoustic I’d dance, and Samson would sing, handclapping beats.
“Let’s spend it on burgers!” said Samson shaking the coin cup – “Milkshake!” he 
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screamed, his eyes rolled from one junk food outlet to another.  I sold him on buying the 
acoustic guitar on Denmark Street, a damaged window display item on the verge of being 
thrown out. “I’ve always wanted to play, just never had the nerve, y’know?”

I just smiled at him as I re-strung the thing; showed him chords; taught him Little 
Richard, Nirvana, Beatles and Stones covers.

“I know classics now.  The originals! Thank you Mr Spider!”
“Originals? In a way.  You ever heard of Rosetta Tharpe? The world knows Richard, 

Presley, Lennon, but it forgets Tharpe.  A lesbian black singer gave us a whole new art 
form, but ah, don’t believe me do you?”

My stories soon became just stories.  The superhuman strength displayed upon our first 
meeting explained away as adrenaline, the fire Samson spotted in my hair – just hunger 
induced delirium.  His belief required another demonstration.  So when Samson jumped 
at the tinkle of broken glass and the insistent ring of trouble’s bell, I knew.  The shrill 
alarm of Omar’s Crown would have been dismissed as yet another London disturbance, 
but I know the unmistakable siren of crime.

“Don’t be an idiot! You’re not Super – ” and he’s already a gulf of miles behind me.  
Indeed, he’s re-examining clues to the supernatural, because here I run; his guitar teacher 
outpacing the spinning wheels of shop raiders.

“Go get em, Mr Spider!” shouts Samson, a joyous firecracker of a disciple as one, two, 
then three heist members are thrown from their motorbikes.

Go get em!
I use impossible power to tear a wheel from a bike and fling it like a child’s Frisbee.  A 

dazed criminal hits the road as the tire rebounds into a coffee house.  Samson will file the 
collateral damage as necessary.  Who is he to question a god? The second biker’s forearm 
goes under my boot, and I twist and turn the limb until the sound of flesh and bone 
snapping apart is inescapable.

I straddle over the last jewel thief; the severed arm of his downed partner in my hands.  
Blood sprays on the open road and parked cars as I bludgeon the helmet of the armed 
raider, a man yelling.

“No, please!”
His visor cracks and briefly, just for a few beatings, he wears Hara’s face.  Anger that’s 

had nowhere to go since yesterday’s hospital visit bursts out.
“You know what she’ll do to me!”
Is the man breathing? Whatever.  I abandon the victim to unconsciousness.  The 

bleeding limb tossed into the crowd.  I head over to Sammy.
“You alright there, Sammy boy?”
“I’m fine.” 
I place a heavy arm over his shoulder.  The shudder in Samson’s back is what throws 

me.  The flinch signals a rational response to what the boy’s witnessed.  I’ve gone too far.  
What’s worse is that I enjoyed tearing off the biker’s arm.  I enjoyed it.  The score of the 
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1978 Superman movie plays out in my head quietly, just under the surface.  The world 
famous piece bounces in my brain, like an excited pet, a barely patient side-kick awaiting 
the command to rise up and soundtrack whatever spectacle I choose to create next.  But 
the rolling percussion and unmistakable brass bombardments ... they … they embarrass 
me. 
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Chapter Twelve: How The War Of The Gods Began

We walk.  We walk in silence.  I wait till the fanfare of sirens are distant before I ask:
“Wanna hear a story Sammy?”
“Sure.”
We sit down on a kerb off the main road.  I pull my diary into the daylight:

Once upon a time, there lived the man-god Boleraam.  He lived in The Oma, the land of 
the gods, but he was unhappy.  He didn’t fit in.  When he tried to play with his half-
brothers and sisters, they bullied him.

“You’re not our real brother.” they would say, “Your mother is human.  Humans are 
weak.  Humans are our toys.”

When Boleraam visited Earth to see his mother, people would run away at the sight of 
his fire hair.  He loved his mother and her family but he couldn’t live with her on Earth.  
Her neighbours feared him, no matter how much he smiled.  He decided to ask his father 
for help.  After all, his father was Zeus, the king of the gods.  Zeus would know what to 
do.

One night, Boleraam paid a visit to his father’s temple, but Zeus was busy having a 
conversation with his new wife, Eros.  Boleraam didn’t want to be seen, not by Eros.  She 
scared him.  And so, Boleraam hid behind a great statue of his uncle Aries and waited for 
Eros to leave.  Even her voice frightened him.  
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“One day I will be dead and my son, Boleraam must rule as king.” said Zeus, “But he is 
half human.  The other gods are not the slightest bit afraid of him.” 

“It’s not too late to give him away to a farmer to look after.” replied Eros.
Boleraam felt sad.  No matter how many drawings he made of her, Eros had chosen to 

hate him.  He knew why.  Eros never gave Zeus sons.  Her children were all monsters. 
“Give Boleraam away.” said Eros, “Then we can spend more time together.”

Zeus rubbed his chin for a while.
“No.” he said at last, “You are new to my kingdom and we do not give our sons away.  

Boleraam is a clever boy and I won’t give up on him.” Zeus’ words put a big smile on 
Boleraam’s face. “I have a plan to make him a great king.  Come on out Boleraam, I 
know you’re there.” 

Boleraam jumped with fright.  How did his father always know where he was? Doesn’t 
matter, he thought.  I’d better go to him.  He slowly walked out from behind the statue 
with his eyes to the ground.

“I’m sorry,” said Boleraam, “I wanted to talk to you about how to fit in.”
Zeus looked his son up and down.  His hand rubbed his chin.
“No, Boleraam.” said Zeus as he lifted his son onto his knee, “You don’t fit to other 

people’s plans.  You make them to fit to you.”
Zeus gave Boleraam a brand new city to call his own.  He hoped that Boleraam would 

enjoy having his own people to look after.  Zeus told his son, “I give you the land of 
Orealia! Rule its people well!”

And so, Boleraam travelled to the middle world, a place between the Oma and the 
Earth; a land called Orealia where he would rule - in his own way.

Most gods are like the school bully in the playground.  
They like to play tricks on people who can’t fight back.  They see them as toys to play 

with.  Boleraam however was different.  He had spent more time with his Earth mother 
than with his father, who was often away fighting other gods jealous of his kingdom, or 
his attention.  Boleraam couldn’t tell the difference. 

When Boleraam arrived at the city of Orealia its people ran into hiding.  But as time 
went on the people soon began to trust him.  This was because he always made himself 
useful.  He worked on the farms without complaint.  He used his great strength to repair 
roads.  He did everything he could to make their lives easier and he never mistreated his 
people.  Far from it.  He did not go to great lengths to remind people of his birthday.  He 
didn’t punish anyone who didn’t pray in his temples.  There weren’t any.  He had closed 
them all down and told the priests who made them to retrain as scholars or train as 
fishermen.  

“Spend your prayer time with your families.” said Boleraam.  
When Zeus’ spies told him how nice Boleraam was, Zeus became angry.  He paid a visit 

to his son and asked: “Why can’t you be like your brothers and sisters? If a human being 
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doesn’t give me what I want, I get angry.  Why don’t you?”
“I like them father.” replied Boleraam. “Sometimes I hear them talk about me and they 

say nice things.  Not because they are afraid I’ll hurt them, or send them to Uncle Hades’ 
house, but because they love me.”

Boleraam’s father couldn’t understand his son.  He couldn’t understand him one little 
bit.  People were for fun and games, and if they didn’t work the way they were supposed 
to, they could be broken, thrown away into the dark place his brother Hades lived.

“Do as I say Boleraam.” said Zeus as the skies grew dark and the rain began to pour.
“I’m sorry father.” replied Boleraam, “But humans are not our toys.” The thunderclouds 

gathered overhead.
“Do you know how many of your brothers are jealous that I didn’t give them a chance 

to be kings of Orealia? Do you know how close we are to war?” said Zeus. “If you won’t 
rule the people of Orealia, no one will!”

And with his lightning trident, Zeus shot white fire at the land of Orealia.  For three 
days and three nights Zeus sent sky flames to destroy Orealia.  He commanded Boleraam 
to watch. And he did, until the land was gone. Obliterated from the world of the Oma.  
No history books to recall its hills, valleys and people.  Boleraam ran. “Go!” shouted his 
father, “I don’t want to see you again until you’ve learnt how to be a god.”

Boleraam ran far, far away, a long distance from the ruins of Orealia.  He ran past the 
borders of the known lands, far from the centre of The Oma.  He found himself in a large 
jungle land.  He tried to think of a name for his new home.

“Um?”
But he couldn’t think of one.  He ummed and erred until he decided to take a nap.  

When he awoke he found himself surrounded by large creatures.  They looked like bears 
but sported tusks like elephants.  The creatures had never seen anything like Boleraam 
and decided to worship him out of fear.

“No, don’t do that.  I won’t be your god.  I am Boleraam, and I’ll be your friend.”
Soon, after much hard work, the creatures and Boleraam learnt how to talk to each 

other.  He learnt that these creatures called themselves Dilf’s and this land – their home – 
was called Un.  Their biggest village was called Po and they used magical mirrors to 
travel long distances.  You walked into one and out the other side you’d pop out, miles 
away, in a different land.  Boleraam told the Dilfs about his father and that they would 
have to learn to defend themselves.  One day his father might come here looking for more 
people to bow down to him.  Boleraam wouldn’t allow Po to suffer the fate of Orealia.  
He would protect his new people from the gods.  He swore on his own life.  And he made 
another promise to himself.  It was a special promise, so special that he said it out loud to 
himself every night, before he went to sleep in his mud hut.

“If I ever forget to treat the Dilfs properly, I’ll leave Po.  I’ll stay away from them 
forever.”

After many years Po, Hok, Loha and many other great Dilf villages were trained in 
defending themselves.  Boleraam had taught his followers all the fighting styles his uncle 
Aries had taught him.  In return, the Dilfs shared their legends and myths with Boleraam.  
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The lessons in their stories gave him a strength that he never knew he had, although, 
Boleraam knew a dark truth:

We will need to defend ourselves soon.
One night, Boleraam’s fears became reality.  The Dilfs were forced to use their strength 

to defend themselves from monsters that worked for other gods, creatures that had finally 
discovered the great land of Un and all its gold and honey.  The Dilfs would make great 
playthings for their masters, the gods.  It wasn’t long before Zeus’ spies spoke of the dilf 
leader, a fierce warrior.  Boleraam.

“Now he understands!” he said to all who would listen.
“Now he has become a war god! He did it all on his own too!”
Proud that his son had made a name for himself in a foreign land, Zeus sent his brother 

Apollo to the land of Un to invite Boleraam back home.  Zeus decided not to journey to 
Village Po himself.  It would be embarrassing for him if the rumours weren’t quite true.

Apollo made the long journey to Un and offered Boleraam the chance to return home.  
Boleraam said “No.”

“But why?” asked Apollo, “This is no place for a son of Zeus.  Come home.”
“Sorry uncle.” replied Boleraam, “But this is my home.  This is where I fit in.” 
“Come home.  You can leave statues of yourself here so that those bear-people of yours 

can pray to you whilst you’re away.”
“No,” said Boleraam, “I’ll never do that.  I’m not their god, uncle.  Gods ruin lives.”
Apollo became angry and slapped Boleraam in the face.  Boleraam’s Dilfs screamed 

with rage.  They attacked Apollo who was not a fighting god.  That is why nowadays, all 
true statues of Apollo show him surrounded by bodyguards.  These guards however were 
no match for the powerful bear-like Dilfs.  No one had ever stood up to Apollo before, 
not like this.  He barely got away alive. 

News of Boleraam and his Dilfs spread all over the Oma and soon, many half-gods 
travelled from far and wide to join his growing army.  Forgotten daughters of selfish gods 
made their way to Village Po.  Half-boys bullied by their full god families packed 
belongings to travel to Un.  They wished to join forces with Boleraam who was fast 
becoming famous.  Boleraam’s followers gave him many names: The Rebel God.  The 
Trouble Idol.  Boleraam, God of Chaos.

“And this Sammy.” I say looking down at him, “This is how the war of the gods 
began.”

“I know why you told me this story.  You’re afraid that I’ll leave you because of what 
you just did to those bikers.  But I know you’re a good person.  You don’t have to tell me 
about your past with the Dilfs.  I know you.”

He flinches as I move to ruffle his hair
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Chapter Thirteen: Spider Goes To Hollywood

The good boy Samson and I have been sitting on a wall for some time now.  I promised 
him action an hour ago.  He’s rocking back and forth.

“You sure a minion will come? Here?”
“Not just any minion.  The Shape is a king among monsters, and when he arrives you 

can watch me kill him.”
Sammy nods, rolling shoulders, puffing out his chest.  He joins me in staring at the 

restaurant across the street.
“What can The Shape do? Transform into a giant? How did he get his name?”
“He’s clever.  Performs tricks of the mind, but his weapons pierce the heart more than 

anything else.”
Diners through the windows across the way stuff food into their mouths.  A promise 

was made here once.  A ring was revealed by the madam of the place and the lady she 
presented it to looked around, crying.  Her hand over her mouth.  Her other palm 
trembling between two brown hands.  Hands of The Shape. “A vicious, cold, unfeeling 
creature Sammy.  He can tell you he loves you if it means you’ll stay with him in his 
world, even though you ought to run.”

“You’ve fought him before?”
“If you take a woman to a restaurant and propose to her there, even though you’ve been 

to that same place and proposed to someone else years ago … that’s monstrous, isn’t it?”
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He looks at me blankly.  An actor unsure of what the director demands.  We’re locked 
like that until he finally asks,

“Mr Spider, does The Shape have a real name?”
“He has many names.  Best not to know.  You just have to see me beat him.”
Of course he doesn’t show up.  He’s just something I made up for Samson to fear.  

Create a creature, a phantom that only I can put to rest.  All my words paint pictures in 
his mind.  All the ways I can crush, kill and mangle this enemy that the gods have sent.  

Samson soon finds himself sitting on the pavement with his back to the wall.  Like I 
expected him to.  Soon he’s laying down.  Soon his elbow’s a pillow.  When he’s snoring 
I imagine and re-imagine the best ways to wake him up and tell him that The Shape’s 
been destroyed.  Seeing is believing.  I give him ten minutes of sleep before I shake him 
awake.

“We gotta run!”
“But, you beat him?” Sammy asks looking around, eyes wide.
“Yes, but he may have backup.”
Sammy’s shivering quite a bit, so the jog I instigate warms him up.  I point that out to 

him and make him appreciate the event a little more.  I feel his belief flow through me 
like no other power can.  I need to feel like this but not with Sammy.  Not now that the 
run is over.  Look at him, all hunched and scared.  Time for a walk.

Before I could remember where I’d seen the barbershop, moments after I’d put two and 
two together; why the estate seemed familiar; the burnt out wreck of an abandoned 
mattress in front of yet another empty shop front – I knew.  Peacock Estate.  This is 
where my old lady follower lives, with ‘Henry’.

The stairwell to the first floor would lead to her front door.  Inside? The golden room.  
She would welcome me in for food.  No, I pause on the first step of her stairwell.  She 
won’t welcome me straight away.  I’m gonna have to explain why I left.  Why I smashed 
the door down.  I’ll repair it.  And if she’s already seen to it I’ll cover the damage, no 
problem (a few hours in Covent Garden as a performance artist should sort that out.  I can 
outshine any freak dressed as Yoda, all those comedic magicians with their knife 
throwing.  They can’t compare to me).  A rush of violins course through my head.  John 
Williams’ Superman score, so insistent and brimming with sustenance.  I hum the score 
as I reach my destination, the entrance to her home and … Oh no.  Police ribbons have 
cordoned off her flat door.  A policeman stands in the hallway oblivious to my presence 
as I freeze.  That’s when the death odour rushes in.  Scattered pictures of a married couple 
come into view as I eventually move forward.  I carefully step round officers who busy to 
and fro, up and down stairs.  To them I’m invisible.  Don’t think about what this means.  
Just turn around and leave so I don’t have to see what the body of a dead old lady looks 
like.  Elbow a forensics man out the way.  He’ll have no recall of the shove.  A moment 
which never occurred.  No one will remember my escape from the victim’s home, pulling 
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clumps of hair as I run.
My body slumps into a corner of the car park beneath the block of flats.  A horrible 

migraine begins to rupture throughout my brain.  My eyes shut tight, as if the reaction 
will shield me from the pain searing my mind.
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Chapter Fourteen: A Night In The Life

Heroes don’t seek the routines of Shrewsbury Court.  We are proactive role models 
forever undertaking impossible missions.  Our struggles inspire mortals.  And yet, 
standing in the supermarket, faced with illusions of choice, I close my eyes pretending I 
have the power to wish it all away, go back in time to my old room roleplaying as ‘David 
Shape.’ I could shoplift some high-end lemonade, or sweep an energy drink under my 
arm.  There are boxes of organic apple juice that have grown mouths dribbling waterfalls 
of gold.  They scream out E numbers.  They promise the pools of juice on the floor are 
worth kneeling down to lap up.

“So much sugar!” They say. “So much, all for you!” Packaged toxicants sold as ‘fresh’, 
‘zesty’, ‘filling’ and ‘wholesome’.  Garish cardboard boasting twelve percent fruit and 
shit loads of preservatives and sweetener, just within arms-reach.  Packets of calorie 
ridden frozen meals advertised via families smiling together, cheerful faces.  Models paid 
well to deliver the message.  I close my eyes and playfully knock my heels together.  
Hara, if only you’d been able to speak to Miss World.  Your unsuccessful psychic link to 
the Earth Mother prompted a dark eventful jaunt to the U.S.  Hollywood.  And …

“No! No … don’t think about that place.”
The return to England? Messy.  Lonely.
“Fucking traffic.  Where’re all these idiots going anyway? There seems no place to hide 

from the crash of car tide.  No place permanent.  Always a guard, some uniformed official 
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to chase me back to the waves of four wheeled progress.  Being as strong as I am makes 
me dangerous.  Wild enough during many an agitated sleep deprived moment; one brisk 
unthinking snap where I think –  fuck it –  just crush the face of the park warden doing 
their job.  Punch my hand through big bellied targets of bad dieting.  Embrace the weak 
and beautiful servants of lands whose warriors now surround me.  Watch my brothers 
debase them all.  Fucking and masturbating with the people who must call them god now.  
Bathing in their blood and guts on the meat river grasslands of battle.  Ah the war days.  
Keep your warehouse parties.  Go away with your vanilla Torture Garden and   - ”

“Park’s closed now sir.  Gates shut at six.”
I save the warden’s life by running, “Faster than a speeding bullet!”
Never become a writer.  You got that? Never.  Novels are little fuckers you shit into 

existence.  Their serrated teeth chew through rectum walls, convinced the birthing 
process must be painful, all consuming. 

The fragment makes me chuckle as I crouch under the disused bridge working on every 
disturbing detail of my latest story.  Hero-Worship.  My tale covers my brief adventure in 
La La land.  That hell of a road trip.  My pen and I marshal horrible memories of tinsel 
town. “Better out than in.” I re-create these remembrances as a healing process.  I do this 
till I’m worn out. 

I wake from sleep full of ideas and questions.  I open my diary and let my pen do the 
talking: My latest pregnancy has taken place at night on this very street.  The baby 
has my eyes and ears, all past and future fears.  All my hopes, just smaller.  Small, 
but growing.

Caught him in my journal and made a promise to look on him daily; take good 
care of junior’s needs; protect the boy from overwrittenitus and non-
descriptiveinkus disease.  In some severe cases, that last one eventually leads to 
blindness.  Only the best care for my baby novel, imagination and love, but fuck me, 
the little shit’s so hungry.  Been days since its birth but it won’t stop crying.  Only 
when I feed it more memories.  The flesh of my mind has been branded with its 
name, and my screaming, greedy, angry descendent isn’t shy in claiming me for 
sustenance.

My story wants to be more than a book to house my recent battle with the world’s 
demons.  The child desires a mother.  Told me what it could do if someone far more 
connected to the real world were to rear its horrific little body.  Whispers a plan in 
my ear.  An old idea.  Operation Genie Bottle.

“Cut beyond the role of father and embrace the new job of surgeon.” It tells me. 
“A surgeon whose first operation is to transplant the life of his child into a willing 
host.  Their symbiosis can save the world.   No.  I’m not that kind of god.  And yet.  
Each minion I face fights more savagely than the next till I figure it’s not my enemy 
getting stronger.  No.  That’s not it at all.
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One night I find myself on my back, in a muck filled London side street, starring in the 
usual scenario. Swollen, beaten, bruised eyelids fluttering up at the dark violet sky, its 
hint of sunset soon to be devoured, swallowed by October night, I battle against blacking 
out.  A fist crunches into the dirty frost of alleyway concrete, bloody knuckles punching 
where my head used to be.  One quick moment to aim and I seize my big chance, 
swinging my foot at the target.  Success.  The pop of bone in that fucker’s arm snapped 
wrong-ways.   Up I get, but the world’s not quite where it ought to be.  Two of everything 
and the ground drags me towards a hard embrace.  This experience shines through the 
refraction glass of déjà vu.  Arms wind round my neck and I’m trying hard not to cry.  
This enemy grapples tight, like a python.  My cold fingers, so numb.  The limb snaking 
my throat’s unbreakable, yet I scrabble, twisting to the jeers of my first challenger, a 
parking inspector whose body and mind are now faithfull tools for the gods.  I roll 
eyeballs up to the gloomy winter sky and issue my warning at the stars.

“Let her go! Hollywood changed me.  Don’t make me show you how.”
“Me, let her go?”, replies the female voice behind me. “Ha! I don’t think so.  I love this 

body.  I love how strong it is.”
Her voice is greedy, as if every word she speaks is a bite into some well cooked meal.  

Had to stand and pose for photographs, didn’t I? Not enough that I saved a kid from a 
burning building, I just had to be seen.  Idiot.

“Songs will be written about this day,” says the parking inspector sprawled on the 
tarmac, “statues of us killing you shall adorn the homelands, traitor!”

I glance down at the bastard, hands scooping my glasses from their falling place.  Puts 
them on.  Wide eyes looking out from behind cracked lenses.  Smirking.

“Those are mine, fucker!”
I glare at the minion, impatient for the fire in my eyes to burn and destroy.  But no 

lasers emit from my pupils.  If I were a superhero, if the side street I fought in were a 
scene from a graphic novel, surely I’d find some non-lethal way to stop the creature, this 
animal puppeteering the hands of an innocent woman to strangle me.  But as my 
attackers’ vice-like grip crushes the very idea of me out of existence, well, the heroes’ 
choice is surely gone now.  The only option that prowls around my head is cold.  Black.  
A course of action drenched in pulpy bloody red.  

A name escapes my mouth, a title whispered so quietly that I barely register my lips 
quiver through the vowels.

“Rooenn.”
I’ve brought something back with me from America.  Something non-corporeal, ancient 

and unforgiving now bridled to my soul.
“Rooenn … Rooenn the Terrorsmith.”
Something uncanny.  An unearthly concept which carves itself free from my mind and 

clothes itself in the construct of deviancy.  Naked, grey skinned and with a thick chain 
wrapped across its face, Rooenn the Terrorsmith lays its feet upon Rose Street.  
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Wrongness birthed upon icy tarmac, clicking and clacking sounds rattling from the heart 
of the alley.  I fall forward as sudden jutting forces rupture from behind.  The hand grip 
on my neck loosens.  She’s falling away from me.  With the immediate danger of 
suffocation absent, I bolt, not bothering to inspect the damage of the lady crumpling 
behind.  

“Her death instead of billions.”
I sprint to the sounds of hollering.  My hands find the horrible gunky rim of a dumpster.  

Up ... and down I tumble, hauling bags of junk out of the way, tipping fully into the stew 
of rubbish.  I’m elsewhere, watching my hands fold the lid of my hiding place.  Buzzing 
lives swarm over me as I squat.  The disgusting texture of the ooze my hands graze 
against, the sticky slime dribbling from the garbage bag I lean into.  I steady myself 
within the uneven black world of stinking refuse.  Some unlucky fly buzzes up my nose 
as I bend over in the cramped void.  I force my head between my knees, one big ball of 
me in the flight emergency position, brain all filled with regret for posing with the family 
my bravery united.  Idiot, pushing your chest out for the teen tourist to snap your picture, 
make you feel like a fucking superhero.  One rule: save and run.  Save and run, that’s all 
you’ve ever had to fucking do.  Should I live through the night, I’ll change the rules of 
the game, forever.

Screams from the outside:
“Omni-Sire, save us!” 
“Oh gods!” Every single blast of fear so loud in my ears.
“Don’t forsake me!”
Every hollow word, every rushed beg for mercy, each harrowing plea finds its way 

through the dumpster.  My pet, so easy to see.  That grey streak of a killer, a skeletal 
monster squabbling on the alley way filth creating uproar, devilish noises which hold a 
needle to my imagination.  They ink tattoos of evil all over my consciousness.  

“I should be so lucky, lucky, lucky, lucky!” No amount of bubble-gum pop will block 
out murder’s tune.  Far off traffic blasts, ambulance wails and fucking flies meddle with 
my listening.  “Oh, I’m enjoying this.” I can’t exit the scene because I’m in love with the 
part.  I sense the construction of morality melt down …

... until there remains the bloated sensation of a formless and useless sludge moving in 
my gut, the thick, horrible mucus congealed where the framework of humanity once 
stood proud, incorruptible.  The walls between right and wrong collapse into a thick 
gloop of uselessness, waste matter sloshing in my belly.  I want rid of it, and soon, 
cackling laughter vomits the offending bile from my system.  I become aware of a vast 
opening within.  My mind excavates heavy doors, entrances whose keys appear in my 
hands through sheer will.  Beyond these entrances lie the ability to haul broken dying 
bodies of paedophile priests, drag the fuckers screaming into the wilderness of the 
Necrosphere, where dog-men of unpalatable lust howl hungry and disturbed.  I’ll feast 
upon the flesh of wanted men.  I’ll burn down drug dens and cook the occupants inside.  
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Yes.  My brain drags the final door open.
Anything is possible.  Operation Genie Bottle is possible. 
The lid of my dumpster creaks wide, no longer shut.  I squint up and along a bony grey 

skinned hand clawing out of the night time.  The protracted forearm of decay probes 
close, closer ... seeking.  Long-drawn-out blood ridden nails, near my mouth.  Fingers 
cold against my puckered lips.  I dare a glance beyond the skeletal arm, a bravery that 
grants me sight of something horrible – a face tied up in a large industrial strength chain 
– a familiar grin between rusty links.  I remain still whilst I accept red rimmed glasses 
hooked over my face.  I crack a wide grin as the monster hisses a mantra through jagged 
gritted teeth:

“Can hope escape The Smoke Filled Bowl? No.  Chains lock, keep the black whole.  
When dark holds, Omni-Sire, see! Terror breeds.  Evil, ignite, ignite, ignite.  Rooenn, 
damned Terrorsmith has bite, will bite, must bite.”

The copper stench of death rushes up my nostrils as I lollop onto the asphalt, rotten 
food and other rubbish tumbling after me.  I litter a murder scene exposed by failing 
street light.  Wiping gunk against the dumpster’s side, I model there, hands on hips.  I 
survey bloody dismemberment from behind red-rimmed specs.  Glasses so close to 
useless.  Cracks more like lines on a map than shatter points.  I try (and fail) to solve the 
great enigma:

“What’s it like to feel bad?”
I practice my sad face for a while, moulding muscles into authentic regret. 
“Holy Jesus!”
I jump at his voice.  An old man, a small codger scooting away from the crowded 

commotion of Garrick Street.  The pensioner rolls into the alleyway.  His maroon buggy 
parading a curtain of shopping bags.  His search across the bodies ripped and torn distorts 
his face.

“Oh my god.”  His voice a mixture of incredulity and fear.  The cold air betrays quick 
breaths. “What happened here laddie?”

I offer no explanation save my full on impression of abject horror, bad acting rippling 
across my face.  Wham! The pedal of the old age pensioner’s motor cart exits Rose 
Street, an alleyway spotted with the hue of wine.  There’s a window, a dusty glass of a 
closed down off-licence.  Not too dirty.  I shamble up to it and spend time perfecting 
depictions of sorrow.  No good.  My heart just isn’t in it.

“Heart’s no good.” sings the man in the mirror, dreadlocks whip cracking forked spirals 
of red and gold.  Face twitching all crazy-like in the eerie limbo of early evening, “See 
you in the morning.”

The metal upon gravel sound of the creatures’ leash is down the way – and of course, I 
leave that weak version of me behind, that phantom failed version, for I must follow the 
disturbance.  Follow the leaden atonal chorus of Rooenn the Terrorsmith.  Chink – chonk 
– clink – chack.  I walk omnipotent as I snatch one final look upon victories’ torn 
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disjointed clues.  Without my flight or full strength, I beat those minions.  Matted spidery 
hair stabs upward, a wavy bonfire in defiance of this cold winter blackness. 

The clanking steel of my pet’s chain leads me deep into the light and motion of the big 
smoke.  Cars, holidaymakers the ceaseless racket of Piccadilly Circus.  I swallow the 
gargantuan neon flare of advert upon advert, the multitude of logos which stamp transport 
and high-rises with their undeniable presence.  Immortal products one and all.  Undying 
promises to countless consumers dwarf any clandestine achievement that any noble deity 
could lay claim to.  My eyes pierce through cracked eye lenses at the bustling populace, a 
mere fraction aware of my existence.  I could tear down that billboard for British 
Airways, but within the hour, all around the world, new ones will have sprouted up to 
take their place.  They implore the weak minded to notice them.  Only them.  Banners of 
unfeeling idols.  They grant wishes.

I take a long hard look, a prolonged gaze back the way I’ve come.  I understand how 
small my comings and goings truly are, how little fruit such a life reaps.  London might 
never know me to miss me.  The world at large would revolve on, never knowing my 
name, nor appreciate the daily sacrifice my nomad life has become, all so they can go on 
buying lottery tickets, ignoring the homeless.

“This will not do.”
The full recall of Hara’s warning echoes through my mind:
“Walking around aimlessly is not a plan; it’s a ticking death sentence.”
From within the urban nexus of buy and sell, I remember a dangerous plan and I make 

myself a promise.  The promise:  “I’ll become a better, stronger, harder idea to kill.  I’m 
going global.  I’m gonna become McDonalds.  Give up hunting me you antiquated small-
minded assholes, because I’m Spiderfingers.  I’m the new Coca-Cola.” I pat the pocket 
which holds my account of Hollywood mayhem.  Concern for the loss of powers wither 
and collapse.  I’ll no longer be needing them.
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Chapter Fifteen: Far, Far Behind Me

Before I smashed my palm through Vicky’s basement window, several hours before that 
break and entry, I’d spent a good while lounging in Rowberry Park, stinking dishevelled 
me, cross-legged on frosted earth, clumps of greenery to hand, swilling the dry taste of 
nothing in my mouth.  I held the pickings close to my face speaking to the grass in my 
palm, like one would a tape recorder: 

“Vicky – it’s me.” I said, my mouth mere inches away from the grass in my hand. “It’s 
Spiderfingers.  Sorry about the break in, but I had to collect some stuff from the house.  
Meet me tomorrow in Hammersmith, Rowberry Park.  Meet me straight after school, 
O.K? Be at the East gate.  Come alone and arrive before dark.  It’s very important you 
meet me before dark.”

I’ve left the topiary on Vicky’s duvet now.  This grass will deliver my message.  Ha! If 
doctor Kwame could see me now, and I know what he’d say.

“Leaving messages via lawn cuttings for ex sidekicks is hardly sane is it David?”
Hmm, the fish tank at the end of the room.  
“You still have your grapple worm, Vicky?”
I head over there to check and, yup, she does, cos there he is.  Wiggles, all coiled up in 

the bottom of the tank, sleeping.  And there, through the green water I spy Vicky’s school 
jumper on the other side of the glass.  It’s slung against the back of a chair.  A maroon 
colour, like wine.
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“Like blood.” 
I can’t let her parents see me like this.  The jagged, troublesome piece I’ve become 

doesn’t fit comfortably in a teenager’s bedroom.  I run downstairs to the cellar window 
and climb out to the garden making my way for the main road, awash in a mixture of 
success and unease.  

I pass an alleyway and search down its narrowness.  Should’ve kept my attention 
forward, because the dumpster there drags me back to yesterday evening.  Blood, guts 
and … Rooenn.  I take a deep breath and continue down the shimmering path of self-
deception, delving into billboards of this new London.  Posters of bands with aesthetics 
that make me squint and question.  So many beards.  Sub-genres once considered 
bleeding edge long since dried up.  Prominent faces underline my absence via their 
reinvention.  Singer, now a reality TV presenter.  Bassist, now a farmer.  

Sci-fi dystopian action flicks echo an economic downturn, a time of cultural upset I’ve 
been shielded from.  The hip of my time now reframed as retro.  Even humour’s evolved.  
I pass by three teens in fancy dress, more animation than human as they clown together 
jabbering wit at speed.  They’re hyper, rattling through a comedy routine, each line more 
lewd than the next.  London stand-up’s experienced a transgressive evolution, bizarre 
irreverence espoused by new faces on magazine stands: a fresh batch of masochists to 
empathise with.  The bastard younger siblings of Noel Fielding and Julian Barratt.  This 
is what it means to be a relic.  I am a creature released from amber who wanders round 
his city to stay alive.  But after I meet Vicky tomorrow, things will change.  

The fateful days’ arrived, and it’s bitterly cold.  A brief gust of wind flicks the sleet of 
October in my face as I weave in and around London’s populace, citizens busied with 
shopping, unaware, so utterly unconscious. 

The long square of green that is Rowberry Park boasts three sets of swings, a merry-go-
round, a see-saw and elaborate multi-coloured climbing frames.  Smooth metal twisted 
into spaceships and aliens.  Well kept hedges circle the play area.  Both exits East and 
West lead users out the park back to the high street.  I sit at the rear of the lawn, beneath 
the park’s one tree, beyond the tape surrounding it, back rested against the trunk, feet 
kicking at the base of a plaque, a gold coloured board.  There’s a faded inscription along 
the bottom.  Some eulogy to someone long gone.  Perhaps unremembered.  I return the 
stares of occasional dog-walkers as they walk through the gate to my left.  I count the 
hours with the occasional reliance upon the odd pet owner.

“What time is it?” I ask an old lady walking her anxious little pug.
She stops, wrestles her wrist out from beneath a fur coat,
“Two forty nine.” she smiles, I nod.  She goes away.
When visitations of my nightlife arise to engulf me, I reach for the folder of stories 

from under my arm.  A perfect distraction.  I marvel that after seven long years, the 
Buchanans have taken my advice to steer clear of the basement.
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“I should be so lucky, lucky, lucky, lucky.” The folder and its stories were exactly where 
I’d left them.  On the workbench coated in nearly a decade’s worth of dust. “The Russian 
Doll Stories.” I leaf through pages filtering fears of sub-cultural obsolescence and the 
occasional snatch of nocturnal slaying. “Who needs superpowers when you have tales of 
the unexpected?” 

“Superpowers, David?”
I spin to find Doctor Kwame leaning against my tree, smoking pipe in hand, white lab 

coat surfing winter breeze.
“Doctor Kwame?”
I rise to stand, unsure and I think - yeah - my legs’ are shaking.
“Behold!” Exclaims the Doctor. “Behold the great barrier between Earth and the gods 

who wish to own it.  The celestial defence grid that walks as man, needing no sleep or 
food.” Doctor Kwame looks me up and down, “Oh, David, you’ve completely 
regressed.”

“What the fuck is this shit?” 
“We really shouldn’t have lifted the ban on comics.” 
“We?” I search the park.
“Yes, David.  We’re both here.  Look, Doctor Silbermans’ just over there, see?”
Doctor Kwame points to a hedge and sure enough, there’s his partner: the balding man, 

correctional shades pulled over half his face whilst he crouches at an awkward angle, 
comfort taking a backseat to the obsessive jot, jot, jot’s of his pen, the implement 
injecting furiously into a notebook.  

“Spying on me? This is hardly orthodox, Doc.”
“Nothing about you is.” the Doctor puffs his pipe, “Don’t worry.  We’re here to help 

you to –
“Fuck your help.  I’m not going back to Shrewsbury.”
“Wouldn’t you like to see things as they really are?”
“I can do that without a straightjacket and padded cell, thank you very much.”
“Padded ...? What do you mean, David?”
I run.  Fast.  I put the incident out of mind as I abandon my observers far, far behind 

me.
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Chapter Sixteen: Meeting The Cheerleader

I’m back on the main road where none of its consumerism bears me in mind.  West 
London: sports-car showrooms, top-end supermarkets, expensive restaurants and sky-
scratching office space mostly made of glass.  Capitalism’s cake, it’s covered in winter 
icing.     

The floury scent of fresh dough and savoury goods waft out of a baker’s shop.  The 
whiff reminds me of an old lady’s bakery in a distant country.  Memories of a child I’ve 
never been resurface, for David Shape helped create half of me, but I can never be David 
Shape and I …

I linger at the shop window.  
“Gods don’t need any of this.” I lean my face against the frame, eyes mere inches from 

what I can’t afford.  A quivering hand clutches my gut.  I run from the attraction of theft.  
Theft means attention, and attention means spewing my Jasmine scent.

“No more monsters!” 
My aimlessness is irritable, like an itchy scab.  A sore buried under too much hair to 

scratch.  I find myself back in the park.
“I return to the spot under the tree, keeping an eye out for doctors who’ve no place here.  

I count blades of grass.” Vicky will be here soon.  Must stop talking to myself.

The sun’s begun to set and yet, I’m still here.  I feel for my diary and ease up.  It’s been a 
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good while between entries: “What if her mum and dad have made her afraid of 
me?”

My freehand angrily rips at frosted undergrowth as I write: He couldn’t afford that 
reality.  He’d go insane.  I scratch my head for something positive to clasp onto.  I latch 
onto a mental image of Hara, but she’s become corrupted.  Fouled.  Hara’s failure to 
mentally link to Gaia still pisses me off.  I must hear what I’ve written to know it reads 
right.  And so:  If he wanted to catch up on the ever-changing landscape of the gods, 
he’d have to venture into the Oma himself.  It’s all about the doorways in Vicky’s attic.  
He hadn’t the courage to go back there and

“Howdy Supes.”
I instinctively place one hand on the folder in my lap, and spin toward the voice’s 

origin.  It’s a girl.  No, she’s a teenager now.  She’s diminutive between park railings.
“Sorry I’m late.” she shouts waving, “Sooorrrrry!” She’s got so tall.    
Vicky Buchanan: chunky NHS glasses, short black hair (a few fused into dreads) and 

those rosy dimpled cheeks.  I jog toward her.  Muscles tighten. 
“Someone’s grown up, eh?”
I stuff the diary in my pocket, folder swiftly tucked under my arm.  There she stands, 

her blue gloves wrapped around the black bars.     
“Is Wiggles O.K?” I pace toward her, “Didn’t look too good in his tank.”
“Wiggles is cool,” replies Vicky, “Just needs feeding.  Oh, Reddy!” Vicky reaches 

through icy black bars, her blue velvet snags my flaking trench coat. “Reddy, what’s he 
put you through, eh? Fess up.  Supes, this lady needs some serious tailoring.”

“I’ve never been much of a gentleman.”
“So she says.  Huh? This a band?” Vicky drags at the back of my coat. “Mine?” A chill 

spreads over me as I recall the battle with Mine.  The branding iron … that Mine bastard 
must have hit me with it.

“Yeah,” I pull away from her, “Mine’s a band.”
“You’re sleeping rough?” Her hands are through the park railings, pulling at my coat 

again.  I yank away from Vicky’s gloved fingers.
“Reddy talks too much.”
“I don’t need Reddy to tell me that.  I’ll give her a stitch if you like?”
“No time for that.”
I walk my side of the park-divide and Vicky walks hers. 
“Mum’s well pissed about the window.  Don’t worry.” she mimics the locking of her 

mouth and the throwing away of a key.
“Good.  Under no circumstances can you tell her we’ve met.”
“Sure, sure … How’s Granma Hara?”
“Coping.” 
“Supes, you can’t stay out here.”
“What’s with the pity? Hello? God walking here?  I’ll be fine, but listen,”
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I stop in my tracks, “… Vicky, when I was in Shrewsbury Court I heard – thought I 
heard … Look, have you been calling me?”

“Fuck.”
“I knew it.  I thought I was – I mean, after everything … the pressure.”
“Shit, no …” Vicky looks downcast, her pair of blue suede gloves stroke the metal 

poles between us. “You thought you’d made me up? Supes, I’m so sorry.”
“It’s all good.” I relax so much that I nearly lose grip of my black folder. “It’s O.K, now 

I know I’m not going –” I stop walking as the conclusion swerves into me: Now I know 
I’m not going crazy I should head back to Shrewsbury.  Continue pretending to be David 
Shape, right?  Right?  Or maybe I should –

“Yo?” asks Vicky.
“Sorry, I’m a bit tired … er – yeah – you kept talking to me up in Shrewsbury.  You said 

things were weird at home? You said you needed me back?”
“Did I? I forget.”
I want to question her lie.  Not yet.
“I need you to open a doorway to Village Po.  My powers aren’t what they used to be 

and I might get answers there.”
“Shit.  Well, yeah, I’ll help.  Basically, Dad’s got a long shift at the bar and mum’s 

doing nights at the hospital this week.  We could head to mine tonight.”
“Good to know, but we’ve got stuff to do on earth first.  Be good to know what else you 

can do, apart from hooking my mind up to yours of course.  How is that even possible?”
“You are asking me that?” she says half laughing which sets me off a little.  “Kay, so 

powers.  Hmmm … Well, basically I– ”
“You’ve become one of those people that says basically in every sentence.”
“I’m so trying to cut down, honest.”
“Good.  So, about your powers?”
“It’s hard to explain but, erm, I can get things to talk to each other, yeah?.”
“You create a network of objects.”
“Yeah, so, now I can talk through them.  That’s how I was able to chat to you in the 

mental, erm, in the rest home.”
“It’s cool.  We can call it what it is.” I give her what I think is my best smile.
“Sorry for freaking you out, Supes.”
“You didn’t.  I’m fine.”
“Basically – shit!” She laughs, gloved hands cup her mouth, eyes wide at me.
“Yeah, Vicky, everything’s just so basic.”
“Give a side-kick a break? So yeah, like, I was still working out how to contact people.  

It was silly of me man.  Not like you could have answered me back, right?”
I listen to her talk about experiments with transmitters and custom made receiving 

beacons.  There’s a neat trick involving cash machines that she doesn’t realise is mild 
telekinesis.  Poor girl.  She’s compartmentalised her mind in order to defend it.  No one 
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can talk to objects.  She just uses the talking part as a way of dealing with the trauma of 
being psychic.  She talks some more and I adjust my scheme accordingly.  I caution 
Vicky on the risks, the penalties of any mistakes and above all, I clarify how much my 
plot relies upon detachment.  I halt walking for a moment, delve into my black folder and 
tear some paper from the corner of a page inside.  I speak into it before handing the scrap 
through park railings.

“Keep this safe.” 
“You don’t trust me to remember? Dude, I’m so not like, a kid anymore.”
“We’re in the world saving business.  I’d rather you have a shopping list.”
“I remember this place.” she says, hands rubbing the paper. “I remember the person 

who lives there.  Stephanieeee? … Tent? Yeah? Penny Tent?”
“Stephanie.  That’s her.  Listen, I know the plan’s …elaborate, but I can’t have last 

night happen again.  I just can’t.  I mean, after Hollywood ...” 
“Ooh, what’s this about Hollywood?”
She begins to stroke the scrap in her hands.
“That can wait.  Look, there’s just one itsy-bitsy thing I need, before … Vicky?” Vicky 

reaches into her pocket turning her back on me. “Vicky?”
I grip the metal bars from my side of the park divide, watching her dab a tissue over her 

nose.
“It’s nothing.” she replies. “A nosebleed is hardly Aronson the Terrible, is it?”
We walk in silence a while.  A bubble of bravado shielding us, but only for a short 

distance; Vicky’s words crack the lining.
“What you’re doing, staying on the streets cos you think you’re dangerous, I get it, but 

… I dunno man.”
“The good soldier gives up what is good for them.  He lives for his people.”
“You practiced that in the mirror.”
“I ruin lives Vicky, more than I ever, ever did.  Besides, the cold doesn’t affect me, not 

that much.” Street lights flash into life.  I look down at my friend and say, “Gotta go.  Be 
safe.”

“Nooooo.  Why can’t you stay? If I say I’m fifteen and you should take me seriously, 
you’re gonna laugh right?”

“Yup.”
“Mate, do I have to remind you that Boleraam and David Shape like, came together to 

make you in what, 1999?  You’re basically a ten year old.”
“Eleven, Vicky, going on twelve.”
“Sorry, eleven years old – making you younger than me which means –
“Eleven year old gods trump fourteen year old girls every time.”
“Fifteen, going on sixteen.”
“The mouth on you.  You’re turning into your big sister, y’know that? How is Lilith? 

Still the chess whiz?”
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“Lilith’s become even more Lilith, if that makes any sense.  She remembers you as her 
sidekick now.”

“This is not surprising.  The brains on her.”
“Huh? I’m not exactly the dumb one.  You had us meet here cos it’s far enough away 

from the house.  No chance of my family seeing us.  So c’mon? You said you ruin lives.  
Tell me how? You always said superheroes keeping secrets from each other was bad.”

“I said that?”
I clutch The Russian Doll Stories folder close to my side. “See you on New Years’ Eve.  

Keep the paper safe.  Don’t forget the address.”
“Oooh, tell me a story before you go?”
I’ve gotta tell her a story.  She loved my stories.
“Herculia,” I begin, “is celebrated for her completion of the twelve labours, but modern 

audiences never consider why the Lightning Bearer gave them to her.  Herculia killed her 
own children in a fit of rage, did you know that?”

“Dude, mate, who the fuck is Herculia?” 
“You know, Herculia?”
I inspect her face for a spark of understanding, leaning in for eye-contact.  The side of 

her face will have to do. “Have you forgotten about the Pseudologoi? Don’t believe that 
claptrap about Hercules.  He has always been a she.  Surly your mum and dad –”

“– They don’t talk about you Supes, not these days.  Sorry.” 
Vicky trains her vision forward on the street ahead. “So what’s all this about Herculia?”
I give her a weary look as she offers an unconvincing smile, eye-contact still withheld. 

“Or you can explain why on earth the Earth Mother – ha! See what I did there? Why on 
earth – get it?” Vicky’s  stalling. “Sorry – I’m your side-kick: bad puns come with the 
job.  I babble.  So yeah, like, what was I gonna say? Yeah, so, anyway, why does Gaia 
care about humans being controlled by the gods? It’s not like we treat her well, is it?” 
Vicky’s keeping me here.  She’s hoping I might wanna talk about the night … about 
Rooenn … “I mean it’s a bit fishy Supes.  How can we be sure it’s the spirit of the world 
we’ve been talking to all this time?” Vicky’s grope of my coat flashes through my mind. 
“Look, if you don’t wanna talk for a while, that’s cool.  Just wipe that look off your face?  
It’s creepy.”

“As creepy as the monster Reddy’s shown you?” I speed into the park, heart racing, 
self-image thoroughly dented, in need of emergency care. 

“It wasn’t Reddy, Supes!” I slow right down, turning, peering over my shoulder at the 
distance covered.  Vicky’s waving the ripped page in the air.  My shame subsides along 
with my anger.  She’s the kid here.  Show a little fucking maturity.

“See you in two months.” I shout, turning to recommence my running away. “Oh, and 
don’t forget the Play-Doh.”

“Okaaaaaaay! Be careful!” The wind picks up and the rain begins to pitter-patter 
against me as I bolt, unsure of the damage a piece of ‘talking’ paper can do to a renewed 
friendship.
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Chapter Seventeen: Tend To Your Wounded

“So why does he live out here?”
Vicky had prepared for Samson’s question long before she met him.  In school, 

hours before Samson’s query, she busied herself in completing her English test.  All 
around her classroom she witnessed the silent anguish of her peers, scribing answers 
she didn’t have to revise for.  I can’t be here right now, she thought.

I’d rather speak to Spiderfingers.
Vicky massaged her table, using her mind to ask it about her homeless friend.  The 

table passed the message on, interrogating the classroom door, who in turn cried out 
to a car across the street: 

“Vicky’s looking for monsieur Spiderfingers.” She heard the Citroen holler in a 
well-mannered French male voice, “Anyone seen him?”

She branched her consciousness out into London’s hubbub.  Through a vast 
network of uncountable objects, Vicky’s unique telepathy stretched far.  She 
‘listened’ to a cardboard sign freshly daubed with black felt-tip pen:

A Smile is Free, So Grin with Me!
The brown rip of waste ‘spoke’ of its master’s new friend.

The end of the school day couldn’t come quick enough.  Vicky rushed from her 
classroom, through the school yard and toward the Underground.  The tube ride to 
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Camden seemed to take forever, but she finally arrived.  Her hands asked a 
lamppost outside the entrance for Samson’s whereabouts.

“I know his shoes quite well.” said the lamppost. “They pass me by all the time.  
Terribly polite.” Vicky followed the lamppost’s directions till she arrived in front of 
Samson out of breath, eager for information.  After an exchange of names and 
recent history, she found herself fielding tough questions she hadn’t expected.

“He has to stay out here.” said Vicky, “My family won’t have him back.”
“But isn’t it more dangerous for him to be alone?” replied Samson.
“Did he tell you about his plan? Did he tell you about Operation Genie Bottle?”
“I find it hard to understand what he means.  Mr Spider speaks in riddles.”
“He’s a target, basically.  You know that right?”
“If the gods kill him then they rule the Earth.  He told me.”
“What if he could become a million targets?”
“How?” asked Samson.  Vicky reigned herself in.
“He hasn’t told you his plan.” she replied. “Best I say nothing.”
“I could help him better if I knew everything.”
“Don’t worry about what Spiderfingers is up to, just stay with him.”
“It’s more a case of him staying with me.  It’s been days since I last saw him.”
“The way he survives makes him feel guilty about hanging with people.”
“It’s us isn’t it?” wondered Samson. “If you believe in him, you keep him alive.”  

Vicky nodded. “But how … I want to understand, but there’s so much he keeps 
secret.  Like you and your family.”

“Where do you guys sleep?” asked Vicky.  
Samson smiled through his reply.
“I stay out here.  Mr Spider comes and goes.  Did he hurt any of you?” 
Vicky shook her head, although the shake was a slow rhythm and her eyes were 

downcast. “I don’t remember, not exactly.” her hand tightened round the strap of a 
well-worn rucksack, “Living with Spiderfingers was ages ago.  I was about seven 
and the attack at our house … my brothers Nat and Arran…” she shook her head. 
“Can’t remember.”

“I’m sorry.” said Samson.  
Vicky battled against the ease to examine him through object reading.  She would 

understand Samson the normal way.
“How come you follow him?” she asked.
“He saved my life.  I saw how he saved my life.  How is he even possible?”
“His power is all up here.” said Vicky pointing at her head. “How did dad say it? 

Something about gods being human ideas.  I can’t say it like he does.” Samson 
leaned forward to soak in the fullness of Vicky’s explanation, “Dad said, ‘Vicky, 
Spiderfingers is an idea which believes in itself so long as others believe in it.”

“Thank you.” replied Samson.  Besides him, you’re the first person I’ve been able 
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to talk to about any of this.  It helps.  Saves me from thinking I’ve gone crazy.”
Vicky thought about what he said for a moment.  Something needed solidifying.
“He’s saved a lot of lives.  If he’s hanging around you then there’s … what?”
“He … I’m afraid of … ”
Samson grabbed at his guitar.
“What?” said Vicky, “Scared of what he’ll do if you don’t follow him, right?”
“No … I’m afraid of what he’ll become if no one follows him.” replied Samson.  

Vicky said nothing. “What he walks around in.  All dressed up as Superman.  
What’s that supposed to mean? Can’t tell him how messed up that is.  You’ve seen 
his temper.”

“Just remind him to eat, get drunk, read the paper.  Basically, the moments he 
spends acting like he’s human is healthy.  It’ll keep you safe.”

“Clever girl.  Hey, shouldn't you be in school?”
“Er, yeah, burst water main.  Home time’s come early for me.  Basically – fuck, 

gotta stop saying basically.  Like, nothing’s actually basic.  So yeah, what was I 
gonna say? Yeah, living with Spiderfingers was like, grow-up quick or die, I guess.” 
Vicky always maintained a strict line between her family and anyone else.  But here 
was Samson, nested against a shop window, cardboard for a mat.  His gap toothed 
smile.  How shit it must be to be homeless, she thought.  How shit it must be to not 
know everything your god knows and be asked to trust him despite the errors in his 
universe. “After Nat and Arran died, we fell apart.” said Vicky. “Wish I could 
remember all the details.”

“But with your powers … surely the things in your house could help?”
“I’ve tried but they chat weirdness.”
“What do they say?”
“Tend to your wounded.”
Vicky waved goodbye and headed down the street to have a conversation with a 

cash machine.  She was ever so polite, and Lloyd’s bank terminals were always so 
giving when it came to the odd tenner.  A few nice words about Black Beauty and the 
latest advert on the bank’s new loan policy and out popped the brown note.  The 
Chinese food she bought Samson smelled amazing.  And it really does.  My sense of 
smell is nowhere as good as my hearing, but I’ve had people walk past with takeaway 
from Mr Lim’s quite a few times whilst I hide here, half a mile down the street, taking 
notes on my friends talk about me, writing their actions as fiction.  If they die and my 
writing outlasts everything, and I mean everything, these accounts become them, don’t 
they?

“What would Bram Stoker’s Dracula have to say to The Count in Sesame Street? He’d 
probably punch him in the face.” Better out than in.
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Chapter Eighteen: The Pseudologoi

The Pseudologoi’s wispy fumes slither out of the afternoon sky.  They snake along the 
pavement toward the pub with the broken window.  The sentient trails travel up orifices, 
waft into the brains of the unlucky folk who stand agog at the bar.  The spirits perform 
their role in keeping order, reverse engineering memories of a street fight, a crazed 
conflict that brazenly rollicked into The George.

Neither the barmaid nor the police will report the dark wetness on the floor.  Nor will 
anyone notice the severed claw, the stump leaking green blood making an island out of 
the monsters limb.  The staff have probably thrown it away, dispensing it without 
question, her recount of the action muddied.  The Pseudologoi will have seen to that.  
Thanks to their vigilance the world will never believe in me.  It will never learn how my 
war includes young and restless enemies that happily cause accidents to draw me out of 
hiding.   

I’m going to become the new Coca Cola.  
This shadow growth inside me multiplies in size and influence as night falls and the 

world presents me with new opportunity.
I’ve got to become the new Coca Cola.
Success demands assistance.
“Ch-ch-ch-ch-changes!”
I sluggishly troop toward the gates of St Martins Gardens and brace for the arduously 
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long expedition.  A trip straight down.  Last time, I wound up in L.A and even though I 
despise the fact during the day – I can’t argue, the changes that Hollywood’s triggered 
prove invaluable on many a level.

I need to become McDonalds.  
I fold my glasses up and stash them in my pocket.  I fall to my knees, hands grinding 

into icy grass.
“I know how to save you.” My stare burrows deep beyond green foliage. “Let me in.  

Let me in!” I know she hears me, “Let me in! Let me in! I can’t live like this anymore.  
Let me in so you can arm me.” The ground beneath heats up because this is her 
immediate message of gratitude to me.  This is Gaia smiling, or at least she’s buying into 
the anthropomorphic construct of a smile, I guess.  The Earth draws me deep into it.

Burrowing deep within crust, pushing rock and mud out of their way, my hands plough 
toward the middle of her.  When I begin to struggle, when my strength begins to give and 
I curse my hubris for thinking I can make this journey without worship, I halt.  Trapped 
between the muddy folds of Gaia, I whisper the sweet nothings that will elicit her efforts.

“Pollution, the degradation of the rainforest and all the killings of loyal creatures who 
respect you far more than the humans, I shall avenge them.  Although we need the 
humans to fight the gods, I myself will penalise them for their evil.” And all at once she 
pulls me further in.  Her fiery innards don’t hurt me, for this is where I came to be.  I 
brush myself off taking in the large cavern, this rocky womb of mine.  I have no time for 
vague remembrances. “I’ve given it a lot of thought.  Hara’s been right all along.  Gaia, 
you both were.  The only way to defeat the gods is to go ahead with Operation Genie 
Bottle.  So let’s do this.  Give me what I need so I can defend you.” Spires, flaking brown 
stems of rock, they shake.  Rumbling from beneath and then the eruption of steam and 
gas, the likes of which scientists will never see.  Accompanying these propulsive vats of 
release are rampaging movements of life, many a subterranean beast surrounding he that 
was Boleraam.  He that was David Shape.  He that is I.  It’s a wonder that my own 
mythology hasn’t driven me mad.  I duck reptilian wildlings, feral critters leaping and 
zigzagging about the cavern.  I snag one; a large worm with ridges along its purple spine, 
glassy eyes swivelling this way and that, frenzied and insistent on escaping my grip. 
“Thanks Miss World.  Would be good to know, what’s been happening in the Oma? Are 
the Dilfs of Po still safe?” No answer, of course.  The worm in my hands opens its fanged 
jaws and says something, but I do not know what it is.  Hara would be a lot of help now.
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Chapter Nineteen: How Do Your Powers Work?

The world had left Spiderfingers behind again and the proof flapped in his hands: a 
free newspaper, the date six days wrong.

So that’s how long it takes to travel to the centre of the earth and back.  That’s one 
thing Jules Verne messed up, he thought.  His fingers loosened.  The tabloid left him, 
rolling down the high road as he wheezed, out of breath, eyes stung from the 
extremity of tunnelling.  Thankfully his physiology relied upon perspective rather 
than a true dependence on oxygen or food.  Slowly, he convinced his body to 
reacclimatise to life topside.  If my enemies only knew, he thought as he dusted soil 
and grass from his clothes.  Convince the demigod that he’s trapped without air and 
muscle memory does the rest.  Lucky all my bad guys aren’t so smart.  He thought of 
Aronson.

I push the concern aside.
He’s gone.  That chapter’s over.
Weeks have passed since my liaison in Rowberry Park, so much time devoted to a 

complex enterprise which might safeguard the planet; a plot that showcases my acting 
chops.  I go over my script.  Deft sentences committed to memory, my folder of Russian 
Doll Stories no longer whipped out for consultation.  Each mannerism, tick and nuance of 
my part feels like restorative gulps of air.

However, the frustration that followed him from his failure inside the Earth 
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dragged him out of character, like a fish snatched from water.  He kicked an empty 
coke can along the road, hoping to rid himself of the fury.  With every clanging 
punt, he grew increasingly malevolent, incensed over his second failure to obtain an 
up to date understanding of cosmic factions.  He missed the gossip column nature of 
doomed agreements, hasty alliances that fell apart with comic regularity.  Kicking 
the can didn’t help.  Neither did the winter sun.  The orb shone its rays through the 
cloudy sky, day enough for Spiderfingers to feel the heavy weight of shame.  Bursts 
of red and hacked meat and all those distraught relatives unable to escape the media 
coverage.  People possessed by minions who hunted him.  People his dark pet had 
killed in that fucking alleyway.

Rooenn the Terrorsmith.
“Won’t have to do this much longer.  Soon Operation Genie Bottle will set me free.”
“What’s that, Mr Spider?”
I jump at the voice, palms balled into fists as I became aware of my current location.  

The hub-bub, the blaring relentless cacophony of Camden’s main High Road.  Sammy, 
my Jimmy Olsen. 

“How’re you doing Sammy?” Samson remains mute, shifting the acoustic instrument in 
his lap, straightening up against the supermarket window. “Oh, you worried about this?” I 
tap the fast-moving swell of my pocket before plucking the Grapple-Worm into the dying 
December light.  I hold it out: “Told you about these guys, remember? This here is a 
creature that lives far below the earth – ready – to help people defend her.  Sweet old 
Mother Nature, Sammy, our beloved Lady of the Flowers.  This worms’ merely a wonder 
beneath her folds.”

Samson’s one eye bulges wide whilst his arms fold over the three stringed guitar.  Look 
at his face: so eager.  Doesn’t matter if he’s been told this story – he has to see the worm 
and hear its tale all over again.

“How can your worm defend Earth? Does it scare off minions?”
“Nah, Sammy, you can’t use a slug like this to scare a minion.  Not directly.  You see 

that over there?” I direct Samson’s one good eye towards the golden arches of a 
McDonald’s, “See, now that over there Sammy, that’s a powerful symbol.  It means 
something to you and me.  Before we really understood what that house of malnutrition 
was, we bathed in its impression.  Ronald McDonald was the Christ of the children’s 
restaurant party.  Lotta power under that clown make-up.  See that over there?” I point to 
a Coca-Cola sign above a newsagent, a shop way down the high-road, “That can of sugar 
is more than a drink, you get me? I can see it, and you can see it, all red and white, 
almighty in its sweep across East and West.  The known world, undeniably penitent, 
worshipping at the altar of a tooth-eating-black syrup. These creatures – (I hold the 
Grapple-Worm further out towards him), – are attracted to symbols we take so seriously.  
We’ve trained ourselves to love corporations and all they promise us so much, these 
creatures that Gaia has deep within her, waiting to bond with us, they hunt out the 
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properties of what a great brand name bleeds.  They glug up the power we’ve given them, 
then, they vomit it into our brains.  Useless waste-matter to those who’ve never spoken to 
Gaia.  But a gift is bestowed upon those who heed nature’s cry.  See, Samson, the energy 
these worms collect can be focussed, harnessed by a system of prayer.  Such power 
manifests as paranormal properties.  Superpowers, Sammy.  Superpowers.”

“Like the Tao.” he says strangling the neck of his guitar, leaning evermore forward to 
inspect the creature wriggling in my hand.

“I’ll find a Waterstones that stocks your book, Sammy.” I scratch the S on my chest as I 
say this.  So itchy these days.  Sammy’s Tao of Pooh disappeared from his rucksack over 
a week ago.  To help him over the loss, I’ve filled the boy’s brain with my personal 
mythos.  So many nights of misdirection; the telling of tales from the old country.  Fables 
which depict how the Oma and all its queen and kingdoms came to be.  Stories spoken 
through the heady mix of David Shape’s twenty-first century colloquialism and the old 
protracted speaking habits of Boleraam.

“Tell me about the worm again.”
“Tomorrow.  You’ve had your fill today.”
“O.K.  Tell me about your powers again?”
I don’t attempt to hide vanity’s creep across my mouth.
“You know about the collective unconscious, right? All the old stories across the world, 

all the characters and symbols we all tap into … this worm feeds signals from that well-
pool into the human host they’ve bonded with.  The signal reconfigures their DNA in 
strange ways.  You with me?”

“Yes, I think so Mr Spider.” 
Probably not quite, but anyway … 
“O.K, so each signal searches the mind of its human host for recurring archetypal self-

references.  The trickster, the hero, the monster – in our private moments, when we’re 
being honest with ourselves, we gravitate toward one.  At least the Grapple-Worms think 
so.  David Shape has lived his life through the prism of superhero fiction and coupled 
with his repeated wearing of Superman attire, the Grapple-Worm I own channels the 
archetypal energy pattern of Krypton’s surviving son.”

“So, you’ve had that creature on you all this time?”
“No.  My first grapple worm got killed in a fight years ago.  I’ve got worshippers in The 

Oma remember? They bow down to a totem made out to look like me.  This little blighter 
here? This critter is for someone else.  Someone special.” Samson listens to all this lore 
with his mouth wide open, eyes fixated upon the Grapple-Worm.

“Hold up your sign Sammy, wave it high.” Samson pushes his guitar aside.  He thrusts 
his sign above his head sharing his rotten dentures without a care:

A smile is FREE
So grin with ME

He seems genuinely at peace with destitution, a state of calm that I can’t quite 
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rationalise as I mentally tick off all the places I’ve sought refuge.  A mental home: 
couldn’t stay for fear of madness.  A dumpster: couldn't stay inside.  Why?  Too evil to 
miss out on my pet’s barbarism.  And so fucking what if the middle of the earth houses no 
minions, I can’t live there, can I? That evil beast I command at night, the fiend I myself 
become – they cannot be trusted to live contentedly at the earth core.  The horrible things 
I can do to people – let alone exotic wildlife – and all for the sake of dark battle-pride.

No, he reasoned, the minion I brought back from America saved my life and in doing 
so, the world.  I took no real pride in the kill.  That wasn’t the real me.  Guilt is a 
distraction that might cost me too highly and living at the centre of the earth might 
require an impossible amount of adjustment.  The deeds I might commit on some ill-
minded resurface … no.  London is familiar.  London will keep me safe.

So, out of the magma coated crucible he journeyed.
Comic book heroes don’t hide in the middle of the earth … or psych wards.
There was no way that troublemakers like him – fictional or otherwise – could 

avoid situations that weren’t perpetually, relentlessly story-worthy.
The problem with life imitating art is that it’s no life at all.
He felt a small pang as herds of twenty something’s bobbed around him clutching 

their bags of alcohol.  Real people with real lives.  All these civilians about to see in 
the New Year.  Samson was a real person.

Samson’s speaking but I’d rather write about him.  I’d rather write about him far away 
from here.

“Going for a walk Sammy, see you later.”
“Eh, but, Mr Spider? You’re coming back, yeah? For the clock strikes?”

Up the High Road, a turn at Camden Loch, along the canal, no particular destination in 
mind as I patrol, ever vigilant, unable to shirk the depression of feeling like some cut-out-
of-a-story-non-person.  A character being watched.  I reach out to feel the bark of a tree.

“Had a nice walk man? Want some beer?” asks Samson, as I take my forefinger and 
thumb to the crown of my nose, my other hand waiving Samson’s donation.

“Go anywhere nice?” he asks, like I’ve been gone for hours even though it feels like, 
what, a few minutes?

“Got any resolutions, Mr Spider?” he asks and all I can do is shake my head, keeping 
pointless wishes secret.  I’ll always return to my friend, the battery.  I’ll always need to be 
worshipped.  I’ll … what the hell is that?

“Where’re you going?”
I cross the road, shambling, traffic from both sides honking, braking.  “Mr Spider?” 

Samson’s voice a fading irritation.
A car swerves around me.
“You’re dead!” I reach the opposite side of the high street, “You, you can’t be alive.” 

Above me, shining illuminate from an ever-changing billboard sways a man in a black 
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suit.  His crumpled white shirt, torn, several buttons missing.  The large cavity in his 
chest gushing blood and yet more blood as he glares downwards, mouth opening and 
closing out of time with slurred speech.

“Be a better friend than you are a god.” says the man as the advertisement begins to 
segment and flip, “Stay away from my sister, please, my god? I beg you?”

“Nat!” I’m grabbing out at the man, but my hands reach for a different image, for the 
mechanics of the revolving commercial dictate constant change.  I scrape at thin air.  I 
wait.  Through pictorials of handheld gadgets, the photo-shopped advert for a band I 
haven’t heard of, a film: that fucking film about a charismatic vampire adored by the 
world - I blink in anticipation.  My billboard apparition’s vanished.  So, this is the cost, 
eh Hara?

“You know what she’ll do to me!”
The price of communing with the earth is madness.  Bye, bye sanity and -  
“David? Are you alright, David?”
Where Doctor Kwame’s sprung from, I simply don’t know.  I need to get away from all 

his forced concern.
“Do you really have to interact with your former patients?” I say this turning my back 

on the psychiatrist, almost immediately locating Doctor Silberman.  The medical man 
skulked, jotting in his notepad from his hiding place: an open manhole cover on the 
roadside.  His correctional shades make a secret of expression.  “Can’t you watch my 
Hyper-Psychosis without breaking the fourth fucking wall?”

“Hyper-psychosis? There’s no such term, David.  You should come back with us.  We 
can celebrate the strikes to twelve.  You’ve still got two hours.”

“Sorry!” I yell, moving away from the medical man, “must be all that subscription to 
childhood trauma, huh? Making me all confused, right? You’re not real either.”

I back away from Doctor Kwame who shrugs a ‘What now?’ across the street to Doctor 
Silberman. “I’m putting on a production.” I bellow the news as I skip through a pack of 
revellers on my way to Samson, “Remember I said I’d need the guitar? It’s time.  Oh, and 
the lead actress needs a prop delivered.” I have the script (in a black folder), I have the 
venue (London, soon the world) and I have the star.  No imaginary psych evaluations are 
going to endanger my major work, not if I can help it.  I’ve practiced my part, prepared 
my players.

“Nothing can stop me now.”
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Chapter Twenty: I’m Not the Bad Guy

I’m not the bad guy.
Vicky thought this as her hands ‘talked’ through her floor which in turn spoke to 

the street outside.  Power lines and houses ferried her question along as the words 
I’m not the bad guy bolstered her resolve.

I’m not the bad guy.
The steady mantra cradled the dissolve of her self-respect, whilst a myriad of 

objects informed her of Stephanie Tent’s life, a private world she delved through.  
She had done this before, years ago.

I’m not the bad guy, I’m not the bad guy. 
Vicky Buchanan rediscovered Stephanie Tent, now a desperate school teacher 

stood in a gallery.  She stood in the presence of a powerful man, a publisher who 
towered over her.  He returned her awkward flirtations with knowingly cheesy one-
liners.  Such wit.  The intellectual verve he possessed – it bound her.  Bound her in 
considered diatribes.  The line of cars, Bond Street pavement and chairs described 
the scene to Vicky.  No detail escaped their eye.

I’m not the bad guy.  I am NOT the bad guy.
The affirmation had long since become a lie employed to make her mission easy.  

Had she still been the young child probing London for an artist, the words would 
still ring out the major chord of goodness and merit.  But Vicky wasn’t a child in a 
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room of adults on hand to reward her cake and ice-cream.  She hadn’t been in that 
scenario for a long distant while.  Those first few times, she thought, when the poking 
about seemed fun … these faraway events had long since taken on the fragile near 
otherworldliness of lingering dreams.  

Sure, back then, being a child, Vicky followed the prompts of her parents:
“Look for artists Vicky.  Look for painters, and people who make films.  But they have 

to care about that over everything else.  Find the ones who can’t help it.”
She followed the instructions of her god.
“O.G,” said Spiderfingers, “If you find musicians who see their tunes like babies – 

tell us.  They can help us beat the monsters, O.K? Writers are especially good, yeah? 
Find a hungry writer.”

“Hungry?”
“Yeah, hungry  Y'know when you can’t wait for dinner to be ready, yeah? Find 

someone who feels that way about telling stories.”
And she did.  
Stephanie Penny Tent: always in need of praise; continually scribbling stories for 

adoration.  Now, in the present, Vicky had only one goal: rediscover how Stephanie 
Tent’s mind worked; discover all her secrets and how they fuelled her desire to 
locate love through adulation.  

I’m not the bad guy, decided Vicky, watching, cataloguing, capturing data on a 
single white Muslim; a front row seat to detail what Steph mistakenly believed to be 
a secret debasement of identity, handing her number to the thirty years married 
Milo Canaan, Publisher of ABC Books.  Vicky lifted her palms from the floor; a 
quick breather from snooping.  Steph wants to be a famous writer more than anything 
else, but she’s even more desperate than I remember, thought Vicky.  

“I am not the bad guy.” 
Slumped on the floor, fatigued from psychic concentration, Vicky tumbled into 

times long past.  Before her espionage into Steph’s life, before her current god given 
mission (the details scrawled upon the rancid paper kept safe in her pocket), Vicky 
remembered sitting in a ring of toys staring up at the stranger.

“Hello Superman!” she said.
David Shape smiled from his medium height, his hand waving from the hip.  

“Howdy.” He said.
“Howdy?” she replied, quizzical strains about her face.
“It’s how cowboys say hello.”
“You’re not a cowboy, you’re Superman.”
“That’s me.” David replied, throwing a good natured grin.
“Why is your smile upside down?” asked Vicky, to which David flinched and 

shrugged his shoulders.  Looking back on that evening, Vicky had long since 
realised a few pertinent details of her personality and the people who surrounded 
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her.  Firstly, she had always been encouraged to speak her mind and ask questions.  
This of course led her into a confidence, or rather, the naïve bravery to question 
every potential lodger shown about the home by Granma Hara.  

“This is David, Vicky.” said Hara. “He might be living here soon.”
“You will live here.” said Vicky to the man wearing the Superman top and red 

bright boots. “Everyone Granma brings here stays.  Then they vanish.  Poof!”
“Let’s go up to the room now shall we?” said Hara taking David by the arm.  

Vicky remembered how her Granma could touch people she’d only just met.  Now, 
being a teenager with wider social acumen, she realised Granma Hara used her 
touchy-feely approach to control others.  It’s hard to say no to someone who's 
always led you around by the hand, waist or whatever they can gently claw at.  She 
remembered watching David steal a glance at the hallway mirror.

He must have seen his sad face for the first time.
What made someone so young have a sadness she’d only seen on older people? Not 

Granma though.  Granma had the smile of another child.
Unlike many young lodgers who would move in and then suddenly disappear (all 

their belongings given to charity), David remained.  Vicky recalled their happiness 
when they ran about the garden, her spaceship in hand, as she trailed behind her 
‘Star Commander’.  Even after the family sat her down to explain David had 
become Spiderfingers, Vicky still called her friend David for a good long while.  She 
was far from stupid.  She knew he wasn’t the young man who’d first smiled down at 
her when he came to view the house, and she could see the change.  But she could 
also see remnants of the man-child who never interrupted sentences and always 
made time to sit with her as Granma Hara spun yarns about Boleraam.  

Despite her family’s eventual disownment of the deity, Vicky always thought of her 
god as an older brother who needed cheering up.  Of course, Vicky already had an 
older brother, but she walled off the rush of grief that accompanied Nat’s face.  She 
fought the impulse to envisage Arran’s smile.  With a potent second wind of mental 
focus, Vicky smacked her hands to the floor.  She re-established her rummage 
through the jungle of Steph’s mind.  

Unlike any Sci-fi TV show, comic or cartoon, the true ability to look into someone 
else’s mind is profoundly invasive.  In popular media, the seer might bump into 
humdrum occasions and insignificant happenings easily pushed out of view to reveal 
specific information.  Vicky knew otherwise.  Shitting in your underwear but 
blaming your twin for the smell in the room, hurling drunken abuse at a 
handicapped beggar and casually forgetting to pay back a friend's loan – these were 
the horrible remembrances which orbited just a little and around the forethought of 
many a human being.  How they shaped them.  These failings of the spirit were 
private and would have remained so had Spiderfingers not colluded with Hara to 
give the family superpowers.  Not so that we could protect ourselves, a thought she 
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often returned to and analysed.  We were given these abilities so that we could protect 
him.  

“I am not the bad guy.” she said, and carried on picking through Steph’s mind for 
all the details Spiderfingers had instructed her to discover. “I am not the bad guy.  I 
am whatever Spiderfingers needs me to be.”
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Chapter Twenty One: The Best Weapons You Have Are In Your Mouth

“I got a New Year’s resolution, Sammy.  I’m gonna put on a play.  It’s called, ‘I’m Not 
Taking Anymore Shit.  Not From Anybody.’ Like it?”

“The title is too long, no?”
“It’s that or ‘I’m Spiderfingers the Immortal, So Don’t Fuck With Me.’ Still not 

decided.  Just you wait, Sammy.  It’ll be bigger than Book of Mormon.”
“To opening night!” He says, forcing a beer to my hand.
Winter darkness falls.  Evergreens in window displays, and I’ve spotted not one, but 

two drunk Santa’s.  There’s a bouncer asking a woman for her number, his arm ready for 
another of her slips to the street; a gaggle of bike taxis argue over the right of way;  An 
old woman sings ‘Jesus Loves You’ as she walks down the way, her eyes search for the 
attention of men walking hand in hand toward her.

“Jesus looooooves you!” she sings eyeballing the couple.  One looks straight back at 
her humming in harmony with her singsong.  His lover looks above and beyond.  
Something has caught his eye far away.  A million mile stare they call it. 

“Yeah, Jesus loves you!” I shout, downing more beer.  I can’t pretend I’m not 
disappointed she’s ignored me, the drunk homeless guy.  She’s not taking my singing as 
an invitation to cross the street and save my soul. Nope.  There she goes, singing on. 
“Look at that shit over there, Sammy.”

I point my bottle at the gang of policemen going through pockets of a black couple – no 
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older than fourteen. “Sometimes,” I hand the beer back to Samson, “Sometimes I ask 
myself, ‘maybe my death wouldn’t be so bad.”

A man with a scar on his face walks up to the two of us.
“You got some weed, Superman?” says the man.
“Not a seller, mate.”
“You sure?” replies the man, as I inspect his ravaged face.  I discover a woman with no 

teeth smile back at me, “Suck your dick? My flat is –”
I wave her away, “Please, go.” The lights behind her eyes fade as she scurries, 

mumbling something about black men and the state of the country.
“People are worth saving, Mr Spider.” Samson slurps on his bottle, “You’re the good 

guy.”
“Really? Christ.  That smile on your face, how the fuck do you keep it?” Samson looks 

like he’s in deep thought long and hard, for a moment.  Then, upon the approach of a 
group of girls:

“Ladies,” sings Samson, “I’ve not had the pleasure of playing to an audience as 
beautiful as you.  Not in a long, looooong time.  Permit me the pleasure?”

“Yeah?” says one of the girls to her group.  
They giggle in agreement and somehow, through sheer passion not to mention dexterity 

long accustomed to the London cold, Samson Owusu manages to play a heart-pounding, 
soul wrenching Little Richard number.

“Keep on knocking but you can’t come in! Come back tomorrow night and try it again, 
woooooh!” I dance, the fingers of my free hand rub together behind my back 
gesticulating over my open hood.  As the song comes to a close, a heap of coins drop 
behind my neck.  Questions follow the passionate applause whilst I empty the coinage 
into Samson’s bag.

“Where’d ya get your coat from Superman?”
“Such a lovely voice.  Swear down.  You from Africa, innit? What part?”
“Where d’ya sleep?”
Samson collects the change from the rucksack in which they’re thrown.  He hands them 

back up to his fans.
“No ladies, I insist.  Just do me a favour?” He holds up his sign:

A smile is FREE
So grin with ME

The girls donate some beer and a half eaten bag of chips.  They pose for a selfie and 
leave.

“So you smile because you like bringing out happiness in others?”
Samson smiles, taps his guitar and replies, “You taught me how.” I grin as my 

confidante continues his speech: “Many, many people will die with doubt in their hearts.  
Reverend Godfrey back home - his sermons? So powerful Mr Spider.  The best in all of 
Uganda.  Powerful, y’know? Even he will die not knowing for sure if he made a 
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difference.  I know my life has meaning,” he points his guitar at me, “and that knowledge 
makes … me … smile.” I take the whole of Samson in.  The one bloodshot eye, the legs 
so thin they ought to have long snapped under gravity’s pull.  The bad teeth.  This boy 
came from a Ugandan family of worth.  And here he spends his days with a vampire.

“You’re a good person Sammy.  I don’t deserve you.”
“I don’t deserve you, a god who should be in a warm house? With a nice family?  Out 

here, with me? What happened?” Flash images of Aronson and Nat flash in front of me.  
Nat’s blood on my face, old allies crying and shouting at me.  

“So, Sammy, ever think you wanna try talking to your dad?”
Samson’s face twists.  
“I told you.” he says this slowly, as if each word were a nail forced into an object, “My 

father would sooner kill his sissy boy than see him again.  He would throw stones and the 
rest of my family would collect only the sharpest rocks for him to keep going.  Did you 
not listen when I told you the first time?”

“Sorry, Sammy.  I … ” But there are no words.  There’s only a slight recall of bathing in 
Samson’s company, sucking up all that belief when the boy trusted me with intimate 
details of his disownment.  It wasn’t that I didn’t want to listen.  The truth is that I was 
gorged with too much of his adoration to concentrate.  A brief flash of Christopher Lee 
punctures my thinking.  I shake the undead out of mind.

“It’s O.K.” says Samson grasping my arm. “As I said, you’re a god.  Just listening to 
me is tough for you, is that not so? Thinking about what I want or need must feel, so 
difficult.  I forgot that about you.  I’m sorry.” 

“What happened?”
“Sammy.  You wanted to know why I can’t live with the Buchanans.  I’ll tell you.” I 

look up at the moon as the past reaches out of it and floods my mind.  The words gush 
out. “There was this arsehole called Anubis.  He found a way to create a dark forest 
between the Oma and the world.  He would have stormed through and onto this planet 
with his armies, somehow protected from the hex that stops his kind invading here.  We 
never got to know how he was able to pull this trick off, but me, Vicky, Nat, Lilith, all of 
the gang were ready to enter the mouth of that forest when it formed, ready to do our 
level best to stop him.  If only Anubis wasn’t so fucking clever.  The bastard had no way 
of surviving the hex.  The information we had was false.  We were up against it.  Steve 
smashing the shit out of any minion foolish enough to go toe to toe, Florence waving her 
hands around giving the enemy any illness she could dream up.  Lilith busied herself 
protecting Vicky and then, well, there was Arran and Nat.  Arran and Nat known as 
Cantdie and Eraser.  Cantdie could make himself invulnerable to anything that would 
seek to hurt him.  So long as he survived the initial injury.  You could try to burn Cantdie 
and if he survived the exposure then well, the next time some arsehole spits fire at him 
and – shit – he wouldn’t even feel it.  Understand?”

Sammy nods.
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“So, with that in mind, the situation gone straight to hell, monsters everywhere trying to 
kill us … it made all the sense in the world to me to use him as a human shield.” 

Samson just gives me this look like he’s found out Michael Jackson's a rapist, and that 
I’m him, no legal team able to bring me to justice.  Of course I ignore the look. “If I die, 
we all die.  Said that to Florence as she’s holding Arran.  Pieces of him are all over the 
forest floor.  She can’t bring people back from the dead.  She’s waving her healing hands 
around but it’s no good.  Like an idiot I say it, ‘There’s a way to bring him back.’ 
Everyone turns to look at me and I detail how we can visit the warlock of Po.  Of course 
they all say we should go there immediately, even though I make it clear the forces he 
uses to bring back the dead require a life for a life.  Of course we trek there, cos Steve 
can’t convince Florence her giving up her life is madness.  I think that’s when their 
marriage began to break down.  So, er … we get there and before Florence has time to 
swallow the stone the warlock has given her, so that she’ll die and Arran will live, well … 
Nat grabs the stone.  He shoves it down his throat.  A light opens up in his chest and he’s 
gone.  Just totally torn apart from the inside.  Arran’s arms and legs glue back together 
but he’s pregnant.  So very fucking swollen with child.  Shits out a withered and old 
version of himself.  Rips right out of him, tearing out of Arran’s anus.  Splitting him from 
behind, blood and pelvic bone everywhere.  Some of it got in my eye, and I’m wiping at 
it to see.  He’s come back wrong, twisted.  Starts fighting us and it’s useless to resist 
because our powers don’t do shit to him.  He – this old man who calls himself Aronson – 
promises to make us a more powerful team by becoming our nemesis.  For months we’d 
be fighting not just minions of the scheming gods but we’d fight Aronson, trying to 
disrupt his supervillain plans.  Crazy schemes that threaten civilians.  We become a 
stronger team, but fuck, how they all hated me.  What made it worse was Aronson would 
always make a point of thanking me for bringing him to life.  Called me father.  
Eventually I found a way to witch-walk him into a dark realm called the Necrosphere.  
The Dugpas call it The Smoke Filled Bowl.  I left him there to die.” 

The silence after the story is palpable.  Samson doesn’t know what to say, and so leans 
his weight into me with his arm swung over my shoulder.  I pull away.

“Know what’s cool about transport being free on New Year’s Eve? Huh, Sammy?”
Samson shakes his head.
“We get to have an underground adventure.”
“Happy New Year!”
The man at the ticket barriers returned the saying, grinning contentedly as two 

obvious vagrants made use of the twenty four hour no charge policy.  There was 
tube surfing (Spiderfingers introduced the carriage sport to a nimble senior citizen, 
an eccentric gentleman dressed up as a clown, his rendition of Auld Lang Syne oddly 
moving), and there was busking.

Sometimes Spiderfingers would break into some rehearsal: “Come again? You 
mean you’ve never heard of Babushka Doll Lit?  That’s like saying you’ve never 
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heard of Nirvana!  We’d better do something about that then … More of a game 
than a series of stories.  You ask me the right question at the end of this tale … you 
… you – shit – what’s the line? Ah, yes! Ask me the right question at the end of this 
tale and you unsheathe another story.”

Samson clapped. “Wonderful, Mr Spider.” he said, “Well spoken.” The smile his 
friend afforded him elicited a feeling he thought his twenty four hour job had 
surgically removed.  He dug his pockets for his notepad and squiggled down words 
his character denied:

“Sammy, about your book …”
“Aw, stop that? No more writing tonight, Mr Spider.  C’mon, put the pen away? Live a 

little.  Smile a lot.  More to life than your war.”
But Sammy’s mood was too jolly, so when he didn’t quite catch him over the din of 

an approaching tube, Spiderfingers pretended not to have said anything.
“You ever tried just talking the bad guys down?” 
“Talk the bad guys down? Really, Sammy?”
“But seriously, you can’t solve all your problems with your fists.”
The pair ended their adventure outside the entrance for Morden station, singing 

Come As You Are.  Every time Samson threatened to pass out, Spiderfingers would 
begin a new song.  

“Not saying you should just sit there like a buffoon.  Trick them.  Tell your monster’s 
lies.”

“Violence doesn’t have to be my way?” 
“Exactly! The best weapons you have are in your mouth.” He smiles extra hard.
Most of the time, the correct playing didn’t matter, the unintentional comedy to 

die for.  Samson’s smile was like the sun rising.  I balk at the cliché as if someone’s just 
served up a bowl of vomit and faeces.  I strike through the line again.

“If I had your smile Sammy, maaaaan.”
“You’d still not be kissing any pretty girls.”
“No, no I wouldn’t.  I wouldn’t be selling any chocolate bars either, but I’d win votes 

for a smile like that.  In the right election.”
“Do you miss sex, Mr Spider?” he asks.
“Do you miss cock?” I reply.
They laughed heartily as Spiderfingers returned a wink, pounding playfully into 

Samson’s ribs.  
“No, c’mon, Mr Spider? With your charm, you could have anybody.”
“Yeah, well, that’s not how Gaia sees it.” I don’t have to think too hard to change the 

subject. “Soon, very soon Sammy, the gods won’t be a threat to Earth, not after opening 
night.”

“I still don’t understand the plan.”
“Heh, you don’t need to Sammy.”
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“Vicky wouldn’t tell me either.”
“You met Vicky?” raising my eyebrows, shock hopefully on my face.
“She came looking for you about a week ago.  She said you found a way to become 

millions of targets?”
“Hey, we didn’t sing Auld Lang Syne, did we?” I look Samson dead on.  Boy can’t hold 

the stare, scratches his head, both embarrassment and the need to appease running 
through him.

“We missed the strikes, didn’t we Mr Spider! It’s 2012, and here we are, still alive.”
“Never trust a Mayan Sammy boy.”
Samson’s laughter becomes song as I croon lyrics my friend bluffs through:
“Should old acquaintance be forgot, and never thought upon;
The flames of love extinguished, and fully past and gone:
Is thy sweet heart now grown so cold, that loving breast of thine;
That thou canst never once reflect on old long syne.” 

When the evening became morning, as the final strums to badly sung lyrics died 
upon the new dawn, he left Samson to his napping.  

“Don’t worry about the violence Sleeping Beauty, my endgame is all about what 
lies up here.” he pointed up at his head.  “Success is all about who you know, 
Sammy, how the poor bastards see you.” Pleased with his words, he continued 
walking.  He had to meet ‘Object Girl’ for ‘opening night’.

She better have that Play-Doh.  
They would pay a visit to the home of his new play’s lead character.  A secondary 

school teacher: Stephanie Penny Tent.
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Chapter Twenty Two: Operation Genie Bottle

On Camden Town’s Pratt Street there stands a bus enclosure.  Commuters huddle beneath 
the canopy as heavy showers hammer down.  To be part of the gathering means wanting 
to be anywhere else.  Miserable sniffling and shuffling near impossible to block out.  
Some herd members stare through the steam of their breath, absentmindedly peering at 
the kaleidoscopic advertising placards hoisted beyond consumerism’s windows.  Others 
glare into broadsheets; attention devout to a political scandal, an American high school 
massacre, a reality TV upset and yet another backstreet murder.

Inhumanity revealed in tabloids, horrible reportage branding fingers in black ink.  Those 
who hold newspapers remain famished, hands hastily leafing through horror for 
supplementary hits of awfulness.  Others investigate sights untouched by the ruthless 
downpour.  They re-watch more secretive, preferable, more colourful visions, as coughs 
and muttered expletives ride the beat of near distant road works.  To compound Monday’s 
bad weather start, the ungodly odour of a newcomer descends upon them all. 

“Happy Monday!” I sing at the top of my voice, attacking the old battered acoustic. 
“Have a happy Monday!” The music battles the aggressive gales, but the Styrofoam cup 
strung to the neck of my guitar won’t fill to the top today.

For weeks - not long after the New Year - I’ve put on as good a show as any, and from 
across the street my carefree performance has provided some distraction.  But now, this 
unfortunate street musician, this regular player on the road that I play has broken a non-
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verbal rule, an absolute no-no of roadside entertainment.  My character, he plays his 
guitar too close to the crowds.  Sadly, like the once glorious rouge of my long jacket, my 
vagabond charm swiftly flakes away.  Rusty brown dreadlocks wave to and fro in stormy 
hardship, thick strands which complement my character’s recital.  One by one, 
commuters begin their exodus.  They prefer to forgo the safety of the overhang for the ten 
minute journey to the next shelter.

“Have a happy Monday!” Only one person remains to hear my song.  Out of the folds 
of Muslim blackness, a hand drops some loose change into my muddied paper cup.  This 
role I play, this man of indeterminate age, he uses his strumming hand to salute the 
woman in the niqab. “Happy Monday.  Happy, happy, happy Monday to you!” My 
character sits down next to the woman in black, his guitar laid to rest upon the muck of 
the pavement.  He can tell she hasn’t judged the state of his poorly kept eye-wear.  He 
beams, adjusting his damaged specs.  Now is not the time to scare away the altruistic.  
This part demands poise and self-assuredness, much like a young deity, overly 
comprehensive in his conversation, so as to render the replies of others redundant.  So 
sure his idea of self.  So sure my idea of him.  I am a seasoned magician.  My volunteer 
may as well be mute.  

“...Yeah, exactly, I am not my lack of accommodation.  You’re so right.  Do you know 
how many homeless people can claim they’ve been through higher education?” I nod 
through her answer and only engage the part of my brain which deals with survival. “Oh 
Miss!” I say to the heavens, slapping my thigh, “You certainly know where flattery will 
get you.  This street orator thanks you for the decency.  Oh Jesus, Would you look at 
that?” I point out at the heavy increase of rain outside the shelter, “It looks like you’re 
stuck here.”

My audience says something and it’s as I say.  She may as well be mute.
“I know, I know.  You’d catch a cold before you caught a double decker in this rain.  

Bloody London transport.  Wouldn’t let my kids walk through all this.  Oldest would be 
about twenty four or so now.  Time’s a little strange out here.”

Blah, blah, sympathetic blah.
“Believe me Miss, there is no way you’d find me walking London in this spill, best to 

stay put.  It’s like God Himself is crying.  You kneel five times a day and all that?  See, 
that’s where I’d fail Allah.  And don’t ask me what I believe.  I orate fantasy fiction.  I’d 
only make something up.  A cantankerous God with fire for hair – whatever comes to 
mind.  So, I’m storyteller-me and you are?”

“Steph.”
“Steph?  Of course.  It’s a lovely name.  Nice to meet ya Steph.”
Blah, blah, asks me about my writing, blah facetious blah.
“Yeah, loads.  I wrote a lot of Babushka Doll stuff actually.”
“Babushka Doll what?” she says, and if I weren't homeless and this were a meet and 

greet at Penguin, or whatever, she’d politely nod.  
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“Come again? You mean, you’ve never heard of Babushka Doll Lit?  That’s like saying 
you’ve never heard of Nirvana!  We’d better do something about that then.  Babushka 
Doll Literature: more of a game than a series of stories.  You ask me the right question at 
the end of this tale, you unsheathe another story.  That simple really.  Right then, I call 
this one Bradley the Boy Wonder, and it goes a little something like this: There was once 
this kid Steph, a kid who had a ‘gift’.  Pretty unique offering, if you ask me, or anyone, 
provided you got them drunk enough to admit the, er, certain advantages.  A rather 
unusual gesture then, from the deities of karmic biology.  This kid could fold himself in 
half.  Now, in lesser versions of this urban myth, where filthier imaginations have filled in 
plot holes and whatnot, you’ve probably heard that four of Bradley’s ribs hadn’t 
developed properly, or that his lower spine lacked two vertebrae.  But that’s all complete 
bull-crap.  Bradley was raised by his single mum who, apart from being a filthy rich 
Californian, had a penchant for extreme Venksai -Yoga.  She’d been teaching her boy 
Lotus Spreads and Frog Stretches ever since age three.  So, for the purposes of our story, 
we’ve got to switch to present tense, to give the whole thing the illusion of immediacy.  
Makes it more exciting, y’know? Bradley’s mother – poor woman – she skips innocently 
outta their tidy piece of Californian beach front, hops gaily into the SUV and just sits for 
a moment, smiling.  She’s heading off to her next book signing, and she couldn’t be more 
content.  Finally, she pulls out the drive on a full tank of gas.  She’s blissfully unaware of 
her little wonder running upstairs to his room.  She has no idea that he’s using his ‘gift 
from Venksai’ in an erotic fashion, bent double and over on the bed, jacking his head up 
and down.  Like some kind of human oil pump.  What d’ya call em? Geysers?  Or are 
those the hot pool things in Iceland? Doesn’t matter, you get the picture.  Bradley’s 
scared of the noise, hormonal moaning gushing from his throat, so full of himself.  He 
doesn’t wanna alarm old lady Doughty next door, even though next door is a whole house 
away.  So the kid’s playing a Best of The Doors album, loud.  He’s lighting his own fire, 
so to speak.  He’s sucking away to Sixties pop.  And then ... He becomes inflamed with a 
wild idea: he could get much higher. When he manages to slide himself in-between the 
gap of old oak wardrobe and the far wall of his room, when he gets to thinking of Jim 
Morrison giving it from behind, getting concrete hard, thirteen year old Bradley is in his 
own very private heaven.  Till he gets stuck. ‘Could have had it worse,’ says the back 
specialist.  Her brown fingers interlock with Bradley’s in the back of the whirring, blaring 
ambulance.  Bradley’s looking up at her, and he’s all bunched up ‘coz stretching out?  
Well, it hurts him real bad.  His mum? Her back’s against the far end of the swerving 
racing vehicle.  She’s furthest away from her son.  To see this scene you’d no doubt be 
thinking, ‘You heartless old troll.’ You’d be wrong though, ‘coz really, Ms Robinson’s 
listening to the old medic driving up front.  He’s describing Bradley’s unfortunate 
condition down the radio. ‘How could this be any worse?’ says Bradley, laid out on the 
stretcher, all rolled up in agony’s cocoon.  So the doctor, our back specialist, she replies, 
‘Do you really want to know?’ and she peers through her red-rimmed glasses right across 
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at Bradley’s only parent, who has this really fake-everything’s-gonna-be-just-fine-smile 
on her no-make-up-tanned face.  No vegan diet, no rigorous yoga routine, no karma-
saturated world view could prepare Theresa for this.  Theresa Robinson, she’s never 
heard her son swear before, and Bradley, he’s dancing pirouettes over old cuss-word 
boundaries his single mum’d laid down years ago. ‘Shit ... I might have fucking back 
problems  How could my situation be any - ow! – motherfucking worse? God.’ The 
hideous waaaahwowowowowowowaaaaa ambulance siren screams on.  Teresa’s lithe, 
muscular, fifty-one-year-old body is bent forward, head in hands.  For a long moment her 
mind flips back thirteen and a bit years to the commune.  She’s visualising that circle of 
people, the ones who, like her, had run out of options.  All those people choosing spiritual 
totems to ward off ‘negative thought patterns’.  Sitting there, heavily pregnant and 
recently and drastically separated from the man who most definitely wasn’t her child’s 
father, Theresa Robinson decides that she was right to keep the baby.  But that isn’t what 
they teach her here.  Her spiritual conviction is being tested by ‘The Source.’ If Yann 
loved her he’d be at the Tibetan retreat by her side, her shaking hands in his.  A monk will 
later show her how yoga will stop the shaking.  Much later, but not quite near the now, 
after shaking is no longer the engine that drives her, Theresa will keep stretching herself 
away from the night that changed everything.  Tears stream through the gaps in her palms 
whilst Bradley watches the specialist unstrap her seat-belt and move out from her chair.  
The short Afro-American with the large red earrings begins a subtle game of 
misdirection. ‘Lemme tell you a story,’ she says, finger to cheek.  The sky-blue fingernail 
tap-taps against her dark skin.  The hideous wail of the ambulance forces her to lean in 
close.  Her story is a secret between herself and Bradley.  A narrative rendered invisible to 
his mother, hidden under the thick and unrelenting slam of siren.  Cherry-bomb lips part 
and shut.  But then she’s not really even a woman, and I can tell you for sure, as sure as 
you can see all the hail pounding the pavement out here Steph, the specialists’ name, her 
real name? It really, really isn’t Doctor Jane Faye.”

I can only see Steph’s eyes, which were for the most part trained forward and away 
from me during my story, but yeah, it caught her.  My little fish, all hooked up.

“Thank you, Steph, but I’m only as good as a willing audience.”
Insecure bleat two thousand and eight.
“Sorry, pardon?” I ask as I genuinely can’t hear her enough over my plan.  Her mouth 

just opens and closes and I don’t know, it’s like all this time I’ve never quite understood 
all of the relatively classic versions of Jehovah until now. “Heh, thanks.  But that would 
mean I have some kind of future in stand up and believe me I tried that.  I really tried 
that.  But I was young and a lot less stinky then.  I hadn’t hit rock bottom, let alone 
gathered the focus to relate my loss of dignity to the plights of the Everyman.  So 
anyway, Steph, got any questions about my story?”

What comes out of Steph’s parted lips is nearly word for word what the world needs.  I 
could cum.
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“Now that is interesting.  Aside from the idiots who don’t realise it’s a beginning, 
crying that they don’t get it – that it has no ending – mostly I get your bronze medallists 
who yelp, ‘Who was Jane Faye?’ I respect their politeness, them listening to me and all 
that.  God knows, me being all smelly and vagabond is a great excuse to walk away; 
sometimes in mid conversation too.  Hailstorm or not, the next bus stop’s only ten 
minutes’ walk.  My transgressive tales are not for everyone.  Certainly not my old boss.  
He did me the favour by letting me go, and yeah I’m out here now, but it’s temporary, I 
assure you.  No one’s born out here, but hey, I digress.  It’s about the story and nope, my 
tales are for those who want more than the nine to five, get me? Thankfully you’re quite 
the curious one, eh? I’m lucky to have found you, right? Yeah, and thankfully you’re not 
the kind of audience member that fishes for the distractions, the wild lyrical graffiti I’ve 
sprayed all over the real story.  Listeners like that get a bronze medal from me.  I smile at 
them.  Like this.  And I move on.  They never see my face again.  Y’know, I had you 
pegged as a silver.  Someone who asks the right question in the wrong way.  Like: ‘What 
happened next?’, or whatever.  And for them, standing on their podium, inches lower than 
yours, I’d smile.  Like this.  But they’d hear no more stories from me.  Still being silver, 
I’d give ‘em something.  You know what a Matryoshka doll is, right? Y’know, a 
Babushka?  Russian nesting dolls, those sets of painted wooden figures.  One fits inside 
the other, until you reach the smallest in the centre.”

“I know the ones you mean.” she says.  
“Of course you do.  Who wouldn’t?  They have themes, right? The Russian royal 

family; superheroes; Pokemon; the Spice Girls.  Doesn’t take a genius to figure out how a 
Russian Doll story might go, and that each layer is held together by a common theme.  
Though, you can be forgiven for not knowing the golden rule: if the listener asks a single 
and particular question correctly the narrator is obliged to tell the story within the story, 
oh yes.  Unlike your common riddle I seek questions, not answers.” She nods to all this, 
because what I look like and the way I smell, it just can’t beat the power of the well 
placed word now, now can it? “Let’s answer your question, shall we, Steph?  Ah ... Steph.  
Wonderful golden-question-asking Steph. ‘What story did Jane Faye tell Bradley?’ A gold 
medal for you!  Been years since I’ve handed one out.  Your question grants you a 
narrative unsheathing.  Look!  Inside!  Why, it’s Jane Faye’s story of course, all gleaming 
and in need of a narrator.  Which would be me, Spiderfingers.  But wait, look!  It’s your 
bus.  I suppose this is ‘To Be Continued’, eh? Spi-der-fin-gers.  But I fancy a change.  
Next time you see me, call me Rumpel.”
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Chapter Twenty Three: Bits And Pieces

Cromwell Toy factory has been desolate since the turn of the millennium and arguably, 
it’s the perfect site for developers to raise a shopping centre.  Camden’s township doesn’t 
agree and has successfully campaigned against its destruction.  Cromwell Toy Factory 
therefore stands deserted.  Only the unbelievably desperate would live among the 
structure’s infestation of rats and stale air.

“Have fun getting out of this one, fucker.” I squirm alone in the gloom of the factory, on 
the floor, garbage and broken conveyor belts surrounding me.  I’ve been industrious, 
binding chains over my body as tight as they’ll go, fighting through the pain of 
overzealous wrapping.  Inevitably I’ll wake up chainless, elsewhere and with snatches of 
murder cutting through memory. “But I chain myself up anyway.” I bind the metal links 
over me, sure that I deserve the discomfort.  Oz committed himself to this very same 
activity in Buffy the Vampire Slayer, David Shape’s favourite TV series.

Oz, a noble college kid who chained himself nightly.  A character who took 
responsibility for the werewolf he became after dark.  Oz had been a practical monster.  
Why didn’t I bolt the door as well? Why can’t I be more like Oz? Look at that flimsy 
thing, sure to rip from the hinges courtesy of my night-self and the chain-faced minion.  
They’ll arrive in the next hour.  

Rooenn.
A small part of me laughs.  And that part begins to grow, echoing it’s laughter between 
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my ears.  I twist calloused dirty fingers through the silver manacles, my hand diving into 
my brittle flaking jacket for my book.  I scan the passages scribbled between aquamarine 
covers to discover more than words; these are lines for recital; specific stage direction for 
the character my life-play relentlessly demands: David Shape’s love of the superhero 
genre more than likely affects Spiderfingers’ self-perception.  Spiderfingers is David 
Shape’s wish fulfilment made flesh.   

“Howdy.” Vicky leans over me as I scramble to nudge my journal back into the 
crustiness of my pocket. “... Soooo … What’s with the bondage look? Is this how 
Superman gets off?” 

“You’re late.”
“Miss Simmons gave me detention.  Biiiiiitch.”
“Right.  I guess now I’m supposed to ask about school so we’ll eventually share and cry 

and chat.  Talk about my … night situation, right?”
“That would be cool.” she smiles, large brown eyes locked with mine.  Although I’m 

relieved at the trust regained over the past few weeks and notice sympathy welled up in 
Vicky’s stare, I can’t tell her about the Terrorsmith.

“Nice try, but seriously, O.G, don’t visit me so late.”
“You’ve not called me O.G since I was little.”
“Problem?”
“No, no problem.  Yo, Remember how I could never say your name?”
“The lisp! Spiderzfingers.”
Vicky’s high pitched laughter mixes with my pirate cackling.  The joviality fills the 

factory up and I swear it gets warmer in here. “Thanks for not telling Sammy about the 
plan by the way.”

“I know how much you need him.  Would’ve been a dick move.  This plan is so hectic 
though.  Not sure if I get it.  I mean, I do but, yeah, like, complicated.”

“Not much to get.  Once upon a time, Stephanie Tent wanted to be Virginia Wolfe.  The 
year after that she indulged in weaving the likeness of Margaret Atwood around her 
writing.  Last year she rediscovered Fight Club and typed up every sexual misadventure 
she could think of.  Any story with guts, poo and consumerism in it? All written by her 
through as many unreliable narrators as she could create.  Always hits a profound case of 
writer’s block between bandwagon hops.  Not this time.  This time she’ll have more than 
prayers to Allah to help her through.”

“How you keep all this stuff in your head I don’t know.  Yo - by the way - let’s not 
forget it was my snooping back in the day that got you the lowdown on her.”

“And I am ever thankful.  This year, our favourite cypher wants to be the literary 
world’s answer to David Fincher. Each sad luck story involves misfits trapped and all 
chewed up in the jaws of the monster that is the Twenty First century angst machine.  
They all ultimately belong to Chuck.”

“Chuck?”
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“Chuck Palahnuik.  He wrote Fight Club.”
“Huh? There was a book?”
“Before the film.”
“O.K.  Cool.  And now your stories are gonna sweep her off her feet.  You sure about 

that?”
“What kind of a god would I be if I couldn’t tell a good story?
“Yeah, about stories.  I don’t get it.”
“What?”
“I don’t get why we don’t just convert Stephanie the old way? Just scare the shit out of 

her and – ”
“Not this time.  Steph has to believe The Russian Doll Stories are her idea.  This 

mission is all about ego.”
“Says the guy who calls famous people by their first name.  Stephen’s new film is 

whatever and Michael’s first solo album was blah, blah.”
I throw her a smile.  She’s earned it.
“Showing off is a god’s prerogative.” I say and the look on Vicky’s face is curious. 

“What?” I ask. “What is it?”
“How the hell did you become – well – like this?” 
“Sorry?” .
“I’m y’know, like, the sidekick of the great and powerful Spiderfingers.  I know who he 

is but not like, the what, y’know?”
“You don’t remember?”
“Bits and pieces.  I’d just turned seven.  I remember it being cool.” she smiles.
“The old ‘puff-up-the-chaos-god’s-ego’ trick, huh? I see.  C’mon O.G.  Surely there’s a 

piece of furniture in your house with all the juicy details of my origin story?”
“Some things make more sense when I hear them out loud.” 
“Aren’t we the wise one?”
“Doing you a favour.”
“How so?” 
“C’mon, you love the sound of your own voice.  What God doesn’t?” she replies.  I 

settle back a little, chains jangling but they may as well be tied round someone else.  
Someone far away.

“David Shape had this idea, that if he wore a well-known symbol every day, people 
would sooner associate him with the brand and all it stands for.  He would become bigger.  
Being a street fundraiser, playing in a band, writing a music blog, trying his hand at 
stand-up comedy, he desired a way to unify all his needs to gain attention under one 
easily recognisable symbol.”

“That’s why you wear it all the time? Crazy.”
“That’s why he wore it all the time.  It was his ego that brought him to your grandma’s 

attention.”
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“So basically, grandma picked an attention seeker to merge with Boleraam.  Makes 
sense.”

“He had issues.  He also had a need to atone for a selfish life.  He wasn’t always the 
comic book hoarding lodger he allowed you to see.  Him wearing these clothes was a 
clue to something else – of being better than who he’d been.  A constant reminder.  
Something your grandma could see all too clearly.  Yup, someone with the audacity to 
think himself righteous in action.  The perfect martyr then.  Similar daddy issues to 
Boleraam.  Wearing a face he couldn’t escape.  Yeah.  God potential.”

“How can two people become one person?”
“Well, your grandma guided David Shape to a hole in the earth.  She pushed him in.  

She’d tried this before with other lodgers, but I was the only one to crawl back out.  Plays 
with my head sometimes too.”

“Yeah, but like … how does it all work?”
“Since when did we get teleported into a Star Wars prequel? Do I look like Liam 

Neeson to you? Let magic be magic.  Midichlorians be damned.”
“Er, huh? Sorry, but I literally don’t know what you just said.”
“Gotta keep you normals on some kind of a leash.  You watch what happens when 

Whedon’s Avengers movie hits.  I mean, what more do you want?” Her laugh is for my 
benefit.  Her face, so young, her eyes so old.  I want to laugh but … those eyes I’ve given 
her … “Hey, O.G.”

“Yes, Yoda?”
“You ever wish I hadn’t given you the Grapple-Worms?”
Vicky offers up a blank expression before saying, “If you didn’t we’d all be dead.” She 

appears to contemplate for a moment. “Do you ever miss family?”
“I have no family.” 
“Er, like, the Omni-Sire’s your dad? Like, hello?”
“No he isn’t.  The Omni-Sire is Boleraam’s dad, not mine.  Big difference.”
“How do you get your head around being two people?” 
“Uh, uh, not two – just me.  Though, I used to look in the mirror and become afraid that 

it was David Shape staring back.”
“Do you still do that?” she asks and I’m just not sure what she’s asking me. “Worry that 

you’re all cray - cray?” 
“No, not with you here.  Just don’t turn out to be imaginary.  Your mum and dad ... 

They don’t talk about me at all do they?” Vicky shakes her head with a humourless grin 
across her face.  My chin indicates the umbrella beside me. “Get to work, Object Girl.”

“Yeah, about objects, I think I know why you’re losing your powers.” Vicky sits on her 
knees, all her weight resting on her calves.  Me? I stare her straight in the eye.

“I’m not losing my powers.”
“Ooookayyy, but one of the ways to cut off your power is by destroying that doll in 

Village Po.  Not being funny but what if Village Po’s like, been attacked?” 
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“The Dilf’s are the strongest race in all the Oma.  Only thing they fear is –
“You, I know.  But Supes, what if the gods figured out fucking up that doll would 

weaken you? You don’t wanna hear this but you have to go check on Village Po.”
“No, no, no, we sacrificed Village Loha.  We tricked the gods into thinking they 

destroyed Po an age ago.  You’re too young to remember.”
I can’t go back there.  A god who forsakes his people can’t just return.  They’d turn on 

me and – 
“Helloooo?” Vicky sings, “Helloooo? Anyone home?”
“Sorry?” I reply, worried about the length of my daydreaming. 
“I said, why not go pay them a visit?  I’ll ask a mirror in the gallery and poof!”
“No Vicky, it’s too dangerous.  I – I can’t risk your family knowing I’m back.  Bad 

enough that I have to leave clumps of grass near your house for messages.”
“The trip might be worth it? All those Dilfs.  All the children.”
“Ungumpo and his people can look after themselves.”
“What if …”
“What now?”
“Nothing.”
“No, there was a something in there.”
“... Just, Stephanie’s got a kid and just … there’s gotta be another way to –”
“Stop right there, O.K Vicky? It’s their lives for the world.  A fair trade.  Now hurry, it’s 

nearly dark.” Vicky kneels before the umbrella, dutifully picking the item apart.  My 
mind recalls the first evening of the New Year, the night at Steph’s flat, item after item 
failing Vicky’s approval.  The mission interrupted by the patter of tiny feet.  Steph’s little 
boy being a light sleeper didn’t matter.  Saved us having to wake him up.  We were so 
happy with Gideon’s ‘re-education’ that we left the scene without the fucking umbrella.  
A slight change of plan then.  Thank goodness for bad weather …
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Chapter Twenty Four: Invisible

… And I can still feel the wet in my shoes.  
London, that morning.  The shower from the heavens, seemingly eternal.  I planned on 

welcoming my star with a wave.  Ah, my new pal, all bundled up in that oversized heavy 
green overcoat; that curl of brunette waving from underneath her niqab.  She’d be the one 
to say hello, I thought.  Only one way to be sure.  I hid round the corner from the bus 
stop.  I had to make her wait.  Used the time to fill my journal with suppositions as to 
what she’d dreamt that morning.  But suppositions weren’t enough anymore.

The intervening weeks since my telling of Bradley the Boy Wonder has involved 
considerable task-work, so much in the way of preparation.  My actions have been noble, 
and occasionally I’ve caught myself humming the main title track of Superman.  All the 
incidental music for Lois’ ‘Can You Read My Mind?’ soliloquy warm my throat through 
the harsh winter.  Every note pitch perfect.  Confident that Steph’d waited long enough, I 
turned the corner of Pratt Street, dove into the throng of waiting businessmen and other 
bus stop users and sang, “A smile is free, so grin with me!” My stink caused enough 
movement, but not enough for Steph to leave with a gaggle of deserters.

The umbrella she’s laid out on the bench enthralled me.  Still does.  If life were my play 
to direct, the stage would quickly fade to black for a moment; a lone spotlight 
illuminating the brolly, a makeshift barrier between us.  Her nervy excitement radiated 
through the eyehole opening of her religious tailoring.  I can still see her produce a small 
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silver-chrome Dictaphone.  Can still see Steph’s hand sink into her coat for something 
else.  A gold coin.

“What?  Hey, my stories are free so close your purse, save your money.  You may think 
I suffer chilblains throughout the night, but this Superman hoodie works wonders.  
Sometimes I’ve gotta shake off the jacket cos it all gets a little too much.  Warmth, food, 
happiness, all these creature comforts exist only in the mind.  Like that one?  Thank you.  
Vagabond Zen 101, that is.  It’s a how-to book for me; society’s trash.  I’m still soft-
writing it.  These days I rarely write anything down.  Notebooks aren’t cheap and that 
crazy idea I had with a spray can never quite worked out.  Believe me, Steph, you don’t 
wanna know.  So yeah, Vagabond Zen.  Some choose the street-life, y’know?  Some 
people hate themselves that much.”

“Do I get to read it?” She asked.
“Yeah, maybe, when it’s done – if you play your Babushkas right.”
“There’s definitely a main theme to all this?”
“Do I look like someone who would waste your time?  You’re going to need at least 

three stories before you can sleuth out the theme that holds all the dolls together … ”
… And now, sitting here in the dusty confines of a toy factory, Vicky finally gone, I 

write our second meeting down.  Some things make more sense once they’re written. 
“Better out than in.”

Steph clicks the red button on the Dictaphone whilst I note the smile upon her lips.  
I warn her to, “Listen with the ears of a writer.”

She ignores the stink of me for my words.  I reintroduce myself as Rumpel.
“Why Rumpel?” she asks.
“I get bored.”
I slip seamlessly into the Jane Faye character once more.  The Southern black 

American drawl, the feminisation of my timbre, these telling details all display Jane 
Faye: Back-Specialist, not Spiderfingers: street orator.  With a well-practiced wink, 
I begin the performance, “Time has stopped.” (I project my voice toward the 
whirring machine, leaning in, closer).  My voice rises above the hiss of rain on 
pavement, affected with as much Mississippi twang as possible. “Now, Bradley, this 
tale begins with legs.  This story starts with people walking.”

Invisible By Jane Faye
Through red-rimmed glasses – a little like my own – you look around you, Bradley.  

Above you, legs rush to and fro; busy lives, fleeting, judgmental in their indifference.  
What do they know, those unfeeling carnivores in Dolce & Gabbana? Always 
penniless when they spot your sign, they shake their heads at your outstretched 
hands as coins jangle happily in their pockets.  Somewhere you can hear children 
sing jingle bells.  You remember someone from your past ask for help:

“The tree needs tinsel, man.”
You’re younger, not quite yourself, half-asleep on a sofa in a student pad over-
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looking Turnpike Lane station.  You’ve long since taken on the scent of wet dog and 
cigarettes.  The uncomfortable furniture twists your spine until you can barely feel 
the aching that shoots through your weary protruding bones.  But that was years 
ago, the concrete has since become your pillow, and you know something, Bradley; 
cement bedding’s completely free of charge.  Daily trips to the job centre are no 
longer required.  You’re a loser, and now you belong to London’s pavements, part of 
a colossal company of losers.  You’re sitting on the pavement outside Starbucks, and 
you’re lost.

When your bottle of White Lightning fails to drown out the jackhammer drum 
rolls of London Town, you escape.  Your fantasies are relief, a parallel universe to 
escape the drab bleakness of your minute to minute.  It is a London – of sorts – but 
it is your London.  In this realm, ‘history’ is too weak a word to describe your 
chronicle.  If your life were printed in primary coloured collectibles, you wouldn’t 
have a biography – you’d have an origin.  And the O word equals saga doesn’t it?

You see, thousands of years ago, the demigod Boleraam fled to Earth, the last 
survivor of a brutal civil war.  A clash sparked over the proposed emancipation of 
mortal-kind.  In agreement regarding the nature of gods and the horrifying 
weakness in human souls, Mother Nature helped Boleraam create a wall between 
deities and the apes, it being in her best interests to prevent the return of your 
jealous off-world brethren.  So many eco-systems sucked dry in their wake.  So 
many of Gaia’s scattered sisters raped.  Dying planets forced to eject living weapons, 
ancient worm creatures buried deep, securely placed within the hearts of meteors.  
They landed on Earth for champions to discover them and use their powers to 
defend her.  

Deciding his emerging need for adulation might become a threat, Boleraam 
allowed Mother Nature to suspend him under the Earth’s crust, to only awaken him 
in her darkest hour.  When warriors of the gods eventually found their way through 
the age old division, Gaia released Boleraam from his slumber.  She bound the 
welfare of the barrier to Boleraam’s soul.  Should one be destroyed, so would the 
other.  To aid his integration with twenty first century life, Gaia enlisted the aid of 
her priestess, Hara Carroll to splice Boleraam’s quiddity with the egotist, David 
Shape.  Oh yes, Boleraam seized David Shape’s soul, wrapped himself inside and 
ruined them both.  The scruffy tramp whose eyes you wear today? Well, you’re the 
fusion of god and human.  You deserve a new name.  Back when David Shape played 
in a blues band in a bar on Kingly Street, the barman mocked him mercilessly.  The 
silly way he fluttered his fingers over the keys like an insect scratching against the 
glass of a jam jar.  Ladies and gentleman, I give you Spiderfingers, defender of 
Earth: leader of its champions – The Discordians.

As your focus shifts back to the present, you find that your pace has slowed.  Loser.  
You’re a liar, pretending you can’t feel the ice creep across your flesh.  One foot 
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follows another, on and on.  You’re a traveller without a destination.  Cold can’t kill 
what it can’t catch.  Then you turn a street corner and meet him.  An ordinary man, 
in need of help.

“He came to me in a dream and he says he don’t care,” says the twisted weakling 
before you.  This man has no legs Bradley, and, entombed within his corroded 
wheelchair he points, stabbing fingers into torn white Levis that hold two 
broomstick stumps where legs ought to be. “Jesus don’t love me.  He told me 
hisself,” he cries, pointing at the squat black lady with the winter coat and sensible 
shoes.

She towers above him, a malevolent presence; holding photocopied lies in gloved 
hands.  Each word leaves her mouth buoyant in a polluted, oily bubble, a foul 
expulsion coating her lips with a slick of dishonesty.

“That wasn’t Jesus, m’dear.  That be the devil!”
How can you save him, Bradley? You see her present the twisted truths of 

Christianity for the rusted bent out spokes they are, but you remember your 
promise to Mother Earth so clearly: Do not show your face.  Do not spread your faith.  
Protect humankind from the shadows.  Gods bring suffering to the apes.

The old lady’s trying to push the cripple now, her fat hands curled round the thin 
frame of his wheelchair, wrestling with the handbrake muttering.

“You got the devil in you, son,” she growls, covering his bald head with black 
effluence which drips down into blinking eyes, “You must visit our church.  Tonight! 
My congregation can heal you.  You’ll see.  We must burn out the fallen one, burn 
him right out!” Her accent is thick, West Indian, quoting passages from the bible as 
she shakes the chair, sending the shrunken invalid flying this way and that, in time 
with her wash of lies.  Gloomy, oily bubbles float around them both, until the air is 
heavy with dark untruth.  The man in the chair moans, refusing to relent.  Part of 
him wants to believe he’s a victim of demonic possession.  The man wants to be 
special, like you, Bradley.

Do not show your face.
This disabled guy, he sounds proud of his nightmare, the way only the wretched 

can when listing the details of their own wretchedness.  He says he lost his legs in 
Afghanistan, but he’s far too old to have fought that war.  You hear her screams 
now.  It’s time to run, run, run!

Behind you, Bradley, passers-by shout for police.  The wheel of an upturned 
wheelchair spins slowly and silence descends.  What happens now, after all that 
chaos? You’re slumped in between buildings, staring at the red smears across the 
pale skin of your hands.  You hear yourself whimper, “I could have handled that 
better.” 

You stop for breath after another five-minute dash, deciding prison is a better 
place to dream.  You sit out in the open, where any passing bobby can confirm your 
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identity via radio, and you beg, paper cup in hand.  Monsters in the shape of 
humans pass you by as the city’s orchestra of road-works and vehicle honks play the 
eternal Ballad of London.  The mechanical opus cannonballs against your chest, and 
it keeps you hating.  The song crashes through your torso, reverberating off each 
rib, shaking your lungs with tremendous melody.

“Do not spread your faith.”
Without warning, the words tumble from you, out into the night.  You’re bellowing 

rage, your mouth a siege of angry ulcers and abbesses the size of golf-balls.  God, it’s 
a horrible hole in your face and it just gets wider and wider, barking over the 
world’s constant automated din:

“DO NOT SPREAD YOUR FAITH!”
Bradley, you are Spiderfingers, and you’d gladly swap street life for a sexual 

embarrassment, a couple of weeks in a wheelchair after – ahem – that incident 
involving a wardrobe and your ten inch cock.  You look down at your cup; the word 
‘Starbucks’ is barely legible under the grime.  You loser fuck! That’s right.  Glare at 
your empty paper bank account.  A cup thrown away by someone you used to be.

“They chose to be homeless, you know.”
David Shape would tell his date, over a three figure bottle of wine.  Her head rests 

on her right palm, the noose of a golden chain swings limply from her wrist.  She’s 
smiling, glowing pleasure from across the restaurant table.  He can feel it. “You 
can’t let the weight of life yank you down.” he says, nodding, gesticulating. “You can 
take a break, maybe.  But you can’t give up.  Or the weight will pull you under.  
Like them, a lifetime of drowning.”

Oh God, her dress! Its bright red – no – inferno red – generously cut.  Her breasts 
strain against the fabric, but unlike the others, David Shape is too close.  Those 
other males seated at other tables, they can stare.  Unlike them his focus cannot 
linger there.  Then, she hits him with some hard-hitting statistic, some wall of fact, 
erected high and out of nowhere.  He must pole-vault this hurdle to win her.  And so 
he leaps:

“Homeless people aren’t victims.” He says. “There are jobs for the strong-willed.” 
This is, of course, long before the break-up, the agoraphobia, the resignation.  The 
pitiful trek through the charity industry seeking redemption, any kind of atonement.  
The cancelling of the developing world’s debt, a façade.  A grand act to perfect 
before death.  All this before he joined with Boleraam to become what you are today.  
Spiderfingers.  But your rebirth as a demigod came with such a high price.

You had to give up living with humans, didn’t you? Your presence turned 
housemates into superheroes, pets into demons, rooms into kingdoms, vast 
microcosms ruled by multi-coloured mechanised descendants of video cameras.  
Bloody living DVD players and remote controls.

Best to stay out of the way then.  The man you used to be watches from the inside 
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and cries for you.  It was him, wasn’t it? David Shape was the weak part of your 
psyche that convinced you to get out of the game completely.  Forget keeping tabs on 
your clergy, you have to keep yourself safe, right?  Their deaths instead of billions.  
Oh yes, it was David who succumbed to the promise of an institution’s warm bed – 
never mind the electro-therapy – at least you had time off from fighting invisible 
monsters (the big ones anyway). 

A clink of coins, interrupts your reverie.  Or did you imagine the instalment? 
What does it matter? No small change loan can erase your on-going tragedy.  You’ve 
slept on so many benches, eaten from so many bins, skulked inside countless 
doorways; lost your job, adopted family, warm bed.  Or maybe you gave them 
away? For a task more noble, perhaps? Your inner city, your secret London, she 
allows you to re-record an outcome with an artists’ eye.  A twenty-first century 
Homer writing some Neo-Iliad.  You, its chief protagonist.

You perfect the bloody scenes in every detail, editing out sharp truths too prickly 
for recollection.  In this alternative world, you could never drive your thumbs 
through the eyes of an old lady, a Jehovah’s Witness.

No way.
If that were a story, you wouldn’t tell it.  Not to anyone.  No, what really happened 

is this: you dealt her a spiritual blow, delivered via a weapon that sleeps in saliva.  
Yes, that’s it.  You’re a loser reconstituted, Bradley, an unsung hero, unappreciated 
by those you swore to defend.  You are made from a rib of the real.  Oh god of 
Chaos, you’ve a worthy tale to tell! You need only be asked.  A man without legs 
needs to know the truth.  You know his begging spots; it won’t take long to find him.  
But you hesitate in your tracking.  Mother’s words slow you down:

Do not show your face. Do not spread your faith.  Protect humankind from the 
shadows.  Gods bring suffering to the apes.

No, you mutter, Gaia lacks the understanding of humans.
Her words deal in absolutes that blind her.  That’s why she made you, isn’t it? 

Your half-human existence is perfect for occasions like this.  The more followers you 
have, the greater your power to protect Gaia.  Besides, what she doesn't know won’t 
kill her.

Safe in the disused toy factory you drag him to, you speak your words.  No trees or 
animals to pick up on your blasphemy.  They’ll be no interference from mother 
tonight.  The disabled war veteran sobs, weeping about his new penitence.  Oh, his 
fear, it feeds you and you invite him to see your flaming hair, a fiery crown of 
celestial royalty which flickers pale ochre across your scalp.

“Bury your idols,” you warn him, “The inferno of jealousy I harbour is but a 
misplaced prayer away.”

The event is branded onto his memory, your hair sizzling in his mind forever.  The 
End.  So, what do you think Steph?
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Steph blinks hard.  The density of the tale has driven right through her mind.  The 
world I’ve constructed has shorted out the mechanics of her jaw.  Almost.

“Love the backstory for Spiderfingers, er, Rumpel? Just one thing, Harry Potter’s 
England has a government in cahoots with the fantasy world to cover up any 
weirdness.  How does the fantasy go unnoticed? What’s the conceit?”

I smile, “It helps to think of the divine as … celebrities.”
I play with Steph’s umbrella, “There is a ‘clean-up crew’, neutral entities.  The 

Pseudologoi.  It’s their job to erase any sign of supernaturalism.  Anything that 
can’t be explained by science, gone.  Any witness to the oddities of war, they have 
their memories cleansed.”

“Cleansed?”
I edge a little closer to her Dictaphone.
“There is no way my jealous brethren would risk me – sorry – risk Spiderfingers 

gaining the fear or praise of humans.  Mother Nature allows the clean-up crew to 
pass through the god-hex and scrub any potential scandal from civilian minds.  
What good is power without Public Relations?”

“How come the Pseudo-whatsits didn’t cleanse the mind of that wheelchair man?”
“The Pseudologoi rely on the Earth Mother’s guidance.  So long as there are no 

plants or wild-life in the area, Gaia’s embargo is ineffective.  Holes, not at all god 
size, but their minions, they come and go.  Lot of people see stuff they can’t prove, 
all cos the Pseudologoi missed them in their rounds.  In short: Miss World has blind 
spots.”

I raise my hands to the sky and whisper, “Don’t you?” I bring my filthy fingers 
back down to my sides.  My right hand encircles Steph’s umbrella.  I know how the 
world decodes my body.  In a way, this simple gesture gains me victory. “Any other 
questions?”

Steph nods hurriedly, eyes scanning the road for her bus. 
“Spiderfingers is delusional and if he would retell his story about the old woman, 

what would he say?  What happened in his version?”
“I don’t follow ...”
I lie.  And I allow a little hope.  I pour a small offering of belief into my plans for 

Steph.
“A weapon that sleeps in saliva?  You … He told her something that hurt her, 

somehow.  That’s the next story isn’t it?”
She leaves the bench as a bus hisses to a stop.  Passengers are disgorged.  I make a 

show of brushing myself off, moving to embrace her, forgetting my particularly 
pungent smell.  Eau de Tramp.  Steph jumps back a little, and shoves the 
Dictaphone into her pocket.  The bus she boarded?  It wasn’t even the two seventy-four.  
In her effort to flee from me, she’d forgotten her umbrella.  I waved it madly, shouting 
above the roar of the bus engine.
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“Steph!” he roared.
“Steph!”
He glared at her during her furious swipe after swipe of her Oyster card.  He 

bellowed during the frantic rubbing of her wallet, the leather case rolling over the 
scanner again and again.  He didn’t know what she was saying but when Steph 
pointed at him he realised some deal had been struck with the driver.  Everyone 
watched him as he waved the umbrella in his hands.

“Steph!”
She didn’t swivel round like last time.  No wave goodbye, no smiling.  He ran 

through the hail after the bus, Steph’s umbrella clung to his side as he charged the 
heavy spray that had become the enemy, an opposing force determined to blind and 
confuse his brain.  On his left flank a young man ran beside him.  That young man 
from two months ago in the billboard.  Tall, slicked black hair, a giant bloody cavity 
where his chest ought to be.  Spiderfingers batted away at his imaginary running 
partner, coughing through the fumes of the bus, his tunnel vision married to the 
speeding vehicle as it steadily became a red blur on the other side of his rain - 
speckled - cracked glasses.  He pressed on, belligerently, ignoring the reek of 
pollution, nowhere near fast enough to catch up, his super speed seemingly a thing 
of the past.  Soon, the distance between himself and the bus was great enough for 
him to drop the act.  His face full of success, his hand glued to his Navy blue prize.
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Chapter Twenty Five: The Sex Ninja

Something’s just let me go.  I’m awake and safe from whatever it is and I need relief.  
The wire doll Vicky’s tailored to my touch? Well, that little fella’s already in my hand.  
Twisted spokes interpret the movements of my mouth and the sounds which filter out.  
My words transmit through my body, out the folds of my coat, into the floor of Cromwell 
Toy Factory, out through paving slabs on London’s streets, a vast network of a city 
attuned to Vicky’s unique and pervasive curiosity.  Words blast out at the speed of sound 
via the chain of objects ‘talking’ to each other:

“The Babushka Doll Stories are my invention.”
I run through the line, over and over, my intent spooling round a receiver that in turn 

deposits the mantra into the person sleeping next to it.  A mind far, far away.  My Steph.  
The words make a home inside, infecting the brain with one singular idea. “The 
Babushka Doll Stories are my invention.” All this programming whilst Steph dreams.  
She dreams of telling a tale.

It’s not her best story, and Stephanie can’t escape the fact as she faces class reading 
Why is Wigloo? She doesn’t need her unknowingly existential fairy-tale to be dazzling, 
not when her classmates are as rapt as Miss Williams.  Children, barely fidgeting, quietly 
captivated, none of them noticing Stephanie’s facial deformity.  This is heaven for the 
nine year old storyteller.  Heaven, until:

“Oh, Miss! It’s here!”
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Margery Tent jumps up waving her phone in the air, “They want me!  They want me!” 
She leaps up and down, her chair flies backward.  Stephanie recoils in horror as her whole 
class spins their primary school heads to investigate the commotion at the back of the 
room.  Never mind Stephanie’s story about an errant space monkey; her sister’s text is a 
more powerful draw than a little girl’s fiction.

Margery Tent: the new face of the Wally Wizard Chocolate Bar.
“They want me!”
One of the long beam fluorescent lights begins to flicker.
“Look up there,” shouts Stephanie, “that light’s about to go out.” She points at the 

ceiling like a teenage fan would pick out a passing Justin Bieber.  But the light’s a 
common place utility, not an over the shoulder celebrity spotting.  Kids crowd round the 
table of Stephanie’s twin abandoning the less popular Tent girl at the front of class.  They 
make her feel invisible.  Miss Williams asks Margery to read her text to the class whilst 
Stephanie holds onto her exercise book tightly.  It shakes in her hands.

I’m not going to cry.  She thinks.  I’ll do that at home.  I’m going to hold it in till I get 
to my room.

She pulls the pages to her blushing face reading the words, her mind drifting elsewhere, 
or rather, whilst her mind attempts to drift elsewhere.  She hears the fizz and sizzle 
surround her, strobe lights popping.  Poor little Stephanie.  She can’t help but cry, a flood 
of droplets steadily rolling down the crooked nose her twin doesn’t share.  The light bulbs 
burst with gasp inducing bangs, a quick-fire display of dramatic lightning.  All the kids 
begin to scream.  The final light bulbs blow apart.

A crack of thunder boldly knocks her out of her dream.
The time on the bedside clock is 05:26am and another fork of lightning knifes the gap 

between the curtains, illuminating her timepiece to push the realisation home.  Steph is an 
adult; she hasn’t been nine years old for a long while.  And so, she decides to outfox 
reality by a cunning retreat to the gloom of her duvet.  Morning doesn’t exist in that 
hideaway, her secret land devoid of duty and reason.  No school to work at, no 
tempestuous weather to battle against on her dark mid-January march to a bus stop.  
Work has been outlawed in her secret jurisdiction under the bed-covers.  Unfortunately 
the boom and bang of the weather murders any fantasies of a ten minute snooze.  And 
thus, she finds herself kicking her snug little valley of denial to death.  Out she hops, 
silencing her alarm in the same forceful, fluid movement.  The hibernation of the 
Christmas season is indeed over, she thinks as nature’s fire spits down.  The lightning 
dissolves her slight remembrance of the dream.  Off she stomps – to the bathroom – her 
swirl of school duties swimming into the nooks and crannies vacated by the reverie.  Kids 
didn’t have mobiles back then, thinks Steph, toothbrush aggressively brushing away. 

“Silly inaccurate dream.”
Her nightmare had at least spared her how that day really went.  She gurgles on 

mouthwash attempting to blot out the motion sickness feeling she experienced when 
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picturing Mum and Dad.  Did they have to?  Really?
The unexpected arrival of mum and dad.  Two parents smiling through the 

announcement of the good looking Tent sibling.  Finally, Margery had achieved more 
than the odd appearance on telly, for she’d begun her ascent into the stratosphere of 
media.  Margery Tent: the face of everyone’s favourite sugary snack.  Wally Wizard 
Chocolate!

Steph washes her face idly.  She wonders how high Margery’s child modelling career 
would have flown if she’d survived the accident at sea.  Steph daydreams so long her 
wash flannel reddens the skin around her mess of a nose.  She doesn’t question her 
reflection’s gradual translucency; she ably scrubs the purple material against her cheeks 
and nostrils, convinced that the face in the mirror will never return.  She examines the 
non-existence of her head for a while.  Just her neck and the back wall of her bathroom to 
look at.

How symmetrical.
She leaves the mirror and rolls out the prayer mat.  The only thoughts inside her head 

are of Allah and whether she ought to wear the navy blue or black niqab …
… A bolt of lightning and a thunder boom and Steph’s eyes open.
She is in bed, again.
She shoots out from the covering of the sleeping bag, office surroundings confirming 

she’s had a dream within a dream, for she is far and away from her home in Tufnell Park.  
She sits motionless for a minute, acclimatising to yet another reality.  Milo’s office at the 
heart of London’s Camden Town.

Dracula be damned.  I have nothing to be sorry about as I become privy to Stephanie 
Penny Tent’s mind.  Better write it all down.  So much to keep stock of.  A weaker mind 
would’ve caved by now.

Squashed among fellow passengers, Steph planned to head three bus stops in the 
wrong direction.  That would be sufficient to escape her killer tramp.  She had a 
classroom to run.  And so, after a brief internal argument, she adjusted her niqab, 
hoisted her handbag onto her shoulder and hopped off the two-seventy four into the 
heavy downpour of rain and hailstones.  

She scanned the pavement ahead, peered over hats and umbrellas.  The homeless 
man with the Superman hoodie and big coat, vanished.  She retraced her steps along 
Albany Street toward the rowdy car horn fanfare, the utter madness of the 
Gloucester Gate intersection.  She flagged down a black cab and agreed to the 
absurdity of the fare as she leapt inside messily, pulling the wet folds of blackness in 
after her.  After all, it was better to spend some silly money on a taxi than head back 
even further and risk a second encounter – especially in the rainy weather.  I might 
run straight into him.  There’s no telling what he might do.  Push his thumbs into my 
eyes perhaps? Just like he had done to the old woman in his story.

Storytelling had been vital oxygen for as long as she could remember.  Her 
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childhood spent in the shadow of her twin, Margery Tent (the talk of Maidstone in 
the early nineties), became bearable when she realised that making stuff up became 
a silent power.  Steph’s long succession of best friends were always the first to hear 
her wide-eyed sci-fi tales of Wigloo, the space monkey and his adventures in strange 
distant lands.  The crook in her nose would always highlight her perceived failure to 
match Margery’s radiance, let alone guarantee a modelling career of her own, but 
her tale spinning … She felt she’d disappear without it.  Even after her gradual 
envelopment, her self-styled entrapment; a life contorted by fear of being discovered 
as talentless curbed ambition, Stephanie P Tent scribed into the small hours.  Her 
DNA seemed to permit creativity.  There were dry spells, of course.  Her most recent 
one cancelled out by a chance meeting with a crazed homeless man.  After his 
behavioural eccentricities turned hostile, Steph chose to focus on someone entirely 
different.

“Milo.” she said safe in the taxi, hands around her neck.
The small of her back still ached but the scent of Milo’s Calvin Klein aftershave 

clung to her hair.  Even her clothes smelt of him.  She closed her eyes to revisit the 
night before, how thick biceps encircled her waist, yanked her close, much closer 
still.  Hot breath on bare olive skin.  Lost in her dreamland, Steph hardly noticed 
the residential sprawl of North London fall away, replaced by the tall glass peaks of 
The City.  It took the crescent moon atop the London Central Mosque to catch her 
eye, to remind her of herself.  She remembered why she wore her Muslim attire.  
Her mind flooded with the usual regret and shame before her homeless storyteller 
provided a relieving distraction.  What should she make of Spiderfingers? Those 
cracked glasses.  She felt idiotic for dusting down her college Dictaphone; for 
stupidly returning his polite plaque encrusted grins.  Often she had seen him, the 
odd hello infused her with a grand sense of humanity.  Cheaper than buying a Big 
Issue and definitely more fulfilling.  His gum-diseased smiles.  This was the way he 
had sought and gained my trust.

Spiderfingers: a strange, sad character gifted with a great speaking voice, damned 
with an acute mental imbalance.  Either he was a killer who fantasised about being 
some sort of demigod, or alternatively – more improbable – Spiderfingers, Rumpel – 
whatever – was a demigod who wanted to be a homeless killer.

Why do the delusional always pick such grand alter-egos?
Her storyteller spelt bad news.  Still, Steph knew she would return to Camden 

again soon.  As if on cue, her phone began to flash:
Milo. 
“Hey, how’re you?” Steph asked this hoping to sound confident, never at all 

nervous or excited about having Milo in her life. “You won’t believe what I’ve just 
been through.  Remember that Spider guy?”

“I hated leaving you this morning,” replied a refined older voice, “I have to see 
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you, tonight.” Inadvertently Steph squeezed her Nokia.  Her pulse quickened at the 
sound of Milo’s voice, a rumbling fatherly wave that washed all the recent mental 
scum from her forethought, “I need to see you again.  I think we should break our 
rule.”

Steph smiled in spite of herself, and tried to hide her shortness of breath as she 
recalled Milo’s fingers knead her thighs:

“Milo, I’ve broken enough rules to last a lifetime.”
“Then one more won’t hurt.”
“Milo –”
“– My kinky little sex ninja.”
“I'd prefer if you stuck to something more traditional? Honey, perhaps?”
“Cloaked Sexpot?”
“Getting colder.”
“I want you, Steph.  I want you.” She giggled at his absurdity.  No small-talk, no,
“Hey, how’s your morning been?” Just in with that voice, a timbre which ransacked 

her baggage, issues she’d promised to resolve, one day.  A fight between herself and 
her better reflection.  The wooden ground beneath them shaking as the tussle took 
them overboard.  The blood from her reflection’s nose.  She watched it sink, unsure 
if she was too afraid to dive down and save it from drowning.  A past to swim away 
from.  A reflection long dead.

Milo.
His voice slung problematic history into hungry waves.  That day in primary 

school sunk beneath bottomless waters.  Only Milo’s voice could drown it.  No perfect 
mirror called Margery to be jealous of.

Just his voice.
No sister to cry out to as the swift undertow stole her deep under and away.  No 

crooked nose to hide away from view.
His arms.
No impending class to teach, and definitely no estranged father who always saw 

her as ‘damaged goods’. 
God I’m pathetic.
“How about we lose the niqab motif?” said Milo, “You want original? How about 

Nursey Wursey?” The silliness that he uses to offset his intelligence.   It’s not just 
about who he is; it’s the way he sees me. “Well?” Silence.  Waiting.  I must make him 
wait before I eventually say:

“The Sex Ninja will see you at six.”
And boy, does she have a story to tell you.
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Chapter Twenty Six: Steph’s Biggest Fan

There she is.  Delightful.  Her life holds so much potential.  I could eat her up.  Although 
I live in a different part of London, despite our distance, I see my chosen one, gaps of the 
unknown filled with embellishment and fancy.  Yes.  I see Stephanie Tent so easily that 
my fiction’s anything but inauthentic: 

The after-hours marking left her exhausted, so thankful was she that evening had 
finally arrived.  Steph was free of being Miss Tent.  Once again, Steph, lost in a 
deranged world, headphones blocking out the city as recorded stories spewed from 
her Dictaphone.  She felt relieved to discover Rumpel’s voice intact; the recording so 
crisp, so clear.  Such entertainment.  Her left shoe had taken on water, but the 
squelching sensation of every second step provided no distress.  

“A clash sparked over the proposed emancipation of mortal-kind …”
He might have been a dangerously ill man, but Steph had been languishing with 

writer’s block for six months now.  Perhaps he wasn’t a threat, just disturbed?
I could listen to more of his stories and … No, she decided, I’m not going back.
She fumbled for keys at her front door.
I’ll take cabs to and from Milo’s.  He can afford it.
She shuffled inside, dumping her coat and bag in the hallway.  Fatigued and sore, 

she headed straight for her bedroom, detachment between brain and fingers as they 
punched out a cancellation text to Milo.  She intimated she was too tired for ‘rule-
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breaking’.
“Sorry Milo, no Ninja Sex tonight.”
Her face sinks into pillows, head mere inches away from her automated storyteller.  The 

smooth comforting feel of slumber washes over everything.  A swift epiphany snakes 
between her ears and plants the germ of decision.  Enlightenment as a cell, which splits 
and grows, division nurtured by its mother, so consumed with love.  I see inside Steph’s 
mind and write it all down: The Babushka Doll Stories are my invention.

She says the words out loud: “The Babushka Doll Stories are my invention.” … as if 
the expression can deliver an unstoppable emergence into the universe.

The Babushka Doll Stories “Are my invention.”
Without her guidance the genre would die.  The stories would limp misshapen 

across the malnourished tongue of a tramp, a lost soul whose broken mind re-
worked Greek and Roman myth with all the abandon of a mad scientist.  There was 
no god of chaos! Spiderfingers would baffle rather than entertain listeners with his 
pretentious and frankly confusing stories.  She herself was no stranger to 
smothering creative efforts with ego.  She could still see her last writing effort on the 
dresser by her bed.  Unthinkingly, she unbound her hands from the folds of black 
tunics, stopped the Dictaphone and coddled the stillborn.  Another night’s post 
mortem commenced: Steph’s environment reconstituted into a whole new level of 
evil.  All about her lay instruments that didn’t belong on any patch of workplace.  
They were eager to be tripped upon, minded, moved from this place and that.  All 
these fucking leads and monitors angered her.  Machines and whatnot swamped the 
horizon; cameras and lights and those white umbrellas used to create special 
lighting for a film shoot lay everywhere, devouring valuable space.  The area 
designated for gym equipment and school children – desecrated.  Steph waited by 
the side.

“I think it’s a bloody disgrace.” voiced Leonie, eyeballs popped out at the 
preparation, “But if I’m going to be on television Stephanie, you must, must be 
honest with me.” Leonie moved to face Steph square on, her massive hands riding 
her hips.

“Fab.  Very TV worthy.” nodded Steph, more than a little fatigued that Leonie’s 
ridiculous floral affair demanded reassessment, it being the fourth and hopefully 
final change for today’s filming of ‘Skool Daze’.

“And you look cool as ever!” nudged Leonie.
Leonie was a bright beacon of jollity in the foggy sea of Palmers Green.  With the 

mind of a teenage anarchist, Leonie spent her days avoiding her pupils and 
practicing her incredibly amusing impersonations of senior staff.  Best of all, she 
accepted Steph as a friend almost instantly with no questions asked.  She never 
mentioned Steph’s clothing either, but once compared it to Batman’s cape.  She was 
completely tactless despite herself.  And Steph loved her for it.
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“So Steph, how long do you think I would go down for if I strangled Henry 
Thomas?” Leonie whispered, her hand cupped over her mouth in mock conspiracy.

“In a sane world you’d be given severance pay for mental anguish and a trip for 
yourself and a loved one to the Caribbean.”

For Heavens’ sake! The irritating and cacophonous chit-chattering of children, a 
disruption Steph had never adapted to, it swelled around her.  What little comfort 
her headphones afforded her dispersed with the arrival of Charles Stephenson: the 
world’s most hated TV presenter, surely, decided Steph.

Tall and muscular, good looking in that boring angular faced way, Charles showed 
her to the chair she’d answer his questions in.  His knowing elocution and love for 
unnecessary word choice made her want to gag.  Steph didn’t want to believe most 
television presenters were self-serving egotists with a slippery clench on the rung of 
reality, but here was retired footballer Charles Stephenson with his perfect chin and 
toothpaste advert smile.  Does he smile like this in his sleep, she wondered.  Steph felt 
there was something to tell.  A thought she wanted to share with everyone, all those 
in the building and for quite some time too but somehow reckoned the conclusion 
had no place coming out of her mouth, let alone grow up tall and slender, an athlete 
of a thought.  One great notion going insane on the laps it ran in her brain.  Steph’s 
lips curled a little before the blurting.  Out shot her track-star:

“I quit.”
“Excuse me?” spluttered Charles.
“I don’t want to do this anymore?”
Charles looked about nervously, half smiling.
“I quit.” she repeated.
“Just like that?” asked Charles, searching the eyes beyond the veil for some 

common ground.
“Yes, just like that.”
“You can’t.” said Charles.
“Yes, I can and I have.  I quit.  This is me – quitting.” Steph caught the eye of Mr 

Stickler, whose face was attempting to fire off his beanpole body.  It wanted to 
rocket to the moon.

“Frankly, Miss Tent, this show needs you.  Think of the children.”
“You need the niqab.”
“The what?”
She pointed to the veil covering her face, “Mr Stephenson, you and your camera 

people need racial diversity.  You see the niqab on a white woman and you’re 
thinking ratings, right?”

“I don’t think that’s –”
“– You want viewers and they want Soap Opera and these kids need education and 

I need –” Steph couldn’t speak.  She held it in for favour of: “– I need to quit.”
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Down the stairs Steph sauntered.  In fact, she strutted.  Out into the playground 
already texting Leonie to collect her stuff from the staffroom.  Steph would not be 
returning to Palmers Green.  Ha! Naturally she writes herself as sassy, combative.  
Never losing her cool.  Imagining what Milo would say and do has been the basis for her 
character for some time now.

The made-up woman in her prose never chose the same life-bungling options that real-
life Steph has.  Never the over confessional Mypsace Steph, an insecure being who would 
colonise her small patch of Facebook until the burden of her suicide affiliating avatar 
became a weight she abandoned for reclusiveness.  Her writing.  Her Nokia being a much 
required barrier between the wanton attention freak the net charmed out of her and the 
half-being that existed away from the keyboard.  No, fictional Steph hauled none of this 
baggage.  All those mistakes.  All those boys pretending to be men.  She’d let them inside 
her mind, her body, her very soul to discover they were just as empty and useless as she’d 
felt that day in a classroom of peers who ignored her for Margery’s text.

“They want me! They want me!”
All those people wanting her sister – the girl who’d escape the drabness of Maidstone 

forever.  Not just the family’s frequent trips to the city for auditions (why did I have to 
go? she wondered), but a life-changing, home-moving exodus on behalf of her acting 
career.  Steph’s life would transform according to her parents’ will to succeed through the 
natural charm and grace of their more valuable offspring.

How she hated them all.  How she resented her family for spending money on the 
Jamaican holiday.  Steph’s heart pumped faster as she relived the anger, the outrage 
that despite her sister being the same age as her, Steph was always left in her care.  
Whilst her dad swam beneath the rowboat in the Caribbean, it was Margery who 
was told to, “Look after Steph while I’m down here.  You know how her imagination 
gets.”

Wasn’t I the responsible one? When Margery freaked out about the shark eating into 
dad, it was me that told her to calm down.  It was me that hit her and hit her and hit 
her so that she would stop screaming.

As I write her story, Steph clutches hers  a little tighter, as if the closeness between her 
fingers and her idealised self would affect her reality, somehow wall off the past and all 
its blood ridden horror.  

It was me that hit her and hit her and hit her.
Her creation handles her damage with Bruce Wayne proficiency.  Parental void 

transmogrified into super-heroic opportunity.  Writing her is easy.
Steph returned her notepad to the cabinet and with a huff, rolled onto the bed’s 

other half.  She locked eyes with the figurine under the bedside lamp.  There he 
postured.  Posing with hands on hips; the perfect rendition of a square-jawed-super-
powered-do-gooder: Danger-Man, a seven inch Play-Doh character moulded by 
Gideon, such a good mummy’s boy.  Her biggest present yet.
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Danger Man’s pointy red hat, disproportionate enough to render him susceptible 
to toppling over, which annoyed her somewhat since the slightest disturbance 
achieved his fall to the carpet below.  Gideon had worked so hard on him and in 
such a short space of time too.  The results of his labour would have to be 
encouraged.

“You have to sleep next to Danger-Man, mummy.” He would say. “The snake in 
his head gets lonely and he can be your friend in your sleep, mummy.”

I’ll have a snooze before calling him. 
She rolled back over.  
A mistake.
There lay her bad writing.
Even with a grammar clean-up and bolstering of description, Steph could only see 

the hollowness of her tale.  The promise of healthy narrative, broken, for the 
sentences were weak, malnourished.  A lifeless husk.  No true heart to the story 
whatsoever. 

Steph briefly considered resurrecting Wigloo but how could she trust him? The 
creature had failed her all those years ago, to a classroom of prepubescent critics no 
less.  Wigloo the Space Monkey was a useless minion to a defaced goddess, one that 
couldn’t fill the barrenness inside her.  She was forced to make-do with an elaborate 
daydream:

Come to life novel-version me.  Come kill the original and take her life over.
Her attention drawn once again to the Dictaphone; the enigmatic voice of her 

crazed storyteller.  She pressed play: “The more followers you have, the greater 
your power.  And you need to be powerful to protect Gaia.”

Spiderfingers owned a wild-eyed talent, such a fantasy world far more involving 
than her own.  She felt her mind open, my words snuggling into the crevice her 
subconscious provides.  Her eyelids heavy, absentmindedly pretending that her son’s 
figurine would slice the bad writing out of her.  Leave it to Danger-Man, thinks Steph, 
lazily, reaching out to stroke the smooth existence of the Plasticine watchman.  Her 
eyelids closed before rapidly opening.  Closed, then open.  Closing … a slight opening 
… Danger-Man and his pointy red hat … then … closed.  Shut firmly, her awareness 
trundling down, down, down into a strange, strange land.
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Chapter Twenty Seven: Man is the Meal

Steph blinks at the back of a bus.  She hears no engine sound, feels no juddering beneath 
her feet, though it’s clear from changing scenery that the vehicle is in motion.  

It is violet – the bus – both inside and out, and the benches are yellow sofas stretching 
the full length of the carriage.  White and black fur litter every seat, whilst thick clumps 
of coarse hair smatter the floor beneath her wellington boots.

Has some poor panda bear met a terrible death? And why, thinks Steph, why am I 
wearing wellington boots?

The bus climbs over hilltops, scaling monolithic mountainsides, splashing silently 
through forded rivers.  It speeds across rocky valleys covered with blue vegetation.  And 
all the while, through the rear window, Steph can see the shadow (or is it a shape?) of a 
great dark creature, stalking through the velvet night.

The bus driver up front engages in conversation.  The fire in his hair billows a sweet 
Jasmine fume, whilst each dreadlock of flame obscures his face as he speaks.  A question 
Steph can’t remember asking receives an answer from an excited voice, one which leaps 
excitedly in tone.  A ruthless dialogue.  Sparkling.

“Did I train myself to my physical peak, using my grand inheritance to become the 
saviour of a corrupt city? Say no … Thank you.  I don’t have strict moral codes that stop 
me abusing my powers for personal gain, cos I didn’t get to grow up with wholesome  
Midwest values, and I haven’t got a guilt complex after witnessing my uncle’s death …  
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Can I fly? Good question.  Not anymore.  I did once, perhaps.  Not quite.  In a way – and 
soon – that fact will be up to you … Why wear this? Matter of survival really … Sure, 
sure it’s warm but that’s not the kind of survival I’m talking about here.  See, you sit 
outside your local supermarket with a sign that says, ‘Fruit if you can, no money! I’m 
watching my figure’.  And people see someone else.  They give up the silver coins.  
Doing that act in a Superman hoodie and long red coat elicits the flow of gold ones.  The 
community adopts you as its figurehead of charity.  Much more trustworthy than any of 
those NGOs they’ve lost faith in.  Best to stage your show in your Herne Hill’s, your 
Richmond’s, gentrified places like that – they’re best.  Doesn’t matter the weather, you 
wear the whole garb.  You’ll stink and you’ll sweat and you’ll pass out, but brand loyalty 
is synonymous with image consistency … What? Oh yeah, I see him … Sure, but don’t 
worry – he’s only a little terrier, and he won’t bite you.  If for some insane reason Rooenn 
did attack – I’d protect you.  I’m not as strong or as fast as eight years ago, but I can still 
hold my own.  Hey, how’s the kiddie anyway? … Nothing wrong with that.  And don’t 
forget, Gideon has two parents.   I’m sure you’ve more of an influence than you suspect 
… No, me and responsibility being the main reason.  I’m the kind of idiot that will chain 
himself up to save a few innocents when really, me being free to defend myself from 
thrill-seeking monsters means the world gets to survive … Don’t worry, I’m the lucky 
idiot who comes to his senses in the nick of time.  That’s what us anti-hero types do.”

Steph opens her eyes, to a cloudless evening, fully aware of a story.  And there was also 
a bus, or was it a house? The tale was told to her in some strange place, but the location 
crumbles apart, because all she desires is to clutch hold of the story.  Laying there, 
Dictaphone in hand, she feels, special.  Her dream of reading Why is Wigloo? to her class 
was surreal, but only on a structural level.  Waking up in her room and having her face 
disappear whilst washing it in a mirror had been wild, but that dream within a dream 
paled next to the story her driver shared on his purple bus.  Rummaging through her 
bedside cabinet, movements sending Gideon’s Play-Doh Danger-Man to the floor, she 
eventually finds a fresh cassette.  Her heart races.  She switches her mobile off and 
changes the tape in the silver chrome machine.  Steph clears her throat and tightly 
embraces the performer in her soul:

Man is the Meal, By Stephanie P Tent
“The bible – being the weightiest of brochures – fails to mention the reality of the resort 
it advertises.  The one place we’d all like to go, but only if we’re good and do not 
disobey.  Oh, Heaven! It exists, but it is empty … Miss, no mortal has ever walked 
through its gates, which aren’t – I may add – tall and pearly.  Heaven is quite desolate … 
No, no, no.  No more interruptions.  You promised me.  Remember? … The deal was this: 
you talk, hand me your pamphlet and tell me of God’s Kingdom and I say NOTHING 
until you’re done.  Now it’s my turn.  So, may I continue? … Thank you.  As I was 
saying …

… Heaven is quite desolate.  A ghost town.
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It’s empty, because no one believes they have enough moral credit to get in.  I’ve heard 
legends of those very few – pure of heart – who woke up there.  They open their eyes and 
realise where they are, that place full of white light and marble furniture.  In that very 
small gap in time where the spiritual orgasm is indescribable, these newly arrived guests 
of the heavenly host look up to inspect cacophony, the beating of wings.  Scabby great 
big beaters that belong to giant grotesques, swooping down, out of unseen sky cages.   
They descend on the new arrivals, those unsuspecting mortals.  Such pious and faithful 
beings.  They’ve spent their lives dreaming of paradise to find out the rib shattering, 
cranial haemorrhaging, belly-piercing, God-is-so-fucking-awful truth.  The angels have 
been waiting for so long between feasts.   They chow down on the spiralling concoctions 
of pure white light that their tenants spew.  Love feeds the lord.  Indeed … Hey don’t 
look at me like that … But it’s my belief … Uh, uh, uh! Now you listen to me! If you can 
hand out your version of reality on those cheaply-printed-badly-photo-acted pamphlets, 
then surely I can share the director’s cut? … I said that the bible is like a brochure for a 
resort, but maybe I got that wrong.  Maybe the bible is a menu that we – the food – are 
sadistically allowed to read? The reading-and-believing bit is all part of the Head Chef’s 
seasoning.  Our faith, it’s like a marinade.  We spend a lifetime in preparation.  Love is 
the garnish; man is the meal … How do I know? Gaia told me.  Y’know, Mother Earth? 
Get close to the earth and she’ll let you see and hear black truths … Mother Nature – 
Gaia – she reveals narratives that are several scenes shy of Parental Guidance.  Definitely 
not the kind you’d wanna print up and hand out on a crowded street on a Saturday.  The 
End.”

Happy with this promising first draft, Steph reaches for her phone, mentally arming 
herself with enough tact and guile to evade conversation traps.  There is no way she 
would ever get back together with Howard.  She evades her exes futile awkward stabs at 
small talk.  She only has time for the little man.  Steph tells a fairy-tale to her son.  She 
entertains sweet little Gideon with her story Why is Wigloo?
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Chapter Twenty Eight: Collateral Damage

Giggling against the body I snuggle against on the grass, I consider what a busy day I’ve 
had.  Briefly, I worry about how I think about things, the voice in my head, how it speaks.  
I think of second person narration in comics and I let out a little laugh.  The moments 
spent in this state are brief.  Congratulations then.

“I congratulate myself for staying sane.” Self aggrandisement, loud and bold.  I don’t 
care who hears me.  Killing four minions last night wasn’t easy (it never really is) but 
that’s a high score. “Congratulations! You win! Perfect!”

He beat them for the thrill of violence.  He beat them for information.
“The Omni-Sire commanded many regiments to cross oceans to find you.”
That fucking minion.  Eyes throbbing with tell-tale blue veins.  The look of The 

Taken.  Its human soul long burrowed out. “He couldn’t understand you staying on 
this island.  Tell me why, before you kill me?”

Spiderfingers looked down at this servant from the gods.  Why should he tell this 
fucker why he stayed here?  How comforting familiar sights were in this surreal 
life?

Let him into my world? Fuck No.  I bent down so that my face was level to the fucker’s 
ear and whispered the name of his familiar: “Rooenn.” More command than name, a 
summoning, to silence the jabbering of foes, all those unheeded questions.  Rooenn: 
A nine foot long withered humanoid with a heavy clinking shackle mangled over its 
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face.  Always on all fours, always hungry.
My pet appeared with swiftness, its skin of grey decay, its face mummified by metal 

links, the monster erupting out of nowhere, barbing the minion to death with six inch 
talons.  Encouraged by my kill count, I began my hunt for more of the enemy.  Foolishly 
I found myself in a bad place, for all my interrogations had warned me to steer well clear 
of West Acton, its minions being as unpredictable as they are powerful.

“Write it out.  Write it all out.  Better out than in.” Feral mutants, wild descendants of 
Abu San, enchanted fighters who swore allegiance fealty to the many houses of the 
desert god. “They are a proud army.”

One of them tussled with Spiderfingers in the fruit and veg aisle of a Morrison’s.
“How many times did I hit people as the Jinn flew out of them? How many jaws did I 

crush in my attempt to thrash that non corporal bastard, flitting from one host to the 
next?” Definitely five.  Collateral damage?  Somehow  without laying a blow to 
innocent men and women, Spiderfingers tackled his spry antagonist into a trolley.

“No more body hopping for you, not where you’re waking up.” 
“Pushed the fucker into the rain, through the carpark, out onto Acton High Street.  Then 

the long trek to a field called Perivale.  The long stretch of green means something to 
David Shape.” Perivale: a grassy area the school used to host football competitions.  
A field where he’d learnt how to sit on the sub-bench watching bigger more able 
athletes win attention, respect and trophies.  Tonight, I’d he’d rattled his shopping 
trolley along muddy puddles to the far end.  He dumped the comatose body into a 
particularly swampy area, then waited, patiently, standing sentry over his 
‘shopping’ as the deluge soaked the hood of his top.  He waited, watching his enemy 
stir.  Lines fit for a slasher movie snuck out of gritted teeth: “Come on, out with it.” 
said Spiderfingers. “I believe the words you’re looking for are, where am I?”

“Where … what? Who are you?” replied the minion, head in hand, squinting 
through rain.

“Playing dumb is not a good start.  We’ll discuss your BS in a moment.  Now, 
Forrest ... it’s time for you to run.”

The man The minion didn’t need another prompt.  Up he stumbled, nearly keeling 
over in his clumsy jaunt for safety. 

“Please, oh god, please, I don’t want trouble.  Take my wallet and I swear I won’t 
go to the police.  I swear it on my daughter’s life, I swear –”

“I have to hand it to him: minions aren’t this conniving.  Pretending to be human just to 
survive? Now, that’s never happened before.”

“You’re not reading the lines right,” replied Spiderfingers keeping his stalking 
distance, “See, this is where you spit and shout and call up your gods.  Rooenn!”

The rattle of heavy chain had no discernible source, for terror desires its victims to 
realise its territory is worldwide.  Under his hands, above his head, from behind his 
ears, the terrible shivering of metal rustled everywhere.  Rooenn bit a thumb clean 
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off the man.  Spiderfingers grimaced at the horror he’d painted across the face of his 
fallen foe.  A dark comprehension streaked the brow of this helpless pawn, 
unnecessary flourishes in all the shades of torment.  And the screaming was quite 
exquisite.  He inspected his victim’s line of sight, skittering eyes which tracked the 
length of the blood spattered cord tied around Rooenn’s face.  The tether trailed 
down to the grass, then along, upward; the long lead of metal links drawn tight 
about the left forearm of me, the divinity who will do anything to save my adopted 
home world.  

Rooenn prowled to his master’s side, one ice cold eye peering out through his 
halter mask.  The eye bore no pupil and resembled the look of an ice-cube. 

“There was a time I’d have a big problem with this.  There was a time I’d venture 
into the Oma to imprison you in a secret forest of which none can escape.  I’d have 
done anything to protect the body you’d stole, even if the soul inside had 
permanently disappeared.  My followers demanded this altruism of me, because 
they too laboured under false belief that I was their superhero.  I’d be lying if I said 
it didn’t feel good, but the sun set on that way a long, long time ago.” One horrible 
gunk of spit on the nearby remains, and I’m on my feet.  Blood and guts are easily 
scuffed against a tree trunk and I’m off.

The trek along the High Road bores me and so my gumption to reopen the diary takes 
hold.  The cold bellowing breath of nature threatens to flip the pages, but I keep them 
pinned down as I read the recent entry.  Reasons for redrafting, everywhere.  The light of 
dawn begins to swell and recollections of that last kill filter into mind.  Why am I running 
back to Perivale? Why view the upturned trolley; the dismembered body parts scattered 
around it? I worry about the logistics of burying evidence, a macabre reality that I’ve 
never considered on these nights of slaying.  The Pseudologoi normally take the minds of 
humankind and clear all this nonsense away for me, and yet, the noise of a tractor wakes 
me to action, not to mention the feeling of being snooped on.  I shake behind a tree, 
observing the tractor driver leave his vehicle to take a closer look at what he shouldn’t be 
allowed to see.  I run away trying not to think about what my night self has done.

I flee, an impossible run, a journey time totalling in hours.  A venture of herculean 
requirement.  I rub the anguish and confusion out of my face as much as I can before 
continuing my jaunt.  I take a brief stop to write: Collateral damage.

“Better out than in.” I crumble into a pile of aching bruises on the rat shit infested floor 
of my squat.  Energy spent, my back pressed against the uneven dirt of the concrete, I 
drink desperate breaths from the arid atmosphere of the factory.  Eyes close and … and 
… the pain in my head.

“Oh, David, we really ought to get you back to Shrewsbury Court.” Doctor Kwame 
stands over me, that empty smile he has riling me up.  He has no fucking place here and 
there’s no way I’m going back to a padded room.  
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Chapter Twenty Nine: Ruin Lives

“I know you’re not real.”
I try to perceive lifting my wrecked body to its feet without helping hands, but the 

psychiatrist holds me up.  Once again in the care of Doctor fucking Kwame.
“When you lie to yourself, you lie like no one else.” I laugh at the audacity of my 

hallucination as it continues its speech. “We’re here because you need us.” Doctor 
Kwame motions across the factory floor to Silberman’s hunched presence.  His note 
taking so frantic that I put my hands to my ears. “Living in Shrewsbury Court is better for 
you, better for everyone.  Being out here has not been conducive to survival, has it, 
David?” 

“It’s Spi-der-fin-gers.  Now, fuck off, so I can go back to saving the world.”
“What, with this?” Doctor Silberman holds up his notepad, “This, Operation Genie 

Bottle?”
“Put that down! Wait ... I’m talking to myself.”
“It’s all here,” he says. “Operation Genie Bottle, the revised version, apparently.  Here, 

it’s even got a copyright symbol.” I stumble in my attempt to get away. “You cannot 
escape us, not this time.” says Kwame. “Your body is broken and your mind is hungry for 
answers to longstanding inconsistencies to be addressed.” 

I pull my hoodie down, close my eyes and poke fingers further into my ears.
“You’re not here.”
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“To make Operation Genie Bottle”, says Kwame reading my diary, “one must first 
gather ingredients.  One Hyper fiction, one Grapple-Worm, one artist – preferably single 
with no kids.  They must have an unhealthy desire for world adulation.  One of their 
possessions twisted into a transmitter of consciousness.  Interesting.”

“You’re not here.” I bash my head into a wall.
“Hara was right, time to head back to Shrewsbury and think of others, not your ego.  

Time for you to stop ruining lives.” My forehead smacks the brick again and again. “You 
can save the world just by locking yourself away.  Not showy, but safe.”

“I’m not going back to a padded cell.  I’m not – What is it? What now doc?” I reach out 
grabbing Doctor Kwame by the neck.

“You were never in a padded cell, David.  Modern psychiatry doesn't employ them, not 
anymore.  I blame those awful comic books you read.” I see a desk.  I see me filling my 
journal, “You have fantasies of screaming in a straightjacket, but we don’t use those 
either.” More images of note taking pierce my mind. 

“I don’t wanna hear this.  I’m a little messed up, but I was there.  I …”
“Why don’t you start reading your diary, David?” Silberman walks across and hands me 

the faded aquamarine book.  Out whips my pen – “Start reading your diary, David?”
“I’m in Shrewsbury still, right?” Some hypnotherapy gone wrong?”
“Don’t be a Neanderthal.  You let us in here.  You want to get better.  Need we remind 

you of the last person you killed? He wasn’t a minion and yet you killed him anyway.”
“Shut up.”
“Stop writing, start living.  Begin by reading your diary.”
“But I know what’s in there.”
“Then there’s no harm in a little review.”
I scrabble away from the apparition of Doctor Kwame, floating a few inches off the 

ground.  Unreal, and yet, it speaks clearly without malice.  I open my book at the middle. 
“No!” hollers the Doctor. “You never read your early entries.  David, stop evading the 

truth.  Start at the beginning.” 
Midday solar naturalism replaced by the familiar scrutiny of the overhead strobe 

as the psychoanalyst stood close by the locked entrance. 
“I ... I don’t understand what you’re trying to prove.”
“Oh come on, try to remember?” Doctor Kwame sidles up to me. “You had a window, a 

beautiful view.  A television, movie nights, everything right wing taxpayers and their 
broadsheets despise.  But you hate the memory of your stay, how humane your quarters 
were, don’t you?” Kwame runs his finger along a paragraph: From day one, his violent 
episodes resulted in protective solitary confinement; performances without violence 
could have fallen flat, regardless of the delivery of his fantastical worldview.

“Yes? So?”
“You imagined wearing a white robe, because that’s what you’d seen in movies, 

comics, television shows which acquiesced to public fear of minds gone terribly sick.” 
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There he is: portly bespectacled Doctor Kwame flanked by twin towers of muscle. 
“Six attendees David, never three.  Nurses must always remain outside the dorm.  Always 
leaving food and drink on the floor.  No chance contact with a resident as violent as you.  
It’s only in movies where staff make mistakes you log as facts, so the persecuted hero can 
make his breakout.” 

“I suffer hyper-persecution.  An unhealthy – ” Doctor Kwame tilts his head as he traces 
diary lines: No flicker of the eyes when the term Hyper-Psychosis was coined.  
Addictive Subscription to Childhood Trauma.

“These are terms I made up.”
“Yes, David.  Embroidery for your make-believe, and you directed us to play along”
“I can’t believe I … ” and I begin to pace, “I went into the Earth to fetch myself a 

grapple worm, right?”
“Past all that molten rock, that’s correct.”
“The gasses down there messed with my mind.”
“Did you visit Gaia before writing these fantasies? Before seeing us?” The diary’s 

gripped to my chest, my other hand’s clasped dreads, whilst my legs quicken their march 
up and down the factory floor. “You went too far when you demonstrated your power 
over the armed robbers.  Yes, you needed to stoke the fires of Samson’s faith, but tearing 
an arm off? Killing possessed assassins in the alleyway? No David, Gaia’s vapours 
merely warped your sanity a little more.  Oh, come on, read your delusions and be free.” 
And I can’t stop Doctor Kwame from pulling his journal down back to eye level. “I 
should be so lucky – I read the madness of yesteryear, tears streaming from my – lucky, 
lucky, lucky eyes!” but, Vicky’s insistent tones rung about his head, clearly, 
throughout the seclusion of his padded box. 

“In the novelisation of your ordeal, you up the level of adversity.  I tried to tell you in 
Rowberry Park: there are no padded cells anymore.  David, they only exist in the movies 
now.”

“Stop calling me David.” 
“I can’t call you anything else, I’m sorry.” My eyes twitch through tears, glaring from 

behind cracked glasses at Doctor Kwame.  Of course he calls me David.  The 
representation of my therapist would never be able to call me Spiderfingers.

“I could never fly, could I?” The doctor shakes his head. “But I remember … over 
rooftops …”

“Fantasy.” states Doctor Kwame, “a wish fulfilment of the highest order.  It’s not 
enough for you to draw immense strength, increased endurance and heat vision from your 
preferred Superman top.  The grapple-worm inside your effigy can only bend so many 
physics.  But you know this.”

“Why, Doc? I don’t remember why I did this?”
“Let us remind you.  Look at us.” There they float, twin projections, two imaginings 

conforming to my narrow childlike version of authority.  I remember writing words: A 
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cream shirt and a lab coat.  He rammed a fake moustache under his flared nostrils 
and cupped a smoking pipe against his hip.  The truth: Plain shirts, plain shoes, 
understanding faces, but also tiredness, an earnest nature shining through fatigue.  
Undeniable professionalism, a quality my fantasy doctors did not exhibit.  That was not 
the way my imagination recreated them.  A god could not be in thrall to such good men, 
better for me to see them as villains.

“I thought I deserved it, the experience I mean.  I think … I think …”
My head.
“You can recover, David.  You’ve already chosen to see me without that silly Bond 

villain smoking pipe.  Complete your rehabilitation, head back to Shrewsbury Court?  
Begin a life of peace, noble solitude and –” A clinking of restraints rattled throughout 
the room. “What are you writing? Show us, don’t lock us out.” A hissing rose between 
the walls before a voice spoke through gritted teeth:

“Can hope escape The Smoke Filled Bowl? No.  Chains lock, keep the black whole.  
When dark holds, Omni-Sire, see! Terror breeds.  Evil, ignite, ignite, ignite.  Rooenn 
damned Terrorsmith has bite, will bite, must bite.”

“I …”
“Stop that.  Think now, David, Rooenn’s a fiction you’ve birthed into reality, a 

compartmentalisation of your anger and ill will.  You –”
“– Ruin …”
“It’s time to stop.  You are not a maniac, you save people’s –”
“– Lives.” The drag of metal upon concrete rumbles into the factory space.
“You aren’t a maniac, you save the innocent.  You can do it right now, if you want? We 

could do it together.  Wouldn’t you like to save someone?” More metallic rustling.  The 
instrument of terror’s harbinger grows in volume. 

“Nice try Doc, but I’m cured now.  Come, take your medicine so I can be on my way.  
There’s a fight out there with my name on it.”

“Talking in action movie clichés? Would you take a look at yourself?” Something in 
one of the disused offices throws a chair into the main area.  The furniture narrowly 
misses Kwame’s face, “Look at yourself!”

“No need.  I know exactly what I look like.”
The clinking grows loud as the air fills with smoke.
“Rooenn’s mythology is inconsistent.  He’s a night minion, right? Was he there on the 

night you went tube surfing with Samson? Did he suck on your empathy then? Leave you 
wanton for killing? He makes no sense and he’s making nonsense out of your history.  
You need our help.” Spiderfingers grins as the chinking of shackles rustled here, 
there, everywhere.

“Come, come time to go below.  Down, down into The Smoke Filled Bowl.  Purple 
planet’s heart chakra covered in cold.  Grows on trespassers, will swallow you whole.” 
Doctor Silberman runs into Doctor Kwame sobbing, the smell of piss in their 
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vicinity? Undeniable.
“Control yourself, please, David?”
“Rooenn.” The blood from gashes and cuts fly into my face as I smile, towering above 

the mangle and mess that Rooenn makes of doctor’s Kwame and Silberman.
“David ...” I flick my diary open: From the new land of lights and magic, terror 

leaps the sea.  Kings of illusion, queens of the screen, your dog now hunts for me.
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Chapter Thirty: Rise of the Unmaker

Spiderfingers crashed to his belly, his face meeting Samson’s battered nose, missing 
teeth, cut forehead, the boy’s one good eye puffed and purple.  Mine stood swinging 
fists overhead, punching the air like a heavyweight contender over a fallen, broken, 
disgraced champion. 

“Take a look at your worshipper?” said Mine pointing, “Take a look at your 
clergy.  He told me where you were before the first punch.”

Spiderfingers listened, his eyes fixed on Samson’s broken body.  He had no plan in 
mind.  There was no fight left in his arms or in his brain, not after his dealings with 
the body-hopping minion and the confrontation with his imaginary doctors.  Mine 
had picked the perfect time to strike.

“You ... You know ...” he struggled for breath, “... who I am?”
“Oh yes.  Mine knows who you are.  You’re no fellow-breed.  You’re the High-

Borne.  You see, Mine follows his nose.  Followed your scent to that old woman’s 
house.” 

“Bastard!”
“Oh no, I have Mine has a father.” A scaly finger stroked his long pimply pencil of 

a nose. “Father used to tell me your story, like his father before him.  Mine thought 
you were something he made up.  But here you are.  Mine will travel to the old 
country and use your severed head to curry favour with the gods.
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The beautiful lie that is fiction.  I don’t know anything about Mine, but what if I used 
my imagination? It would render this story an easier sell.  And I need my story to sell.  

This rag –” and Mine opened his luminous jacket to reveal a grubby maroon patch 
of torn leather, the material hung from a necklace of small bones. “– This was 
shoved into my face for as long Mine’s face for as long as Mine can remember.  
Before father died, he told Mine of your hair, your fiery hair.  You’ve left your scent 
all over town.  You stink of this Jasmine that’s been under my nose my entire life.  
Father’s stories are true.”

“You have no idea what killing me will do to this world do you?”
“And I don’t care.  I thought High-Borne’s were clever, not idiots that mingled 

with mortals.” He pointed at Samson. “Anointing this weak fool with your trust? 
Pathetic.  Mine of The Free, will drag your dead body into the Oma where they’ll 
crown Mine’s head and offer up your lands to rule over.”

Spiderfingers could barely look across at Samson.  Those disgusting teeth of his, 
teeth that ought to be forming a smile, quipping in that thick Ugandan accent of his, 
relentlessly recommending Taoist philosophy:

“Not saying you should just sit there like a buffoon.  Trick them.  Tell your monsters 
lies.” Samson’s advice unlocked something inside the head of Spiderfingers.  He 
began chuckling through his mumblings: “Violence doesn’t have to be your way.”

“What was that?” asked Mine. “Have Mine’s blows destroyed your mind?” 
Spiderfingers stifled maniacal gassing, shoving aside redundant martial strategies.

“Oh, Spider, the best weapons you have are in your mouth.” A grin seeped from ear 
to ear.

“You haven’t thought this through.” Spiderfingers smiled.
“What do you mean?” replied Mine, stood over him, branding iron raised high.
“When you tell the Omni-Sire that you, a minion, who follows no one has achieved 

what he couldn’t, what then?” Spiderfingers propped himself up, head in hand, 
laying vulnerable on his side, “What do you think the king of the gods will do after 
you embarrass him?”

Mine blinked.  His branding iron wavered in anticipation of a strike.
“Mine doesn’t understand?”
“It’s a fix, mate,” smiled Spiderfingers looking the minion straight in the eye, “The 

second you step foot in the Oma is the moment The Omni-Sire’s minions kill you.”
Mine snagged the chaos god’s dreads in his balled fist whilst the branding iron in 

his other palm drew itself up, as high as it would go.
“You’re lying,” spat Mine. “Lying through your dead man’s teeth.”
“Mine, the scam on your kind’s the oldest joke in The Oma.” Mine raised his 

clobbering arm.  Spiderfingers merely smiled. “The Omni-Sire’s been trying to kill 
Boleraam since he was a boy.  Boleraam fusing with David Shape to create me, the 
barrier between him and Earth, well, it’s made a fool of him.  The last thing he 
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wants to do is hand his victory to one of you.” Mine lowered his branding iron, but 
gripped Spiderfingers’ dreadlocks tighter about his knuckles.

“How does Mine know that this isn’t a load of bullshit? Perhaps Mine ought to 
skip to Mine's other surprise? Figured it out, hmm? I know about your little 
girlfriend.”

Spiderfingers willed every ounce of his being to shut down his fear.
“Me? Talking bullshit? You really think I made this up? Shit, don’t lie to yourself, 

Mine. You know.” His plan had to work, for he hadn’t bargained on Mine’s 
awareness of Vicky. 

“The life of father, father’s father, my entire bloodline, is not a lie!”
“Honestly, I wouldn’t want that truth for anyone, but ... ”
“They travelled here under the banner of Apollo.  Apollo!”
Mine released his opponent’s hair and rammed his branding iron into the floor.  

Walls shook.  The ground rumbled.  Spiderfingers cleared his throat:
“Apollo and the gods are waiting for a minion such as you to kill me, just so they 

can claim the victory.” He sat up, cross-legged, praying to fallen brethren for more 
time as the half-truths danced out of his mouth, “Mine, killing the great elusive 
Spiderfingers means more than gods inheriting the Earth.  Go on, ask me what.”

“What?”
“Good question.” Spiderfingers sat up straight, “The idol that eventually kills me 

will use their newfound celebrity to rally creatures in the Oma to overthrow the 
Omni-Sire.  Don’t you see? You’re a tiny cog in a bigger event you can’t hope to 
adjust.  Unless …”

“Unless what?” I stare at the unfinished diary entry, this event that’s plagued me for 
most of the day. “Unless what?”

There is the truth of what happened between myself and Mine.  There is also the fiction.
How could Mine right the wrongs his father’s masters had wrought him? What does 

Spiderfingers have to do to save his neck? 
NOTES:
1) Remember to edit all the ‘I’s’, ‘My’s and ‘Me’s’ out of Mine’s speech and replace 

them with ‘Mine’s’.
2) Should I mention the Tao of Pooh?
3) Mine killed the old lady.  Write about how that makes Spiderfingers feel.
4) DON’T FORGET to redraft with references to Mine’s milk body odour.  How the 

fuck could you leave that out?
“Well, that was one fucked up morning.” says Vicky, tripping the bell above the shutters 

I’d recently replaced the door with. “You alright, Supes?” … That door that Mine broke 
down, merely hours before.  Mine, and his violence.  Mine, with his short term goals. 
Fucking Mine and “Hellooooo? Anybody home?” Think big.  Think army.

Vicky’s prattling on (something about my coat? Whatever).
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“Mine … ” Began Spiderfingers as he rose to his knees, fist punched upwards, like 
an inspired counsel to his beleaguered king. “You could spread this story to all the 
minions you meet.  Tell them how the gods have hoodwinked them.  Rouse them to 
anger.  Bring them back here.  Together, we will venture back into the Oma and take 
out the Omni-Sire’s daughter, Herculia.” “Can’t the diary wait? According to The Sun, 
I’ve turned down teen sex, drugs and joyriding to hang out with you.” 

“Kill Herculia? What will that achieve?” asked Mine.
“Herculia and the Omni-Sire have unresolved father daughter issues.” replied 

Spiderfingers. “Let’s rob his chance to atone for bad parenting.  Now, that’s 
payback.” Spiderfingers smiled hard as he thought: Tell your monsters lies.

Mine thought for a moment.
“How do I know you’re not just making this up to save yourself?”
“You don’t.  That’s what true faith is.” replied Spiderfingers.
Mine appeared to take a moment to think again, before stalking toward 

Spiderfingers with the glow of his branding iron.  Spiderfingers kept his eyes wide 
open, smiling the way he’d seen Samson smile, all his faith funnelled into the way he 
held his mouth.

“Mine will return with minions, lots of minions.  Be ready to leave for the Oma.”
“Good.  We’ll unravel the Omni-Sire’s mind.  We’ll unmake him.”
As soon as Mine left, Spiderfingers crawled his way over to Samson.  He slung him 

over his back and commenced his long walk to Euston Hospital. “If you’re gonna be 
rude, you’d better make it up to me by giving me abs.  Wouldn’t mind being a blonde.  
Not too Tall.” Vicky asks this halfway through the door, drained.  Vulnerable. “Couldn’t 
stand here saying howdy to your back, so I went to the corner shop for a sandwich.  And 
before you say, I know you don’t eat, so chill.”

She chucks a bag of crisps onto the diary in my lap, “But then I thought, you can eat.  
Can’t have you forgetting what it means to be human.” The black humour reveals 
something of myself.  Vicky’s a reflection: this is how I look when I put so much energy 
into playing myself.  Has she ever been totally relaxed around me?

“I’ll eat later, but I’m not writing you having abs.  Just wouldn’t ring true.  And don’t 
ask me to include the Coat-Hanger Men again.  Tempted as I am to mention your private 
militia, we can’t have history reflect my weaknesses, now can we?”

Mine’s early dawn attack should have been enough to finish me off.  There was no 
guarantee Samson’s philosophy of smiles over swords would work.  It did however buy 
time, a stalling for the metal wire doll in my pocket to send an S.O.S to Vicky.  I expected 
her to arrive with her family, not send a troop of what she’d affectionately dubbed ‘Coat-
Hanger Men’. 

“Soooo,” Vicky kicked her feet lazily over the smoking imprint of the long departed 
minion, “Mine’s a band? Ha! If it wasn’t for the Coat-Hanger Men – who by the way – 
have been watching your back since the park – you’d be dead.  Anyone attacks you, and 
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splat!”
“You created these things to defend me?” 
“And Reddy.” she says this with a curtsy. 
“And when you say watch my back, what you really mean is, they’ll watch your back 

from me?” I say this and fill with regret.  I’ve never seen Vicky look like this before.
“Look, Mr-turn-up-outta-the-blue-and-expect-the-world, I’ve been hearing terrible shit 

about you since before I was ten.  How long did you think my memory of you could hold 
up to what Mum kept drilling into me?”

Coat-Hanger Men, she called them.  Her secret troupe of bodyguards that she 
DIDN’T FUCKING TELL HIM ABOUT! “Aw, mate, dude, don’t go off into your 
book ... c’mon, please? Put the pen down?” Clothes hooks bent into tall humanoid 
shapes that stabbed and slashed at Mine, till the minion fell away screaming, taking a 
wall out in his desperate anxious escape. “Don’t get pissy with me for keeping them a 
secret.  Look Supes, we really need to talk about the grey man with the chain mask.” 
Vicky, at the floor, hands sweeping around in the dust as she shouted instructions for 
the hijacked ambulance to deliver bemused medics to the factory.  Spiderfingers? Well, 
the chaos god took more than a moment to acclimatise to Vicky’s display of telekinesis.  
Why did she keep the extent of her powers secret from him? “You always preached 
caution for us, never for yourself, but for us.  In a way me not telling you everything is 
your idea.” He shifted his resentment to the side.  He mustered the power to struggle 
up with Samson semi-conscious in his arms and present him at the feet of the 
ambulance duo.  

“My book, Mr Spider? Where is my …” 
“Shut the fuck up, please? It’s a Dumbo’s feather, Sammy.  Lucky you lost it.”
 Spiderfingers placed his hand over Samson’s mouth with an ardent affection and 

whispered his promise down Samson’s ear:
“I’m here, and unlike a book, you can’t lose me.  You’ll never lose me.”
“I’ve been having sexy thoughts about you.” 
“Pardon?” I spin toward Vicky.
“Finally.  Wanna stop writing now, or am I gonna have to chat more shit to wake you 

up?” 
“You’d better be off O.G, it’ll be night in a bit.”
“Yes.  Let’s talk about the night stuff.  Or you don’t get to read these.” He looked up 

from the page.  The bag by her side brimming with David Shape’s graphic novel 
collection.  All those examples of gods and heroes and monsters and “ – into 
situations where they act out of character, just to tie up loose ends, plot holes, and so 
much backstory I’m surprised they aren’t all seeing therapists.” There was a glint in his 
eye: “Better go home O.G, before your mum sends your crazy sister to come find 
you.  Not like she’d understand us, her not being a genius, right?” Vicky grinned. 
“Go on, get out of here.”
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“Your wish is my command.” She pulled the metal shutter open, and skipped out 
of the factory.

The End.
“Supes? Did you hear me? I just can’t do this anymore.” He thought for a second: 

“It’s fine.  Now you’ve done your bit, I’ve been meaning to tell you to stay away.”
The End.
“Stop writing – for fuck sake – when are we gonna talk about Hollywood?”
He looked away. “Can you please go?” he pleaded.
The End.
“No, no I don’t think so.  Hollywood.  Talk.  Now.”
“Sorry O.G, that’s out of bounds.  Due process is a slow vehicle.  Just go.”
“No, wait … you have to tell me.  You know you need to.  If it’s easier I can just - ” She 

makes a move for my coat.
“Leave Reddy out of this.  Wanna know about my monster? About L fucking A? Well, I 

can’t tell you, cos guess what? I don’t know.  I had to make it up to myself, just so the 
gaps wouldn’t be there.  How about you tell me what’s more insane? A demon I could 
only summon from the dark side of Hollywood’s collective psyche, or is Rooenn my 
other personality? Like my history isn’t convoluted enough.  I don’t know how comic 
characters do it.”

“None of them – ”
“They’re not real – I know! Don’t you think I know how messed up all this makes me 

sound? So, am I possessed or am I fucking gaga? Answer is a) I am and b), I am.  Pick 
one and use that as a reason to run away from your one and only divinity.  The one true 
god has lost it.  Show is definitely over ladies and gentlemen.”

The End.
“Supes …”
“Yeah, I mean, had to happen, right? After a twenty four hour shift a day, seven day a 

week job, it’s fucking spectacular I didn’t go mental sooner.  The irony is that my fall into 
becoming nuts makes for a great book, a film based on a book, a play based on a three 
movie franchise, a pop culture juggernaut of a novel.  Just needs the right self-serving, 
self-righteous cog spinning gallantly at its centre.  She’ll lose health and sleep and 
relationships, they’ll crumble.  All of these vital elements which make her human – all 
gone.  All gone.  Thrown away so she can free her arms to rear her world-shifting-beast 
high above the shit stains of past disappointments.  So she can live again through her god 
completely unaware of the real victory.  Distribution of my soul in over twenty countries 
– hell, as many as the publishers and production companies can reason.  All her personal 
sacrifices so that the fuckers in The Oma will become confused.  No human enslavement.  
No end of the world.  No more need for me to fuck your teen-hood over for the good of 
all.”

“I’m sorry but like, this is shit.  I can’t deal with you like this.”
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“Now you’re getting it.”
“You need help.”
“Find me the address of a psychiatrist qualified to cure a demigod, please?”
“Granma is –”
“– Mad.”
“Not all the time, Mr Serial killer.  There, I prodded the elephant.  I think it’s high 

time I did the whole tough love thing and Just Stop! Can you please just put the pen 
down?”

“Maybe you need a holiday?” 
Vicky shrugs, gloved hand to forehead.
“Me? On holiday?” I barely stifle the giggle.  “Sorry, I’m … just tired.  I’ve killed 

people.  Lots of people.  I know I’m a god, but I’m so tired of killing people.”
“Huh?”
Head feels like it could burst.
“Hey, what about Euro Disney? That would sort me right out.”
“Fuck it, you’re right.  Make your jokes.  Have a laugh about Euro Disney cos yeah, 

you know what? It’s pretty funny, cos you can’t take a holiday from yourself.  You travel 
and you take the killer with you.”

“So far I’ve only killed the enemy.”
“Huh? What happened to locking the bad guys up in the safe-house?”
“Oh, how I miss those death trips across the Oma to preserve the precious lives of 

minions.”
“Supes, They’re innocent people that share those bodies.  People you kill with that 

thing of yours, right?”
“I know what it looks like, but y’know, maybe I’ve not lost it? I can’t afford to.”
“And I can’t keep playing, I’m-not-afraid-of-the-chaos-god.” I judder at her words, 

instinctively glaring down, burning in my eyes as I scrutinise my written life, lost for 
words, the great lines to ferry me away from my real one.  Pen hovers over paper.  A 
question that I swore not to ask trickles out my mouth.

“You contacted me in Shrewsbury Court.  Said your family needed help.  Why won’t 
you tell me? Why?” She looks away from me and I know I have to change tact, as I can’t 
have her leave.  I just can’t. “Vicky, if I second guessed myself, I’d be dead by now, and 
you’d be a concubine for whichever minion claimed the knife in my chest.  I’ve got all 
these powers and all this responsibility, but I was never raised by Ma and Pa Kent, 
y’know? Listen, Shrewsbury was rough, but I’m getting better.”

“At lying to yourself.  At showing me how to lie to myself.  I try to remember that time 
you paid a visit to David’s parents and told them not to worry about you.  You didn’t have 
to do it, but you did it for me cos I was worried that they didn’t know where their son 
was.  You didn’t have to go and pretend to be him – but you did.  I try to remember who 
you used to be, cos like, you’re just not him anymore, are you?  Mum’s right, you are 
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dangerous.” Vicky runs, hauling the exit open with a thought as I try to scream for her 
return.  Nothing comes out.  She scampered back inside.

“You’re a mentally ill superhero, and until we find a psychiatrist whose clientele 
includes gods, I’m gonna be here for you.”  

“We used to stop the bad-guy, now we kill the bad-guy.  I can’t use you.”
“Basically, you need a side-kick.”
“Oh, it’s basic is it?”
“Shut up! I’m trying to quit.  But yeah, like, let someone else play the superhero 

for a change?”
“I need a soldier O.G.  You’re a superhero.  In my world you superheroes die.”
“Helloooo, I’m not Nat.  Do I even look like Arran? Y’know, your biggest problem 

is you get lost, between this world … ” Vicky pointed him straight in the face, “ … 
and here,” she pointed at his chest.”

“I think I can find a balance between my head and my heart, Vicky.  I’m asking 
you to leave, aren’t I?”

Vicky trailed her finger down the S on his hoodie.  She leaned in for a kiss.
“No!”
I tear the page out, stuffing it down my throat, eyes bulbous, both pupils skittering here, 

there, everywhere, afraid that someone or something could be lurking, watching 
morality’s walls topple apart in my entries. “Never!” A stray dashes in, yapping.  I eye the 
skinny mutt with distrust before returning to the journal on the floor. “Shut up!” I rage at 
the dog, a creature startled by my innate supernaturalism.  Bloody canines.  He wanted 
to chase her.  He couldn’t.  Out there were enough variables for him to mix together.  
Create that masterpiece of mayhem starring him, saving the day, righting the chaos 
that the human ego in him desired.  He glared at the dusty floor, the imprint of 
Mine’s branding iron stamped into it.  He deserved more than Mine.  He needed to 
have a full-scale war with a sea of minions, like he used to.

Writing would be his holiday.
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Chapter Thirty One: And Then The Dog Starts Talking

Factory Int: Spiderfingers and Vicky sit in the middle of an abandoned factory floor.  
There is a doll in Vicky’s hands.  It appears to be made of bent metal spokes.  

VICKY: I know you don’t like me asking you if you’re O.K but … erm …
SPIDER: Spit it out.
VICKY: You’ve fought, in a war far away from here.  Now you’re homeless, and 

no one knows about what you’ve sacrificed.  They just see failure.  Do you ever think 
– I mean – y’know?  Ever get scared that’s it’s all just … y’know –

SPIDER: All the time, Vicky.  But we can’t always get what we want.
VICKY: I know you don’t like talking about Rooenn but it might help?
SPIDER: For a moment, let’s just pretend it will.
VICKY: Will you give me an honest answer?
SPIDER: This is the only time I’ll give you an honest answer, but let’s not start 

with Rooenn.  Anything else.
VICKY: O.K, cool.  Let’s start with why you do this?
Spiderfingers appears to think for some time.
SPIDER: If you were seven, I’d sit you down in a field and talk about the beauty of 

Mother Nature.  I’d tell you what the gods will do to us and how our corruption will 
destroy the planet, unless we do something to protect it.
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VICKY: Now I’m not seven, what would you tell me?
SPIDER: Well, you wouldn’t buy my bollocks about birds, deer and wonderful 

flowing rivers, would you?  I’m doing this cos I’m afraid to die.
VICKY: Mind telling me about you being nuts?
Spiderfingers appears to think for a minute.
SPIDER: What day is it?
VICKY: How can you not know what day it is?
SPIDER: I’m a homeless genius.  I’m allowed to avoid your questions or put my 

shoes on the wrong way round, or not know what day it is, just so long as it’s some 
world-saving device that’s got me side-tracked.  How’s the doll?

Vicky holds up the metal doll for the audience.
SPIDER: Good, cos if we fail in saving the world I’m blaming you.
VICKY: How is that fair?
SPIDER: We can’t have history remember a genius for his faults.
VICKY: You’re a god, not a genius.
SPIDER: You’re neither.
VICKY: I’ve got my shoes on the wrong way round.
A dog trots onto the factory floor.
SPIDER: Vicky, what did I tell you about closing the door behind you?
VICKY: I closed it!
DOG: Spider, it’s me – Hara.
SPIDER: Hara?
VICKY: You speak dog? A dog saying it’s Granma? O.K, I want my money back.
DOG: I merged with Gaia so now Gaia can inhabit animals.
SPIDER: At last! Quick, give me the low down on the divine in the London area.
VICKY: I’m just gonna trust you’re talking to Granma, who’s now become a dog.
SPIDER: Says the girl who created a wire doll in the hope it will turn a single 

white Muslim into the world’s greatest defence.  Yeah, I’m talking to Granma the 
dog.

DOG: Better ask her to leave.  She’s affecting our psychic link.
Spiderfingers stares at the dog.
DOG: What is it Dearie?
SPIDER: No, it’s nothing.  Just ... (he leans in to whisper in the dog’s ear) I spent 

the first two weeks out of Shrewsbury Court calming myself down from panic 
attacks, full blown seizures sparked by traffic noises and road works.  Now, I’m 
confessing it to a dog.

DOG: Do you want to talk to Vicky about it?
SPIDER: Hell, no.
VICKY: What’s she saying now? Dibs on buying her food and throwing a stick, 

but pooper-scoop duty’s a job for Superman.
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DOG: Spider, I need her gone so I can complete my mission.
SPIDER: Sorry O.G, she wants you out.
[Ugly pause]
VICKY: Why?
SPIDER: Well cos … what was it again?
DOG: Vicky is bad for the psychic – 
SPIDER: Oh yeah, yeah, yeah the link.  Sure.  You jinx the psychic link, Vicky. 
VICKY: Serious?
SPIDER: Sorry.
VICKY: I should go? I’m saving the world here.  This is what it looks like.  No 

guns, no explosions, nothing – just me – sitting in a dirty old factory repairing a doll.  
You really must look after it better.

SPIDER: If a whole battalion of minions attacks us right now, we’re fucked.  Hara 
can give me their positions, but not if you’re in the room.  Bye, bye O.G.

VICKY: What if you need someone to swap your shoes over for you?
SPIDER: Your god has spoken.
VICKY: Tell you what day it is?
SPIDER: Leave the room Vicky or –
VICKY: Alright, alright …
She gets up and heads to the door.
VICKY: … just remember I called dibs on stick throwing.
Vicky exits.
SPIDER: O.K Hara, I want updates on all new species and all known entry points 

in and around the capital.
DOG: That can wait.  My link’s fine, I needed Vicky out of the room to tell you 

something far more important and far more dangerous than minion invasions.  I 
didn’t want your reaction to alarm her.  It’s Doctor Chimera.  Spider, he’s back on 
Earth.
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Chapter Thirty Two: Redrafted

The all-pervading sewer smell of Camden Town, pedestrians wincing in husks of 
midday gruffness, Spiderfingers focussed on roses and meadows.  Rotting fish stench 
blowing downwind from the market couldn’t shake his thorough meditation on a 
hope for mankind to wake from systematic ecological abuse, for the likelihood of his 
survival had greatly improved.  The upturned corners of his mouth, such faith in his 
face.  And 

“Lend a lady some money, brother?”
A scar-faced skeleton hunches before me. 
“I want to help you, but I can’t.” 
“Please?” she asks. “With your nice pimp coat, yeah? Help a sister, yeah?”
I’ll get nowhere ignoring her.  I stand up from the kerb, puff out my chest and look the 

boney woman in the eye, “I can’t help you.  I really hope you have a nice day.”
At this, her eyes, nose, lips and cheeks somehow pull themselves further inward, 

unbelievably revealing more skeletal mass just beneath the surface of flaky beaten skin.  
Her face implodes with the silent fury of a black hole.

“Motherfucking liar, with your stupid fancy coat.  Dickhead.  Dick – head.  You think 
you’re special?  You’re nothing.” She digs her finger in the air, a crinkled dart just beyond 
my face. “Pussy …with your white man’s jumper and your white man’s accent.” Her 
dirty finger punctuates every curse word.  “Fucker.  Bastard.” Each finger poke threatens 
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to go the extra inch through an eyeball. “Pussy.” She stares me up and down, “Pussy hole.  
You and this country.  So full of shit.” My function and my lineage burns at the forefront 
of my mind.  My hands rise toward her twisted face, green teeth squealing my name and 
title, beseeching my grubby fingers to pry them out of their diseased seating and choke 
the beggar bitch to death.  And yet, another face grows large between the walls of my 
skull.  A face endorsing the Tao of Pooh.

“Those teeth.  Those teeth ought to be making people happy.  A guitar and a big smile 
are all the ingredients you need.”

“Fucking nutter.” The human skeleton spits between my boots and shuffles away 
leaving me to stare at my image via a restaurant window.  My reflection yearns to tear up 
the pavement, easily catch up with the skeleton, haul her round and tell her:

“There’s more to me than your idea of blackness.  There’s more to you than your idea of 
whiteness.” But he didn’t.  He couldn’t focus on being that twisted, not now his head 
burst with all things Samson, a one-eyed gay musician who seemingly lived the life 
of a luck god.  No violence for him.  No berating others into sharing a point of view.  
Spiderfingers smiled.  Fully.   Lovingly.  He believed his simple way of living would 
shut the doors of darkness that he’d pried open last year.  The Tao would protect 
him the way it did Samson, the way it handled Mine.

With his Tao goggles on, the fuel for his happiness lay abundant.  He researched 
the recent past: birdsong, how he idly plucked out a rhythm, a wonderfully furtive 
conversation.  The appreciation of tweets tensed the muscles in his jowls.  Nothing 
quite like the singing of birds.

“Such is the remarkability of Tao-Sound!”
Richmond; Chiswick; Brockwell; St Martins; Rowberry; all parks worth fighting 

for, his Tao-Vision confirmed green spaces were hubs for humans to think through 
complicated issues with freeing organic ease.  Miss World’s grand scheme involved 
birds with feathers absorbent enough to carry water to new arrivals waiting miles 
away.  With new improved Tao-Touch!, he imagined caressing the underside of 
careening winged parentage, moisture running down fingers from irreplaceable 
avian cogs in Mother Nature’s clockwork.  He became confident in his method; if he 
smiled long enough and thought pure enough he would be ready, for her.  One day, 
should she cross his path again, Object Girl, his sweet little Vicky Buchanan would 
witness new found maturity.  He swayed in his delirium, drooling profusely outside 
the shop.  His expression became the epitome of serenity, his glazed eyes 
uninterested in refrigerated goodies or the warm meals that tourists and office 
workers tucked into.  He turned away from the sandwiches beyond the pane, 
jumping and clicking boot heels.

I commence a jolly skip down Parkway, near-dancing onto the High Road, urban 
fanfare failing to honk the grin off my face.  I imagine a soundtrack worthy of a West End 
production.  The rising din rollicks between my ears, whilst the smell of carbon 
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monoxide siphons up my nostrils, a pungent stench that may as well be jasmine – such is 
my joy.  My internal orchestra plays a wonderful score of my own making, its sound very 
much inspired by the bombastic wonderment of Elfman, Holst and Williams.  Wild, 
swooping melodramatic strings, each movement accents my triumphant caper along the 
grey pavement.  One wave at a pretty shop assistant earns me a vote of confidence.  A 
charge of violins consumes me.  I think of Samson’s horrendous dental hygiene, how it 
can’t mask the authenticity of his smile.

“It wouldn’t sell chocolate bars, but I’d vote for a smile like that.”
“Superman mummy!” There’s a little girl holding her mother’s hand, the duo exiting 

Boots at a leisurely pace.  I return her notice of me with a wink, swishing my coat in 
camp abandon.  The bonus thumbs-up in the mother’s direction provokes a nervous smile 
as she pulls her daughter close during their hurry past.  A few notes of a … xylophone! 
That’s it!, marks the incident, one I’ll file away as innocent.  The music in my head builds 
to a cacophony, transforming somewhat into the overture of Superman the Movie, 
rapturous strings form mental framework for my maniacal grin.  I stride faster and faster 
toward Samson’s favourite spot, that area outside Marks and Spencer when I see ... it.  
John Williams’ Magnus opus muted, as I glare at the mess.  Too stunned to pick it up, I 
just stare at Samson’s message to the world – a cardboard island in a sea of blood.  I read 
the fresh sentences that obscure Samson’s exquisite calligraphy.  The faded felt-tip 
scrawling of ‘A smile is FREE, so grin with ME’ hardly visible.  The black marker 
lettering now barely existent, hidden beneath the ominous command in capital letters, an 
order smeared in dark red wetness: Follow the blood of your friend to my new surgery.  
One must not keep the doctor waiting.

I run down the High Street, falling over the tail of my crimson trench coat not once, but 
twice as I follow the trail of pulpy awfulness.  I stop sprinting at Mornington Crescent 
station.

Where’s the trail?
I prowl with my head down, like a hound, but the spatter leading to Samson has 

disappeared.  If there was a god that didn’t want me dead I’d pray.
“Over here!” says somebody, “Over here Spiderfingers!” He’s on a corner, this one 

armed man in a black suit and shades, a white lab coat hung over his shoulders, like a 
cape.  A cloak covered in blood.  Fucking hell, it’s Doctor Chimera!
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Chapter Thirty Three: The Good Soldier

“What have you done to Samson?” I pursue the grimacing man in the shades behind Club 
Koko, dashing the corner only to discover my one-armed escapee gone.  Red droppings 
lead me along Eversholt Street, into Euston, further East, and further still, until time and 
space and energy are forgotten concepts.  There’s only the hunt; only the human need to 
protect someone I’m responsible for.  I stop for breath, albeit briefly: “You don’t require 
breath.” I explain this to my reflection in a shop window. “You always find a way.” 
Looking at the filthy backwards reflection of the S on my chest I mutter, “Keep moving.” 
When signs confirm that I’m in Turnpike Lane, I forget to breathe.  This is where Vicky 
lives. “There you are!” I catch the blur, Dr Chimera’s white coat rushing through the 
double doors of a building.  I follow him inside, down a turquoise corridor ignoring the 
calls of bemused security as I twist between them, hurdling mechanical barriers.  Dr 
Chimera could be anywhere.  I speed toward yellow doors, staring through portholes.  
Young faces stare back.  Burgundy uniform, so bloody familiar.

“Supes?”
I whisk around, gawping down, my mind swamped with twittering birds, talk of 

badgers and the need to reach out, draw her close and focus, I tell myself.  Vicky’s 
speaking: “Spider, what the hell are you doing here?”  

“Granma was right, Doctor Chimera, he’s back.  He’s here.”
“Huh?” says Vicky running toward a classroom door, peeking inside, “Come on,” she 
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tugs me by the trench coat into a room full of instruments. “Who the fuck is Doctor 
Chimera?” she asks, plopping me on a piano stool.

“Chimera, the alien? The ambassador of the Xindu? He kidnapped you once.”
“There’s aliens now?” she flicks her attention to the door, to me, then back again.
“The Xindu are an advanced race the gods enlisted to devolve the true potential of the 

human brain.  They did this millions of years ago Vicky, as part of a bargain to keep the 
gods from invading their world.  When Gaia permitted the use of Grapple-Worms to give 
your family powers, the gods threatened to enslave the world of Xindu, unless they 
remedied the situation.  And so they sent Chimera to kill me.  I followed him here, to 
your school.  He’s got Samson!”

“What are you on about? Dude, this is nuts.  Why hasn’t … Supes?” She drags at my 
long coat and I blink myself back into the now. “What?” 

“Nothing O.G.  Just tired.” That’s good.  I could have told her she was covered in blood 
just now.  Don’t need her to know I’m seeing things.  Stay focussed.  The day’s been long 
and –

“Dude, it’s cool.” says Vicky. “Let’s think this out.” 
“We’re wasting time.” 
 “I don’t get it.  This Doctor Chimera’s been laying low all this time? Why show up 

now?”
“Chimera’s no idiot.  He waited for my return so he could kill us all … There!” I bolt 

past Vicky and out the music room toward the flapping lab coat of Doctor Chimera.  I 
chase him along the long corridor, into a large assembly hall filled with children; eager 
faces watching the run-through of a play.  All these kids covered in – No … I scrub at my 
face (maroon coloured jumpers – not blood.  Not blood).  I scan across heads of pupils.  
Colouring of wool.  Not blood.  Some children rotate to see me, whilst others face 
forward, latched upon the stage and the youngsters treading its boards playacting.  They 
all wear brightly coloured costumes.

There’s wizards with blue faces, a few girls wearing purple turbans and in the middle of 
the stage there squats an amber papier-mâché toddler, meters long.  Its large door-size 
mouth opening and closing. “Perhaps Chimera’s in there?” My inspection of the big 
yellow baby’s mouth reveals three students.  No Chimera and … hey, “Who the fuck’re 
you calling?” Vicky’s unlocked her phone.

“Lilith.” she says, little fingers punching numbers.
“Good, get your sister here,” I search the audience and then the stage, “We’ll need the 

back-up.” Best to crouch on all fours to check under seats.  Through the forest of kid’s 
legs I catch no glimpse of my prey.  I spring up again spotting him: the doctor, swinging 
above, his one hand gripped tight to the theatre’s lighting rig.  The super-villain’s smile, a 
dazzling arsenal of serrated fangs.

“It’s Lilith.” Vicky shoves the phone into my hands.
“Black Dragon? You need to get here, right –” What she’s saying sounds like crazy talk 
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so I don’t listen.  I just keep eyes on Chimera, hanging above the players on stage, 
children dressed in brash fabrics, singing and dancing.  Many of them oblivious to what I 
daren’t turn away from.  A few stare right at me. “You’ve been what?” I say down the 
phone. “O.K, you listen, putting aside how silly it is to spy on me, all that work we put 
into disassociation, what you’re saying is fucking ridiculous.” I step towards the stage, as 
more school children notice, ribbing their neighbours whilst pointing at me. “He 
kidnapped Vicky – twice! He fused Steve and Arran together – the work we had to do to 
separate them – remember? Shit, Lilith … he’s right here.” I stare right at Chimera, and 
he grins back at me.  Those fangs. “Kids are in danger.” More children glance my way. 
“Of course I’m not the only one that can see him.” I haul myself onstage whilst a teacher 
ushers bemused pupils into the folds of the large curtain at the back, “Vicky,” I stretch the 
phone in her direction, “Who do you see up there?” School kids file off the front of the 
stage toward another teacher as I await Vicky’s reply.  Eyes are locked on Chimera, such 
a swinging, one-armed oddity.  Those vampire teeth. “Vicky?! Who can you see?”

“Nothing,” says Vicky as a teacher pulls her away, “No one’s up there.” I barely register 
the shuffles of youngsters, rows of burgundy clad youth streaming out, exiting the hall 
and - fuck - I’m afraid to blink for fear of Chimera disappearing between eyelid flutters.  
One flutter, then two, then … an absence of evil.  No arch nemesis hanging from the top 
of the stage.  No bad guy for me to fight.

“... He’s gone, alright?” There’s a tutor holding double doors open for the last remaining 
pupils, giggling and chattering on their way. “Tell me, Black Dragon, what’s it like 
watching me fight for my life and do fuck all? Not like the world’s at stake, is it? What 
d’ya mean child abuse? She’s a soldier, like what you used to be.  Vicky’s the only one of 
your family who’s been there for – you know what? Whatever.” Off goes the phone. 
“Goodbye, Black Dragon ... I made you, I’ll call you whatever the fuck I like.” I shove 
Vicky’s mobile into the grubby hole of my jacket.  She calls my jacket Reddy … Like a – 
like a … “Like a child.  And Superman protects children.” My hand is a leaf flapping in 
breeze that isn’t here.  And so … I … I … Uh, I rip Vicky’s phone out of my pocket as 
the memory of being in Vicky’s room seizes my entire being.  That place, like a pretty 
jigsaw picture with me being one piece too many.  Actually, I’m worse than that.  I’m an 
advanced corrosive cancer which dines at the centre of young hosts.  A sickness which 
sickens itself, multiplying as I swing out at tentacles which shoot for my face.  Terrible 
long strands of wool the tint of wine; horrible leeches which bind their threat around my 
neck.  No.  “Just, no.” I snatch Vicky’s phone out of my coat pocket; the pink and dainty 
mobile; freed from a crevice so polluted, so horribly unkempt.  Stoop low.  Place Vicky’s 
handset delicately upon the creaking floorboards.  That’s it.  Now, get away from the 
stage.  Fucking run.  Exit the hall, speed down the corridor, into the foyer, bewildered 
staff in my wake.  Burst onto the main road and … Shit.  There he is, slumped against a 
police car: slicked black hair, a messy, blood-dripping hole in the centre of its chest.  
Shelve fatigue and break through pain barrier after pain barrier. “Escape, and stop taking 
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flash-looks over your shoulder as two policemen and ‘Nat’ race after you!”  

When I find I’m running from nothing I slow down.  The run’s now a walk, a long lonely 
pace which could go on forever.  When I reach Camden High Road I misstep, raggedy in 
movement.  My jaw slackens at the sight of the boy slouched against the Marks and 
Spencer’s window, crutches by his side as he holds his sign up high, a green gap-toothed 
smile charming loose change from an elderly woman.  This would be easier to take if it 
were happening to someone else, and my role were simpler.  An audience member in a 
theatre, or a movie goer staring up at a screen splashed with the thrills and the wonder of 
modern cinema.  A boy reading a comic.  Pages turning.  The speed dictated by his hands.  
The page turner following the adventures of some supernatural gumshoe, the story at a 
more comfortable distance.  Third Person P.O.V.  Not me here, but him.  Spiderfingers.

Spiderfingers slams with a sickening thud onto filthy ground.  He releases a belaboured 
moan as he crawls up the steep High Street, dry heaving throughout his arduous mission.  
His mouth can’t form words as his skewed eyesight makes out the shape of his friend 
limping to meet him.

“Mr Spider,” says Samson kneeling over him. “Are you O.K?”
“No, Sammy.  I don’t think I am.”
“This morning you looked at me like I was – I don’t know … like I wasn’t there.” He 

helps Samson reach under, turn him onto his back, “Is it poison? One of the Omni-Sire’s 
soldiers did this to you, Yes?”

“No.” says Spiderfingers breathlessly, “It’s sicker than that.  There was no minion, just 
like there is no Nat here, right now.” Spiderfingers closes his eyes.  Then he opens them, 
the ghostly horror-image of Nat kneeling beside Samson.  And next to Nat perches Hara.  
No Arran though.  He never sees Arran.

“Spiderfingers,” she croaks, gaunt arms lashing out from her bulbous body, long grey 
spaghetti hair weaving up, “You’re not crazy.  You cannot afford to go crazy.”

“I cannot afford to go crazy.”
“Who are you talking to, Mr Spider?” asks Samson.
“Just another narcissistic proxy.  Just another reason why I should have stayed in 

Shrewsbury.” He shakes his head as he stretches his hand, passing through Hara, his fear 
of going insane amplified, “It’s the fucking vapours … Doctor Chimera, Nat, now Hara.  
It’s all Miss World’s fault.” He watches Hara point at the pavement on his right side as it 
begins to crack and break, revealing waters of black, rippling as the walkway opens up 
further allowing the gloomy waves to spread, emanating smoke.

“Fuck off past.” The ‘past’ doesn’t listen.  It’s distinctly sulphuric scent capturing 
attention.  “Fuck off.” A paw of a Dilf warrior scrambles out of the dim surface.  Then 
another, and another.  Soon, a multitude scoop out for me … him ... enough hairy arms to 
constitute the panic in his belly. “You’re not here.” The puddle of black stew bubbles.  He 
distracts himself with Coca Cola.  He thinks of the drink cynically. “Sugar hides in red 
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and white aluminium cans, everywhere.” Images of the Superman S burst throughout his 
consciousness, a further attempt to blot out the unwanted vision.  The foul smelling dusky 
waves remain present.  The limbs of large warriors continue to bob from beneath its 
surface.

All those paws reach out to me.  All those believers and their need for me to put a smile 
on their face – He looks away from the dark pool at the end of Hara’s finger.  He stares at 
her lips.  She speaks of saving the world from inside a mental home, no explosions or 
violence required. “Communing with the Earth exposes Hara to gasses that eventually 
make her a nutcase.  Now they’re doing the same to me.  That black puddle isn’t here.  
Nat and Hara – they’re not here either.  They’re in my head.  Just like that dog, and 
Chimera and Kwame and Silberman and … like that thing ... that monster can’t be here 
either.” He points up past Hara, over her shoulder at the grey skinned spindly creature 
with the metal binding round its head.  Rooenn.  Through clenched teeth it hisses 
nonsense Spiderfingers can’t block out:

“Has bite, will bite, must bite.”
“You can’t be here cos the day’s still here.  I’m still here.  And I won’t say your name, 

you hear me? I won’t even think it.”
But he does.
Rooenn.
Rooenn The Terrorsmith.
“I don’t understand?” says Samson rummaging his pockets.  Spiderfingers watches 

Samson lift a can of Pepsi into the open.
“I dreamt up a super-villain today Sammy.” he pushes Samson’s drink away, “May have 

scared Vicky off.”
“No you didn’t.” says the familiar voice.  “Howdy.” I crane my neck to find Vicky bent 

over me.  She clutches a bloodied tissue to her nose.
“How did you get … no, you’re not Vicky.  You’re not real.”
“No man,” says Samson, “I can see her.”
Vicky kneels over me, her face flushed with red awkwardness.
“Dad dropped me off.  He’s chatting to mum now.” She looks behind her to indicate the 

mountain of a man with a motorbike helmet in one hand and mobile phone in the other, 
pushed up against his face. “Basically told my headmaster that I didn’t feel safe and that I 
wanted to go home.”

Spiderfingers lost eye-contact, but only briefly, engaging her again with the spark of a 
monologue in mind.

“You smell that?” 
“What is it?” said Samson searching Vicky’s face for answers.  She shrugs.
“Carbon monoxide.” continues Spiderfingers. “Pollution; the very fragrance of man’s 

progress.”
“We need to get you off the street.” says Vicky taking a deep swipe of her nosebleed, 
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stuffing the tissue into her blazer, gripping at her friends’ torso.  Spiderfingers resists her 
assistance.  And the words that come to mind put a smile on my face.

“See, Vicky,” I stare up, eye-sight purging afternoon’s clouds, “most days when I smell 
the noxious, fuming, arrogance of mankind’s continual insult to nature I wanna get all 
fired up, angry.  But I don’t.  I keep thinking, ‘You’re a fraud.  You’re only doing this job 
because you don’t wanna die.’ This morning was different.  This morning ... I high-fived 
a rubbish collector Viky.  I smiled at pretty girls working in stores and one of them even 
smiled back – at me!  That’s when I knew how much I loved the joy of others.  I’m not 
just trying to stay alive for fear of death.  It’s the deaths of others, O.G.” I lift my hand to 
touch Vicky’s face.  She flinches.

“I’m sorry,” she says, “I …”
“Good move, O.G.  I don’t even remember where this hand’s been.”
“No, I mean, sorry, I don’t believe you.  If I was still seven, I’d have just nodded.  But 

I’m not a little girl anymore.  So tell me you don’t care about the Earth.  Tell me you’re 
just trying to stay alive.” I open my mouth to speak but there’s only bad breath and 
ulcers. “You’re not a bad person, Supes.  You’re still figuring out how to be a god and a 
human, so save the bullshit about caring for the planet.”

“No, Vicky I have a code.  I need help – I know – but I have ethics.”
“Based on what? The superhero comics David used to read? The films we’ve all seen? 

Even those characters had like, reasons to be good, you get me?  Look yeah, you’re not 
evil, O.K? You’re just, like, young.”

“I’m doing this to stay alive – I won’t lie.  But I’m also doing it because – ”
“You love the thrill of it.  You’re acting.”
Spiderfingers nodded.  He had to, powerless to the truth in her words, resistant to 

looking her in the eye.
“I’m Peter before the death of Uncle Ben.” He said.
“Huh?”
“Peter Parker.  Forget it.  It’s a comic thing.”
“Oh wait – yeah, yeah.  Cool.”
“Action is his reward.”
“You’ve basically needed to be a superhero so bad that you not having a lesson in, like, 

responsibility – 
“No stable Midwestern upbringing in Smallville; no Gothamite with a Hippocratic oath 

to live up to –
“ – Has left your brain trying to make up for it.  Like, basically, your brain knows it’s 

broken but when it tries to fix itself it just makes the damage more fucked.”
“You should become a psychiatrist.  But not for me.” He couldn’t help but visualise her 

phone in his palm, his coat pocket, that smelly, crusty lair. “I fantasised about partnering 
up with Mine, both of us heading home to storm the lands of the Omni-Sire.  I burn for 
some grand finale – like the old days – but there’s no reason for anyone to burn alongside 
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me.  Your tour of duty is over, Vicky.”
“What the actual fuck? Now, you’re just being stupid.  Without me you’re … Look, 

let’s just get you off the street.”
“It’s not like the old days.  I fight people that aren’t even there, Vicky.  What if I turn on 

you?” I feel a drop of liquid kiss my forehead.  Definitely not rain.  I latch onto Kwame 
and Silberman, not once questioning their sudden appearance. “The good soldier, 
remember?” More tears hit my head as my twin forms of make-believe nod smiling, as 
though this one decision could save the world. “The good soldier, he gives up what’s 
good for himself.  You know it: I can be more effective if you’re not in my life.” 
Samson’s innocent stare is inescapable. “It’s been two weeks, maybe, Sammy?” I squint 
up at the boy with the plasters on his face, his one remaining eye welled up, blotched 
with red, “Two weeks since Mine.  Sammy, I didn’t even visit you in hospital … and your 
book – fuck.  Vicky, Sammy had this book, The Tao of Pooh, and I - I haven’t been able 
to replace it, not at all.” For a long second I … he … Spiderfingers nearly comes out with 
it.  Drives damn close to admitting our secret, lips poised to pour out an apology.  
Spiderfingers needs to tell Samson what he’s done to cement his loyalty, that nobody, no 
event, no philosophy and certainly no book will ever be given a chance to divide their 
kinship.  Spiderfingers would hide that book first.  He’d burn it to ash. “Vicky, Sammy, 
you’ve played your parts well and it’s time you head backstage out the building.  Go back 
to your real lives.”

“Hold up!” says Vicky, “What about Operation Genie Bottle? You get into one of your 
fights and damage that transmitter and like, mate, you’re gonna need me.”

“As long as this world has you in it I’ll guard that wire-doll with my life.”
“Don’t chat shit.  I know this place is hell for you.”
“Maybe.  It’s a good thing I know some of the best people in it.” Vicky’s hand grips 

tight to the torn Superman hoodie of her god.
“You’re gonna head back to Shrewsbury?” asks Vicky, and I nod believing that’s what 

I’ll do.  “I’m fucking proud of you.  Supes.” she says, her grip tightens on my clothes as I 
scavenge her god’s mind for the perfect combination of words, for the perfect exit. “You 
don’t need me, you only think you do.  That’s our best trick, Vicky, and you’re too 
damned smart to fall for it.” I move her hand out the way, push onto my knees and wave 
my arms beyond the translucent mirages of Nat, Hara, the doctors and Rooenn.  I will 
enchanted black waters away.  The Dilf paws that scrambled out of shadowy ripples have 
gone. “I’d better go, before I get confused with what I’m wearing and who I actually am.  
Bodies are just vehicles after all.”

“Supes ...”
“Before I start sensing Mine and his new army in the area, O.K?”
“Huh, you can sense things now?”
“No, but yesterday I’m sure I spoke to Granma as a dog.  Better not take any chances.  

Hey, know the funny thing about Superman?” She shakes her head as I rise above her and 
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say, “Superman? Hmph. Motherfucker doesn’t exist.” I jog away from my troop, unable 
to resist one final glance behind, briefly making eye-contact with a giant of a man in 
motorbike leathers, a mortal placing large gloved hands parentally over Vicky’s 
shoulders.  Samson’s one eye spewing tears.  I unleash the power to run faster than I’ve 
ever run before.
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… Turning the corner afforded him true relief.  Vicky, her father and Samson no longer 
able to see him, unable to watch his expression as his hand delved into his jacket to grip 
the broken wire doll.  He felt ashamed of his slight step back the way he came, but he 
halted, resisting foolishness.  After all, he had a hospital to pretend to be going back to.  
On his way to nowhere he came across the shimmering mirage of an old woman.  She 
carried a golden urn in her hands.  Blood poured from her forehead.  She barred his way.

“Gods bring suffering to the apes.” she said.
“Tell me something I don’t know.” he replied, passing through her, with no particular 

place to go. 
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Chapter Thirty Four: Who You Know, How They See You 

Hours stretched into days which in turn became weeks, then months.  The hot Summer 
nudged Spring from its place, evicting brisk coldness like an unwanted guest.  
Spiderfingers writhed delirious.  Lost.  Naked.  Alone, in a forgotten tower block unfit for 
human breathing.  Stale body odour and the putrid smell of long dead rodents in corners, 
everywhere.  Forgotten, confused, broken, in a self-made prison he’d plugged with trash 
and old wood.

Here meant safety, a place not unlike Shrewsbury, except in that place there would be 
no wrecking ball or TNT or whatever men used to knock down condemned buildings.

His life relied on the mercy of some unknown demolition date, a fact which 
occasionally troubled him.  Sometimes he bolted upright, hands riding hips, chin jutted 
out … to only flop down on manky, stained, insect ridden floor.  Rat droppings … 
everywhere.  Often he jabbered about protecting schoolchildren by not existing.  He 
blotted out the rationale of fleeing his room, imagining how the oncoming explosion 
would tear his body apart.  His play was a quiet one.  No music.  Little dialogue. 

“I should be so lucky, lucky, lucky, lucky.”
He stared down a heap of clothes, colourful garments to be feared.  That uniform.  A 

costume able to breed impact, a brand which worked against him.
No more Doctor Chimera, he thought, no supervillain, not whilst I’m naked.
Sometimes, not often, he would imagine the power of the wire-doll extended beyond 
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watching Steph.  He pictured Vicky, staring into the recent past.  He spied from behind 
her eyes.

Vicky’s arms were too small, nowhere near long enough to encircle the tree trunk 
stiffness of her father riding the motorbike down London roads.  It made no sense to twist 
her head back, but she did so anyway.  Unsurprised at the lack of chaos god behind them, 
she turned around again, face sunk into the tight rubber padding of daddy’s jacket.

Spiderfingers won’t survive out there alone, she thought as the bike stopped at a red 
light.

Lilith will keep watch but having me around keeps him sane.  And that’s what makes 
him less dangerous.  

Over the cycle rumble, Vicky heard a baby scream.  A bawling newborn in a buggy 
wheeled past them.

Was she asleep before we came here? Did Bertha the Bike wake the baby up?
Her gloved hand moved instinctively toward the seat.  Then she stopped.  The baby 

would be out of earshot soon.  Outside the jurisdiction of morality.  Why ask Bertha to 
quit her rumble? She bound her arms round her daddy’s waist again.  She yearned for 
sleep and the lights would turn to green soon.  The baby would be her mother’s problem 
and its wailing would be another memory to forget.

Spiderfingers would spread his curiosity, but not for long, and not always on his 
favourite member of clergy.  No.  He witnessed Hara’s awakening from a coma.  Watched 
her eyes open.  Watched as she swallowed up the light of her room, her body held down 
by the unmistakable tough sheets of hospital bedding.  Time to figure out who to help, and 
where they might be.

 “Oh, no–no–no–no.” she said. “Running around interfering is the old way, and your 
body’s not up for it, Hara, dearie me, no.” She listened out for the beat of her heart.  She 
made it stop.  She got it going again, accelerating the beats, throwing the machine hooked 
to her arm into a bleeping frenzy.  She barely registered the swarm of staff that descended 
upon her bed.  Talk of a five month coma couldn’t wipe the glee from her face.  All that 
power, responsibility and knowledge shooting up her cerebral cortex.

Soon my time will come.

He slumps against the shop wall cradling a guitar he doesn’t strum anymore; unless the 
desperate fear catches him, the boy is eerily inanimate.  Briefly, in his fugue state, a 
blurry mess of despair, Samson considers selling his body.  And so, he plays his music 
with more passion, fingers cut against the strings.

He thinks of Mary Magdalen.  He plays for his life.
His god will return to him and make sense of the world.
I’ll play loud and you’ll hear me, thinks Samson.  You’ll come back because Mr Spider, 

I didn’t imagine you, no.  You were real.  You’ll come back and I’ll help keep you from the 
madness.  
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“Riding around in my automobile!” he sings as the money drops into the dirty coffee 
cup.  Spiderfingers prefers to watch Samson during the day, before the cold of the night 
turns the most passionate of loves into the icy heart of unyielding hate. “Where are you? 
Why have you forsaken me?” And Samson remembers the stories of Aronson and makes 
prayers to the one that would have his chaos gods’ head on a spike.
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Chapter Thirty Five: She Who Carves The Doll Maker

His hands caress the broken wire doll, unsure of the images he sees.  Is god dreaming, or 
is he omniscient? Does he really see Steph pray? With every bow she makes, the intent of 
her prayer cruises further from her intended respondent.  Each syllable cried out in 
Allah’s name falling in on itself as hollow plastic lies.  

Tonight, she’s halved the length of her spiritual charade, the longing for the touch of her 
thick black pen far too great.  She knows this blaze of inspiration will make her late for 
Milo, but no other feeling compares to the sight of all those pages cradling her art.  Just 
wait till I redraft this, she thinks as I … as Spiderfingers watches through her eyes, the 
doll made from her umbrella gripped tight in his hands.  

Success is all about who you know and how they see you!
And this book is for you bad teachers, you rule makers, you swine, scared ex 

hippies who learnt how to suck hard on establishment cock, just so that you could 
afford to pay rent, keep up with television shows that featured made-up people you 
could have been.  True characters, not the ghouls you became, shoving slow burners 
like me into the fires of doubt and dejection.

You shelved aspiration behind C.V’s that unlocked night shifts behind desks.  So 
many faders, knobs, buttons, plugins and monitors to keep control of.  Just another 
night of close ups, pans, front gate, back gate, bathroom B, toilet A, title sequence, 
cut to break, side boob.  Another night of forever keeping Real Actors on air.  And 
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don’t forget the controversial spin off, the real time hit that’s got people returning to 
television in a way writers of EastEnders can only wank about.  Playing God: low-
brow masquerading as the Most High.  Seven method actors given the task of living 
in a house, each one given the challenge to prepare for their prize: a big role in a 
fantasy movie funded by the show.  A film about a demigod.  Fifty two days and 
nights of round the clock rehearsal, because when the red light goes on and a name’s 
announced, one of these fame seeking leeches has to live in character.  Tune in for 
men and women playing Him, the Christian deity and every week, there’s a new 
production.  Every seven days one gets voted off.  Each take their turn sat in front of 
the computer in the diary room, commanding virtual locusts, organising a deluge, or 
last week’s mission – my favourite – because sitting in judgement over an adulterous 
man with the power to punish him with the death of his child, now that’s real godly.

Playing God: India’s biggest network has bought the rights for the Hindu version.  
No one believes in Pop music anymore, let’s play god instead.

God on the toilet.  God on an ego-trip, because Bartholomew Ward has starred in 
more plays than the youngest contestant in the house: Foley Edwards, who’s a 
jobbing actor.  Jobbing, as in two adverts for insurance and a short history of soft 
porn.  The opportunity for Foley to cast himself as a working class hero versus 
Bart’s upper class toff is stark, the Etonian ribbing Foley about ‘the realities of 
industry.’

So then, Bartholomew as God, sitting in judgement over the audience he must win 
over.  Foley, also playing God; deity of the people.  Near enough anyway.  God 
flirting with the glamour model who entered the house on Day Five.  God 
masturbating in the shower, doing the dishes, complaining about the cleaning rota, 
players in real time idling up at the camera and wondering: Have I been miscast? 
God, being adjudicated by Bianca Watkins, her teenage indiscretion forcing her out 
of High School and hasn’t read past page eight of a book since.  She reads to her son 
at least, if only for peace of mind.  She can’t spell theatre without feeling uneducated 
and will watch anything remotely connected to Simon Cowell, because then, and 
only then, Bianca gets to look through the prism of pain his production company 
creates.  Now Bianca and her friends at work can gossip about the nights they’ve 
peered down upon the Almighty, criticised his line cuts and bad attitude.  She’ll tune 
in to watch God read His biography and ask the question, the one that haunts these 
desperate thespians nightly: Will this job drive me mad? Has it done so already?

So, just in case you thought you were off the hook, you fuckers who squeezed the 
life out of me, or worse – saw me drowning but didn’t reach out to the quiet boy at 
the back – fuck you … bastards.  Once upon a time, I could have written something 
worthwhile.  A fairy-tale perhaps, one that a few people would read and say, “hey, 
he really understands the subtle psychosis we deny, but address in our oldest 
bedtime stories.” Now I push buttons, told what to do in my ear piece, my link to the 
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real divinity in my life, cos following her commands means I get to sleep in a warm 
home.  I get to watch TV.  How about I tell her to go fuck herself? Find myself back 
in the unemployment line, telling them to go fuck themselves as well? Spend my 
days writing that children’s novel, using my television as a stool.  Yeah, smash the 
idiot box first, just to curb the habit of a lifetime.  So what if the landlord wants 
rent, fuck him and his silly laugh and his ‘naughty-naughty’ plumbing.  Fuck the 
bailiffs and the police and the arsehole that resurfaces to play the role of dad every 
few years.  And as you pass me on this street with this pen in hand, these tattered 
pages quivering in my clutches, don’t offer pity.  This character was my choice.  This 
narrative is where I play a deity.  Someone else’s little boy can fuck his life up, 
casually pass the blame when the fury burns right through his lonely skull, cos in 
this safe snuggly place, where I rule over millions, this windless Nirvana where I’ve 
achieved a state of all-encompassing forgiveness, somehow struck out all malice – 
here – in this Heaven, I am in complete control.  All weather and crop maintenance 
is stage managed by my hand, and the ongoing applause is fucking riotous.  This is 
terrible, thinks Steph staring forlornly up at Danger-Man, her motherly caress of his tall 
and flaming hat so considered.  I am a good person, she thinks.  I’m not stealing a writing 
style; I’m preserving it.  I’m not the bad guy.  To leave these works in the care of 
Spiderfingers would be irresponsible. All his ideas and all his characters rely on me, and 
I’ll feed them whatever they need to survive.
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Chapter Thirty Six: Stage Fright

Spiderfingers considered himself a character in a play written by evil beings, unseen 
playwrights who viewed sentient life as toys.  

Notgoingoutthereyouremadyoucanttrustwhatyouseeandwhatyouseeisallyouare.
The eternal loop of belief swung tight about his neck like a devilish noose.
Notgoingoutthereyouremadyoucanttrustwhatyouseeandwhatyouseeisallyouare.
Unable to sever entrapment, he hugged himself tighter into a small ball on the pestilent 

floor.  He could hold this shape for hours and hours and hours and … His recent 
nightmare showcased him, outside, muddled, fatigued, a trembling figure bereft of the 
how and why he stood at the edge of a canal, confused, fully clothed, lost to a vacant 
stare which pierced the muddy shoals of a nameless strip of water.  He gawped at the 
surface and inwardly cursed its refusal to offer up a reflection.  His brow furrowed as 
vacancy gave way to concentration.  He searched for something beneath the canal’s 
surface; his eyes strained for a snatch, a slight glimpse of his ripple-riding twin; the other 
him, prone to manic laughter and the odd vague hint as to where he’d hidden a baby’s 
corpse.  The baby’s corpse.

He began a steady sprint in his dream, a retreat from reality, though to question the 
validity of his placement would have been wasteful.  Only after his eventual waking 
would enlightenment find him.  Now? Now he could be far away from being a sunken 
suicidal mess on the floor of a derelict flat.
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He galloped through the dawn light of his dreamscape, jetting about like a fool, 
inspecting London streets for familiar shops, a road sign, a door, or some other indication 
of his arrival at the crime scene.  His hunt delivered nothing.  No landmarks from last 
night’s evil.  And should his detective work offer success? Tell the grieving parents of 
supernatural schizophrenia?

“Every night, a minion of terror leashes itself to my will.  Hope that’s O.K with you? 
Now you can mourn your kids passing with added clarity.”

He stumbled, overrun by visions, sleight remembrances of a terrible eve.  He snapped 
out of the trance when he realised something significant taking place, a gathering inside 
the electronics shop he shambled towards.  He peered beyond the display of cameras and 
fancy phones.  He witnessed shop assistants and customers without motion.  A dam of 
TV’s at the back of the store absorbed their attention, fixed them to the spot.  He 
welcomed the compulsion to join the fellowship and shuffled tentatively through glass 
doors; a slow mannered saunter deep into the heart of reverie so sinister in its impression 
of the real (One to deconstruct afterwards in order to find new ways to hate himself).  He 
arrived a good few meters behind the congregation of TV devotees.  Just a matter of time 
before some jobsworth shows me out.  Even in his dreams he had the mind-set of a 
vagrant.  

Augustus Roux’s opaque gouging had become a shared focal point, a happening forever 
in demand of opinion, comment and judgement.  1FROM26=7OF8 blazed at the 
forefront of people’s minds, adorned their lunchtime conversations around water coolers, 
pushed the circulation of broadsheets and tabloids alike so as to prompt a new talking 
point of media responsibility.  Police were at a loss.

“Cripplingly baffled.” pronounced the pundit on the screens.
Somewhere within the hullabaloo of graphics and reportage the words ‘age’ and 

‘fourteen’ filtered into consciousness.  His mind did not kill innocents, but his body ... 
Dizziness grabbed him.  He leaned his weight into the unmanned sales counter.  
18FROM26=3OF8 had been inscribed onto the genital area of Catharina Chevalier, 
Augustus’ girlfriend of five years.  The world focused on the couple’s mutilation whilst 
Spiderfingers double checked his own private deduction.  Out of his dirt caked jacket he 
pulled out his journal and pen.  

1FROM26=7OF8
18FROM26=3OF8

“These are the brandings of ‘The Algebra Killer.’” said the television.
Fucking L.A, thought Spiderfingers.  He thought of Rooenn the Terrorsmith.  The 

decayed monster that stalked him back to the U.K shared the media’s taste for 
melodrama.  Mere alleyway slayings were not enough to feed his pet.  Now his minion 
craved limelight.  Letters and numbers told him how much the creature’s sense of self had 
grown.  In a few short hours moonlight would glow over everything.  Soon he wouldn’t 
have any lust whatsoever to put his pet down.  They’ll just feed him.  He’ll just grow, and 
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he’ll ... Christ, they’ve given Rooenn another name.  The motherfucking Algebra Killer.  
Up there, on the television altar, a reporter stood by the bank of a canal.  She addressed 
the world from the familiar location now described as the dumping ground for a maniac.  
The same psychopath who’d killed a baby.  Baby Abigail.

“A newborn, brutally mutilated before its savage murder.  Numbers and letters carved 
into its torso.”

18FROM26=3OF8.
“This isn’t murder, this is marketing.”
He need not have whispered.  All eyes remained locked upon the drip-feed of ‘updates’.  

He couldn’t remember the last time he felt a part of a community and could only liken the 
shared communion with David Shape’s experience of adopting a new soap opera.  The 
analogy triggered queasiness.  He lolloped back outside into the early evening, peered 
one way then the other as the shatter of a broken window revisited him.  A baby’s room ... 
with the head of the small little … He thought he’d been so clever.  Bad enough he’d 
killed people possessed by the enemy, butchering defenceless children a little too Old 
Testament. “The child’s body …” The newscaster’s words.  Cut through him, repeating 
through his mind as he walked into the night. “Found in a loft.  Scotland Yard have 
issued a statement that … ” The stench of the corpse informed grief-stricken newlyweds 
of the darkness.

The country-wide investigation ought to have begun inside the house.
He permitted rubbery legs to navigate an aimless path whilst his hands gripped his face.  

The last steel beams of right and wrong fell apart within his head.  Then they melted.  
Dissolved to nothing.  Morality oozed under a secret heat as he chuckled at the Algebra 
Killer’s real name; a dark moniker which stalked the shattered moral flint of his 
subconscious, a cracked walkway leading down to his tongue.

Rooenn, he thought, till his lips authorised the release of his nocturnal pet, “Rooenn the 
Terrorsmith, new life via a wonderful title … The Algebra Killer.”  Got a ring to it.” He 
smiled before he rechecked his mission brief. “Blood, guts, and age aren’t important.  
The brand name strengthens with careful advertising, nothing else.  One can’t rely on the 
product for success, uh, uh.” Of course, the morning cast a light over his plans.  
Illumination filled him with nausea.  All those pillars of morality built back up again.  He 
knew only one way to dispel the giddiness.  Details of the more worthy plan brightened 
up his mood.  Operation Genie Bottle, a construction to rival the blood soaked branding 
strategy which only made sense under lunar influence.  He slumped on a park bench as 
his fingers mistakenly slipped down to his pocket.  The metal doll he found there … 
wrecked.  Which particular fight led to its damage didn’t matter, because Vicky’s fear had 
come to pass.  Perhaps this snag had given his ‘night-self’ a renewed confidence? A 
brazen evolution in its macabre approach to world saving; many a slaying justified by the 
breakage of Vicky’s wire doll.  Moonlit butchery to save the world, because a vital 
component of Operation Genie Bottle lay in two parts in his filth ridden pocket.  Warped 
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B movie killer motifs wholly necessary to achieve celebrity through murder.  Survival 
through sensationalised infamy.  That’s what Rooenn wants, right? Whatever, he thought 
as he shook his head, hoping the confusion he suffered would somehow dislodge and 
tumble away.  Time to draft a more secure future for the planet through Steph.  A fair 
sacrifice to rival the bloodthirsty contingency plan of his dark side.  So what if the doll 
was broken? He’d spent weeks tracking Steph’s movements.  He knew her day to day, her 
hour to hour.  Her life was his work.  The true legends, they don’t get to have lives.  
Relationships and all they involve, they’re for civilians.  An internal projection of Vicky 
flashed.  He shut her out.

When he finally arrived at Pratt Street, he only took a quick moment to reminisce at the 
bus stop, that first place where he’d told Steph wild tales.  He snaked the corner down 
Gower Way.  Milo’s building.  Wednesday night.

Steph’s taxi always delivered her between six and eight.
He spied a group of youths walk his way.
Time to start a fight I can’t win, he thought, before he tackled them, puffing the sails of 

young pride with each casual punch aimed mere inches off target.  He went down 
smirking, playing the scene back over and over, but from an imaginary external point of 
view, popping pretend popcorn down his throat as fantasy curtains closed in on the manic 
violence.

He awoke throwing blows at people he’d left behind in his head.
Here you are still, he thought.  You’re a naked mad god on the floor of a flat about to go 

kerblewy.  You’re not the Algebra killer.  That’s just something else you made up.  His 
eyes fell upon his clothes, so odd in their distance from him.  What are knights without 
their armour? A mantra, a black viper of a thought snaked him, wound tight round his 
neck:

Notgoingoutthereyouremadyoucanttrustwhatyouseeandwhatyouseeisallyouare.
…And other abstract muddles slipped and slid inside.  His attention flipped back to 

people, innocents, mothers and children.  An old lady with a golden urn for a husband.  
School blazers and woollen tops dripping with copper fumed life force.  A homeless 
youth whose god had deserted him.  Mine.

“Vicky.” His focus targeted his clothes.  His uniform.  It had no place anywhere.  No 
home.  The garments of an immigrant forever in limbo.  Being naked meant being human 
but being human cancelled out hope for the planet.  I should be so lucky, lucky, lucky, 
lucky.  Kylie Minogue’s song burst about his insides, his entirety of being.  I should be so 
lucky in love.  The eighties synths with all their weak stabs at teenage sorrow.  That 
fucking song.  He couldn’t shake it, nor could he reason why it chose to derange him now.  
Must be David Shape’s fault, he reasoned.  Boleraam didn’t have Kylie Minogue back on 
The Oma.  David Shape.  David… hey, he remembered: Shape wasn’t the name David 
was born with.

London, Acton Town.  1990.  David Agebola, aged thirteen.  Kissing Nancy Sullivan.
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In my imagination
There is no complication

I dream about you all the time
The eighties were all about He-Blondes and She-Blondes, their eventual coupledom.  

To be a black kid lusting after a girl, the girl Nancy Sullivan, was a waste of time.  There 
was no Will Smith back then, remembered Spiderfingers, sifting through David’s 
recollection.  The black guy was the beta male – never the alpha; the buddy of the lead 
Goonie … or … no, that film had no black character.  But he could be the partner of a 
policeman, an alpha cop gone rogue? Yes.  Yes, that’s right.  And even if he were a 
Beverly Hills’ Cop, he didn’t get to kiss a Nancy Sullivan, not unless she was cast as 
black.  Nope, her blonde poodle ringlets were sought after and claimed by Tom Cruise, 
Sylvester Stallone and other cinema knights with Caucasian skin.  Was there any other 
kind? And so imagine the soaring heart of the teenager that would change his name to 
Shape, the boy who would feel so lucky in love as his lips lingered on hers.  Somehow 
David had defied convention.  He would never know exactly how he’d done it.

In my mind a celebration
The sweetest of sensation

Thinking you could be mine
The flowers, the constant smiling in her direction in class (could he help it? Hell no).  

Later, years after the fact, he would assess his luck through the eyes of new-found 
sentience, albeit on the floorboards of a flat he couldn’t leave.  He imagined the day of the 
kiss, but from Nancy’s perspective.

In my imagination
There is no hesitation

We walk together hand in hand
I'm dreaming

You fell in love with me
Like I'm in love with you
But dreaming's all I do

Nancy had the brown copper skin of a girl back from her Spanish holiday.
If only they'd come true

David orbited her, listening to her compare cold London to the heat of Madrid.  He 
reckoned she appreciated how he never butt in or changed the subject to something or 
someone else.  Then he asked the question, one he’d been quietly building courage for:

“Can I walk you home?”
To hear her answer was to understand bird flight.  Floating on air as he walked by her 

side, silently worshipping.  To know that one kiss from her would make her the answer to 
any pain.  Not far from her door (was her father racist? Spiderfingers couldn’t remember), 
he took her headphones off, ‘I Should Be So Lucky’ blaring out of them.  He asked to 
express his love of course.  Just the once, if she didn’t mind.  She countered his lean in ...
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… And for one small moment, David Agebola burned bright.
I should be so lucky
Lucky lucky, lucky

I should be so lucky in love
An imprint of purple lipstick.  A mark of pride.  Later he believed she had loved him.  

Weeks later, after many nights of sobbing, when he saw her with Paul (stronger, taller, 
mixed race), he thought there had been an instant where she wanted only him.

It's a crazy situation
You always keep me waiting

Because it’s only make-believe
And I would come a-running

To give you all my loving
If one day you would notice me

An impression had been made.  How deep her kiss had sunk into his sense of self that it 
would manifest via her favourite song.  The powerlessness, he thought.  You couldn’t ask 
her to stop the cassette, step away from her new boyfriend and chat to you, not about that 
wonderful kiss.  You just couldn’t.  You were unworthy.

My heart is close to breaking
And I can't go on faking

The fantasy that you'll be mine
I'm dreaming

That you're in love with me
Like I'm in love with you
But dreaming's all I do
If only they'd come true

‘I should be so lucky, lucky, lucky, lucky.’
The tune offered him a snatch of his smallness.  Divorced parents + oversensitive only 

child + new sibling arrival + overbearing mother + introversion + expression through 
superhero tales of his own + … all these pluses.  The sum was still the same.  He.  
Wasn’t.  Worthy.

He sobbed.
‘Dreaming’s all I do.  If only they’d come true.’

  Tears blurred his eye line to the red, yellow and blue insignia.  A symbol of hope and 
collective childhood innocence covered in the black grime of street-life.  Divorced 
parents + oversensitive only child + new sibling arrival + overbearing mother + 
introversion + expression through superhero tales of his own + Boleraam …

“Boleraam!” His throat hurt from not having spoken aloud for what may have been 
weeks.  Time had no meaning here. “Boleraam!” So what if the human side of him 
revealed a damaged little boy underneath?  A side was after all a side.  One half.  The 
other half had of course been: “Boleraam!”
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The War of The Gods had begun when Boleraam, his god-half rose up against the harsh 
and cruel ways of his parentage.  He wouldn’t crumple in on himself.  No true hero 
would.  Vicky hadn’t measured that part of his psyche against the yardstick of superhero 
morality.  She only saw the diseased half.  The David Shape half.  Her psych evaluation 
was not as comprehensive as he first thought.  Boleraam had been a hero, and that 
heroism could be drawn upon.  He realised then, undoubtedly, all his pain – he could take 
no more breaks from its message.  You can’t take a holiday from yourself.  He whispered 
his new mantra quietly to himself as his hand struck out toward the crumpled heap of cast 
offs. “You can’t take a holiday from yourself.” Then the music.  Flickering between the 
fixed points of despair and altruism, there burned a fiery cacophony of triumph over 
adversity.  His mind demanded the heady punch of nostalgia in order to lighten him, help 
him levitate up, up and away from the unclean, cracked floor, a hard bed scattered with 
rat droppings.  Unhinged strings called for action.  You’ve taken your break between acts, 
they said.  No more stage-fright for you.  The unmistakable transformative effect of sound 
spurred him into suiting up.  Should it arrive, should the skulking one-armed nemesis of 
Doctor Chimera plague him, he’d rustle up the bravery to jostle his creation to the 
borders of consideration, for the composition in his head reminded him how much Miss 
World desired a hero.  His subconscious played the role of DJ, spinning the Superman 
Movie theme endlessly.  A euphoric selection.  Riotous.  A sentimental force which 
trumpeted between his ears and reawakened the child inside; a boy able to see off evil 
doers despite their size or power.  A hero to be read about, analysis conducted by scholars 
who quested to overthink the significance of his custodian: Stephanie Tent.  Single.  
White.  Muslim.  A priestess in the making.  Forever studied and poured over.  To live 
forever through maverick activity.  Godhood through advertising.  I’m more than David 
Shape, he thought as he cracked knuckles, I am the hope of the world’s children.  And 
hope won’t die in here. “He won’t die in here.” Jasmine fume rose from his dreadlocks.  
The fug of self-belief arisen.  Soon enemies would arrive and find him, ready. “He will 
not die in here.”
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Chapter Thirty Seven: A Dream Come True

Despite the sealed windows of his disused tenement, regardless of how little hair-smoke 
escaped its cracks, he fought occasionally, smashing the skulls of creatures who’d tracked 
him to the hallway outside.

Shrewsbury Court all over again.
The enemy would sniff at his door, and he would invite them to their doom.  Unlike the 

rest home, with each sporadic visit, his guests increased in size and number and each 
victory bolstered his plans for reemergence.  You can’t take a holiday from yourself, he 
thought as the psalm decimated his fear of the outside.

I am the hope of the world’s children.  And hope will not die in here.
Weariness concerning the resurface of Doctor Chimera lost out to the pressing 

impracticality of staying in one place.  You’re not in the madhouse anymore, he decided, 
thrusting shaking legs through torn weathered jeans. Besides, you’ve been lucky: this 
building is scheduled for demolition.  Beating all your enemies to eventually be killed off 
by detonations? Ridiculous. “I am the hope of the world.” he mumbled into the Superman 
hoodie, pulling the scummy top over his mass of dreadlocks.  He slid damaged specs on. 
Notgoingoutthereyouremad – “Fuck off.” He walked toward the door with heavy breaths, 
psyched up for his return to the fray.  Then he laughed.  Desperately, long lasting.  You 
nearly went out there without your actual plan, he thought, rushing into his notebook.  He 
took his pen to the story there.  Adjustments to his account of the Hollywood road trip 
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were minimal but useful.
Stephanie Penny Tent is gonna eat this up.
He bobbed and weaved down the high street with a colossal scheme in mind.  The 

details revisited him.  They towed him away from his time of nudity and madness.  So 
many months inside his putrid flat.  Embarrassment’s talons dug deep into his judgments: 
“You lost your mind, all because you couldn’t rely upon the company of a little girl.  
What kind of god are you?” Humiliation’s attack forced an awkward realisation. “Fucked 
up dreams where you’d become the minder of a bloody serial killer.  Or were you doing 
the killing yourself? Hell knows.  Ha, Silberman and Kwame knew, till I ‘killed’ them in 
my head.”  Christ, he thought.  The world needs you sane.

He considered his movements.  He considered his character.  He moved with the stride 
of a champion, freed from his concrete cocoon, refined as a well-meaning monster 
exposed to the heat of the season.  Men and women in, skirts, flip-flops and summer hats.  
Kids licked ice-cream.  He had to see through them.  He only saw the plan his malevolent 
dream inspired.

When the brutal face punts and elbow drops ceased, he experienced only soreness and a 
ringing in his ears.  This is what it’s like to be human, thought the demigod, smirking 
through the agony, comfortable with injuries he’d sought after, each bruise, cut and flesh 
wound cheaper than any prosthetic effect.  Fake blood could never achieve this look, he 
thought, curled up on the pavement.  A red, yellow and blue bundle; the footsteps of 
passing strangers closed in before their rapid departure.  He congratulated himself on 
escaping his tower block hideaway.  Then he noticed it.  The empty drink can.  A 
castaway litter which slowly, surely, with the terrible pace of a lurking threat rolled 
toward him.  The can halted just before his mouth.  The black ooze which dribbled out of 
it stank of sulphur and death.

“Fuck you.” He said, “I’ve no time for guilt.” The dark spillage froze in its approach, 
“Nat and Arran are dead and you, you ugly slimy excuse of a weapon – you’re history.” 
In a few determined blinks the terror vanished.  Removed from reality.  Stage-fright 
dispelled.  Ancient fucking history.
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Chapter Thirty Eight: S Is For …

The sun’s retreat behind tower blocks seemed an age ago, its absence freeing 
Spiderfingers from the dry humid walls of the evening.  Broken, bleeding, he sprawled 
like roadkill, one cheek nuzzling filthy kerb as if it were some malformed, milk-less teat.  
He’d become a phantom, pinned to the pavement, the slur of a memory, an echo cloaked 
in a red jacket, untameable black dreads spiralling out from his bloody scalp.  

His hand rummaged his pocket, groping for the diary, determined to force the past 
under his eyes.

I will remain true to my character.
He flicked for a paragraph righteous enough to keep his night-self from release.  As the 

motivation to use the journal completely drained from him he wheezed.  The bent and 
ripped binding slipped back into his jacket.  A dark way to save the world at play in his 
head once again.

“Rumpel?”
Someone checked for breathing.  He obliged, pushing out his chest rhythmically, 

permitting his ribs fall and rise, fall and rise.  Inhale.  Exhale.  In.  Out.  He opened his 
eyes a little and saw the blurred shape of a shadow kneeling beside him.  The shadow had 
eyes.

Steph.
“Oh no – Rumpel? Can you hear me? It’s Steph.” Inhale.  Exhale.
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He reckoned his sudden face-palm looked good as his hand grew bored of his features, 
floundering till he gripped the jagged puzzle pieces of glass at his right elbow.  Crumpled 
wire frames, crushed beneath some bastard’s boot.  No matter though, he thought, finding 
a slight humor in his foolishness, wearing glasses being an abstract activity, best filed 
under the label residual.

“Rumpel? Are you alright?”
He continued to ignore her, feigning complete delirium (not that the muggers hadn’t 

done their job.  Not that he wasn’t concussed.  As a matter of fact, he was desperately 
trying to stay conscious.  He daren’t miss out on any of the scene).  He noted a fickle, 
uncaring audience.  He would have delighted in the explanation of his unique physiology, 
but these people were actors without speaking lines.  They were a school of departing 
extras.  Gods forbid any of them possess the temerity to break away from their A to B.  
No one wants to stop and help a wounded stranger, he thought.  Not like this old guy 
here: he still gives a shit.

An old fellow set his briefcase down, hovering over Steph’s shoulder, asking how he 
could help.  Steph shooed him away spouting lies:

“Poor Mr Rumpel,” She touched a filthy Superman top, that weathered trench coat. 
“He’s fallen on tough times.  No need for police.  We’re fine – we’re like family – thank 
you.” She took out her mobile phone. 

Where? How? Yes.  Here we are.  The air conditioning filtered throughout the car, the 
artificial breeze whooshing round his face, slinking up his nostrils, filling abandoned 
lungs.  Stripes of gold and green neon flared through the windows as the vehicle travelled 
expensively and silently along the gathering darkness.  In the front seats, Steph and some 
man fretted and murmured, parried and debated, because there was police involvement to 
consider.  Milo.  He wants to let the authorities step in.  Steph.  My life, my twenty-four 
hour stage-play requires further viewing.  Don’t want the police to take me away just yet, 
do you Steph? You want more stories.  As a matter of fact, you need them.  You’re 
thinking of the old lady I killed in my Invisible story, aren’t you? Yes, you are.  I didn’t kill 
her, Steph.  The only Jehovah’s Witness I’ve ever killed died in the wild confines of 
imagination.  Get me? If I killed her, dontcha think a passing policeman might have 
cuffed me by now? I mean, it’s not like my red, yellow, and blues’ are hard to miss.  He 
wanted to tell her to have a little faith, but he fought the compulsion.  How much stronger 
would she be if she figured that out herself? Strong enough, he thought, strong enough to 
save a world.

When Nat appeared on the passenger seat next to him, he closed his eyes, blanking the 
vision’s insistence to ‘put him back in the story.’

“Go on, Spider.” Nat’s mouth lolled revealing lost teeth, blood dribbling into the hole in 
his chest. “Tell your priestess all about me.” More drool poured from his lips, the life 
force dripping downward.  It fed a wound the size of his head.  The exposed ribs 
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protruded at odd angles.  They mimicked a giant set of inhuman jaws guzzling blood. 
“Tell her about your last grand plan.  Let her know how badly it backfired and who got in 
the way of the blast.” Nat’s not here. “Only way to improve torturing yourself is to let her 
know what happened to me and Arran.  You never see him though, do you? Just me.  
When you think of Arran you think of what he’s become.  You think of Aronson.  You 
caused this future.  It’s all your fault.” I … Spiderfingers closes his eyes.  This vision will 
pass.  And when it does, Spiderfingers can carry on doing what I say.  He’s my character.  
I write, direct and produce him.  He can force anything out of mind.  And he does.

Nat vanishes, and so now I can carry on.

The scene changed on him, like nonlinear experimental theatre.  Two men dragged him 
along a caramel-coloured floor.  He could smell Milo’s aftershave, but the other guy? He 
smelled of cheap soap and cigarettes.  The uniform, the name badge, and the radio at his 
hip marked him out as night watchman.  Fade to black …

…Fade from black.  The motion of shooting straight up filled the chaos god’s stomach, 
his eyes looking out and down to the foyer fast escaping.  A sight granted via the 
expensive and impossibly clean walls of a glass elevator.  Some piece by Bach straining 
through concealed speakers.

Milo and Clive – the sentinel – they propped Spiderfingers against the rear wall of the 
lift.  He watched Steph as the fingers of her left hand worried at the hem of her skirts.  He 
slyly observed her study of him, capturing his entirety with a keen observer’s eye, taking 
mental notes: the colour of his boots; the congealed blood on his forehead; his 
expression.  He imagined her guessing his age.  Probably in constant reassessment of the 
estimate.  She believes age to be a clue to character.  Writers.  Every tragedy a story; 
we’re all material to them.

The story in his head cut again.
The next time he opened his eyes he came face to face with Milo.
Milo, a big man, a good few inches over six foot.  Not fat exactly, more like a WWE 

wrestler gone to seed.  Lime green shirt with the top buttons undone.  Matching socks 
visible under the table.  Trouser legs rolled up past the ankles.  Of course.  Glasses with 
yellow lens’ in.  Probably not real, surmised Spiderfingers.  Bono’s garish contribution to 
pop culture.  All this set against a grey blazer and grey jeans.  His hair completely white.  
Old man hair, short back and sides but with a large wiry mess on top, spiraling to the 
ceiling.  One of those East London hipsters.  Ridiculous handlebar moustache? Check.

He’d seen all of Milo before through Steph’s eyes.  But the wire doll in his pocket had 
come apart now.  Playing god was a game he’d have to win without former omniscience.  
Spiderfingers stretched out, languishing in a black swivel chair whilst Milo sat behind his 
desk.  Steph paced the thick brown carpet between them all.  Clive the security guard was 
notable only by his absence. 
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“Drink?” Steph offered.
“It’s only water I’m afraid.” shrugged Milo apologetically.
Steph nodded, gliding out the door.  Milo looked Spiderfingers up and down.
“Sorry about your evening, lad.” said Milo.  Spiderfingers affected a false smile as he 

caught Milo’s milky blue eyes scan ripped clothes. “Nasty business out there.” 
“I’ll survive.” replied Spiderfingers.
Numbers and letters pierced his forethought.  A short, awkward, palpable silence … 

until, “You’re Steph’s dad, then?”
Milo’s moustache dropped and his lips chewed over the question.  Electrified 

caterpillar eyebrows registered shock and resentment, the furrowing hair crawling across 
his face.  Spiderfingers didn’t try to hide his grin.

“Everything alright?” said Steph, a glass of water held out to Spiderfingers who seized 
upon it quickly.  She withdrew to Milo’s side of the room. “What happened, Rumpel? Did 
you see who did it?” He shook his head gulping down the rest of the water.  Then, turning 
to face the window, he gazed out over London with a practiced portrayal of stoic 
wistfulness.  The light of the room offered him a reflection of Milo and Steph behind him:

“You read the papers?” asked Milo. “Horrible stuff about Baby Abigail, eh?”
“Baby Abigail?” 
“The Algebra Killer.” replied Milo. “Have you been living under a rock lad?”
“No.  It’s horrible.” He turned away from the window, “The poor child.” 
“Shocking, son, shocking.” said Milo, shaking his jowls in righteous indignation whilst 

he laid his phone upon the desk.  He locked his giant hands into a church steeple. “D’you 
think they did it?”

“Kill their own daughter? How should I know?”
“Well, y’know … ” Milo’s eyes flashed. “You are a god, aren’t you?”
For a brief moment, the room filled with statuettes. “Oh yes,” Milo continued, “Steph’s 

been telling me all about your Russian Doll stories.  I must say, they are, challenging.”
“Challenging?”
“Yes.”
 “So Rumpel,” Steph said, “what happens after ‘Invisible?’ What did Spiderfingers say 

to the Jehovah’s witness?”
He shrugged and ran his thumbs over the wet glass in his hands. 
“I don’t know, what did the Spiderfingers say to the Jehovah’s Witness?”
“No seriously,” Steph asked, “tell me.  I’d really like to know.”
“Can’t we all just get pissed?” he said, winking at Milo, empty tumbler in hand.
“As I said old chap, there’s only water.” Milo replied.
Spiderfingers offered a humorless guffaw, his eyes straining at Milo’s desk.  X-Ray 

vision barely there.
“O.K, Milo, how about you give me a tenner if I’m right about the drink?”
Milo offered a comic shrug in Steph’s direction.  Steph shook her head, mirroring 
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Milo’s confusion.  Spiderfingers smiled and said, “There’s a half bottle of Jack in the 
second drawer of the table.” Milo raised an eyebrow whilst Spiderfingers nodded, 
carrying on, “Actually I’ll settle for just a drink.  I’ll forgo the money.  Might even show 
you how to do that magic trick later, if you’re lucky?”

Milo smiled, nodded, fished a full bottle of Jack Daniels from the drawer and turned to 
Steph. “Come on, help me fetch some glasses.” The caterpillar above his left eye hunched 
its back, “For our guest, the magician.”

They shuffled out the room.
Only takes one person to fetch two glasses, thought Spiderfingers. “So, I have become a 

nightmare.  Graduated from slaying bad guys to being a serial killer.” He whispered, 
easing into the revelation. “But of course.” He scratched the S on his chest and checked 
his face in the window.  What self-respecting god hasn’t killed for fame? Music filtered 
through his head:  A track from Tim Burton’s Batman.  He almost didn’t register Steph 
and Milo’s return, the pull of nostalgia being so strong, so powerful.  The bombastic 
score drew him fully into the teenage years of David Shape.  Such music.  A character in 
itself, a belligerent all-seeing eye, able to locate downtrodden heroes and remind them of 
their duty to … Stop it.  Get lost in David’s past some other day – first – the plan, the 
motherfucking plan. “How about you tell the story, eh Steph? Tell us the tale that follows 
Invisible.” Steph clawed instinctively at her black fabrics.

“I couldn’t possibly tell a story.” she dug into her bag for her notebook. “I wouldn’t 
know where to begin”, her hand leafed pages, resting on the perfect spot.  Without further 
prompts she began: “The bible – being the weightiest of brochures – fails to mention the 
reality of the resort it advertises.  The one place we would all like to go, but only if we’re 
good and do not disobey.  Oh, Heaven! It exists, but it is empty.”

When she finished telling a story she thought she’d created, Steph smiled like a proud 
cook.

There were no words to describe the relief he felt when Milo passed out.  The old walrus 
had tried the protective-white-knight role ‘til the masquerade was just too heavy for him 
to carry.  Probably convinced himself that Steph will be fine with me – the weirdo tramp 
guy – that it’s alright to nap.  It’s just Steph and me now.  The poor woman in black, 
going on about unsympathetic characters when really, she is a walking wound.  Going on 
years unhealed.  Hating her face, that crooked birth defect underneath her mask.  Soon 
she’ll feel justified in drawing up a long list of Hollywood actresses to lead in her biopic 
and she’ll settle on a budget of -  

“Supes? Can you hear m - ” 
No.  Vicky’s woe wasn’t allowed to exist.  Not in his world, not anymore. There isn’t 

even a V.  In my alphabet there is only the letter S, and S is for survival.
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Chapter Thirty Nine: Until The Next Death Of The Sun

Spiderfingers and Steph discussed the nature of storytelling.  For hours.  Occasionally, 
Steph would excuse herself to the kitchen, often leaving her guest with an idea for a 
novel or in most cases, a finished short story.  Her latest departure served his hypothesis; 
her leaving for yet another glass of water provided proof of a swelling pride, a quality 
synonymous with her new role, a character under his direction.

Can’t be in the room whilst I read your stuff, eh, Steph? Good.  Lovely to see your ego 
bloom.

He inspected the writing pad nestled in his hands, the jottings of red biro delivered the 
start of a stalker story.  A vulnerable pretty young thing raped and stabbed by some lone 
nut.  Predictable, pedestrian, and it’ll win her no fans among the feminists, he reckoned.

Steph’s writing what she thinks will impress me – that much is clear.  Still, he noticed 
glimmers of promise.  She almost has a handle on my voice.  He ruffled his hair, 
thoroughly unable to focus on her scribbling, not whilst the grey-skinned creature 
stretched out across the ceiling tiles.

Rooenn is the face of terror and his glistening, angular body can manifest anywhere I 
choose.  It would only take a thought to provide the Terrorsmith’s ignition, to have him 
crawl down the wall and dice Milo the Walrus into blood-soaked pieces.  The chaos god’s 
minion, that horrific extension of darkest will.  Rooenn bore glowing claws and gnashing 
teeth, a chain mummifying his straggled-haired servant.  Rooenn the Terrorsmith, under 
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the thrall of a drunken god. 
And tonight, he’s hungry.  S is – after all – for sustenance. 
Spiderfingers resisted butchering the dozing Milo.  Instead, he sent the Terrorsmith out 

into the world’s darkness, to shadow a drunken woman, stumbling through Brent 
Cross.  She slurred at no one, staggering in her broken heel as she reached out to a 
lamppost.  The horizon buoyed and bobbed from all those cocktails.  Unluckily, this 
drunk had taken the wrong bus home, and now she’d become lost in North London 
with no one to blame but herself.

The dead phone battery.
Her ache from a two mile trek in ‘sitting down’ shoes.  
Her stilt-high stilettos being murder to travel in became news with up-to-the-

minute coverage.  The world’s reply included a shut up, that it had kids:
“It’s a school night!”
She’d taken a short cut down an ill-lit underpass.  Well, they always do, don’t they? 

The victim is a species that breeds best in the dark.
She couldn’t fight Rooenn – she just spewed all over him.  But vomit turned 

Rooenn on. Vomit turned his master on, who badly wished he was there to stick his 
cock in the potato chunks and cocktail phlegm.

“Suck it off,” he’d rasp, “suck it all off.”
The promise to let her live? A lie.  He needed her like an advert desired the 

perfect placing.  This bitch is a way to make a living. “I’m the new Starbucks.  You’re 
gonna put me on every high street in the known world.  Now … kiss me.  Kiss me like the 
prom queen kisses the jock in the eighties movie.”

Miles from what the media would label The Brent Cross Horror, Spiderfingers sensed 
Steph returning to the room where he’d slumped into the luxurious black leather swivel 
chair.  His retreat to the shell of his homeless body granted Steph her lone audience 
member.  But really, his consideration lay elsewhere, attention focussed on his victim, 
like cling-film expertly wrapped over fresh meat.

The murder victim; a carmine covered tangle at the mercy of Rooenn’s industrious 
carving.  That’s how he produced her.  No mere cadaver though – she’d become much 
more.  This woman, no longer a fool in torn tights that stunk of alcohol, but now recast in 
her reincarnation.  More billboard than mammal.  He wondered what the top brass of 
Scotland Yard would make of this carnage, especially the poor girl’s mutilated face.  The 
raw, blistering gashes engraved into her forehead with something sharper than any knife: 
21FROM26=2OF8.

Light filtered through shades and the pink blush of dawn yanked his peripheral vision. 
Whisperings of morning’s stealthy approach.  The cheep-cheep of birds subdued his 
blood-hunger as dark thoughts subsided under the steady brightening of the land.  Rooenn 
… nowhere to be seen.

“When you first told me about Babushka doll lit, I was really interested,” said Steph. “I 
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just feel that maybe you’re trying too hard to amaze me.”
“And your slasher story isn’t supposed to wow me?” he replied.
Steph cringed on the corner of Milo’s desk. 
“How about a story without the gimmick?”
He said nothing, although he desired to talk about his past life with Dilf culture, the 

dependence on oral storytelling as the prime way of preserving societal identity.  Or he 
could offer a chapter on his time hidden away from the world.  The derelict council flat, 
naked, afraid – a shaken creature, terrified of the supervillain his mind put together.  An 
archenemy born to entertain his ego.  Doctor Chimera.  

“And that’s another thing,” said Steph, “What do I call you anyway? Rumpel or 
Spiderfingers? Or David?”

My hand finds itself rubbing at my face: “Listen, I’ll give you one last tale, yeah?  No 
cheap thrills this time, I promise.” Steph nods as my character takes deep breaths.  And 
then he talks through me.

The voice of a true divinity takes over the room.
The Tragedy of Kra

“Far beneath the hub of my entrenched and bottomless sleep, in the strangest scene of 
fire-lit dreaming, we gather in circle.  A party of leaders round grand fire.  We listen to 
flame.  Old tales.  Old tongue.”

Steph slipped down from the desk to rest with her knees supporting her chin.
“A fairy-tale and I don’t recall why, but when the formless thing in the fire has finished 

telling it, the idols present always roll about, waking The Oma with their laughter.  
Dearest listener, in this account you will discover the length and breadth of a captive 
god’s jealousy.” Steph surrendered.  She became a fly caught in the strong silk of his 
voice, “In some circles, The Fate of Flare translates as comedy.  I only hear the madness, 
the tragedy.  If you are human you may not laugh.  However, should the urge take you, 
relax.  Feel free.

For eternity, Kra’s burning spectre – the one they call Flare – has battled fatigue and 
flown the cosmos, searching for The Pale Faced Lady.  His quest has been fruitless.  
Some say he must stop his hunting.  He cannot.  The pursuit is his life and will surely be 
his death. 

The nightmares! Oh, the premonitions of his princess, his king’s favourite sibling, silver 
skin all wreathed in black.  He sees her desperate storm eyes sweep the horizon for an 
escape.  The tundra around her is overrun with foreign dangers; each menace using 
trickery, many hiding behind familiar and distant faces.  Each threat larger than the next, 
feeding upon her secret fears.  Poor Princess Luna – she has learnt her lesson.  If she 
escapes this perilous region, you can be sure she will never again press upon dusty doors 
or stalk fleeting footsteps.  Luna is as clever as she is lonely; of course she knows the 
entity chasing her cannot be Flare.  Sometimes she sees the faker, a distant spark, orange, 
yellow and red hair flowing, just out of reach.  In the morning, safe from the dreams of 
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proud, judging gods, I shall awake in the reality that is London.  I will cry as I stare up, 
straight into the sunbeams of the new rising sun, the moon’s welcome predator.  He hunts, 
unaware that he is the hog’s arse of an old cosmic joke.  He is but a fleeting amusement 
for Kra, himself dying and diseased, alone and friendless.  Kra – the poor bastard – he is 
a troubled deity, one who tells these tales of self-loathing from his prison in the Oma’s 
magma, just to keep occupied.  Kra spreads his stories to me, and to others like me, but 
only in the dreamland.  I’m only half divine and I can’t catch the funny side of this one.  
Show me the comedy – I will reveal it to be the oncoming murder, the despair, the 
tragedy of Kra.”

I sit back in the black swivel chair.
“Wow.” Steph straightens up and is at the desk, paper and pen snatched from their 

resting place near Milo’s snoozing head, “It’s not polished – not by any stretch of the 
imagination – but I think there’s something in there.  Probably needs to be shorter …” 
She paces the office, frantically wounding a page with red biro. “... Yeah, shorter.  And I 
don’t like the ending.  Something’s … something’s too much?” Her pen is a hard-
working instrument that hacks and slices at my story.  And S is now for scalpel.

“Maybe you should ask why Kra punishes his soul?”
“Another Russian Doll Story?” she replies, “What a surprise! O.K, you said Kra was 

imprisoned?”
“I did say that, didn’t I?”
“Well, it’s obvious who Princess Luna is, your Pale Faced Lady, but really, couldn’t you 

come up with a better name? Princess Luna.  Lunar.  It’s all a bit too easy.  Playing 
around with letters and puns seems a bit juvenile, don’t you think?”

“But isn’t that all writers ever do? Play around with letters?”
“No, far from it.  We ask the big questions.  Make connections between people.”
“Really? Are you sure?”
“Yes.”
“How many of your stories have done that?” She doesn’t answer. “Doesn’t matter 

Steph.  Nothing wrong with being an entertainer.  So long as a writer isn’t just using their 
skill to say how clever they are – or even worse – treating the audience as if they’re 
dumb.  Anyway, I’m knackered.  Aren’t you?” She shakes her head and I head for the 
door.  My time with her has been successful for the sale has been made.

“Wait a minute,” she asks, “how does this ‘Kra’ story hook up with ‘Man is the Meal’?”
“I dunno.  I guess that’s your homework, Steph.” I pull at the cold metal handle and 

step over the threshold into the hallway.
“When will I see you again?”
I listen to her voice as she tries to catch my attention, but I keep with the walking, 

stomping my way to the emergency staircase going down, down, down ...
“Are you an entertainer, or are you asking the big questions?”
“Storytellers are the saviours of the world.  We’d sell anything to keep her safe.”
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“You’re right.” replies Steph, uncertainty pumping through her voice echoing down the 
stairwell. “Where would people be without stories, right?”

“I spoke about saving the world, Steph,” and I hear my mouth whisper the rest, “I didn’t 
mention saving its people.”

The true meaning behind this hushed statement dribbles out of mind.  The plans of my 
amoral nocturnal-self once again lock shut behind immense mental doors.  There the plan 
waits.  Until the next death of the sun.

I walk toward the fire exit, fantasising about the gift awaiting Steph.  The aquamarine 
journal discarded in the middle of Milo’s carpeted office floor.  My edited diary.  I’ve 
written out characters, amalgamated others and done everything possible to heighten the 
drama, the untamed fiction now in Steph’s safekeeping.  Pages which mention her name 
have been torn out.  Eaten.  Devoured entirely.  Inside, she will find a handy reference 
guide to exotic animals from strange distant kingdoms.  She’ll discover a story based in 
Los Angeles.  Parts one to four of Hero-worship.  There’s also an explicit dossier on each 
and every member of Vicky’s family.  The word suckle begins with the letter S.

Out into the dark of the morning I walk.  The shrill chirrup of dawn’s chorus paints the 
broad crescent of victory upon my face as I imagine Steph.  Oh Steph.  You cannot be 
certain, not of anything.  You can only leaf through the barely held together diary, pacing 
back and forth in Milo’s office.  Soon, your back will be against the wall, eyes dredging 
every last piece of information within the text.  Hours from now you’ll resent Milo.  The 
Steph before my diary was such a boring person, and you need someone else to blame for 
that, don’t you?

Steph, I see you.
Your body sinks deep into that wall.  Your comfortable slide to the floor as the dramatic 

account of a strange character purges your eager wanton brain.
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Chapter Forty: Hero-worship (I Of IV) My Skull The Vocal Booth

Spiderfingers, an earthbound demigod charged with the thankless task of surviving 
wave after wave of warriors, hell-bent upon his demise.  These minions belong to his 
jealous off-world brethren, a race of divinities who relentlessly seek their return to 
Earth in order to rule us once again.  And for that enslavement to occur, 
Spiderfingers must die.  My name is Spiderfingers and chaos has a way of following 
me.  It’s best that I stay away from people.  And so, I live in a disused toy factory 
with no running water, electricity or any other mod cons.  When your mind allows 
the dirt and stink of your body to shovel itself over you, your every movement caked 
in the grime and smell of yesterday’s exertions, it’s yesterday’s failures and thoughts 
that control you.

I don’t deserve a stereo.  Murderers don’t deserve Iggy Pop on tap, do they? They 
deserve to sleep on a mat in a shithole.  I repeat, sleep on a mat in a shithole.  Forget 
the wailing of your teething child, that selfish ball of flesh, because there’s nothing 
more unsettling than the private feral roar of something un-dead and angry.  Maybe 
it’s a poltergeist woken up in a house being restored by a new family? Or maybe the 
fuckers just realised its body’s decomposing, never to eat, masturbate or go 
travelling again, I dunno.  All I know is that my skull’s become the vocal booth for 
an extremely expressive ghost with an overly familiar howl.  After long mind-
numbing moments of wishing it away (as if self-exorcism is ever that easy), I decide 
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to start an investigation.  I’ll need the internet to confirm the ghost’s identity, so I’m 
forced into hitting the street.

Out in London’s autumn chill, one cautionary glance follows another, and I decide 
the screaming really is a private torture.  The scanned faces of most commuters 
scream ‘kill me’ but that’s just Camden in the early hours, man - my headache isn’t 
a shared experience.  Thankfully, my flaming fringe is also an exclusive phenomenon 
dependent on invitation.  See unless I wish it, your human eyes only see the half-
dreads, the matted Afro that is my hair.  Not a celestial spark in sight.  You only see 
the black man in a Superman t-shirt, red Doc Martens and faded matching leather 
trench coat making his way to The Smart Camden Inn.  This hostel has twenty four 
hour internet access which unfortunately isn’t free.  I’ll be needing money then.

Inside, I dart toward the first wide eyed German backpacker I can target.  Her 
name’s Ingrid and her soul sees only in primary colours.  The subtle hue of bullshit 
that shades my every word is invisible to her.  I open my mouth and free the 
dazzling marigolds, indigos and violets.

“I need to contact my mum.  She hasn’t got much time ...” I say this forcing a tear.   
Ingrid must be from a rich family or maybe she doesn’t quite get the currency 
because out of her pocket comes a fiver! Maybe she thinks I’m homeless? My yellow 
belt is actually dirty olive; my red boots and leather jacket faded to burgundy an 
age ago.  My blue jeans are grey.  Squeezing my aching temple with my left hand, I 
use my right to pay the old guy at the counter, so that slumping back down I can 
commence my cyberspace safari.  And soon, Bingo.  Thanks Nirvanafreak.com.  My 
private lion roar is identical to Cobain’s primal bellowing on secret Nevermind 
track, Endless, Nameless.  What do you want in my skull man? This jungle-cat’s 
devilish yawning just keeps raging.  Give me a gun, somebody.  Death by gunshot is 
one of the many futile, suicidal thoughts which blast through me as I unplug and 
exit Smart’s arcade of computer terminals.  I manage to avoid eye contact with as 
many people as I can, weaving in and out of the crowded club that is Camden High 
Street on what feels like the early hours of Saturday.  The names of days don’t really 
apply to my lifestyle but judging from the mix of drunken teenagers and the suits 
with their cases, it’s still Friday night to some whereas to others, to those mortgage-
fixated-soul-sucked mortals rushing past me, a ‘messy Friday night out’ doesn’t 
quite exist.  Anyway, time for my return to nature.  Wires and plastic and Google 
search can’t help me now.  I need to know why Cobain was let through customs.  I 
need to know before he splits my brains open.  So, I head towards St Martins’ 
Gardens well-balanced mix of yellowing trees, grass, shrub beds and wild flower 
borders, and it's funny.  It’s hilarious.  I lied to Ingrid about needing to contact my 
mum.  Now I really do need to ‘call up’ the Earth Mother.

She’s dressed in the marmalade palette of her fast approaching autumn.  The 
children’s play area’s surrounded by her wildflower meadow, which would make me 
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nostalgic for youth were it not for the angry wildcat roaming the jungle of my brain.  
No matter, I’m the stare-at-a-school-photo-weepy-apologetic-type anyway.  
Reaching into the crustiness that’s my pocket, I yank out a Polaroid of a young 
British African, aged seven? Maybe.  I pity the shy awkward kid who’s trying to 
smile back at me ... he never deserved me as his future y’know.  He never deserved 
this lion-fuck of a headache, its jaws clamped round the head, refusing to let go.  
Time for Gaia’s bush or bark, her grass and flowers, shit, anything that’s growing 
out of her fertile ground because success really is all about who you know.  Take 
being a chaos god for example, very little talent here, just a case of right place, right 
time.  Steph takes a breather, right about now.  Of course I can’t be sure, not without the 
metal wire doll.  Still broken, and I can’t see Vicky again to get it mended.  No, I must 
imagine Steph, my priestess taking her rest, a slight look up from the page remembering, 
“Are you an entertainer, or are you asking the big questions?”

All this time she’d been idly, often proactively sorting through The Russian Doll 
Stories, but the convoluted frame story technique has been an unfixable mess.  Just like 
her many and varied attempts to tell stories.  Hero-Worship however is a supernatural 
detective story, not unlike a 1940’s pulp.  The tale hardly needs any work at all, and yet 
she distrusts the mind of its creator to finish the job.  She reads on, half hoping the story 
will keep breathing healthily, and half wondering when it might just die in her hands as 
another ill-thought out idea by its crazed author.

A little bit about me: Earth’s my asylum, my refuge after a long, horrific cross-
pantheonic war which nearly ended in genocide.  My side, the losing side, 
constituted of demigods.  I’m the only one left.

Gaia, Earth Mother, reckons gods threaten human ascension and I being half 
human agree.  If it wasn’t for Gaia’s stories, her continual harping on about my 
history well ... Sometimes even I struggle to believe in my existence.  I am a nomadic 
soul surviving through symbiosis, penitent in my protection of myself – the God-
Hex, a wall to keep out deities that would force us into captivity.  Gaia doesn’t want 
to die and has sought to protect humans as a means to live on.  The eternal silent 
screams of dead worlds ring out across space as a chilling reminder to Gaia that 
once its people are enslaved, the gods will always find a means to harvest a planet’s 
natural resources.  They suck life out of everything.  So, she created me.  I’m what 
happens when you cross a 21st Century male with an ageless son of the Omni-Sire.  
But, I’m no longer David Shape, nor am I Boleraam God of chaos.  I’m 
Spiderfingers.  All this madness cos of the fucking gods.  They seek out race upon 
race to rule over, never satisfied until their whims and pleasures are at the 
forethought of anything that lives.  They can't help it.  It’s the natural order of 
things.  Another shitty thing about life’s order is that the divine are able to send 
blindly devoted minions to Earth with instructions to kill me.  Why? Well, if I die, 
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no more God-Hex protecting the globe.  Down come the overlords.  I’m not big on 
order, not when I've seen what happens to those at the base of the pyramid, so to 
speak.  Shit ... look at me here, hugging an oak tree in St Martins Gardens at stupid 
o’clock.  What is it, two? One? I should be asleep.

“Hey Miss World.” That’s what I call her.  She likes it.
“Hello chaos.” That’s what she calls me.  I deserve it.  I don’t know what your 

mum sounds like but I know on good resource that Gaia sounds identical.  Gaia is 
the mother-mind you see, the prime aspect of maternity. “One of Eros’ trophy gods 
has returned to me.’ she says, “It’s your fault, somehow.”

She’s probably right.  I ignore Cobain’s pounding tantrum as best I can, rubbing 
her bark just the way she likes it.  I can’t say it’s unpleasant.

“Yeah, that’s why I called.  It’s Cobain.  He’s inside my head.  Screaming.”
“Not quite.” she says, correcting me. “He’s taken possession of a human living far 

away from here.  You didn’t know that bit did you, chaos?”
“Stop.  No riddles, no mythos, just tell me straight Gaia, what do I have to do to 

get some sleep?”
“I don’t know chaos.  But all this is probably your fault.  I suppose you’ll have to 

go convince Cobain to rest in peace?”
My hands are to my head now, and I was doing so well at playing it cool.  But I’m 

wiping away sweat.  I’m locking dentures, cos the animal howl’s eating my ability 
concentration.  I have to ask her. “Where is he? How did he get through the God-
Hex?”

“How much would Herculia have learnt about herself had she an all-seeing oracle 
to hold her hand? Your trophy god is far, far away.  Should I take you to him? 
Should I help you?” She wonders aloud, so detached.

 “Yes, yes! Take me to him, for fuck sake - enough with the crazy? My head feels 
like it's gonna explode and I’m no good to you dead!”

“Chaos, would you like to hear a story during your journey? The Season of 
Muzzling? I don’t think I’ve told you that one, have I? There was once a young boy 
who had to rescue an old crone from horrible giants.   But to defeat them the boy 
would need help.  He would have to travel beneath the howling waves of the sea, the 
Sea of Wolves.   He would have to retrieve the were-mask from its sea bed.  And so 
he began his traveling, unaware that the adventure would reveal his true self.”

She’s so in need of therapy.  You would be too if mankind had been slowly 
destroying your body for centuries.  No, I can’t expect her to understand my pain.  
She’s not like me.  No one is.  No one can survive what Gaia does next.

The Earth Mother swallows her flowers and her sepia painted grass from 
underneath me, so that inch by slow inch I sink into her warm brown body.  I 
haven’t needed to breathe in years but I close my mouth as soil circles round my 
neck and my eyes search for the sun hiding in the smog above.  She guides me in.  
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I’m dragged down her dark tunnel, pulled along by subterranean roots, irritated by 
her prattling on and on.  I don't care if her inane fairy-tale is supposed to teach me 
something.  I need straight answers to my dilemma.

“I don’t get why he’d leave Aphrodisia? Why return here? No offence but Kurt 
Cobain spent a whole chunk of life hating you.”

Miss World denies my unfeeling statement a reply.  There is only her spiteful 
silence.  I’m such a dildo.  “C’mon Miss World, I’m sorry? C’mon, keep telling me 
your story? What did the boy have to promise the wave elder in order to win the 
were-mask? I swear, I want to know.  I need to.” No good trying to appease her, not 
in her black mood.  Truthfully, I could do with the silence.  My thoughts turn to you, 
Kurt.  

Who’ve you possessed and why? I remember in the jams how afraid you’d be, how 
scared you were, scared to pluck a single note in front of Jimi (at least you picked up 
a guitar). You weren’t like the others, happy to frolic with whatever melon breasted 
girls your imagination could recreate.  How could you tire of Aphrodisia? Leave a 
land brimming with eternal sunset? Each endless ray more potent than any heroin 
shot to the arm.  Eros is a jealous queen and warps the minds of Aphrodisia’s 
citizens.  I was lucky she decided to toy with me, give me time to escape.  That was a 
mad time.  Eros.  So dangerous.  She is the goddess who can skilfully interfere with 
your recollection of place.  So, you compare her sky to memories of Thailand or the 
South American rainforest and she floods your blood with her endorphins.  Makes 
you feel differently about just how good you had it till you met her.  Till she spirited 
you away from wherever it was you were supposed to go when you died.  Lucky for 
me I’m a bloodless deity.  My heart pumps a sort of non-compatible goo about my 
innards.  It’s glow in the dark, phosphorus, and if I’m being honest, looks just like 
spunk.  If Eros knew that? If she fucking knew how I was immune to her powers? 
Man … I’d still be there, faking it till I found a way out.

When I awake I’m lying face down in dry flaky earth, but the weather is warmer 
here, wherever the fuck here is.  How long have I been out? And I can’t believe how 
I’ve managed to sleep through this wailing.  Christ.  I’d kill for an aspirin strong 
enough to mute ‘the voice of a generation’ growling, snarling, on my grey matter 
plain.  Turning over, squinting through unwelcome rays that shard from the sky 
above, I grab some unearthed roots to my left, so I can bellow at Gaia.

“Miss World! He’s louder! I can barely hear my own thoughts!” 
“I brought you closer and your trophy-god screams louder ... interesting.”
She says this like a doctor viewing the X-Ray of a long dead animal. “Should I 

send you a minion?”
 “A minion’ll help my headache?!” 
“Dear chaos, you’ve forgotten the power of your own history.  Your proximity to 

anyone remotely aware of your existence will ease your discomfort.  Minions are 
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vitamins.” She sounds just like David Shape’s mum.  I wonder if she’s still alive.
 “Uh, of course, O.K, O.K.” I say, “Send help.” I feel the wriggly unsettling texture 

of an earthworm crawl over me.
“Any preferences?” she asks, “Any particular pantheon? I’ve got Norse, Japanese, 

African minions? You have always profited well when coupled with Anansi.”
“Any! Just get some help here now!” I grip the roots in my palms.
“Well,” she says, “The only ones I can presently locate may only walk upon me at 

night.”
“I can’t wait that long!”
“So long as you’re sure?” she wonders, “It’s very important you remember all 

those tales I’ve told you about night creatures.  Monsters, such as Rooenn.”
“Quit jabbering and save me!?” But I don't hear her reply.  No, Miss World’s 

gone, leaving me in agony, the frontal lobes of my brain subject to incessant 
howling.  I thrash around pathetically and I spot something.  Monolithic letters as 
big as houses.  H … O … L … L … Y … W … O … O … D.  A landmark I’ve only 
ever seen on TV.  Fucking hell, I’m in America.

“You alright there Steph?” says Milo towering over her.  She looks up at him with new 
eyes.  She looks up and she says,

“Are you an entertainer, or are you asking the big questions?” Sure, he’d offered 
critique of her work before, but has Milo been truthful? “There is the Steph before this 
diary and there is the Steph after it.  Not only was the Steph before it a complete fraud, 
but Milo, you’re a fraud for not having the guts to tell her so.”

Milo steps back.
“What the devil do you mean?” 
“Spiderfingers has no place to call his own.  He’s malnourished and constantly lost 

within unstructured confusing tales.  There’s a fear of women and more than enough 
space for sensory adages of smell and taste but, hell, at least he believes in them.  Me? I 
don’t have anything to say, do I? Huh, Milo? I’m empty.  I read this here …” Steph, she 
probably shakes as she holds up the diary, “And I hear his voice.  I read my stuff and I 
hear nothing.  Just noise.  Don’t tell me I’m being negative; you’re a publisher – you 
wade through terrible shit all the time.  Why haven’t you been straight with me?”

“Well actually I only read what Ray and Joanne shortlist for me.”
Stephanie scowls.  Milo tries a different tact. Something along the lines of, “I think 

we’ve all had a bit too much to drink.”
“I’ve only had water, Milo.”
Against his protestations, Steph gathers her coat and notebook and leaves.  Maybe I get 

the words wrong, and perhaps she’s not as forthright as I imagine her, but I’ve been 
inside her head once.  I know her fears and her need for validity through art.  I know she 
has some serious writing to do.
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Chapter Forty One: The Killing Moon

Spiderfingers lay sprawled out on the tarmac of a car park.  Daylight purged his eyes.  He 
turned away, giving the eye to a skinny mutt tied to the parking lot fence.  He wished the 
dog would try to find a way to free itself instead of waiting for some long gone owner to 
experience a change of heart, to return with food and promise of a loving home.  He sat 
within the folds of his crimson trench coat, grimacing at the scrawny canine, speculating 
how long it lived in limbo.

“No good looking at me, little doggy.  You’re better off with me as your audience, not a 
cast member.  I become part of your play and you’ll have to forfeit a friend, or some 
family member.  Oh yeah, and the guilt will drive you crazy, yes it will.” He reached 
through the haze and found a small pebble: 

The Killing Moon
Often, I think of werewolves.  They’re so selfish.  Lately, I’ve had trouble buying 

into the whole modern day chain-yourself-up variety.  Wolf-men are not heroic.  You 
were dead the moment you realised the wolf-bite had a lunar transformational 
effect, y’know? Killed by the moon, so to speak.  So do the villagers a favour, Wolfie; 
buy a gun; load it with silver and get it over with, would you? Please? He stopped, 
unsure of the reasoning behind scratching nonsense onto the car park concrete.  He 
became caught; a brief flashback to evening’s spent listening to deranged, howling, 
incurable guests of Shrewsbury Court.  I am the hope of the world’s children.
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Though he never lingered there, Spiderfingers remembered the point at which Boleraam 
sided with humanity against the gods.  However, faint images of the first uprising were 
interrupted by the sound of someone crying.  At first he convinced himself the sobbing 
belonged to the dog, but he couldn’t pretend too well.  Not anymore.  The sorrow visited 
him in broken sentences, chipped words and brittle meanings emitted from the wire doll 
fashioned for him.  A girl blabbed about her mother’s eternal headache, her dad’s 
agonising arthritis.  

“You ----- come back,” he strained his hearing, “-- need --- to rescue us.” He wouldn’t 
allow himself to think of her name and yet, he lacked complete detachment.  The 
damaged instrument remained in his palm.  No story scrawled on tarmac could whisk his 
mind away.  His words failed to outrun weeping truths the girl sent.  Through twisted 
umbrella spokes, through hands, plight straight from her brain infested his.  She 
blubbered through talk of her mum and all her kin before addressing her own woe. 
“Spider -- nose ---- stop bleeding.  --- won’t my nose ---- bleed---?”

“Enough.” He said as he let go of the doll. “This isn’t real.  You just wanna play 
superhero again.” No more Vicky.  And soon, no more me.

All he had to do was wait till he saw his face on a newsstand, or see Stephanie’s name 
in an article regarding her latest novel, blog, play – the numerous mediums would greet 
her fiction well.  He just knew it.  Soon he would be one of many targets.  He could 
accept death then.  A minion would inevitably find him and he wouldn’t fight back.  He 
would die with a smile on his face.  How good will the book of me be? How many pages 
will form my innards, and who will play me in the theatre adaptation? There must be a 
theatre adaptation.  How many copies of me will Steph sell? The enemy would appear 
and free him from all these thoughts.  All these noises.  Like the dog.  It’s constant 
yapping for help.  He forced his wreck of a body from the ground, determined in his 
approach of the mongrel.  He stumbled zig-zag-like.  Dazed.  Weary.  When he released 
the starving pooch from the fence it immediately nuzzled a scruffy head against his 
calves.  Like a cat, a pet exuding faith against the legs of a potential guardian.  He 
shuddered at the prospect of another casualty and kicked the animal in the face.  He 
watched all the trust drain out of those large brown eyes.

There, thought Spiderfingers, now you’re safe.
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Chapter Forty Two: Of Hope And Memory

So, this is it, he thought, knees drawn up to his chin, back snuggled into the park bench.  
The Summer.  I’m the only Londoner not in shorts.  His future consisted of staring out at 
nothing with no one, keeping an eye on newsstands, constantly alert for the day his face 
would be on racks, waiting to be sold.  Or perhaps it will be Steph’s face? Just seeing her 
name in print would mean mission successful.  Then I could die and then – 

“Howdy.” 
“Vicky? No you’re not here.  The real Vicky agreed to stay away.”
“No, you made me think I ought to stay away, even though I’m powerful enough to do 

this …” She kneels down and rubs the floor.  The lamppost across the road bends over 
twisting itself apart.  Sparks fly as the once inanimate object rips itself into the shape of a 
man, a gentleman with a light bulb for a face.  Her creation casually begins to trudge its 
way across the road to finally arrive in front of us. “I helped you save the world.” says 
Vicky, “Now it’s time you saved my family.”

Spiderfingers sped along the tunnels of Embankment station with Vicky in tow.  
You’re doing the right thing, he reckoned, save Vicky.  Save the Buchanans.

Determinedly, the pair scouted for an advantageous standing point along the 
underground platform, working their way into the crowd as the crowd worked itself 
away from them.  After wading through a sea of tourists and other peak time 
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passengers, the odd couple found themselves at the far end of the waiting area.
“Mind the gap.” He warned, indicating the drop to the tracks.  Vicky ignored the 

warning, continuing her playful orbit around him – a mix up of tip-toeing and losing 
balance.  I quit scribbling for a moment and look at her.  She knows the writing helps.  
She knows just how important it is that I have control.  I turn my sleeve further up for 
more flesh to write upon.  His eyes took in her long gloves.  Black today.  No sequins 
or other embroidery adorned velvet gauntlets running under her t-shirt and blazer.  
No one her age dressed like she did and he surmised Vicky’s outsider-pride.  So 
obviously a Smiths fan.  The evidence was plain to see and her fake glasses reminded 
him of Sue Townsend’s fictional eighties schoolboy.  He couldn't fathom why, but 
Vicky loved the fashion of the Thatcher years, a point that he’d routinely remind 
her was indicative that she hadn’t been there, to which, Vicky would hastily reply,

“Duh, I’m like, fifteen.”
Today proved no different. 
“Pass me a tissue Vicky, running out of space on my forearm here.” 
She nods and hands me a wad of tissues from her pocket. “Cheers.  I’d be lost without 

you.” 
After her cheekiness, Vicky continued on her journey around the god.  Then 

she took a misstep, falling, letting out a little yelp as she faced the metal and 
darkness of the tube tracks below.  Spiderfingers successfully arrested Vicky’s 
descent and quickly hauled her back away from the edge.

“You alright dear?” said an old lady to the flustered teenager, altogether speechless 
as Spiderfingers released his grip on her shoulder, nodding an ‘its O.K’ to the 
concerned traveller.

“Looks like that was a job for Superman.” said a younger man just behind them.  
Vicky’s skin reddened.

It would take an escape artist to unknot her brow.
“Mind the gap.” announced a cold female voice.  Spiderfingers followed Vicky 

aboard, briefly negotiating with a suited man for the seat beside her.  Vicky faced 
forward, ignoring him.

 “Did I ever tell you,” he said, eyes fixed to the adverts above, “that I used to work 
nights at Heathrow airport?”

The chugger-chug of train sounds, somebody coughing.  And then, Vicky’s reply:
“Mean David Shape used to work there.  Stop testing me.” her eyes were locked on 

the tube map above and opposite. “I could have died.” 
“You can thank god you didn’t.  You’re the closest I’ve got to a sister and I don’t 

need your parents joining forces to avenge your untimely demise.”
“Didn’t David Shape have a sister?” she asked, head slightly turning, still 

withholding eye contact.
“Does it matter? She’s not my sister.” replied Spiderfingers.
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“Dude, that’s cold.  I could say the same thing about Lilith but I don’t even think 
about her being adopted.  You should know stuff like this.  Like, don’t you have the 
memories of like, over a millennium? And how come you never talk about the wars 
you’ve seen?”

“Sorry, but I don’t really wanna go there.  So, any theories as to why you’re all 
falling ill? Why I’m not as powerful as I used to be?” He asked, searching her face 
for a glance, a swift acknowledgement.

“I swear it’s cos the Dilfs have stopped worshiping you.” Vicky caressed the vacant 
seat next to her, whilst her other hand clutched at the bloody hanky administering 
her nose. “I told you that before Mine’s attack.  Before … y’know.” Vicky nudged 
him playfully.  This would be the full extent to which she would talk about his 
breakdown.

“How are Florence and Steve?” he asked.
“Mum signed the papers.” she replied.
“I’m sorry.” surprised he’d humbled himself with the word. “Mothers, eh?”
“Yeah,” replied Vicky, “and grandmothers too.” She swivelled in his direction.  

Spiderfingers evaded chocolate coloured eyes to ignore the insinuation. “Can’t live 
with em, can’t live without em.”

“Fuck my life.” Vicky wipes at the left lapel of her blazer. “Does blood wash out 
easily?”

His left hand fumbled out of nervousness, the emptiness of his pocket reminding him 
that his diary now belonged to Steph.  Spiderfingers has endorsed many an amoral act in 
the name of planetary defence.  He must carry on his fight so that he can justify the 
damaging of his moral compass.  His pride refused to lose a war that has cost him the 
better part of his soul.

“Spiderfingers!”
“What?”
“Does blood wash out easily?”
“What? Oh …” On this tube, all the nonsense that is my life scrawled out on the tissues 

in my hands.  So many tiny words.  The delicacy employed to keep the tissues from 
tearing filled him with a writers’ pride and I think Steph uses italics differently from me.  
My thoughts keep sliding into my peripheral vision.  Slanted in Times New Roman which 
-

“Dude! I said any tips about the blood?”  says Vicky.
I shake my head and stuff the writing into my coat pocket.  What would her family do if 

they realised how much stranger I’ve become?
“Wish I could help O.G.  Washing clothes is not my area of expertise.”
The tube pulls into a stop.  People exit.  Vicky mutters about not wanting to talk about 

bloody washing.  
“Supes, please, please, please don’t do the whole writing on the arm act when we get 
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there.” She wipes dripping blood from her nostrils, “It’s getting worse.  Last thing I need 
is a fucking nosebleed.”

I wish we had more answers.  We will though, once we reach Village Po.  
 “Sorry about the writing thing.  It calms me down.”
“I know.  I get it.  Just, my family don’t need things to be any weirder right now, you 

get me?  It took ages for me to talk mum round, that we needed you.  And as for Saul …”
“Your brother still hates me?” Vicky serves a deadpan you’ve-got-to-be-joking 

expression at me.  I turn away smirking.  That’s when I notice a woman opposite staring, 
awarding me the worst look.  Her assessment calculates my reek and dishevelment as a 
danger to the child in my care.  I stick my tongue out at her.  She forces a stare upwards, 
as if to check for the tube map for a station or something.  My tongue goes back in, all 
too aware of my terrible breath.  How Vicky steers her sarcasm and general cheek away 
from the easy target of bad hygiene I don’t know.  From within a haze of silent 
admiration, I smile at her and, ah, the guilt rushes up inside me. “How’s school going?”

“School is for civilians.  Best not to know any.”
“Whoa, how did you get all Sarah Conner?” 
“Sarah who?”
“Y’know? Hasta la vista, baby.  Terminator?”
“Huh? Oh, yeah.  God you’re sooooooo old,”
“Ancient.  Let’s have an explanation for the Sarah Conner mode please?”
“I literally don’t know what you’re on about.”
“Where’s all this macho shit coming from about school?”
“Ah, well, basically, the good soldier literally gives up what’s good for them.  He lives 

for his people.”
“It’s that basic, is it?”
“Basically, yeah.”
“Literal to boot.”
I scoop into my other pocket and grab a feel of the newly repaired wire-doll. 

… News of Boleraam and his Dilfs spread all over the Oma and soon, many half-gods 
travelled from far and wide to join his growing army.  Forgotten daughters of selfish gods 
made their way to Village Po.  Half-boys bullied by their full god families packed 
belongings to travel to Un.  They wished to join forces with Boleraam who was fast 
becoming famous.  Boleraam’s followers gave him many names: The Rebel God.  The 
Trouble Idol.  Boleraam, God of Chaos.  

And this, Gideon, this was how the war of the gods began.
O.K, but it’s time for your bedtime.
Mummy loves you too.
Yes, so does Danger-Man.
Yes, and you can play with him all you like next week, O.K?
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Steph’s relationship with her son was more comfortable at a distance, over the 
phone, a telephonic bond which afforded the mother ample opportunity to write 
strange stories without interruption.  Saturday was devoted to shopping, storytelling 
and napping, whereas Sunday afternoon would be remembered for water games: 

Playing battleships with Gideon had always been joyful for Steph, despite her 
relationship with boats, thought Steph, chastising herself for fictionalising her 
downtime.

Hang out with your son properly. 
Her hands ferried an ambulance dinghy around her son’s back.  He drove his 

pirate ship after her.
“Where is she?” said Gideon, skirting his boat along the bathwater, “We must 

rescue the princess!”
“I don’t know,” replied Steph as her Lego craft surfed through islands of floating 

toys, “She must be here, somewhere?”
“Maybe she’s drowned?” said Gideon, to which Steph immediately responded,
“No! Here she is!” Steph’s ambulance boat resurfaced from under the bubbles.  A 

pink Lego lady stood defiant at the wheel.
“My turn to hide her!” said Gideon snatching the statuette from the bow of 

Steph’s boat, “My turn!” The front doorbell rang throughout the house.
“That will be daddy, Gideon! Come on, drying time!” She scooped him out the 

bath and handed him a towel.  Down her creaking steps she ran, the window in the 
front door offering the frosted glass shape of her visitor. “Sorry, water games.” said 
Steph as she greeted Howard, a short bespectacled man with red roses in hand.  
“I’ve been terrible with time lately.”

“That’s O.K.  It’s nice to see you – your face I mean.”
Steph reached for her cheek.  How could I have forgotten to put on my Niqab? She 

thought. “Here you go.” he said, offering her the flowers.
“You really didn’t have to.” said Steph, unable to meet his radiant gaze. “I’ll just 

put these in some water and go get the little monster.” Steph closed the door.  She 
pretended to herself that Howard didn’t raise his hand, open his mouth, all the signs 
of timid protest regarding yet another doorstop wait.  Roses slung to the table in the 
hall, Steph ran up the stairs regretting her indulgence in the bath-time games.  Now 
she had Howard at the door and Gideon’s toys all over the house, not neatly packed 
away for Howard’s five thirty pick-up.  Their ritual of afternoon snoozing (usually 
in front of the telly to the Thomas the Tank Engine DVD) would have to wait till his 
next visit.

Howard’s car disappearing down Steph’s road was her signal to rush to her 
bedroom, open her laptop and curse the waking speed.  As she thumbed her way 
through Spiderfingers’ diary, Steph noticed her prayer mat in the reflection of her 
desk mirror.  She got up, strode to the bed to shove the dusty mat further 
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underneath it.  The outline of surrounding dirt served to remind her of how badly 
the house needed cleaning.

She’d been handed the diary only a few days ago, yet the ideas scrawled 
throughout the pages were insatiable new-borns.  And they had swallowed her life 
whole.  Activities such as housework presented themselves as obstacles.  With 
Gideon gone, Steph felt free, able to step out of the role of mother; justified in the 
relinquishment of anything that might slow the development of her art.  Her idea.  
Spiderfingers: more concept than man.  More idea than person.  Important enough 
to carve out all other concerns and desires.

Spiderfingers ought to be shared, she thought.
Spiderfingers ought to be everywhere.
“Yes, Steph.  He really ought to be.”
“Huh? What you going on about now?” asks Vicky.  I shake my head and say, 
“Oh, nothing.  At ease soldier.”
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Chapter Forty Three: Hero-Worship (II Of IV) 

Everyone Likes Monsters

I can’t help but notice them.  Unyielding pale monoliths that brave all elemental 
fury.  Giant lettering that spell out HOLLYWOOD, they loom above and beyond my 
crater-hole acting as surrealistic extras.  Tall fuckers, cast in the latest scene of my 
horror-movie-life.

I close my eyes to, well, the weight of it’s just too much you see.  This hyperreality 
causes my brain to skip and play out its debut memory: Summer 1999.  Here is 
where David Shape and Boleraam fuse together to become me – the demigod of 
chaos.  This would be a fine track to keep on repeat forever.  But.  No.  Really, we’re 
here: it’s early August, over a decade later and I’m in this breezy place, far away 
from home.

London Camden is a grand distance away, a vast transatlantic stretch from this 
crater that used to be the mouth of a tunnel – till Gaia filled it in with her roots and 
soil.  Kurt’s lion roars have risen in their ferociousness.  They’re downright 
unhealthy, and the day itself has risen up against me.  Considering how long he’s 
taking to crawl inside his dark cocoon, Saturn’s day must surely know that I’m a 
killer.  See, inside today’s pupa of nightfall there waits a minion willing to lion tame 
Kurt’s wail.  So Saturday takes his sweet time in delaying my inevitable salvation.

Under fading Californian light, the phosphorus mucus that’s my blood dribbles 
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out my nose and down my face.  It sparkles like the stars appearing in the darkening 
above.  I’m pleading skyward for silence when I hear it – the rattle of something 
heavy and metal.  Thoughts can never be helped but the wrong words, they forge 
relationships, don’t they? Rooenn hisses through clenched teeth and the word 
sounds like,

“Children.” 
I slouch and stare at my grey servant who studies my face in silence, the creature 

swaying at my crater rim.  You can never go too long without having to stare into an 
eye as glacial as Rooenn’s.  So wondrously empty.  So ice white.  I root my fingers 
into the rock beneath me, because mother always knows what’s best.  And her skin 
offers my palms nothing – just a hard stillness.  She hasn’t forgiven my Kurt-hates-
life-here revelation.  My hair flicks wild fire orange as I curse Miss World’s memory, 
may humanity continue raping her.

“Help m – ... help chaos to its feet.” I ask looking up, wiping my gooey chin with 
my sleeve.  I stretch my hand out to Rooenn but the creature ogles right through it.

“Children.” It hisses through choppers that only open to feast.  Twisted 
imagination has lent Rooenn granite for skin and a whopping 9 ft in height but I’ve 
only seen the fucker prowl; always on all fours.  This menace is my saviour – its 
head mummified by heavy chain.  Death sings in the whistling cold.  Through gritted 
fangs a question escapes. “What does chaos want?”

“Just stay close.” I reply.  Fuck, Rooenn’s left eye, that polar region, the only pupil 
completely visible; the other half layered by the many binds of its metal mask, the 
end of which slithers down the monster’s emaciated collarbone, clicking and 
clacking over the mountains flaky brown surface.  A python of links.  As I reach for 
Rooenn’s chain, my strength returns dramatically.  Rooenn’s awareness of my 
mythology grants me the mental power to muzzle Kurt’s bellowing into bearable 
snarls.  I can hear myself think again.  Where are you Kurt? Whose body have you 
possessed? 

I lead my minion by its chain down the side of Mount Lee, thankful that we 
haven’t set off any motion sensors or encountered security.  There’s so much to be 
done.

We could start a band.  Man, the tour merchandising.  Oh, Kurt and I would be a 
marketing man’s sordid wet dream, and hey, I’m black, so, I’ll claim to be the 
reincarnation of Jimi whilst I’m at it.  I mean, why not, y’know? 

The kind of cool breeze you own a long trench coat for, it’s billowing my red sail; 
grants this god oxygen; the fleeting attention of others.  A street sign says Rooenn 
and I are on Melrose Avenue, kind of L.A’s answer to Old Compton Street, except 
here I struggle, I can’t point out even the one exception.  No one here’s even vaguely 
heterosexual.  On this street, as I trek, my eyes occasionally latch on to sleek 
predatory cars stalking the wrong side of the road, and through a herd of hookers a 
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night jogger in a smog mask glides past.  He nearly collides with a dwarf waddling 
behind the overflow of his belongings – they’re reaching out of his lopsided shopping 
cart.  By chance I walk through a wave of song hailing from a parked car’s stereo.  
It’s that new pop song by that toddler made good.  I walk faster as my mind seeks to 
protect itself from Bieber's saccharine synths and robotic harmonies.  The world 
forgot Rock and Roll for this.

Why bust out of Aphrodisia Kurt? Why Hollywood? I wanna know and 
thankfully, I think I can track you.  When we’re heading away from wherever you 
are, your noise fades, not enough to be free of the pain, but just enough to give me 
an indication of where I must head.  As we close in on your location Rooenn won’t 
be enough of a lion tamer.  Your sonic jaws will free themselves and vice my head 
again till it splits from the fury.  The solution to my problem is like a fart in the face 
and my mouth opens to command Rooenn to join me in the unthinkable. “Gimme 
your hand.”  And boom! I’m holding hands with a gimp.  Rooenn’s grey hand in 
mine mutes Kurt’s howling.  I can only imagine how his hopping along beside me 
appears to onlookers.  The inherent campiness of my Superman gear becomes 
painfully apparent as I suspect the locals take us to be flamboyant lovers.  My lover, 
the gimp, he has a whisper, not a singing voice: “Come, come, time to go below, 
down, down into the smoke filled bowl.  Purple planet’s heart chakra covered in 
cold.  Grows on trespassers, will swallow you whole.” My lover, the poet.  With its 
teeth locked like that, Rooenn shouldn’t be able to pronounce properly.  Consonants 
should be hellish – but the shithead isn’t human.  I can’t lie to myself.  I can’t lie as 
my whole body fills with dread as I allow my mind to swamp with the danger 
Rooenn poses to my headspace.  My options are limited.  I contemplate arranging 
for old allies to come to my aid.  Luckily I get a hold of myself.  The depth of 
manipulation I’d have to sink my hands into stinks.  It reeks with the dried blood of 
relationships long slain.  My team – The Discordians – they’re far from here.  
They’re simply the Buchanan’s now, a family that barely survived being my clergy.  
And I just don’t have the desperation in me to resuscitate their trust.  I’ll handle 
Rooenn’s corruptive influence alone.  

“Purple planet’s heart chakra covered in cold.” That damned singing. “Grows on 
trespassers, will swallow you whole.” 

Time to block him out.  Time for some singing of my own.  
Time for Bowie.
“I am a D.J, I am what I play.  I got believers, believing in me.”
I’ve many memories of David Shape using music to block out reality.  There was 

his circumcision; why he wasn’t under anaesthetic, he can’t remember.  I was ... he 
was nine.  Ha! To think that I’ve had my whole life to grasp the idea of mosaic 
memory.  Well, I’m not the god of order and clarity, am I? No, no, there isn’t one.  
All the bullshit that Omni-sire had his Pseudologoi feed Homer and Ovid just 
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doesn’t compete with the real deal.  Hmph.  Such cosmic oversight, such grandiose 
evil.  Shit like that can frighten a god into favourable imaginings.  A perfect time, 
one where your deity is relaxed.  No need to constantly stand battle-ready.  Ah, I can 
hear the audience now: Glastonbury.  Pyramid stage.  We’d call ourselves Tyler 
Durden.  After I lend Kurt Fight Club, he’d say, “Yes, I’ll join your band.” I need 
cool stories to impress Kurt.  So, to match his well-documented horror, I’ll tell a tale 
of overdue male circumcision.  Just have to find him first.

We’re walking down the boulevard for the opening credits of SPIDERFINGERS 
THE MOVIE.  Well, it’s some overdone teen videoing us with her phone.  It’s night 
but she’ll post a clear enough clip of me and Rooenn on YouTube.  All pathetic, she 
tries to edge herself and all that eighties ‘electric-shock’ makeup into shot.  This 
priestess, she belongs to me, me, me, a globe spanning religion of which I’m a life-
long member.  One of its holy-men saunters up.  He has pigtails – shit I know this 
fucker from somewhere, don’t I? In Camden, the face of a recent trash mag.  Man’s 
an actor but I forget the show.

“I love – I mean, I absolutely adore your style.” says the guy with the pigtails 
orbiting round me. “Superheroes will never be passé.” his manicured palms swim 
over my untouchable stinking chest.  Pigtails massages the material, feeling it as 
though my obvious homelessness is an interactive museum exhibit.  Some student’s 
pretentious art installation.  A critique of D.C’s cultural merit in the shadow of 
Marvel’s cinematic universe.  He keeps touching me, this man, thinner off screen 
but yeah, this is Mick the informer, from Those Men in Blue.  I disgust myself at my 
D-list celeb knowledge, that this fuck recently made the obscure leap from celebrity 
chef to American cop show sitcom.  I’m so close to violence because celebrities 
aren’t what they used to be.  The process is cheap and without true cultural merit.  

“Are you an entertainer, or are you asking the big questions?”
“Oh, I don’t know? When I’ve sobered up I’ll phone my agent.  It’s about who you 

know, you dig?”
I wanna pop out Mick’s eyes.  I wanted to when I saw his face on the cover of Last 

Week.  Me scrunching a good five copies of Mick’s photo-shopped face into my 
shopping bag/pillow case because I had to replace the George Clooney Papier-mâché 
in there.  I almost come out with it:

“Mick! Miiiiiick.  You make sleeping rough comfortable”, but then Rooenn looks 
up at my face with a pleading in his arctic stare.  If I don’t feed him, he’ll leave my 
side.  Kurt’ll charge back into my brain screaming.  Mick crouches down, faces 
Rooenn at eye level and says:

“Omigod, those nails!” Rooenn has talons, not nails.  Inches long.  Hard to ignore. 
“I’ll bet my long lost virginity you’re rock stars,” His hand shoots out. “Hi! I’m 
Stan!”

That’s right, Stan Striden.  Bet his name’s as made-up as those fucking pigtails.  
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There’s his hand waiting eagerly for me to shake it.  I give him a little wave from the 
hip saying, “Nice to meet you, Stan.”

Here I am forcing myself not to call Stan by his character’s name.  I turn to leave 
snatching at Rooenn’s chain as he starts hissing a word, “Children.”

“Children? Well I love cock but honey, we’re moving too fast.”
Rooenn’s a performer, so it matters that an audience has gathered to watch him 

launch up off the ground at Stan’s face.  Holding onto Rooenn’s hand as he maims 
Stan is difficult.  But hey, treading water for hours must be difficult, but you still 
fucking do it till helps arrives.  Oh man, the crowd roars with rhythmic horror, 
every flesh swipe is their musical cue.  Stan’s career on earth: celeb chef to actor to 
meal/rotting corpse.  I catch myself gawping at the wisps of smoke funnelling out of 
the heavens.  Look at these strands of sentient guff, look at them enter through the 
nostrils of each and every bystander.  From this moment on their lives will belong to 
the Omni-Sire in accordance with a rule that Gaia is keen to support.  No human 
must ever realise my existence.  There are no human witnesses, no potential 
worshipers of Spiderfingers.  Pulling Rooenn away from Stan’s cadaver is an event 
effectively torn out of history’s tome.

Up I struggle, heaving Rooenn along, crashing us through a gym door.  We burn 
along the lavender carpet on a sparkling spill of jagged glass.

“One rule.” I spit, shaking glass out of my hair, “You don’t kill anyone unless I say 
so, clear?” Rooenn nods smiling.  I wrestle us back to our feet, zip through the gym 
foyer and blast down the metal bar of the fire exit to the cool outside.  I use the 
relative privacy of this back alley to conduct a quick splatter check and I’m lucky – 
not a drop of actor-blood on me.

Kurt’s shrieking is drawing sweat from me now as we enter a trailer park.  The 
winds’ died down considerably, and I can hear the odd distant car off the main 
highroad, the constant choir of an invisible cricket army, crick-cricks on.  Rooenn 
and I, we’re staking out a spaceship.  I mean seriously, the Winnebago looks like it 
has retractable wings, and could take off if need be.  Bigger than a double-decker 
bus.  Huge! Which unsuspecting rich bastard’s body have you hijacked Kurt? “At 
the risk of sounding like a total bitch, I’m in the middle of my book so make it quick.” 
says Steph, palm tight around her Nokia.

“That’s what I get?” stammers Milo. “You don’t take my calls and ignore my texts for 
weeks and now I get this?”

“You get what I can give.” replies Steph. “And right now I can’t give you anything.”
“What do you mean by that? And what did you mean when you said I’d never been 

honest about your work? I’ve always been honest about it.  I’m with you because of our 
honesty.”

“But that’s just it.  You’ve never been with me.  What we make me into is a distraction 
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from the woman you married.  Tell me something, Milo.”
Silence.  I imagine his head shaking in disbelief, freehand ruffling what’s left of his 

hair. “Tell me,” asks Steph, “ – why do you love me? Besides the thrill of fucking a 
Muslim?” I’d write Milo as a pacing mess, both hands cupped to the phone pushing it as 
far as it will go into his ear, head still shaking. “See, that’s just it.” Steph says, her words 
slicing through silence, “You can’t answer me.” She ends the call, face full of red.

These words she’s used to corner him – corner them – into a truthful space are 
dangerous.  They fell into her mind so easily and without much work.  In the quiet of her 
room the defiance frightens her, almost as much as her deviousness.  ‘SPIDERFINGERS: 
Hero-Worship’ will be ready soon, and she will need Milo to publish it.  First she has to 
show him that she has character.  He’ll be shocked by her resolve and intrigued by 
whatever Spiderfingers has written in his diary, because it clearly causes a more 
conscious Steph to emerge.  She carries on writing: We’re hiding behind a large 
solitary tyre and I’m still pissed at myself and the fucker I have to hold hands with 
to survive.  Gaia’s told me enough stories about this creature and yet I’ve still 
managed to make the same mistake as so many travelling heroes and their squire’s.

It, not he.  Rooenn the Terrorsmith is not a person.  Wrong words knight monsters 
and chaos shouldn’t be knighting anything.  Now we’ve a relationship and all 
Rooenn’s relationships end in ruin.  I push the hate down into my gut as we continue 
eavesdropping on the screaming woman who’s come out of the trailer.

“...You should play bad-guys.  Fucking monster!” Her voice is raspy; probably a 
smoker, definitely drunk, “I am not a groupie.” she hollers.

I have to put a face to the drama.  I edge up and peer over my tyre and find my 
drunk to be a blonde, about 5ft and cute.  She’s pixie-like with ample hips to snuggle 
between and get lost in.  Strawberry lips part, “What’d Kurt do now, huh Lance? 
Mr meteoric actor! Don’t know, do you? This movie is soooo fucked.  You can spend 
another month in there; you’ll never get Kurt Cobain right.” A-ha.  I see.  I get it.  
This Lance guy is playing Kurt in some movie.  A biopic.  Universal, Paramount, 
whoever, some film company has bought this Lance actor some state of the art 
recreational vehicle to stay in.  I amaze myself at the speed my brain takes to 
comprehend the scenario and formulate a plan to get past the drunk.

I pull a pair of glasses out of my pocket.  What can I say? I don’t need glasses 
worn by David Shape, but gods are inherently sentimental creatures now, aren’t we? 
I abandon the tyre-hiding-place with Rooenn in tow – it's confrontation time.  When 
she sees me she yelps and backs away a little.  Sort of stumbles into that massive 
trailer. 

“What the fuck?” She shouts this whilst staring at Rooenn’s hand in mine.  If I let 
him go at this distance Kurt’s bellowing will kill me.

“Oh, he’s what we call a tool, Lance’s emotional trigger.  Lance your pal? He’s my 
client.” I push intellect’s signifier up the bridge of my nose and continue, “Sorry, 
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I’m Dr. Finger from Meltdown L.A? My P.A called ahead right.  Marcia?”
“Marcia?” she repeats shaking her head, “Who the fuck is Marcia?  Who the 

fuck’re you?” She spits the words as if she has armed personnel on call.  Like the 
finger she points at me is primed with lead.  She struts up, all the Dutch courage in 
the world.  She waves her accusatory finger at me.  Me? I bury the pride.  I need 
information.  So I retreat, of course.  A courteous back-step as I say calmly, all 
matter of factually,

“Lance’s management got in touch.  Said there was a problem that I’m paid to 
solve.  Happens more than the media get to know.  Heath Ledger cracked y’know,” I 
begin, “If his people’d hired my people ... well ... Now Lance in there, he has a 
problem – sorry, your name was?”

“Didn’t say.” she says this looking at Rooenn’s hand in mine.
“Oh, this guy here?” I point at Rooenn. “He’s Lance’s Emo-trigger.  Man, when I 

was doing the Stallone gig, the trig we had to use? Christ.  I wheel this big fat melon 
onto the set of the last Rambo movie see, cos Sly won’t leave his trailer till they 
green-light the use of real bullets!” I chuckle scratching my forehead in disbelief, 
“Method acting taken to a whole new level of crazy, y’know?! But after he sees the 
melon, his Emo-trigger? Man, Sly’s outta the trailer.  Like a cheetah.  Back on set 
and ready to do anything Wes Anderson says.  Cool job huh? Hey, and I get to wear 
costumes to work.” My free hand taps my chest. “The thing is Miss ... er?” C’mon, 
c’mon, gimme your name.  Put your motherfucking faith in me.

“Lissie,” says the blonde, “Smoke?” A small hand holds out an open pack.
“No thanks.  So yeah, the thing is er, Lissie, a client’s trig has to be linked to 

something the client’s told nobody, I mean not a soul.”
Lissie doesn’t take her eyes off Rooenn as she sparks up.
“Lance chose what, a gimp?” I nod slowly, cos nodding’s all you can do when 

you’ve nothing wholesome to pray to. “So, Mr Fingers ... you some super shrink 
huh?’ she sucks some life out of the cigarette.

“Childr – ” I swiftly cover Rooenn’s hissing mouth with my free hand.
“As I said, my name is Dr Finger, Stephen Finger, from Meltdown L.A but hey, 

wanna know Richard Gere’s trig?”
“Don’t tell me.  Hamster right?’ she says killing the fag some more, coughs a little 

as I laugh correcting her, “Gerbil actually.”
I’m her friend now.  This is like some office gossip swapped over lunch.  So, 

imagine my surprise when Lissie blocks me as I make a move for the trailer door.
“No way you n’ gimp boy here’re for real.  Meltdown L.A? Please.  And the 

accents soooo bad man.  English, right? Lance!” she hollers. “Lance! Lance, you 
gotta come out and see this! You got some English stalker guy out here!”

“I’m a doctor.  Raised in the U.K.  Listen Lissie, be a friend to Lance and – ”
“This is Hollywood asshole”, she flips a dirty pink mobile in her hand. “Friends 
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don’t exist.”
“Are you an entertainer, or are you asking the big questions?”
Her words boil in my mind.  Whips of my fringe blaze bloody, the lashing streaks 

stretching, engulfing Rooenn.  They engulf my knight.  Some life-insuring advice: 
never piss off anything that can flood a world or turn disobedient wives into salt.

“Children?” asks Rooenn. 
“Yes Rooenn, she’s all yours.  Make her cunt catch fire.” David hates the word 

cunt. “Give me blood.” I hear myself say.  The correct pronunciation of ‘Rooenn’ is 
‘ruin’, its most formidable weapon sways between its legs.  The weather shrills the 
word Terrorsmith whilst I nod Rooenn’s barbarism to commence.  Lissie was right.  
There are no pals in Hollywood, only monsters.

I look around before leaving Rooenn to his pleasure, cos there must be someone 
watching this.  I spy the boy in a trailer opposite.  How he isn’t on the phone to 
police, I don’t know.  He just sits and watches this slice of real life as if it’s a cut 
sequence from a game.  The trail of smoke reaching under his trailer door will keep 
his mouth shut forever.  I ought to feel guilty about his life being hijacked because of 
mine, but there’s no time for guilt, only curiosity.  I step into the mouth of Lisse’s 
trailer and I can’t help but feel I’m walking into a dragon’s lair.  The chain that 
yanks repeatedly away from me, the one attached to Rooenn, is say, eight foot long 
now, snaking away back outside, under the Winnebago I’m entering.  But I must 
grip on to it tight.  I let go of Rooenn’s chain at this distance from Lance and, well ... 
Kurt’s scream is making my nose bleed again.  I’ve no choice but to ignore it 
because it’s not like Rooenn’s gonna stop raping and maiming what’s-her-name 
back there to come hold my hand, right? I inch forward clutching at Rooenn’s chain 
and it suddenly occurs to me: my relationship with the Terrorsmith is mightier than 
physics.  Oh yeah, his chain lengthens so that I may walk further into Lance’s den, 
approaching the figure on the mess of a bed.  He’s lying foetal and wrapped round a 
teal green Byzantium Fender Mustang.  I walk across magazines and junk towards 
the early nineties’ icon, my nose gushing out more of my phosphorous goo for blood.  
Hovering the bed, I reach down to touch my god in his motionlessness.  And for my 
trouble I’m blasted back, my head bashing the floor, my hands virtually glued to 
Rooenn’s chain as the white heat that assaulted me melts the glasses off my nose.  
The face at the heart of the lightning storm above me snarls with a parody of 
viciousness.  Sid Vicious to be exact.  It appears Kurt owns a dragon.

All the dark nights that Steph has lost sleep to, all that waking torment where she 
wasn’t sure why she needed to write – they’ve disappeared into nothingness.  She reads 
and re-reads Hero-Worship and brushes up the syntax here and there.  Worked on 
descriptions and filled in the blanks till her story is more powerful than I could have ever 
foreseen.  She leaves what she once would have considered misogyny in.  She knows her 
audience. 
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“Are you an entertainer?”
The world outside her fiction will always be second best now, each word making her 

more whole.  More powerful. The success of her writing will shield the little girl adrift in 
a boat crying out. “Help! Help! My daddy’s hurt!”

That lonesome child who only she can save, forever in her thoughts.  Although that 
little girl with the crooked nose can make out boats from the mainland drawing near, and 
although her daddy will survive the shark attack, her fear has taken hold.  Her cowardice 
forces imagination’s pen into firm hands; clutches it decisively; steadily re-writes the 
tragedy of her sister’s death.

Only the shark will know the truth.
Steph turns the page of the journal and straightens herself up briskly in her chair.  

Fingers punch away at the keys in front of her, sinking her best version of Hero-Worship 
into the computer.  When the chapter is finished Steph languishes within a bubble of 
contentment, and all about her appears clear and less chaotic, as if the world has found a 
more desirable shape moulded by the magic of her labour.
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Chapter Forty Four: Hero-Worship (III Of IV) 

Pets, Their Masters And The Chains That Bind Them

This is such a curious place to die and damn, the volume of screeching! Shrieking 
rips right through the air – up, down, left, right – the foul protest is everywhere.  All 
of this whilst to my right, sprawled oblivious on the single bed stirs Kurt Cobain, 
rousing from slumber, twisted away from the guitar he’s been sleeping with.  I keep 
a tight clench on my chain, the metal fucker snagging ahead, and down; the heavy 
links sheering paint off the trailer’s doorstep.  The L.A night seemingly pulls this 
gleaming lead away from me, tugging and jerking with unpredictable violence 
because my minion, the creature on the other end of it? The fuck is still raping the 
shit out of the girl.  Lisa? I’m really not sure of her name as my dreadlocks burn 
volcano-lava-bright – I’m ready to go out fighting.  Yeah, cos I’m not afraid of some 
talentless-suicide-punk-poster-fool who for whatever reason, floats back 
transmuting.

Sid my enemy, who only seconds ago blazed above as an unholy bleached cloud of 
fire has now changed into a dormant and silent gloom.  Sid’s new translucent form – 
his long dark door shape, it stretches out vertically along the trailer wall.  The only 
light in the room is my lantern hair, and it shines a light on him, that short blonde 
guy perched on the half-made bed.  He’s wearing torn blue Levis.  He’s sporting a 
cardigan the colour of coffee, the hint of a Daydream Nation T-shirt beneath; his 
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brow cloaked in a curtain of iconic golden mane.  His face a secret.
“Hey.” says Kurt, baring whites – at me! Like he’s my pal.
“Hey.” I reply, stationary on my back, used condoms and DVD’s crushed 

underneath; the tug of a bind in my palm.
“Beer?” he asks, sweeping his dirty blonde back, revealing his face, its twin pools 

of ocean blue.  These eyes …  I’ve only seen them in videos and posters, and classic 
rock magazines, they size me up.  This mystery flicks a light switch, and then 
shuffles in the direction of the fridge.  His feet crunch plastic cutlery, glossy music 
publications and scrunched up note-paper.  Hopping over his guitar pedal, a 
phenomenon that blew its brains out in 1994 reaches me with a six pack.  Our 
fingers touch across the base of the Bud he hands me and I’m beaming up at … 
Him, unreservedly staring as an undead legend dumps itself back down on the bed.  
I shake happiness off my face.  My god’s been giving me a headache after all.  Time 
to man-up. “O.K, before I tell you what’s going on,” says Kurt, his free hand 
matting his hair, “Promise me.  Promise, you’ll trust me? I need your help.” Beer 
trespasses beyond his hair as he confides, “I’ve been calling you.”

“Calling?” I guzzle beer. “Next time just text, the whole chainsaw through the 
brain idea doesn’t quite work for me.” I down more alcohol whilst using all brain 
power to keep my drinking hand still.

“It hurts? Sorry man.  I’m sorry,” he says sincerely. “What I can do, all this ... it’s 
all quite new to me.”

Those clear blue eyes he has, they take in my left fist and the leash clenched within.  
And he asks, “What’s going on with that?” 

“Leash is for a pet of mine.  Protection.”
“Really, it should be O.K now.  I swear, I will not hurt you.”
He’s not Lennon but his voice is such that I have to chuck Rooenn’s restraint to 

the side.  And as it slithers away from me, over music mags, a battered copy of sci-fi 
novel Solaris, the odd take-out carton, I feel a sudden hollowing.  Kurt’s rubbing my 
shoulder like a proud father who’s seen his kid through rehab but I barely register 
the weight of his palm because all I’m thinking is: I should’ve felt this way after 
commanding Rooenn to kill whatshername.  I couldn’t have been more detached 
when I allowed the bastard to gut and scissor that D lister – Sheridan or was it Saul? 
Whatever.  Before the last link can vanish through the trailer door, I’m floor-diving 
– I’m shooting my eager hand toward my shiny snaking thing.  So precious.

“Are you an entertainer, or are you asking the big questions?”
I briefly entertain one of my Greek thoughts.  Pride being in the bones and 

everything.  And man, it would be so close … In the blonde corner, Kurt Cobain: a 
rock god, hero-worshipped by a multitude of adoring humans.  In the red, yellow 
and blue corner there’d be me, a parasite siphoning meta-power from pop culture’s 
second favourite son.  Hell, you wear my clothes into any far off jungle kingdom and 
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you’ll see kids, all ages, grandpa and grandma too, mitts punching the sky 
mimicking flight.

You’d hear chanting der, der, der, der, der, duuur, duuur, duuur … The only other 
symbol with that kind of pull is Christ’s crucifix.  But plugging myself into his 
history’s a distinct no-no.  I’m sticking to my superhero service provider thank you 
very much.  Out of his can of Bud, Cobain takes slow sips.  It’s disconcerting 
watching someone else moderate their every movement into a subliminal message of 
passivity.  His eyes glare at the silver in my closed palm.

“Please tell me it’s a dog you got out there.” He hops off the bed to go look.
“No, Rooenn’s no dog.”  I shout after him. “Listen ... Kurt.’ and I add some extra 

bass to my voice as I continue. “If I find out you’re some shape shifting minion out 
for my head – ”

“The last thing I want to do is give chaos head.” He heads outside.  His smutty 
joke’s a good sign.  Minions generally don’t have a good sense of humour. “This guy 
I’m in is an actor called Lance Caesar –Young.  He’s playing me in Nirvana the 
movie – ” His voice trails off.  He’s seen Rooenn.  When he returns to his place on 
the bed his face is expressionless. “This is a prop,” he says, handing me a Gibson 
fetched from under the bed. “A present from the director.”

Kurt says director in the same whiny way petulant teenagers say mother, and man, 
this guitar – although it looks immaculate – it’s useless to Kurt.  The fucking things’ 
strung up for a right handed player.  I nod toward the other instrument, the teal 
green Byzantium Fender laid out on his ruffled cream bedding asking,

“What about your six-stringed sleeping partner? Director bought you that too?”
To this Kurt replies, “Before they fired him, David bought me this.”
My mind somersaults and I have to ask, “David as in Lynch?”
A full head of blonde shakes from side to side and says, “David as in Fincher.” I 

open my mouth but he interjects telling me that “No, I really don’t wanna know 
who the new director is.”

I take a big glug of beer looking at the Gibson then back at the Fender while Kurt 
says, “I’ve been stalling, faking illness, and not turning up on set ... for weeks.  I’m 
trying to fuck up the big Hollywood machine.  Figured you’d want in?”

I’m English, but I’m hanging out with Kurt Cobain.  And I am in L.A.  I punch 
through the smoke that rises from my flaming hairdo screaming:

“Let’s fuck Hollywood in the ass!”
Kurt mirrors my smile too perfectly.  He definitely saw Rooenn raping the girl, so 

what does he make of me?
“Are you an entertainer, or are you asking the big questions?”
“Hey man.” he begins, “Let’s celebrate, let’s jam? I got keys to a space?”
I excitedly nod in this moment that would be quaint and wholesome were it not for 

the unremitting shredding, the biting of Rooenn’s chain chomping down on the front 
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doorstep.  The clinking bridle leading down and beneath our vehicle.  Chomp, 
chomp, chomp it bites.  I glare at the viciously, yanking metal as I visualise Lisa 
(Laura’s?) wagging bleeding vagina.  I envision inch-wide punctures shrouding a 
semi-dressed female torso.  The grasp on my metal viper draws a little of my 
phosphorous goo for blood and I couldn’t clutch at it tighter.

Kurt Cobain closes the door on the Hollywood darkness but Rooenn’s chain isn’t 
of this world.  You can’t just shut it out.  I haul myself into the passenger seat next to 
my dirty blonde divinity, my lengthening lead gripped fast as my monster and its 
victim in the rear view mirror – a grey, pink, red horror becomes smaller and 
smaller with fuel and distance.  I’m thinking up bad poetry.  I’m reciting Bowie 
lyrics to help zone out the confident rattle of Rooenn’s chain hung tight outside my 
passenger window.

I bet I look nervous.  I’m sure I seem excited.  Jumpy.  There’re questions to be 
asked.  For instance, I’m more than a little paranoid about the humming black 
rectangle on the wall.  I ask Kurt about Sid ‘fucking-attacked-me’ Vicious.

“Sorry about that.” Kurt replies. “Sid really doesn’t like people touching me, not 
without permission anyway.”

I lean in and ask, “Eros is a psycho queen but Kurt Cobain and Sid Vicious escape 
Aphrodisia? You guys had it made.”

He flicks me a quick stern look, like a child rapist that’s been asked why prison 
wasn’t such a barrel of laughs.  It’s a flash of utter hate till the emotions’ gone, his 
face blank, focus on the barely lit tarmac.

“I just couldn’t take another moment of Lennon saying something to impress me.  
And Jim Morrison – man – Jim Morrison is an asshole.  He called Jimi a nigger one 
too many times, just to get a reaction.  You’d think becoming a god would purge you 
of idiocy.” I nod all believing, transfixed on the road ahead. “I need to know 
something.” he says.

“What?” I reply, instantly hating how I must look.  A bounding puppy being 
leashed for walkies.

“In the grand scheme of things, how can you be the god of chaos if you guard 
Earth from the gods? That would be maintenance of order, right?”

“There is no chaos.  You could say I’m attracted to patterns which prove hard to 
identify.” I’m not happy with my answer.  I shrug the weight of awkward silence off, 
not knowing how to follow up nonsense Miss World spoon-fed me long ago.  It’s not 
like I’m at all satisfied with her account of who I am – not one bit – it’s just, there’re 
only so many times a year you can badger and cajole the mentally ill.  How many 
times have I pushed Miss World for her revelatory moment of clarity? A speedy 
recovery from a war between gods isn’t going to happen for Gaia.  Her therapy is 
gonna take time.  It’s this musing on speed that allows me to briefly consider Kurt’s 
driving.  I read Heavier Than Heaven.  The real Kurt Cobain drove old-lady slow.
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Kurt cuts the engine outside a condemned building, bricks looking like crumbling 
fruitcake and with its rusted keep out signs this dump succeeds in scaring the shit 
out of me.  There’s no greenery around so no chance of Gaia-flavoured back-up 
then.  Were I an assassin charged with the task, I’d lure me out here, to this tree-free 
zone so far and away from Miss World.  Apollo, you clever bastard.  I always knew 
in the end it’d be you that killed me.

“Kurt.” My fingers tremble, waiting for him to deliver the deathblow, “How come 
you’re so calm about ... me, about you and everything?”

An unreadable face turns to me, and with the voice of my god it says:
“What’s there to be excited about?” His shrug all nonchalant, face blank, only the 

slight humour that curls out the corner of his mouth betrays him.  I chuckle. It’s an 
old sound, comforting and familiar.  I almost say thanks.

Kurt abandons the driver’s seat for a smoke (another good sign, since monsters 
don’t care much for Marlboro Lights) and I’m staring out into the Los Angeles 
twilight taking in nothing.

See, I’m talking myself down from my Apollo paranoia.  I’m turning inward and 
upon deleted scenes, so many starring a vagabond in a red trench coat who is so 
painfully aware of that pronounced distance between himself and the someone he’s 
just met.  Unless you’re some coked up freak of an actor (Was it Sam or was it Stan? 
Steve maybe?), there’s always that awkward fucking moment where you’ll catch a 
whiff of what I so obviously am.  I don’t need your fucking reminder of my 
destitution – shit – the idol in me? He normally plays editor but tonight? Tonight 
I’ve met my hero whose fluid body movements glide in and out of my personal space 
without issue.  There’s none of that slight retreat to keep my stink at arm’s length.  
And I won’t bring up my astral visits to Aphrodisia – our relationship was simpler 
then.  I’m not Eros.  I just can’t see Cobain as a tool for light relief – not anymore.  
Here on earth he’s more ... whole.  He makes jokes, he’s self-aware.  He’s not 
pumped up with Eros’ properties; if he smiles here it's cos he’s genuinely happy.  
Another reason why I won’t talk about Aphrodisia is – well – of all the dead rock 
gods, I honestly think he’s the only one who sees Eros’ country for the twisted, 
hyperbolic, egocentric theme park it really is.  A freaky island for the bloated and 
degenerate clowns of Rock n’ Roll tragedy.  Only Ian Curtis’ cynicism comes close.  
Outside, Kurt’s rummaging his pockets for keys or something, so I head to the back 
of the trailer to fetch guitars.  Then it knocks me down like a truck out of nowhere: I 
haven’t played rock music in years.

Kurt’s unloading drums onto the pavement; bass drum; snare drum; a rack of 
toms; and he’s telling me about the power of free will and destiny and Sid tagging 
along and ... FUCK! I’m about to jam with the most significant third of Nirvana! A 
hi-hat, some cymbals, two bass drum pedals, and a shit load of stands are hauled 
onto the roadside because like any friendly musician, I’m pitching in with my fellow 
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player, emptying his gear to the street whilst inside, I’m squirming.  Kurt doesn’t 
catch on.  So jovial.  He tells me how he’d focus on calling me; that he could sense 
me tracking him, but I’m zombie-nodding.  The piece of piss chords for ‘Been a Son’ 
have slipped out the back-door of recall.  My blonde god, he points at me and he 
says: “Look at you: Spiderfingers, god of chaos.  You’re slick.”

“What?”
“The chain?” he says as my eyes follow his line of sight to my ankle.  I browse a 

quick-fire glance at my fist grasping one big hunk of nothing – nothing but a pocket 
of air.  Not only has Rooenn’s rein pissed all over natural laws to follow me here – 
look, see where it’s gone – bastard chains’ snuck right out my palm n’ coiled round 
my left ankle.  My pet knows that I need my hands free for the guitar, and that I 
need to be fettered to him – forever.  A barbed and spiked penis as big as a 
policeman’s truncheon fills my vision.  The weapon punches through and gouges an 
abdomen, the baton excavating rib cage and sternum through Caucasian skin.  The 
silver snake round my ankle squeezes and it’s not as if the horror-dick goes away.  I 
still see it.  I fight but I can’t help but view the ruined place it’s made bloody, and 
inches wider.

“Are you an entertainer, or are you asking the big questions? Why must I choose?” 
Steph thinks, head pushed against the computer screen. “Why must I choose?” Her 
fingers press her ego and mine into the keyboard, obliterating filter words and truncating 
my notes into the punchy hard hitting thing she’ll call her own.  I am god inspecting 
vineyards whilst a sinner turns to salt.  I am The Almighty issuing Noah 
mathematical measurements whilst reorganising valleys and weather patterns for 
‘spring cleaning’.  I am the great I AM drawing new planets out of my bottomless 
imagination as nations go to war.  Some claim to have my protection.  I am 
Spiderfingers trying to recall the chord progression to ‘Breed’.  I’m sure I’ll get it 
and that Rooenn’s cock cleaving out of the girl’s chest is in no way a distraction. 

We’re in a shoebox of a rehearsal room with cheap orange mike stands, dusty 
amps, a few cracked performance mirrors.  Nothing  here looks like it works and 
were I human, I’d probably think twice about touching anything electrical.  But 
Kurt’s presence charges the air with the kind of energy that sends men and women 
into tongues.  I’m onstage but I feel an altar should be up here with me.

I’m expected to tune up.
Noting my difficulty, Kurt hops and skips over drum cases to help since tuning 

takes him a minute.  A sensitive few turns of the machine-heads are all god needs 
before he lollops back to the kit, sticks snapping out militant rhythms against skinny 
thighs.  For all the vague monstrosities that clot my god memory, this kind of 
vulnerability is dizzying.  The intensity of his face; my god the dead rock-star, busy, 
lowering his drum stool.  Such a short guy.  You wouldn’t know it to close your eyes 
though because right after his stool is ready, you’d be like me – your jaw to the floor.  
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You’d be listening to drum skins take the severe thrashings of aggressive post punk.  
I’m glad he’s insisted on handling vocals.  I don’t have to scream, sing or front, 

though it’s all there, alive inside me, hoping I’ll set it free, give it a chance to arrow-
head a campaign of worship.  Oh, that knowing smile.  Fools your audience into 
believing you know something they ought to.  Ooh! Don’t forget to be funny! 
Doesn’t matter about the subject matter of the preceding song, or if the next tune on 
the list is about losing your personality in a relationship as payoff for not dying 
alone, you gotta hit em with a fucking joke, right? All these little tools, they help 
construct belief.  Now your words and actions have a huddle of curious primates 
determinedly digging away at their meaning.  Hopefully, you think, fanatically and 
till the end of their lives.  No, I’m happy the microphone’s on Kurt, meaning my 
only focus is on chords.  I fling bolt after distorted bolt into his storm of a rock beat.  
It thunders.  It halts.  It struggles.  And then, the amazing happens.  My fingers, the 
spidery fuckers, they unlock a new riff, a shadow of ‘Negative Creep’.  It’s in the 
wrong key but the tempo’s identical.  Kurt’s smile confirms everything.  I tread over 
uneven carpet, clumsily but without disaster till I arrive at Kurt’s mic, praying to 
Gaia not to screw up.

“Daddy’s little girl aint a girl no more! Daddy’s little girl aint a girl no more!” As 
the almost-tune becomes a car crash of feedback and off-kilter noodling I spy Kurt’s 
clown-grin as we careen deep, deep into a display of sonic ineptitude.  A lifetime of 
insecurity breaks away.  No other dead musician could teach me this.
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Chapter Forty Five: Black and White and Red all over

 
Illustration By Elliot Batten

Just fixing my gaze to the living room ceiling, I can lose myself to the swirl of smoky 
Jasmine billowing from my hair.  In the arcs and troughs of black fume I can see any 
shape I want.  A thousand possibilities.  A million.

Occasionally, an over excitable TV presenter (much too hyper for his Friday noon slot) 
pulls me out of these patterns of smoulder.  Thanks to his gabble, I wanna engage with 
the blare of undead pop culture, make it say sorry for disrupting my attempts at 
detachment.  I don't want to know about the Z list celebrity having their home renovated 
by their biggest fan.  But there will be no satiric conversations with the telly, no 
monologues to point out the beige world we live in.  I’m faced with the surrealism of the 
family seated round the dining table, an audience that really doesn’t have the patience to 
indulge my anti-establishment gripes.

At the table’s head, sitting with her back to the kitchen entrance, Florence Buchanan 
slowly sips something hot.  Her Queen Victoria outfit has innumerable rips and tears 
across it.  Hair that normally hides her regal chin and middle age is bunched up and 
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tucked away under the famous monarch’s grey wig. Those copper tussles no longer 
obscure the crow’s feet, her worry lines.  Her getup is as ridiculous as it is practical 
considering her clothing’s been soaked in the blood of minions.  The smell isn’t great, but 
then masking her scent – my scent – from enemies has kept her alive whilst I’ve been 
away.  The wig dampens the aroma of faith rising from her head like no hat can.  I think 
part of her likes what the costume says about her status in the household.  The occasional 
grumble she makes about having to wear its complete bullshit.  All that pretend reading 
she’s doing in front of me.  Bull.  Shit.  If I was to snatch away Florence’s newspaper 
(last Sunday’s Guardian) and ask about the contents, I know she’d be stumped.  The only 
thing she’s interested in reading is me.  

“We head to Po,” says Florence, taking a sip from her mug, staring into the middle 
distance. “We find this cure and then you’re done here.” she places her cup down among 
red and yellow Connect Four playing counters. “No more contact, clear?”

Despite her week-long migraine, Florence ‘Nightingale’ Buchanan can still alter my 
body temperature, just by pointing in my direction.

On my left, past the empty chair I’ve refused to take, Saul ‘Zombie Boy’ Buchanan 
shuffles in his seat.  The pasty-faced twat is dressed in American Football gear.  His 
clothing’s been marinated in minion blood too.  What Hara called ‘disassociation’.  Good 
thing in his case.  I hate the stench of zombie.  Since I arrived, Saul’s been running in and 
out of the kitchen for knives.  He uses his one remaining hand to stash cutlery into his 
backpack, only to decide against his choices, back away from the table, and dash to the 
kitchen for sharper, more serrated options.  Then there’s Steve sat at the other end of the 
dining table.  Steve ‘Bone-Crusher’ Buchanan is covered in dark motorcycle gear.  His 
large muscular body is twisted away from me, eyes seemingly locked upon the telly, that 
fucking D.I.Y show still pacifying the countless many.

Lilith sits in the armchair not too far from Steve.  She’s constantly feeding the pet 
hawks perched on a wooden plinth stationed behind her.  When she reaches down to 
collect chopped meat from the pail beneath the table, her yellow biker gear rubs noisily 
together.  Me? I’m on my feet, leaning against the wall.  I’m cocooned in my long apple 
red trench coat, the logo of a freshly washed Superman hoodie set just above the 
neckline.  It’s been so long since I smelled this good, and I allow myself a proud smile.  
But the corners of my mouth have the integrity of a sandcastle.  My grin flattens out into 
nothing, overcome by the tide of creeping realisation.  Soon the night will come.  
Shrewsbury Court, how I miss you.

“Are you done yet, Vicky?”
Florence keeps her eyes trained on the paper as a girl's voice from upstairs replies:
“Keep your hair on mum.  And before you ask – no – I’ve not run out of tissues.”    
“If I was a god … ” announces Saul, his existence carving my thoughts, his cockney 

ably riding the blah bloody blah of the television, “I’d protect my army twenty four 
seven.  Wouldn’t be counting on a little girl to open a portal to another world.  For fuck 
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sake, monsters can hunt him by the smoke in his hair.  His hair! If it wasn’t for him … ” 
Saul points my way, his gunky zombie saliva flicking against the guard of his headgear. 
“I wouldn’t be this way…I wouldn’t have lost my hand.” Saul ‘Zombie Boy’ Buchanan 
uses his left hand and right stump to hustle a butcher’s knife into his holdall.  Steve turns 
from the television to face his son.

“Saul ... ” he starts peering over his spectacles, “Come on, anger’s no good to anyone, is 
it?”

Saul just shoots back into the kitchen, knocking the Connect Four grid down as he 
charges.

“For pity’s sake!” cries Florence. “Saul!”
My palms clench into tight fists under the folds of my arms. 
“He’s got to let it go.” says Steve adjusting his glasses.
“We can’t all be you, Steve.” replies Florence.
She turns the page of the paper she’s trying to lose herself in, vainly continuing her 

escape from the migraine she’s determined not to complain about.
My own attempt to ignore my own illness, not to mention the tension in the room ... 

well ... it really isn’t working now either.  I search dribbling blackness above but 
assigning pictures to the dark clouds that pour out my hair is fruitless.  I can’t take to 
scribbling down thoughts, and there's no way I’ll make the mistake of shouting up to 
Vicky.  When she's ready, she’ll call us.  For now, patience.  So I take a glance at the 
older man easing himself back into the wooden dining chair at the end of the table.  Steve 
Buchanan.

The thin specs at the end of his nose lend an intellectual counterweight to his rippling 
bulk.  And yet, with his gargantuan size, there is the recent pain.  His entire body hurts.  
He hasn’t done any shifts at the club in weeks.  It’s not that he can’t handle action.  All 
that standing though, and into the early hours? No.  Too much.

Steve winces, thrusting from his chair, making for the Connect Four grid on the floor.  
Florence scoops it up before he can reach it.  She makes no eye contact.  Doesn’t say a 
thing to him.  And Steve lingers.  He pauses like a mischievous child expecting a parents’ 
demand for apology and guilt, which never comes and the time he spends waiting on 
some kind of acknowledgment is brutal to watch.  Gods know this feeling all too well.

Saul splinters the tension with his bolt back into the living room.  The jangle of 
protective padding is not only annoying to listen to.  It’s an insult.  Worse than the 
cowardice is the fucking wave of deoderant which follows him.  I mean, there’s only so 
much he can do about zombie-smell.

“And just what if fire-head here has made the god hex up?” says Saul standing by 
Florence as she abandons her paper to the table.  She buries her head in her hands peering 
through gaps. “Not like he aint lied to us before.”

“That’s right, Zombie Boy.” I say leaning against the wall, watching Steve make an 
agonisingly slow walk back to his place. “There are no gods or minions sent here to kill 
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me for their invasion.  We’re not under constant threat of enforced captivity.  Gaia 
doesn’t exist and oh, the Pseudologoi that cancel out any hint of my existence, they’re all 
in your head, maaaan.”

“Arsehole.  Save your sarcasm.” he says through plaque flecked gums, pulling at the 
crimson sprayed ponytail that sprouts from under his helmet. “You don’t get to make 
jokes, not anymore.  And drop the Zombie Boy, alright?”

Florence massages the sides of her temple and says, “Can we all just shut up and wait 
for Vicky, please?”

“Hey, here’s a gag,” I say scoping the room for someone – anyone – that might want to 
help me lift the mood. “What’s black and white and read all over?”

“You are.” says Saul without hesitation. “You’re that psycho in the news.”
Locks of my messy afro quick dance.  Each strand burning bright like the sun.  Lilith 

reaches for her katana under her chair, Steve’s hands become fists and Florence is on her 
feet in front of Saul.  My hair dims to something more akin to sunset.  Lilith returns her 
hands to her sides.  Everyone’s relaxed now that my dreads have floated back down to my 
shoulders.  The human in me once again realises how reactionary I can be … why I must 
fight my kind, stop all living idols from gaining a foothold on this vast young world.

“Saul,” says Steve standing up, placing his broad hands on the dining table. “Out of all 
our … ailments, Spiderfingers holds the shortest straw.  Just have a think of the bravery 
it’s taken for him to tell us about his transformation.”

Yeah, so ... my nocturnal personality flip? I had to blame it on whatever it is that's 
making us ill. I need this family to believe in a lie for a while.  No laser vision? Lack of 
super strength? Big deal.  My worshipers contend with nosebleeds, chaffing joints, evil 
migraines and whatever hidden illness Saul can’t bring himself to tell us.  My being fairly 
mortal is not enough of a social glue and the unedited truth about me at night would be 
too much for this crew. 

“Bravery? We’ve invited this, this, thing back into this house? Not being funny, but 
there’s nothing brave about being a psychopath,” Saul says, again with the finger-
pointing. “I won’t forget what you did to Nat.  What happened to Arran won’t be 
forgotten.”

“Drop it Saul.” says Florence, her eyes fixed on nothing.
“Understanding son.” says Steve. “Understanding is like a fantastic energy.  It’s the 

most important power we possess.  I’ll tell you one thing about your brother, I reckon 
Nathaniel … Nathaniel ... ” And I catch why Steve’s voice has trailed off. Florence’s face 
bears the shape of non-comprehension.  She shoves her seat, stamping a path to the 
kitchen behind her.  Slams the door.  A quiet blubbering from the other side.  Saul fires a 
passionate stare in my direction.

“We’re following this nutter back to wonderland, even though he.  Has.  Lied. To.  Us.”
“Saul.” says Lilith attending the birds perched on the stand behind her. “Ever thought 

about life without any hands?” Saul eyes the sharp beaks, shoving his left and only hand 
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behind his back.  Even with the onset of arthritis, Lilith has twenty years’ worth of 
attitude problem.  Her tempestuous personality is signposted by an aggressive short crop 
of ruby Afro hair.  She hasn’t always had those red curls.  She wasn’t born this way.  I 
can’t lie to myself – not about this.  Introducing the term trans-racial super-heroine? 
Makes me smile every time. “Ever thought about life with one eye? None?” Lilith says 
this stroking the beaks of Ruby and Clint.  I’ve forgotten how charming Lilith ‘Black 
Dragon’ Buchanan can be.  Oh Saul, he eases away from the table in as cool a manner as 
possible.  It’s only when he’s out the room do we hear the fucker run up stairs.  Of course 
Black Dragon grins.

When I consider Saul's words, I deflate a little:
“You don’t get to make jokes, not anymore.”
There is no Black Dragon and Bone Crusher, only Lilith and Steve.  Zombie Boy and 

Nightingale are plain old Saul and Florence.  Vicky upstairs is simply Vicky, not Object 
Girl.  I’m not a complete idiot.  This may be the old game but all the players have 
changed.  Their god has bestowed nosebleeds, bad bones and a supernaturally long 
migraine.  Being in their lives has pretty much broken their home.  Jesus. It’s my fault, 
somehow, and even though Vicky’s convinced them that they need me for the trip to 
Village Po, I’ll be back on my own again afterwards.  Nothing is changing Florence’s 
mind on that one.  I ought to go to Po alone, but in every scenario my mind conjures, my 
going it alone results in my death.  And we can’t have that.  Not yet.
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Chapter Forty Six: Hero-Worship (IV OF IV) 

Forces Of Nature

It’s always been the emotional explosions which damage me.  Punches, guns and bites 
from underworld mutts are all just noise.

I’m sitting here waiting for a sickly girl to prepare our transport to Village Po, a holy 
ground her deity abandoned.  Now, this would be an intriguing story were I not the 
divinity in question.  Thinking you’re the best at what you do is the first quality on any 
self-respecting deity’s curriculum vitae.  I need a distraction, so I look up into the flames 
of my haircut.  I can see Steph now.  Her days, her nights. Myself as her creation.  A way 
to cheat the big game.

Spiderfingers: Hero-Worship IV

FORCES OF NATURE
Kurt Cobain sweeps his dirty blonde back to reveal pools of blue.  The glow, as if 
some unexplained light source shines from beneath each iris.  I’d like to take a 
picture of us watching Thom Yorke on the TV, the Radiohead front-man going all 
operatic on The Bends.  I let Kurt know this. “I’d blow up the picture to poster size 
and place it in a gallery.  Maybe have a guitar in a corner covered in dirt and rust.”

Kurt, my god, he just laughs at what I’ve said and hands another cold metal elixir 
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into my hands.  He gestures I drink with him on the bed.  I wave no thanks, guzzling 
Budweiser, deciding that bassist Colin definitely collects stamps.

Kurt keeps ushering  me to get on up from the floor, so I give him a look of artistic 
whimsy.  I tell him, “I don’t like mattresses.  So what was I saying? Yeah um, I’d 
capture the chaos of this place.  Food boxes in corners, clothes strewn 
everywhere ... ”

This is the archetypal teenager’s room with so many half-written dreams hidden 
on napkins and half-finished journals.  I have to sort through them.  Don’t care if 
they’re not finished yet.  The gods could cross over the hex unharmed and threaten 
Gaia’s children but I wouldn’t lift a finger to stop them, because all I want right now 
is to peruse through lyrics no other fan has access to.

Out the corner of my eye, with profound stealth, I drag the napkin staked with 
purple ink closer.  Time to begin my invasion into Kurt’s unfinished poetry.  Oh 
yeah, I read his song lyrics out the corner of my eye whilst the rest of my body is 
static, seemingly immersed in his babbling about Airbag’s chorus.  Kurt’s words are: 
Self-reflection reveals all our faults and rather than throwing ourselves into the hard 
work, we either run from the mirror or take a hammer to the evil twin.

Kurt says, “You’re so comfortable being a god.”
I chuckle at his observation.  My mouth fires back something practiced:
“I own memories of David Shape, needless worrying accounts; embarrassment 

upon waking; guilt last thing at night.  I’m done with feeling so … human.” I push 
my specs up the bridge of my nose.  I recline.  Kurt? Kurt takes a cursory glance at 
my Superman T-shirt and he says:

“You love yourself?”
“What god doesn’t?” I reply. “Kurt, you ever catch yourself going all movie-

monologue to some unseen audience, don’t feel awkward – just go with it.”
For a moment he’s still and I don’t have a clue how he wants to attack me next.  

Then, a sudden swing - a verbal right hook from my blonde deity.  He says:
“If you were human you’d be diagnosed with an ego problem.”
“But I’m not human.  Problem solved.” I grin, slurping alcohol. “Listen, I’m a god 

and for ages mankind has been begging for - now understand me, I hate the word 
cull.  I prefer the words quality and control.” 

“Bullshit! Killing others isn’t a solution.”
“Killing yourself is?”
“I don’t have to explain myself to you.” 
“That’s the spirit.” I reply and Kurt’s face goes from red to purple.  Ironic.  Up 

until now I’ve been interested in orchestrating an event that would shock 
humankind into an ‘awakening’ of sorts.  My suicide gods’ got me talking of killing 
a load of them.  My hero inspires genius. “We must drive people into the dark.  In 
their eventual re-emergence, Earth’s people will value life again.  To experience true 
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light, humanity must do more than be told of its opposite – they must survive us.” 
Something old and cumbersome has completely fallen away and why I’ve been 
carrying it so long, I just don’t get it.  I am lighter.  If this feeling had a shape I’d 
struggle to draw it.  At Kurt’s request I repeat myself. “We must drive people into 
the dark … ”

Afterwards he says nothing whilst his body language whimpers.  Slumped 
shoulders.  Shallow breathing.  My words gently undress his universe of banal 
innocence.  Beneath the media’s preferred death rocker version of Kurt, there’s 
someone that cherishes the planet.  He can’t see how Rooenn fits.

Again – “You should get rid of Rooenn.” Again – “why do you need a minion when 
you’ve got a friend?” and again he tells me – “You don’t need to protect yourself 
from me.  I’m done with the screaming man.  We’re cool.”

Such is the extent of my god’s myopia, an Achilles’ heel equalled only by his 
tenacity.  So then, after how many long hours I’ve needed to break him down, I taste 
success.  Kurt’s realisation that the scythe is all.  Ah, to hear the words of my blonde 
idol.  He’s giving up.

“As I pulled the trigger.”  he says this to me as he flicks through a battered copy of 
Suskind’s Perfume, pages annotated in purple ink, “I was sure blowing my face off 
wasn’t the solution.”

Even when he mumbles, Kurt Cobain always picks the right words.  I smile a row 
of yellowy brown teeth as my fire-hair burns vermillion, each fire red strand lap 
dancing for my bulging hazels.  Between my ears rumbles the harsh disturbance of 
ideas grinding.  Slowly.  Each slab of imagination hopes to make the transmutation 
from heavy thought to fantastic action.  For instance, I only save the world from the 
evil idols because they need to kill me to rule it.  I’m not Gaia’s hero.  The S on my 
chest stands for survivalist – nothing else.  So what if Boleraam cared about 
humans? So what if David Shape agreed to help? You can’t let your parents rule 
your life, right? Hmph, I would have considered these thoughts evil once but there’s 
no good or evil.  Good and evil is for kids.  Now Kurt’s acknowledging this, plans 
can be made and now I really don’t care where my noodling on his fender takes me.  
The Teal Green Byzantium painted six-stringed glory wails.  It shrieks a cat’s death 
over and over again because Kurt reckoning others should die and not him, well it’s 
a motherfucking revelation.

“Wild thing, you make my heart sing.” and I shove Kurt at the leg to join in. “You 
make everything groovy ... ”

Let fly one of your warriors Hecate – I’m ready for any faith-blind servant to roll 
on down and try to take us out.  Hell fucking yeah.  We have the power to cleanse 
the human condition, Kurt Cobain and I.  Halting production on his biopic is just 
our opening verse.  It’s gaseous, but still it forms.  My idea, more hungry, more 
corrosive than any punk band called Tyler Durden.  It’s our own project mayhem.
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“How about we access all your millions.” I start. “Fund a whole bunch of 
transgressive comedies specifically shelved after 9/11, shortlist the bloodiest and 
genuinely freaky.  I got my own idea: Twelve fighter jets stolen by a conglomerate of 
fundamentalist, Coca-Cola state haters, blah, blah, blah, all of them flying straight 
for the Oval Office.  Y’know? Big time World War III trigger, as I said, fingered by 
a massive team up of every developing world underboss, each with a Keyser Soze-
American-forces-killed-my-grandmother backstory.  Follow me?” 

“What’s a Keyser Soze?” 
“Shit.  1995, you were dead.  O.K, Kurt, it’s from a film.  Usual Suspects.  Soze is 

the main bad guy.  Don’t worry, we’ll rent it.  Anyway, we, erm … we film these 
movies and er, we’ll find some way to stream them live into every multiplex in the 
world simultaneously.” I’m talking complete shit now, but the intention is there.  
We’ll figure something culturally explosive.  Something necessary. “There are no 
good guys,” I warn Kurt through belches, “morality is a malleable shape.  Morality 
is like clay.”

He doesn’t look up as he replies curtly,
“I need to change.” and he returns to rummaging through shit on the floor, 

scavenging the way teenagers do for clothes that don’t stink bad.  This is 
Superman’s cue to leave because I remember from a Nirvana comic adaption (what 
was the name?) Kurt calls his body rat-like.  On my way out Kurt mumbles 
something (again?) about my ‘vacuous’ bond with Rooenn,

“We don’t need that thing.  Get rid – ”
“For fuck sake Kurt,” I reply holding up Rooenn’s silvery manacles, “Rooenn’s no 

threat to you.  You were god as a zeitgeist.  You shaped a generation in your image.  
Remember – you’re not human, you’re an idol.”

I have to get out of this trailer.  I draw myself up and get away from him.  A short 
journey into an open field behind the gravel strewn park gives me a little breathing 
room.  And here among greenery, I spread myself thin, on my back, allowing my 
entire body span to face up to Gaia’s funeral black sky.  Distant suns glisten across 
her gloomy shroud remind me of the way light would hit the back-length velvet 
brunette of a girl.  I’ve long since burned her name out of my scoresheet heart, but 
the sensation of running my fingers through that black mane, just that one more 
time? I’ll never forget the satisfaction, such music in my chest as I did so.  She 
coined my blues name.

No, she didn’t.  David Shape did that himself, but the novel required this delicatessen, 
so … what else should I feed it? What else do I have? Reasons not to head to the 
basement and ruffle through personal effects? Unearthing The Russian Doll Stories is one 
thing, but there is a black and white picture of myself … of Shape and a woman that 
might not be so good for my mental health, let alone a novel.  Used to carry it around 
wherever I went.  I should think of something else, but another face hovers, smiling, 
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laughing at David Shape.  I know Shape’s login details for his Myspace, but I won’t use 
them to pour over the profile of this new face I … he used to work with.  She must have a 
million followers now, let alone the few thousand that contributed to those stories she 
used to write.  And I never … David never made a move, all because that idiot Casanova 
- what was his name, Ben? He decided for all of us in the post room how she looked like 
Drew Barrymoore’s slightly larger older sister.  I won’t speak her name, nor will I lament 
that I swerved her obvious interest because I needed to shack up with someone who met 
the world’s beauty ideals instead of my own.  I won’t even remember her name, or muse 
over the realisation that David Shape welcomed becoming me as an overcompensation 
for his fear that school yard bullies were right about the size of his nose, or that becoming 
a god would cancel out a childhood indiscretion.  So many names to forget.  The 
homophobia his brother enacted in his early twenties can all be traced back to the evil of 
The Shape.  And … I need to back off from this.

Florence and Steve are arguing about something, so I push away from the room I’m in, 
travelling deeper into my own head but only as a means’ to enter Steph’s plagiarism.  The 
doll is warm between my fingers.

“Your fingers move like spiders.”
O.K, so she didn’t come up with it (I got that in a blues bar courtesy of Big Micky, 

my fingers fluttering in front of my face during his lustful fretwork), but when the 
past is so incomplete – so Swiss-cheesed? Man, you play producer.

You edit.
The digits of my right hand sink into the grass and soil.  My dark spider fingers 

open up a channel to Miss World who can’t hope to understand gods the way I do 
now.  And because I understand their hearts are glacial, unforgiving and brutal and 
that it’s just a predator's way – shit – our way of surviving, the words that wing out 
my mouth surprise me. “I didn’t ask for any of this to be my life.  I didn’t ask to be 
born into this madness.”

I’ve begun to shake my fist at the slash of lunar presence, the chain of the 
Terrorsmith still clutched tight.  Then, a rustling in the grass; a rodent, surely 
nature’s smallest – it squeaks English:

 “Characters don’t get to decide the stories they’re given.” Mother Nature’s furry 
mouthpiece tells me, “They’re tasked with surviving them.  Now, return Cobain to 
Aphrodisia, immediately.”

“I don’t need cryptograms.  I don’t need your madness.  Part of me lived a normal 
life – once.  Part of me wouldn’t kill …” My mouth runs dry.  Nothing.  The mouse 
scurries about rubbing earth into its watering eyes.  Probably trying to strengthen 
Gaia’s translation.

“Your interaction with Cobain is entertaining.  How do you feel about Rooenn?” 
I’m too drunk for this conversation but I sit up anyway.

“Rooenn helped me find Kurt, so I can’t complain.”
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“He helped?” squeaks the rodent. “Is the Terrorsmith your friend now too?”
I feel the heat around my eyes.
 “Rooenn is no friend.” My fingers bunch up tight, moulding into a fist as the 

mouse that Miss World speaks through doesn’t scamper away like I hoped it would.  
I swear he’s laughing, willing to remain as enigmatic as the feminine force that 
puppeteers its parts.  High above, wings flap, an eagle’s larynx re-configures to 
continue speaking on behalf of its guardian and mine.

“Come, come now chaos, great and profound master of confusion, your kind can’t 
make friends.  You’re born into opposition.  You gorging babies are all the same.”

“Fuck you!” I shout hurling punches at the night sky, “Fuck you!”
I sprint back inside the trailer, squelching from the bed of gravel beneath the 

vehicle jarring me as I enter.  I track the chain in my left palm.  I see where it leads.  
Under the Winnebago it trails and binds.  Torture.  The rape of … something I’m 
not.  And I wanna keep walking, head into the trailer and talk to Kurt about Sonic 
Youth.  I don’t know what the word is for the force of nature that stunts my 
movement.  Through shrubbery under my fingernails, riding upon the muddiness 
upon my palms, I hear Miss World’s voice.

“Spiderfingers …” she says, “Don’t leave just yet.  You can talk to me.”
I turn to face dark firmament and I can’t help it – my chin nestles into my chest.
“Am I in trouble?”
I search the S on my body for answers that only she can award me.
“You are whatever you want to be chaos.”
“I don’t want to be alone.” I hiss glaring up at the heavens.
“No, you’re not alone.” she says whilst opening up a crater in her muddying earth, 

“You will never be alone.” The crater widens.  This isn’t really my mother.  The relief 
she offers freely, it helps me sleep.  I hear three magic words and My free hand 
reaches down to my belt.  But I was human once, wasn’t I? Plus, I don’t want Kurt 
to catch us.  I force my hand away from my buckle.  I return to the bed-quarters to 
find Kurt on the mattress reading Perfume, so lost in his own world.

“Kurt, something you gotta see.”
I point to the open door. “Kurt I’m crazy, I’m a fucking evil person.”
“You’re not a person.” he says pithily. “You’re an idol.” and his fingers twang 

strings as I eye him up and down.
I say, “Unfortunately I’m not the only one.” I grab his arm don’t I, but only in my 

mind.  In real life where real shit happens I’m sitting next to him, super chilled.
After a few keystrokes the supreme icon of vigilante justice is chasing a bad guy 

across Kurt’s on-wall-plasma television.  Soon, our favourite scene arrives – the last 
remaining bank robber lying near a loaded shotgun.  Dirty Harry Callahan says, “I 
know what you’re thinking: ‘Did he fire six shots, or only five?’ Well, to tell you the 
truth, in all this excitement, I’ve kinda lost track myself.”
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I open my mouth at the corner to join Eastwood in this pop culture hymn.
“... But being this is a forty-four Magnum, the most powerful handgun in the 

world, and would blow your head clean off, you’ve got to ask yourself a question.  
Do I feel lucky? Well, do ya punk?” I show off some more, “The line is often quoted 
as ‘Do you feel lucky, punk?”

Kurt nods.
“The Dead Pool was a shit way to end the series.” 
“There’s another part.”
“Yeah?” asks Kurt.
“Yeah, kinda.  Frank Miller, that fucking genius that wrote The Dark Knight 

Returns, he hated The Dead Pool too.  He wrote a real ‘Dirty Harry’ Callahan tale.  
Called it That Yellow Bastard.  Dirty Harry was written with John Wayne in mind 
y’know?”

Kurt, he shakes his head saying, “No way.”
“Yes way, very much yes way.  Wayne turned it down – too much violence.”
“You know your movies.” he says and I can’t hide my smirk.  Why would I? Oh 

hell.  Yeah.  Damn right I’m basking in the light of my god worshipping me.  Damn 
right.  Then it’s as though I can smell it – the fume from my stalling, so faecal.

I can see Christopher Reeves’ Superman in my head, the poor unsuspecting fuck 
poisoned by Guss Gorman’s dodgy Kryptonite.  We’ve all seen Superman III, right? 
I’ve a clear vision of the on screen Kal-El not caring about a truck lolling over the 
side of a bridge – he’s corrupted.  I remember the scene well, Superman sharing a 
sofa next to High School pal Lana Lang.  This redhead is shapely.  Legal.  Our 
champion of all that’s good, our trustworthy icon of truth justice and the American 
way, he’s just a moral misstep away from abusing his X-ray vision and then … oh 
her neckline … and then, oh my god, he snaps out of it – The hero springing to 
action, like me – right now.  Amazing what a scene like that can do to repair the 
steady erosion of one’s moral spine.  I glare at Rooenn’s chain wrapped tight around 
my hand and it happens.  Something inside my chest catches fire.

“You have to see this!”
I drag god outside so he can see Rooenn, what he’s still doing to Lissie.  I point out 

the mangle of bloody, pink-white-chained-grey confusion, juddering on the tiny 
pebbles beneath the heaven that is our living space. “That’s what we do!” I scream 
the words.  Hell, I yell the observation right down Kurt’s ear.  Kurt? He just shuffles 
naughtily – so child-like – my lord, the deviant divinity of early nineties alt-rock 
escapes back inside.  Flicks the C.D player on, like nothing’s wrong.  I dash back in 
after him and Sid’s ready, starts to flare up at the sight of chain-wielding-flame-
haired me stomping across crumpled N.M.E’s n’ Kurt’s used condoms.  I jump the 
single mattress snarling, charging at Kurt with fists held high.  I think it’s the proud 
god in me that chucks Rooenn’s halter aside.  Sid smoulders above our heads, a 
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sphere of silvery fluidity waiting for an invitation to fuck me up.  Punk’s number 
one archetype obeying someone.

“Come as You Are? Unoriginal. Shit and to be honest – ” Something interrupts my 
speaking.  Something knocks into my face.   Kurt’s guitar.  I’m angry at the jaw 
blow that exhumes the Ancient Greek out of me: 

“Motherfucker.” I  smile through the pain, coughing up starry goo blood.
“You know what I like most about the afterlife?” states Kurt as his arms heave his 

axe back for swing number two: “Not an MTV logo in sight.”
He grimaces and grunts as the guitar comes down and briefly, from the blow, 

amidst the flaming chugging juggernaut of a song erupting out of his speakers 
overhead, I don’t have the faintest fucking clue who I am.

South Acton estate.  The early nineties.  Laughter from older boys surrounding me 
… forced guffawing at the education in my voice.  Them throwing my Superman 
doll from one bully to the next as I scream for them to give it back.  Then a happy 
recollection: I’m flying above the Nexus Rapture.  These memory shards belong to 
my two fathers: David Shape and Boleraam.  I tell myself that I am the face of 
chaos, a force too big to capture or kill.  For me and death read disassembly.  For me 
and killed see instead the idea of me forever lost – a new human component 
required.  No Kurt, you can’t kill chaos ... but you might just be able to kill me.

From nowhere it shoots out, a hand too fast for me, too strong in its grab around 
my neck.  For some reason I picture … Lissie.  Kurt Cobain’s guitar ruins my cheek.  
He hacks away repeatedly as the shakers at the start of Two Wings Mambo snake-
rattle into our ears.  Every blow is analysed by my camera eyes, the very idea of 
fighting back just can’t compete with the inherent vanity of becoming a victim at the 
hands of my idol.  I’ve all the martial experience of a god that has traded blows with 
other mightier gods.  But I’m slow.  I’m listing the punches and kicks like a top 
Hollywood fight screen choreographer, each blow instantaneously re-imagined as 
over-stylised movie action nonsense.  Kurt’s left hand, his other weapon, it’s locked 
round my neck vice-like and closing.  

“Shit Kurt, how’d we get here?”
Limp gas-oven-blues float gracelessly round my eyeballs as the room swirls.  

There’s a white patch of napkin on the floor.
Self-reflection reveals all our faults and rather than throwing ourselves into the hard 

work, we either run from the mirror or take a hammer to the evil twin.
The idea is conveyed so linear, so clear – easily the most un-Kurt lyrics ever.  Then, 

the Winnebago floor rushes to meet me.  The twist of metal surrounds my head.  My 
temple, my whole face, It’s been shoved through the vehicle bottom where again, 
through the serrated bottom I’m forced to confront them.  Rooenn and Lissie.  Her 
unfocused eyes momentarily find mine.  That’s when my goo for blood, the 
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phosphorous starry slime goops down from the cuts on my face and mouth, the 
horrible spunky stuff marinades Lissie’s face, and the soup makes her cry out in 
new agony.  In the trailer space above the clang of an open G rings out ... Kurt’s 
thrown his guitar down and before I’ve time to join a few scattered dots, I’ve been 
drawn up on my knees.

“These fingers of his, they were the first to strum the chords to Aneurysm, In Bloom, 
Rape Me and Heart Shaped Box.  Palms that penned Smells Like Teen Spirit are weapons 
my body can’t survive.  All this violence spotlighted by Sid’s white flare soul.  He bathes 
all of us in his light.  My eyes roll up to the skylight to witness Gaia’s funeral black has 
shifted unnoticed allowing a new shade – cobalt.  This darker blue clothes Gaia as her 
spikes of morning rain spear down.  In a crisis such as this, the only thing your soul can 
count on is the shepherd you’ve assigned it.” Ah, Steph.  You’ve written me so well.

“Oi.  Captain Cray - Cray? Who the fuck're you talking to?” Saul says.
Saul’s face, eternally bewildered.  That look a ruffian has.  As if someone’s just insulted 

their mother, or something.  Out to the garden I go.  I’ll continue distracting myself with 
stories of myself there.

My true liberator, my minion, my buddy linked to me by a chain I can’t let go, his 
head, that granite skinned metal-bandaged face now covered in an innocent girl’s 
blood, it surfaces.  The horror rises through the hole in the floor.  I devil-grin as 
Rooenn’s body tears easily through the warp of metal.  The rending noise mixes with 
the susurration of rain striking the trailer roof.  Rooenn the Terrorsmith commences 
its panther prowl into the constricted battleground.  Rooenn, not a god, person or 
dream, but a fucking force of nature birthed by the shadow thoughts of Western 
society.  My hands, they arrow out to meet Rooenn’s own, clawing, lashing about.  
My desperate brown pointers extend for aid but they move through him, graceless 
snatchings of air – my tired hands clambering through Rooenn’s granite coloured 
reach.  The pet has become intangible – just like the smoke rising from atop my 
head.

Rooenn is a hunched wraith, transparent as glass and I can see right past to the 
driver’s seat – the mounds of clothes on the floor behind him.  Miss World’s chiding 
voice pitter-patters in its gathering crescendo playing upon the top of the enclosure, 
singing the same high pitched well-to-do notes that might command a child out of its 
room for chores.  Through the dirt of her soil collected under my fingernails, Miss 
World’s whispers remind me that Rooenn walks her nightly.

“The Terrorsmith is no match for my rising sun.”
My minion must abandon me for some other part of her vast orbicular body.  I 

imagine a rodent somewhere safe and warm, guffawing. 
Sid, that big ball of lightning white, he makes a bee-line for my chest so I turn my 

back on him, this white inferno zeroing in on me.  He collides hard with bullet fast 
speed so that together, we explode out the trailer’s side.  We blast through the 
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famous brick-in-a-cop’s-face poster of Kurt Cobain.  We cannon-ball – Sid and I – 
we thud into the shit texture sludge of the field.  We managed to clear a good thirty 
feet I’d say, I think.  I consider some half arsed put down, strangely easy for the 
situation, what with Sid’s actual contribution to Nevermind the Bollocks.  Rain falls 
harder.

My fist plunges earthwards and the mother of all responds to my prayer, 
ejaculating her red magma from leagues within.  Rocketing from her core through 
dense skin, Gaia blasts lava at poor unpredictable-uncontrollable-can’t-play-bass-
Sid Vicious.  Who really, let’s face it, just looks like a shitty fucking weather balloon.  
The air agrees with me, tries to make me laugh:  

“Hello chaos.  I’ve always said rock and roll was bad for you.”
The gathering wind chuckles as Miss World’s lava blood is channelled up and out 

to one single spot.  Goodbye Sid and thanks.  Thanks for being shit at teamwork. 
I use twisted broken hands to poke at my back all torn up and charred from Sid’s 

attack.  I feel the electric presence of something uninvited.  She has been here all the 
while.  I just chose to see ‘Kurt’.  The trailer’s metal is flick-flick-flicking away.   Her 
mirage reveals the curving walls of yellowing smoothness, clumps of decaying meat 
upon the floor.  This is no earthbound transport.  I’m witnessing the uncloaking of 
the reality.  I was in the hollow of a great tooth, a hub to protect a goddess from the 
green grass skin of Gaia.  The large denture providing a buffer between a deity and 
the death dolling God-Hex.

“You don’t want me dead do you?” I say aloud and twirling, “That’s not your plan 
is it, queenie?”

Kurt’s guitar was painted in her royal colours – Teal green, the colour of her lips, 
Byzantium the tint of her hair, “Kurt Cobain? Your greatest trophy escapes 
Aphrodisia? Bullshit.”

Since I woke up this morning, she’s been playing me, warping my belief in Kurt 
Cobain to get close.  What do all gods want? Why would they set man against man, 
invent nations and different languages, carving up the earth? The answer is more 
obvious than the ending of a children’s book.  What do gods feed upon?

Oh, Please.
Since Boleraam and Gaia had the leeches evicted, all gods’ve desired is a way to 

get back here and live off humans, not the crude misshapes that bow down to them 
in The Oma.  My banished siblings can never hope to emulate Gaia.  Gods create 
anything out of love? Pah! To enable their worshippers the ability to radiate honest 
affection? Impossible.  Divinities will always have their sights set on earth because 
this is where healthy nourishment exists.  Which means of course getting past the 
God-Hex.  The barrier only functions as long as Gaia and I both wish it.  We must 
both want it more than … riches … peace on earth.  We must desire it more than a 
friend to discuss a movie, a poem, a book.  A kindred to form a band with.
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No death metal scream compares to the lion roar that’s returned to the grey fields 
of my brain.  Kurt’s at it again and there’s no Terrorsmith here to absorb the blast.  
I crumple to the surface of the planet I’ve let down:

“Stop, please.” I say, teeth chattering, “D’ya think Lance wants to murder? Don’t 
you think he might want his body back?”

The reply is softly spoken.  My enhanced hearing can’t help but decipher her voice 
– a whisper, snake-like.   A voice slithering beneath human range from the wreck of 
a trailer/denture.

“This vessel is lost in a world of sequels and movie tie-ins at Burger King.  Lance 
isn’t my victim.  He’s my accomplice.”

With that belated admission, Kurt’s body opens its mouth.
Eros doesn’t need to illustrate her power with this theatrical opening of jaws – but 

then, she’s always been a prideful boxer, telegraphing her knockout punch.  
Acknowledgment of who she is allows ‘Kurt’s’ voice to slip away entirely.  I may be 
suffering several feet away but her feral wail covers the distance.  In this private 
sonic cage where I twist and break in the clutches of a devouring wail, I make wild 
prayers, absurd offerings to any creature of worship my recollection coughs up.

“Hecate?!”
I call on any and every deity promising them power. “Hades?! Athena? Who will 

have my villages? Brando, I’ll reveal my hidden effigies – please, burn them and in 
their place root your own! Hear me! Apollo, Orpheus, Aries, Mammon … whoever 
answers first may claim my life force for his own.  Speak!” I call on all black devils 
until one answers.  And my devil, she is female.  She desires to walk among us and 
seize at many a tightly clenched thing.  She is Eros and I must make my penitence 
clear. “I pray to you, Great Goddess, who can become a purple sea should you wish 
it.  Tsunami in from the edge of reality and accept my celestial sacrifices.” Moans of 
far distant pleasure, I hear them.  “Not that your waves care which deity or promise 
I throw them.” A world sighing at the border of Gaia’s own. “The fact remains, it 
only matters that one hunts for you, and for you alone.” A sea of cardinal red grain 
appears. “You will beat your feet upon the earth again.  Just stop the screaming?” 
Seas across the globe and gales that force across them freeze, fearing the return of 
predators long since banished.  The Los Angeles rain has eased into that annoying 
half pissing half nothing spittle we suffer. 

“I am Eros.  Your eventual death shall be a sacrifice in my name.”
Her suggestive murmurings shiver through me wriggling oh, so very deep and into 

the pit of my belly.  Snakes making love.  This is how I perceive her because like 
Gaia, Eros holds a differing shape entirely reliant upon the psyche of her audience, 
“You never stood a chance.”

Being her enemy feels wrong.  Such is the pull of lust upon my essence as the earth 
rumbles beneath me in primordial fear.
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“I’m a shit detective.” I confess, “Lately, I’ve been asking a whole load of shitty 
why’s and not that many fucking how’s.” I say this as my palms spider about, each 
gesture an act of misdirection.  Colombo, eat your heart out. “Why the fucks’ Kurt 
come back to earth? Not fucking how.  Why seek me out ... not how.  You used my 
fascination with Nirvana to catch me off guard, make me forget gods can’t get 
along.  I’ve been such a dildo – should have twigged when I saw the colours of your 
guitar, and those lyrics? So very un-Kurt.  So very, very David Shape.  The way he 
talked? What he found interesting? All charged with David Shape’s perception.  
Nice queenie, very fucking clever.  The plan was to use the screaming to lure me all 
the way from London, right? And I did prostrate myself, but you didn’t count on 
Rooenn being part of the picture.  Must have pissed you off that his presence 
strengthened me, helped blot the sonic torture out? Maybe you figured out spending 
time with me made you stronger, all my hero-worship was an addictive sustenance, 
am I right? Whatever, you were just biding time, waiting for the sun.  Hoping 
perhaps I’d be stupid enough to let go of Rooenn’s chain and fight you alone – let 
your screaming mess me up, and I’d be a pussy and pray your existence fully back 
into the earth realm.  Killing me would be too easy.  Forcing me to worship you past 
the hex though? That earns you proper bragging rights with the neighbours, am I 
right?” I point out at the anomaly that is Gaia’s Sky, Eros’ red sand eerily floating 
down.  I force my broken hand over my eyes whilst my right palm keeps revelling in 
its Colombo duty, wavering like a finishing line flag. “Now, all that business aside, 
what I really want to know is, will you kill me from a distance? Are you weak, like a 
human?”

I’ve just compared Eros Goddess of lust to her next meal.  Ha! Thank you Stephanie 
Penny Tent.

From the large denture that can no longer use old human dreams to disguise it, 
Eros via Lance’s body shoots high, high up into the spray.  She flies the height of a 
mountain and then ... and then ... the goddess dives, crashing down.  As the raised 
earth flies up into my face, I stomach a girlish yelp as the shock-wave of her landing 
attempts to throw me off my feet.  Up close now, I spot them: teal green eyes and 
hairs that have transmuted into sleek Byzantium strands.  They cling to the male 
face she has chosen to exist behind.

“You? Mock me?’ she asks as surrounding grass blades bleed blood red.
“Kicked your ass once.  I can protect Gaia from your kind again.  Earth has 

enough fascistic idols ordering their practice all over her already.  Take your – 
“You allow your mother’s erratic fables to delude you, still? She nurtures your 

convoluted history to keep you in check.  You’re a tool, fuelled by ego, designed by 
her ... for protection.  You don’t believe in anything or anyone.  Even if your life 
didn’t depend upon the God-Hex’s safety, you’d maintain its upkeep for one reason 
alone.  You want Earth for yourself, don’t you? You don’t even realise it.”
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I forget the mess my fingers are in.  I raise malformed fists.  I’ll stop Eros’ broken 
record from spinning.  No, wait … stop.  You have a plan.  Relax.  Squinting through 
finger gaps I see her, just swaying there smiling – like she’s won and has every 
intention of waiting till I beg for my life.  She’s completely oblivious to the 
opportunity of a killing stroke.

“The Omni-Sire really should have sent a thinker.  You were safe in the giant’s 
tooth, bitch-face.  Don’t you know what we do to trespassers?” The patch of glowing 
red grass she and I both share, she sees it now.  The goddess reaches out for a violent 
embrace but the God-Hex activates.  I recollect my favourite Doors song: “Not to 
touch the earth, not to see the sun, nothing left to do but run, run, run.”

Hands, rocky mud coloured car-size palms, the will of Gaia herself made palpable, 
they drill up out of the ground I’m swaying on and squeeze Lance’s body for 
something smoky that eventually hisses out; a verdant gas funnelling from Lance’s 
nostrils surging up into the spit.  The fume makes its quick get-away, hunting for its 
home, the rock and roll Disneyland: Aphrodisia.  Miss World bleeds herself free of 
Eros’ crimson touch so that blades of emerald green restore around me.  I imagine a 
readership of my life, the comic book, how cheated they must feel.  But if they 
existed, I’d forgive them their ignorance.  This mission was reconnaissance.  
Whatever minions of whatever pantheons that spied all this – they know now, the 
dragon tooth buffer works.  Soon they’ll all be at it.  Seems I have my work cut out.  
The sun’s rays bask all over my face as I notice the stranger standing opposite.

At first glance the look upon his wet face doesn’t compute.  There is shock, a 
bemusement with a cadence of horror, that feeling your muscles hold when woken 
abruptly from a long slumber.  His eyes are wide and flicking, but the feeling that I 
could drown within their depths has fled.

“Kurt and Eros have gone,” I say grinning, closing in, “Hello Lance Caesar-
Young.”

I’ve read – no – David Shape has read enough comics, so many ways to kill this 
Lance fucker.  Visions fit for a cannibalistic sexually explicit Greek tragedy pan 
across my inner eye.  Is there enough dark anger in me to reach forward into 
Lances’ jugular? Rip out his voice box and fist it up his rectum? Then I consider 
how Eros duped me – my belief fuelling her mirage.  The smile that hangs off my 
lower face is the well rendered portrait of an adept pupil. “You’ve had not one but 
two gods transpose themselves across you.  I’d say if you believe enough, if you truly 
dig deep for the faith, you might be able to convince me that you’ve got enough 
power left to knock me out and make a run for it.  Maybe – I’m just not sure.  So … 
you’ve got to ask yourself a question … ”

Lance moves away pleading:
“Stop!” he’s transfixed on my Superman regalia repeating, “You’re the good guy, 

you’re the good guy!”
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Fists clench by his hips whilst his eyes, they widen with a mad faith.  He wants the 
good guy? 

“You want truth, justice and the American way?”
He nods, unable to speak from the fear. “I don’t own a noose and I possess no 

lethal injection.  I don’t have an electric chair to strap you to and I don’t have a gun.  
However … ”

Is it the god or the human in me that ignites the fire in my eyes?
Her creativity.  My creativity.  My creation manifested as her own.
Last night laying in her bed, her writer’s brain … She lives in the constant fear that 

there’s more she can do for the tale she must rear alone.  The story always screams in the 
night for a single parent to feed it nourishment.  I can see Steph unable to help herself as 
her hand reaches out from under her duvet, scrabbling for the note pad, that cradle for 
catching tales that crawl out of sleep.  Infants that demand upbringing lest they shrivel 
away.  Gone.  I want to hug her close and tell her not to worry.  Becoming a god is 
relatively easier than back in the day.  It’s about who you know.  It’s about how they see 
you.  Just keep feeding the story more and more of me whilst my head grows so cold and 
- no, mustn’t navel gaze now.  Must work on image.  Must work on how the Buchanan’s 
need to see me.  I’ll need to be detached, focused.

Need to rely on my method; go all third-person in my head again.   To be honest I can’t 
help but hear myself narrate my comings and goings.  What I wear, how I stand, how my 
eyes move across the people I meet.  Sometimes I even see it – action and adventure 
written in Times New Roman.  Back into the living room I go. 

My life, the secret story of a new brand produced in third person: The buzz of the TV 
provided the house with its only conversation.  And yet, Florence’s sobbing in the kitchen 
could be heard during the TV’s breaks in output.  Spiderfingers watched Steve reach for 
the remote control.  The TV volume went up a few discreet notches.

Occasionally Spiderfingers would lose himself to the beginning half of the front room.  
The two armchairs, the telly and the cabinet for the Hi-Fi.  Steve pretending to watch 
television.  Lilith feeding her pet hawks behind her.  No good.  Spiderfingers made the 
mistake of noticing Lilith’s mouth.  That smile of hers.  She could smile before saving 
your life.  She could grin before taking it.  Like a dragon.  

“Lilith, seriously? Did you have to wind him up?” asked Steve, cleaning his specs on a 
hanky.

“No.” said Lilith, stroking Ruby’s oak brown feathers.
That grin.
I look down from my wall-leaning at Steve, and I share an ‘oh-well-that’s-our-Lilith’ 

look.  I try not to hope for more moments like this; intimacy with one’s worshipers being 
as heart-warming as it is.  I must remain a distant god.

“Is messing with Saul really necessary though?” asked Steve.
“Mmm … Necessary.” Mused Lilith “ … Necessary is me keeping up with Saul’s out-
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of-whack metabolism, herding vultures out of zoo’s to finish off his din-dins.  Necessary 
is inviting chaos back into our lives.  Necessary is me talking to Florence crying in the 
kitchen.”

“Florence?” said Steve. “Listen, Lilith, I don’t care if you can control dragons; she’s still 
your mum.”

“Mum, really? What page are you on … Steve?”
Lilith gets up, yellow skin-tight motorbike gear creasing loudly together as she moves.  

She moves, betraying only a little of her arthritic pain.  I watch Steve watching her as she 
enters the kitchen.  The door closes.  My Super-hearing’s been virtually non-existent for 
at least a week so from the odd raised voice we can only make out vague sounds, not 
quite words.  The unmistakable skin on skin sound of a slap to the face is heard from the 
kitchen.  Before Steve can speed to the door, rushing through the pain of his arthritis, 
Lilith emerges.  She saunters past him.  She reveals that great white smile of hers as she 
approaches pets Ruby and Clint.  If Lilith were an animal, she’d be a … well.

“What did you do?”
Steve scans the hunched figure of his ex-wife over the sink.
“Where we’re going, we can’t have Florence crying.” says Lilith.
“You hit your mother?” says Steve, his arm round Lilith’s elbow now.
“She’s not my mother.”
Lilith shrugs him off and tightens leathery gauntlets round her hands, gesturing to pets 

Ruby and Clint to ride them.  As Lilith heads out the room and up the stairs I take a 
moment to think.  If Lilith ‘Black Dragon’ Buchanan has wound Florence up enough to 
get some grief out via a slap ...

I hope Lilith doesn’t see the white and black squares we’re forced to move across.  The 
splatters of red foot marks behind.  Seeing the game board is in my job description, not 
hers.

“Yo, famalam, it’s done.  Let’s go!” shouts Vicky from upstairs.
“Coming up just now.” hollers Florence rushing out the kitchen, past the table, clearing 

her throat whilst wiping her face.  Steve follows her out the room.  The doorbell rings and 
I think – Aha! – as I skip out the room into the hallway towards the front door. “Who’s at 
the door?” says Florence on the landing, Steve on the middle of the staircase rubbing 
away the agony in his lower back.

“That would be the ammo.” I say.
It’s only when I spy the figures through the frosted glass that I fall out of my jollity.  I 

open the door playacting with myself, the only sure way to go through with the madness 
of my plan, to stave off irritating voices of guilt.  If I’m not disconnected, it’s game over.  
I greet the old couple on the doorstep, but in my mind it’s not me standing there.  It’s a 
character.  We just happen to share the same name.
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Chapter Forty Seven: Ammo 

The demigod opened the door to a happy-to-see-him old couple.  He bound himself to 
ruthlessness.  He achieved this a great distance from me, for his life is a book and I’m 
somewhere far away turning the pages.  He ruffled his hair.  So cold.  He thought upon 
the ramifications of his death.

“No, Spideringers,” said Florence, “This is where we draw the line.  Show them out.”
Spiderfingers stood in the hallway next to a wheelchair-bound old lady and her 

husband. “There’s no way we’re bringing converts with us.”
Florence, avoided the eyes of O.A.P’s waiting silently, obediently.  
“The Oma is dangerous; we can’t take you.” said Steve, his large bulk sat on the steps.  

His eyes met the guests directly. “We – we just don’t work that way.  Remaining humane, 
it’s the most important thing isn’t it? Otherwise, what are we fighting for?”

“But dad,” said Saul, “we can’t afford to be humane right now.”
“We were in the garden enjoying the sun, you know, whilst it lasts.” said the woman in 

the wheelchair gripping her husband’s palms, quivering. “Then I smelled the Jasmine in 
the wind.  Had to follow it.  Just had to be sure.  Followed it all the way to a shop and 
found him with the little girl.  But we were too scared to say anything.  Then he noticed 
us and we just got to talking.”

Spiderfingers stifled an embarrassing grin.  The D’Angelos were some of the oldest 
believers he had come across.  The night of their rescue revisited him.  Saved in an inner 
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city subway tunnel far from the eyes of Gaia and her Pseudologoi.  Gods are nothing if 
not opportunists.  

“We will do anything to serve you … anything.” said the old man.  His voice full of 
dread terror failing to pass itself off as devotion.  Steve gripped his knees.  His stare 
drilled the floor for some answer to unearth itself.

“I don’t know what method Spiderfingers used to recruit you.” said Florence, “All I 
know is I’ve got a family to keep safe.”

“Mum,” said Saul, turning to face her on the landing, “we don’t have a choice.  You 
know how much I hate Spidertwat, but if he dies, we all die.  We need as many soldiers 
as possible.”

Spiderfingers crumpled a little into the wall of the hallway.
“Remaining humane, it’s the most important thing isn’t it? Otherwise, what are we 

fighting for?”
The man-god bit his tongue and pushed the memory of an old lady clutching a golden 

urn out of mind.  
“Your mum and dad are right Z-Boy.” Spiderfingers said as he gauged the family, 

realising the shift in mindset. “It’s one thing to convert them, but an old lady and her 
husband are not soldiers.”

“It’s their age that’s the problem.” said Lilith as she sauntered down the flight of steps 
winding past Steve to meet Spiderfingers slumped into the hallway wall, “We already 
have to watch Spider’s back.”

She disappeared into the living room to re-emerge with Ruby and Flint’s silver pail of 
chopped liver in her arms. “If your mate Samson had turned up we wouldn’t be having 
this conversation.”  

“Mum, dad … ” sang a little voice from upstairs, “Cooooome ooooon! You’re missing 
the lights!”

“Hold on Vicky.” replied Steve. “Be up in a minute.” he hefted his great hulking weight 
up the stairs, slowly.  The wood creaked beneath him as he addressed the old couple over 
his shoulder. “Best you people stay on Earth.  You got an effigy?”

The old man produced a Superman doll from the inside pocket of his blazer.  The 
figurine’s face blacked out.  His wife feebly searched her purse.  Spiderfingers’ teeth sank 
into his flesh.  She yanked out her own talisman. “Good.” said Steve, “You can’t come 
with us, but your faith in him will help, even world’s away.”

Spiderfingers couldn’t take his eyes off the toys in their possession.  Eight, maybe nine 
years ago; hoodlums had pushed an old lady to the floor; her hip would never heal 
properly, but Miss D’Angelos would find eternal faith in Spiderfingers that night.  He 
gave her a doll, a Superman.  Her husband bore witness to superhuman powers dazzle 
and scatter the drunken young men away from his wife of sixty five years.

Both these converts.  They’ve kept their belief in me all this time.
Steve carried on up the creaking stairs past Spiderfingers.  Lilith followed.
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“Take us with you.” said Anthony D’Angelos clutching the Superman doll.
Spiderfingers couldn’t meet his eye.  He bit his tongue.
“We see the fire in your hair.” croaked Celia D’Angelos, the wood carving with an S 

painted on its chest gripped in her shaking fist. “Been dreaming of it since you stopped 
those little rascals from doing whatever it was they were going to do.  Whatever you need 
my lord, command us, we’ll do it.”

Her flame haired god wheeled her out through the hallway towards the front door.  Her 
belief in his eternal paradise would have to fuel him from afar.  Spiderfingers thought of 
Gaia’s warning.

“Do not show your face.  Do not spread your faith.  Protect humankind from the 
shadows.  Gods bring suffering to the apes.” He’d argued how the Buchanans would be 
the exceptions.  He needed protecting so why not allow him a clergy? “They’ll need 
special ways to protect themselves.  This family is perfect.  Their grandma is your high 
priestess.  No other belief like hers on the planet.”

Hubris long and winding.  So long ago.  Long ago before now.  I’m still the 
manipulative fucker who converted these old folks, deep underground, just concrete and 
no constant stare from Gaia.  No Pseudologoi to gas the couple’s memories of my 
existence.  I’m still that guy.  Still not human.  Still so distant.  I can be reading his story 
from far, far away.  I can be what it takes to save the world.
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Chapter Forty Eight: The Gallery of Mirrors

The Gallery of Mirrors a.k.a the attic: Boxes and cases and cases on top of cases, all of 
them filled with junk families never catalogue let alone throw away.  What made the 
Buchanan attic special was its size.

Thanks to the ‘refurbishment’ Spiderfingers had taxed out of reality-shifting minions 
years ago, the topper most area of the house rivalled the living room in size.   What made 
the Buchanan’s attic doubly special were the four mirrors that adorned the walls.  Each 
stood at least six foot in height.

Despite the litany of memories reopened by the attic, Spiderfingers couldn’t shake the 
eyes of the old couple from his mind.  That look they gave him.  They could see the fire 
in his hair and the adoration had been almost too potent for the demigod to resist.  He 
tried to distract himself by standing with the Buchanans, watching Vicky run a circuit 
round the large attic, rubbing her fingers across huge mirrors that lined the walls.  She 
paused now and then to wipe her nose, bleeding that Spiderfingers’ existence indirectly 
caused.  Their investigation of Village Po would hopefully reveal how.

Gods bring suffering to the apes.
In each of these four mirrors, reflections of Vicky and kin disappeared.  The sheets of 

glass began to swirl with colour, not dissimilar to the way sunlight breaks down when 
shone through oily water.  

“Presto!” said Vicky smiling at Spiderfingers.
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The smile was odd.
He reckoned Vicky calling the attic ‘The Gallery of Mirrors’ was her way of colouring 

out its mundane drabness.  But there was no way she would ever admit to coming up with 
the name now.  He stood fascinated with the others as each mirror revealed itself to be a 
portal to an identical looking room waiting on the other side.  Each piece of dusty 
luggage, every folded rug and raggedy doll was no longer reflected in the golden frames.  
Reflective surfaces now doorways to identical houses and these residences were not 
earthbound. 

“Not bad after all this time, yeah Supes?” said Vicky using a tissue to wipe more blood 
from her nose.  Again, her forced smile.  

“Well done love.” said Steve walking forward to hold his daughter’s shoulder.  Florence 
quickly moved in from the side to perch down and hold her, perhaps too tightly.

“You did it, Vicky.” she said. “You’re amazing, you know that?” Spiderfingers noted 
Florence pull Vicky closer, effectively stealing her from Steve.  Steve took a step forward 
to resume his portion of Vicky.  Spiderfingers had seen this subtle power-play before.  No, 
not me.  No, this is something seen by David as a boy.

“Look.” said Saul checking and double checking the straps on his football helmet, 
“What if Spiderfingers is an alien? A terrorist alien. What if we’ve been fighting off 
Interstellar cops sent to take him out?”

“Saul?” said Vicky spinning from a mirror to face him, lowering her large rimmed NHS 
specs down her nose, “I was like, a kid when I came up with that, yeah? What’s your 
excuse? Like,  leave the walking tent alone?”

Spiderfingers laughed a little, but it was true.  Now he’d changed into the ceremonial 
crimson of Boleraam, he looked like an abominable tepee.  Even though he’d rather wear 
his trench coat.  Although, it didn’t bother him when Vicky teased. When he left all those 
years ago, Vicky was the only Buchanan to shed tears. 

“It looks like a dress.” said Saul picking at Spiderfingers’ robes.
“This dress is gonna help endear me to the Dilfs.” said Spiderfingers, his fiery hair 

flicking out at Saul. “A little respect please?”
“Last time I checked,” said Lilith inspecting the robes with her hands, “Bowie wore 

quite a few dresses in his day.”
Saul briefly held a confused look before he shook it off, attention returned to the man-

god.
“You’re nothing without your powers.” he said, patting his knapsack, knives clinking 

inside. “You need us to protect you more than ever.  It’s pathetic.  Bad enough we have to 
follow you to Po.”  

“Ha! Don’t pretend you haven’t looked forward to going back.” said Lilith, “We’re 
celebrities there.  Being a superhero is better than clocking in and stacking shelves.  Your 
words Saul.”

“Not that again.  I’d done a six day week.  I was knackered.  Cos of him and the powers 
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he gave us I’ve only got one hand.” Saul stuck his stump out at Lilith’s face. “Besides, 
we’re not superheroes Lils.” he replied, tightening his knee pads, “We never were, right 
dad?”

Steve shook his head, as he rummaged through a box of trinkets.
“Don’t listen to him Andy.” muttered Spiderfingers patting the severed hand on his 

shoulder. “You know more than anyone else that Saul’s only an authority on 
masturbation.” Saul looked dumbfounded as the detached palm on Spiderfingers’ 
shoulders speedily hopped up and leapt into the air so Spiderfingers could slap him a high 
five.

The hand had seen better days.  The paleness and two remaining fingernails were 
evidence of such.  But still, if the Discordians were attacked on the way to Village Po, 
Handy Andy would prove invaluable, especially with enemies that mistook the errant 
knight’s size for fallibility.  In fact, Handy Andy’s only weakness was that he hadn’t a 
mouth.  And gods love mutes.  That’s why Spiderfingers let Andy perch on his right 
shoulder.

“Not being funny, yeah.” began Saul as he moved around the front of the group 
between himself and the mirror directly in front, “But if your god hadn’t bothered to visit 
your village in seven years, you’d go barmy.  The Dilfs might have turned their back on 
his almightiness here.” He smiled a row of yellowing teeth at Spiderfingers.

“Jesus, Saul.” said Lilith. “Spider, come here.”
She took him by the arm and led him down the stairs to the hallway below. “Listen,” 

she looked past him up the stairs, “I just want you to know, watch out for Saul.  He hates 
you.”

“You all hate me.”
“Don’t be silly.  You’ll always have Steve, Vicky and Handy Andy on your side.  I can’t 

forgive you for what happened to Nat and Arran, but I won’t let the past mess up the 
mission.  Saul’s, different though.  Saul is well, Saul.  C’mon.”

Lilith ran down the stairs and all Spiderfingers could do was follow.

The Summer breeze surprised him as he followed Lilith’s jog along the High Street.  
Everywhere seemed to burst with light and the promise of a better tomorrow.  Weaving 
around parents and their kids, some lost to loud phone conversations, others absorbed 
with pedestrian concerns (the heft of shopping bags and guiding a wake of kids eating 
ice-cream).  And Spiderfingers held all their lives in his hands.

“Are you sure about this?” 
“Never been more certain.” said Lilith.” 
Samson sat cross-legged in the approaching distance, hands beating out ‘Johnny B. 

Goode’ with all the energy of a church pastor.  Lilith and Spiderfingers stood over him.  
He stopped playing.

“Mr Spider!” He said leaping into his arms. “I thought I would never see you again.  
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What is this?” Said Samson, looking Spiderfingers up and down, the ceremonial robes of 
Boleraam flowing in the summer breeze.

 “He’s full of surprises.” said Lilith. “Let’s go.”
Samson nodded as he lolloped along with his crutches.
“Sammy, meet Lilith, Vicky’s big sister.”
“Sister?”
Samson couldn’t help but scrutinise the face of the woman he’d just seen.  Her oval 

brown face.  The full African lips. “But Mr Spider, she’s –
“Transracial, remember?  When she uses her powers, Lilith becomes black.”
“I remember, it’s just so amazing.  My god.”
“You should see what she can do with dragons.”
“Dragons?”
“We’ll need them when we get to the Oma.”
Sammy stops following.  Just stops dead in the street, which is fair.  What I’ve just said 

would freak anyone out.
“C’mon, Sammy.”
“We’re leaving earth?”
He’s still in shock on the tube ride back to the house.  I sit between them both as the 

underground’s noise, cramped space and movement permits us to socially disengage and 
stare out at nothing.  Well, that’s what Sammy and I do.  Lilith is playing a chess game on 
her mobile.  Doors to our carriage allow people off for yet more to board and I can’t think 
of anything else but where Sammy will eventually end up.  What happens after our trek to 
Po.  Are we supposed to just drop him out the front of the local M&S when we’re done? 
Throw a few coins into his lap? 

“Sammy, I’ll talk to Florence.  Maybe you could stay with them, permanently.  They 
owe me nothing but you can’t live on the streets.”

“They would let me stay?” he asks looking past me at Lilith.
“Stay with us?” says Lilith, eyes dedicated to her game.” Sure.” she shrugs. “Why not?”
Sammy smiles briefly, but I can see he’s troubled.  He waits till the grind of metal and 

movement of the tube to share his concern with me. “But won’t they see me and think of 
you Mr Spider? Won’t they think of why they … can’t live with you?”

“What I’ve done … none of it’s your fault Sammy.  No one will resent you cos of your 
connection to me.  Aronson is my fault.”

“But you only meant to help bring back that boy.”
“My brother’s name was Arran.” says Lilith, her focus still locked on her phone and the 

chess icons. “Say his name please.  Don’t call him ‘That boy’.”
“Sorry Lilith.” says Sammy. 
The tube trundles along until the moment I fear comes to pass.  Being on the streets fills 

you with an unspeakable frustration.  It can ruin social etiquette and allow anger to 
stream forth unchecked.  Samson has seen me shiver nights, fight off the odd minion and 
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accept scraps of food from strangers.  He knows what I am and how being homeless has 
crippled my self-respect.  So when he says the absolute worst thing in the world to Lilith 
I completely understand.

“This may not be my place to say this but blaming Spiderfingers for the death of your 
brother is wrong.”

Lilith stares at me via the reflection in the window opposite.  I’ve been dreading this 
moment ever since we left the house for Samson.

“You didn’t tell him everything about Aronson, did you?”
I shake my head and burrow a stare into my chest.  I take a breath and turn slightly to 

Samson, “Aronson’s fascination with superhero mythology, all his supervillain schemes, 
long winding monologues – all his characteristics came from me.” I don’t look up to the 
glass where Lilith is staring, but I know her eyes are there, waiting. “Vicky found this out 
from a stool in my room.  The big mouth told her I enjoyed having an archenemy.  People 
died but I was happy, because I had my nemesis.”

“People? Arran, Nat.  My brothers had names.  Don’t make this all about you.”
I want to make a jibe about how actually, this is all about me.  I turn to Lilith and 

consider how it really could be the worst timing for my brand of humour.  Lilith needs to 
hear something positive.  Flattery might not be something she buys, but I can’t handle the 
conversational gap. 

“You really are amazing Lilith.  Your look, your power to control flying creatures.  
Fucking amazing.”

“You’re Mickey Mouse.”
“What?”
“I might work at Disneyland, but I’m not buying the merchandise.”
I’m genuinely stumped by what she’s said, which despite it being a familiar dynamic 

(me failing at being her intellectual equal), I want to know more.  It’s not like she’s been 
Miss Talkative back at the house.

“I don’t mind not knowing what you mean straight away.  I’m alright with you teaching 
me something.”

“Ha!”
“What now?” I say, shaking my head in mock belief.
“What now?” Lilith replies, her mobile going into her pocket, her watching me via the 

reflection now consummate, unwavering. “This is the thing Superman, when you used to 
creep into my room, you remember? When I was out, going through books to repeat stuff 
back to me and prove yourself, well you’d always fuck up.” Lilith looks directly at me.  
Her poise is cold and matter of fact.  Saul could never hold such a glare.

“You knew.”
“Yup.”
“I always placed the books in the correct places though.”
“Yup, but that’s not how you fucked up.”
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Samson leans in asking, “How did he fuck up?”
I give Samson a please-not-now expression complete with a shake of the head.  He 

mouths “sorry”.  Lilith sits there, looks at Samson and then me.  Exudes a sigh of pity.
“Come here.” says Lilith, finger curling for me to get close.  I edge over in my seat as 

she cups her hand over her mouth, lips inches from my ear.
Once she’s done speaking she hands me a pen. “You’ll need to write shit down now, am 

I right? To ground yourself and all that?”
“You’ve been speaking to Vicky.”
“Of course.  For sure.  And I’ve been watching you, so go on, write away.  You know 

how he likes to write about us, Samson?”
Samson nods but it’s an automatic response, an acknowledgement of sharing the tube 

carriage with someone that’s suffered the company of fools too often.  A nod, an empty 
gesture in this case, being the only thing Samson can offer Lilith, who really ought to 
have been in charge of The Discordians. 

Sammy doesn’t say anything to me for the rest of the tube ride.  I’m thankful really, as I 
spend the journey brushing up prose based on the small morsel of philosophy Lilith’s 
whispered.  She values Sammy’s faith in me like a battle commander treats their army 
surplus with due care.  She’s wise to keep her story quiet, as I don’t need her opinion of 
my intelligence to offset Sammy’s perception of my power further.

She’s been laughing at me, all these years.  Me sneaking into her bedroom so I could 
quote ideas based on the graphic novels I found there.  I think of her laughing.  I think of 
David Shape’s women, all there in my head.  People I understand better after the briefest 
of anecdotes from the lancer in my counterfeit X-Men - no - that’s not right.  More 
Fantastic Four, except the cosmic force that gave Lilith and the other Discordians 
abilities is sentient.  That sentient being chose to stay in their lives and continue his curse.  
A demigod eager to pick up Shade the Changing Man, too afraid to pick up something, 
anything post structuralist.   

The first time she spoke the universal binding spell (we all know those three magic 
words), she aimed them at his penis.  Well, the crotch area of jeans she sat in front 
of, yanking at the zipper, pupils dilated.

She would later disclaim that this was love.  Or did she say that there were many 
types of love? He couldn’t remember.  He never wanted to be another white girl’s 
fetish.  And yet …

David Shape’s memories could interfere with the demigod’s happiness in ways 
which took weeks to process, and Spiderfingers couldn’t suffer another debilitating 
floorboard depression.

He thought of sex.  Despite his knowledge of what would happen if he considered 
this tunneling into David Shape’s memories, he considered the male orgasm.  
Popular media would suggest that it’s easy, that ejaculation for men is no difficult 
task.  But David had problems in this area.  Lies to himself and others where there 
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ought to be truth.  How would past lovers feel if he admitted to conjuring 
remembrances of their first sexual trysts? Would they become saddened that he 
would seek to satisfy their ego, their estimation of intimate prowess by imagining 
their past? They were in the moment and he was elsewhere, desperately grabbing at 
history to secure the present.  Daring outside romps and the risk of being caught 
had to end with a champagne expulsion relient on David using internal time travel.  
Guilt free.  It’s not like he thought of someone other than the woman he was inside, 
right? Furthermore, was his expression of lust, were all those things he did with 
hips, tongue and hands truthful, or were they well worn moves to help his partners 
achieve their own gratification? At what point does sex traverse it’s use value via the 
inescapable performance moves and aesthetic of the people taking part? Fuck you 
Baudrillard, you stole the orgasm.

Lilith: You’re anything but real.
Spiderfingers: Then you’re talking to yourself.
Lilith: Before you, before the gods and Aronson and my family becoming yours, 

when I was - what - five? I was lost in Disneyland, and the man dressed as Pluto 
asked me where my parents were, was I dreaming? Was I talking to myself then?

Spiderfingers: He was a nice guy trying to reunite you with your parents.  You can 
be hyper cynical, you know that?

Lilith: Yeah, I often think about the toys they bought me to cheer me up and that 
over priced Pluto hat and tell myself off for being so damn cynical.

“Managed to make my Disneyland thing all about you then?” Lilith looks over my 
shoulder, but I pull my robes and all I’ve scrawled from her inspection.

“Changed the park attendee from Mickey Mouse to Pluto and no, I didn’t make it all 
about me.”

“Ha!” she fake laughs. “You change one detail to make the story more your own.  
You’re Christopher Columbus.” she says the name with a strange tone, not in a damning 
way, not like Saul.  And yet, she - I don’t know.  It’s always manifold with Lilith. “You 
could have a transracial superhero, female to boot as inspiration and you’d waste her.  
You could have the right person in the right place at the right time and have them sell 
something new, but you don’t want to improve the world, you just want to save it, just so 
you can have the biggest audience to witness your pain.  Men.”

“Mr Spider is a god.” Samson says this tapping my shoulder in solidarity.
“Ha!” Lilith laughs and I can’t help but chuckle along with her, even though I’m not 

sure I get the joke.

We’re on the street leading to the front door and Samson’s face is sullen as he pulls me to 
the side and tells me that it’s O.K.

“You’re still my god Mr Spider.  Nothing will change that.”
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He hugs me tight and his arms pull me in as much as his weak body can manage, 
“Sorry.” He says and he’s sobbing a little now, “I’m so, so sorry.”

I tell him it’s alright and that I’ll be O.K.  He says it’s not O.K.  Tells me that he got 
angry with me when I left him.  Samson says, “I prayed for devils and evils to seek out 
and destroy you, all because you gave me hope of a better life and then disappeared.”

I wave his concern away even though I’m a little disturbed.  Sammy has such 
conviction when he wants something.  What if he – no, stop it.  Feelings are no good to 
me now.  This is a book and I am only reading about Spiderfingers.  Whatever he has to 
do is nothing to do with me.

I’m reading about how Lilith stops Spiderfingers on the stairs.
“Spider, you know what Saul’s like when he hasn’t eaten.  He doesn’t like how he has 

to survive.  Can’t say I blame him, having to eat raw flesh.  It’s made him angry.  He goes 
for ages without eating and as he goes hungry – ”

“He gets dumber.” replied Spiderfingers.  
“Right, and if you thought him hiding his dumbness out of embarrassment was bad 

before it’s worse now.  I’m just saying, he might do something really stupid if he gets the 
chance.  Don’t bring up the subject of Aronson.” She turned to Samson with a steely look 
in her eyes, “And that goes double for you Mr Confessional.”

Samson nodded.
Spiderfingers placed his hand on Samson’s shoulder.
“Remember Sammy, Saul’s a zombie.  If he starts to talk shit, slur, or stare at you funny 

– get away.  Never find yourself alone with him, got it?”
Samson nodded and followed them both up the stairs.  Lilith stopped again.
“By the way,” she said, arms crossed. “We all know you didn’t go back to Shrewsbury.  

For the record, I’m with you on this.  Psychologically we’re all better off with you 
around, so long as you know you're not Superman.”

“You ever wonder why newsagents who’ve lost people to cancer keep selling 
cigarettes?” 

“I’d rather not have another reason to self harm, cheers.” And with this she heads on up 
toward the attic.
“What did Vicky have to say?”
“Pardonne garçon?” replied Lilith over her shoulder.
“Me not going back to Shrewsbury.  Is she pissed?”
“Need drama like a bad soap opera much? Chill.  She’s older than you.”
When they reached the attic it was Lilith who spotted the creatures first. “Oh crap.”

Lilith pointed at the room’s middle mirror.  Everyone could see the dark humanoid 
shapes clouding the far off hills.  Steve raised his fists.  Lilith placed her hands to her 
forehead as Vicky backed away from the mirror to hold her mother’s hand.  Saul 
rummaged his holdall settling for a meat cleaver.  

“Samson, go, get out of here!”
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Samson didn’t need to be told twice.  He ran downstairs as Spiderfingers moved close 
to Steve, a man braced for violence.  

“Dad.” said Vicky pointing at her god, “You should stand in front of Spider.”
Steve didn’t budge.  His face equal parts fear and shock.
“Well if you don’t …” and Vicky let go of her mother’s hand to join him.
She didn’t get far before being yanked back,
“I don’t think so young lady.” said Florence, not taking her attention from the shapes 

moving inside the mirrors.  Unable to find some other part of his body to punish, 
Spiderfingers forced his front teeth down upon his swollen tongue.

Gods bring suffering to the - 
“Supes, this place is a secret, right?” said Vicky.
Florence undid Saul’s helmet and strapped it to her daughter’s head. “No mum, give it 

to him.”
“I don’t know what mess you’ve got us into now.” said Florence as she pushed Vicky 

further behind her, “But when this is over I won’t be held responsible for what I do to 
you.”
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Chapter Forty Nine: Hello Father 

In they came, one hairy surprise after another, their hooves, their shaggy manes, their 
grizzly lethal bulk; tusked Dilf warriors bearing teeth.  Spiderfingers wore the fire crown 
of Boleraam and yet their axes and arrows flew his way.  He backed off, ducking 
projectiles.  He grabbed to the left of him, gripped Saul by the shoulder pads and hauled 
the screaming coward into the oncoming horde.  They proceeded to batter the young man 
down with clubs.  Like bears but with hind legs bent inhumanely backwards, these 
mammoths had either forgotten or didn’t care that turning their broad swords, axes and 
archers onto Saul was a complete waste of time.  Regardless of their imposing seven feet 
of height, their heavyset shoulders embroiled with fur, these Dilf’s were the smallest 
Spiderfingers had ever seen.

Children.  The elders of my holy ground have sent their children to kill me.
He … he … what do I do? He … bit his tongue.  He felt a welling up of liquid inside 

his mouth.  He noted Florence and Vicky running out the attic door, the girl’s finger 
commanding a troop of Coat-Hanger Men from inside a cupboard.  They fail.  Not one of 
them gets to poke out the eye of the multitude of enemies that overrun the attic.  
Thankfully the bad guys had Steve to contend with.  Down goes another wave of Po’s 
countrymen.  Down under the hammer fists of this father of three.  To witness 
preternatural strength outside the world of cinema, comics or animated features always 
took Spiderfingers’ breath away.  In the beginning, it had been a laughing point between 
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Steve and Spiderfingers that the Dilf warriors had named children after him.  The 
fantasist in Spiderfingers secretly hoped there might be a little war-trouble, although he 
didn’t expect anything like this.

Children.
Spiderfingers bit deep into his tongue as he watched Steve punch and kick them. 
“Wait, they’re kids … Steve.” said Spiderfingers behind a crate of junk, “they might be 

mind-controlled or – ” And Steve Buchannan’s stab of a stare killed Spiderfingers’ 
speech.

So, the hippy hates me now too.
Each snarl that Steve let out indicated the ache in his bones, pain because a god had 

shirked his responsibilities, for years.
Handy Andy sprang into a well-aimed flight from the relative safety of Spiderfingers’ 

shoulder.  As a well formed fist, he caught a shaggy Dilf in the eye.  He had little time to 
recover as reinforcements pointed him out as they ploughed their woolly frames into the 
gallery.  It appeared Andy’s reputation had marked him out as a special priority as no 
fewer than three sword bearing Dilfs attempted to squash him where he’d landed.  They 
stomped and kicked with large hooves.

Spiderfingers admired Andy’s scuttle out the way with such nimbleness - like a ballet 
dancer.  The man-god watched the abominable hand leap about the place, disallowing his 
diseased condition to inhibit his groin crushing heroics.  Each Dilf scrotum that escaped 
Andy suffered Lilith’s rage.

With her palms pressed to her forehead, Lilith commanded her hawks to gruesome 
work, both pets swiftly pecking out the eyes of the invaders.  When she slept, her pet 
eagles Clint and Ruby were charged not to let anyone within a meter of her, not without 
pecking something off.  Sometimes Clint and Ruby were not enough.

An innumerable flock of London’s pigeons crashed through the skylight and kamikazed 
every Dilf in the attic.  Spiderfingers slunked low.  Every Dilf became a flapping bleeding 
tornado, unable to see Spiderfingers follow Florence and Vicky downstairs to the living 
room.  He joined them, just as the kitchen ceiling fell through.  Object Girl chose to hide 
behind the television.  And her idea was so good that Spiderfingers had to join her in the 
makeshift fort.  His strategy had not gone unseen.  Spiderfingers ignored Florence’s look 
of utter disgust as she stood between them and the enemy.  He allowed himself a childish 
smirk. 

Lilith a.k.a Black Dragon, Florence a.k.a Nightingale, Vicky a.k.a Object Girl,
Handy Andy, Saul a.k.a Zombie Boy And Steve a.k.a Bone-Crusher.
Behind the plasma TV, Spiderfingers and Object Girl watched Nightingale’s hands raise 

to engage the Dilf warriors.  They watched with awe as she split apart and disorganised 
limbs, organs and bony parts.

“Wanna do your thing?” he said, his hands like claws hooked to the back of their 
makeshift shield. “Maybe turn the dining table into some help?”
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“Moving stuff is tougher than talking to stuff Supes.” replied Vicky, who kept her head 
low, visibly shaking, “The Coat-Hanger Men are like the metal doll. You can’t rush these 
things.

“Er, what about that lamppost you animated?” asked Spiderfingers.
“Supes, I was talking to it a good ten minutes before I came over to say hello.” An 

arrow narrowly missed his ear.  He turned his attention back to Nightingale.  He couldn’t 
help but notice how off she was.  Every worried glance she shot back at the TV was 
aimed at Object Girl, not him.  For Spiderfingers, Nightingale was a chess queen who 
mistook a bishop for being the most important piece in the game.

“For fuck sake David.” said Nightingale as she collapsed a Dilf’s jaw, “hide somewhere 
else.”

Spiderfingers bellied the need to remind her that he wasn’t David Shape and that he 
only wore her ex-lodger’s face:

“I’m alright here, thanks.”
“No – you’re not alright there – be a coward somewhere else.” she shouted back.
“Nightin – ” he caught himself, “Flo, if they get me before Steph publishes my content 

its game over.  It’s best I hide behind you.”
“Victoria up.” said Nightingale. “C’mon, up on your feet.  Get behind me.”
“I don’t get it?” said Object Girl running her hands on the carpet, “How come the Dilfs 

are so small?”
Spiderfingers shrugged.
“Victoria!” screamed Nightingale. “Get behind me, now!”
“This calls for espionage.” said Spiderfingers pointing to an arrow lodged into the wall 

behind them, “Time for you to interrogate some weaponry, eh soldier?” Object Girl 
nodded and yanked at the arrow … as another spine whistled out of nowhere to pierce 
straight through her arm.

“Mum?”
Vicky falls ... my little O.G falls into my arms.
“Forget the pain, O.G, alright? Pain belongs to some other Vicky far away from here.  

There is only the good soldier.  Are you a good soldier?”
The girl nods.  Spiderfingers nods back.  Nightingale – to her credit – only takes a quick 

look back to her daughter.  She holds her position.  If she runs back to heal Vicky, another 
Dilf might aim true.

“Better me than you eh Supes?” 
“Don't say that.” said Spiderfingers cradling her, staring over the jagged brokenness of 

the makeshift fort of a television.  He didn’t know how long Nightingale could 
concentrate on keeping enemy archers from loading and releasing, or if Handy Andy and 
Bone-Crusher Steve could gallantly backtrack from the kitchen to bring the enemy down.  
Realistically, Nightingale was an emotional misstep away from allowing a quick and easy 
endgame to occur. 
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“Take my hand!” said Spiderfingers, stretching out to grab Nightingale’s fingers as he 
used his other to clasp Object Girl’s.

Nightingale worked her healing through the circuit Spiderfingers’ arm provided.  The 
arrow in Object Girl’s arm began to pull itself out till it hit the floor.  He huddled her 
behind the barrier that they’d made of the telly.

“Good soldier.” he said, hugging her shuddering body close, “Good soldier.” 
That’s when he noticed the arrow in his leg.
“The Dilfs are scared.” said Object Girl, stroking the arrow that Nightingale had 

squeezed out of her arm. “The arrow says they have to attack us to save Po Village.”
“Save it from what?” said Spiderfingers staring at his leg, doing his damnedest to keep 

the injury pain at bay.  Then he heard it.  A stomping and a crashing upstairs.  Something 
big had managed to squeeze its way through one of the mirrors.

Ungumpo was a full-sized adult warrior Dilf.  He had an axe attached to his back.  He 
didn’t use it.  The other Dilfs swung and parried with their own axes, as well as fling 
knives and shoot arrows.  Ungumpo preferred hand to hand.  The giant hairy Dilf 
captured Bone-Crusher Steve in a headlock, swinging him round and out the kitchen.

“What’s Ungumpo doing?” shouted Vicky attempting to run out and reason with her 
childhood friend.

“How about we ask the big scary monster later?” replied Spiderfingers holding her 
back.

Bone-Crusher’s short flight ended with a slam into the living room wall.  He sunk into 
unconsciousness.

Bishop takes knight. 
“Steve!” shouted Black Dragon as she rolled into the living room. 
“Steve?” mouthed Nightingale incredulously.
Shooting arrows and sword slashes helped invade the tension as both Nightingale and 

Black Dragon brought their attention back to the then and there.  Nightingale clapped her 
hands at the air in front of her … and the Dilfs surrounding herself and Ungumpo began 
to explode.

I remember when there was more Florence and less Nightingale, when fighting the 
enemy meant handing them a coughing fit via the flick of the wrist, or lifting a finger 
would result in a bad guy rolling about itching.  Now this mother whose life I’ve infected 
whips arms through the air, doling out stomach infections, permanent blindness, final 
stage cancer symptoms and rickets.  I look at Vicky and consider the innocence the kid’s 
lost fighting my war and accepting her mother’s transformation as a necessary 
dehumanisation.  I’m not in a room and neither is she.  They’re both on the game board 
and they will sacrifice anything to win.  S is for sacrifice. 

Black Dragon commanded pigeons to take out a window.  Spiderfingers looked on, 
confused as she threw herself out the window.  She rolled into the garden. Gone.  
Spiderfingers tracked Handy Andy, now completely covered in pulpy orange Dilf blood.  
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He jumped onto Ungumpo’s back.  He appeared to scrabble about, skilfully avoiding 
Ungumpo’s paws.  Then one snatched at him.  Andy was caught,  thrown through the air, 
flying until he hit the side wall. Spiderfingers winced as he heard the bones crack in his 
rook’s tiny frame.

Bishop takes rook.
‘Po!’ roared Ungumpo beginning his march towards Spiderfingers, Nightingale and 

Object Girl, and with every stomp, Spiderfingers heard organs and bones pop and crackle, 
yet still Ungumpo charged forward, seemingly feeling none of Nightingale’s attacks.

A cool thing about Lilith wasn’t just her ability to control anything with wings.  No, it 
was her natural flair for banter during battle.

“Hey fuck face.” she said looking in through the window. “Look what big sis found in 
the garden?” 

When the wasp’s nest hit Ungumpo’s face it was Black Dragon’s smile that underlined 
the small victory.  To see her slink to the side of the room was to see a master strategist in 
action.  Black Dragon’s avian based power-set favoured attacks from a distance rather 
than close quarter skirmishes; not to mention her arthritic pain surely being a factor in her 
hanging back.  Ungumpo was blinded but still, a wave of pigeons lead by hawks Clint 
and Ruby crashed into the room to assault him, disorienting his senses so that he was a 
rolling mass of chaos and ill temper.

Bishop takes Bishop.
Bone-Crusher Steve wrestled himself to his feet and grabbed the swirling mass of 

Ungumpo, jostling the wasp covered, bird pecked beast back into the kitchen.  The agony 
in his joints seemingly non-existent as he roared through blow after blow, large fists 
pummeling the shagginess of Ungumpo.  A wounded Dilf tried to stop Steve but he threw 
Ungumpo to the side, grabbed the attacker and ripped its head off.  He tossed the head to 
the ground and swung back towards Ungumpo, slinging fists upon the mammoth 
warrior’s body.  The dining table flew out of their way, snapping against the wall, 
narrowly missing the still unconscious Handy Andy.  Nightingale ran to his side to place 
him on her shoulder, her palm healing him whilst she held out her free-hand in front of 
her.  A one-armed blood covered Dilf ran into her path.  She swerved his approach and 
with her fingers reaching out, her powers at full height, Florence willed his eyes and nose 
to bleed his body of blood.  Down he went.

“Children? They’re … Oh wait … god it can’t be, it can’t be him.” shouted Vicky, her 
gloved hands caressing the floor for information, “No Charles, you’re wrong … he’s 
gone.”

Spiderfingers threw a puzzled look across at Black Dragon, back against the wall, hands 
to her head commanding pigeons to peck at oncoming Dilfs.

“New carpet’s name’s Charles.” she said breathlessly.
‘What’s Charles telling you Vicky?’ asked Spiderfingers.
Maybe he didn’t hear her reply, or perhaps he didn’t want to listen to the name Object 
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Girl uttered, but Spiderfingers lost himself to the oddity of the great black rippling ooze 
gush from out the hall onto the living room floor.  It was as if this pool of darkness had a 
life of its own, and the Dilfs stopped their firing, each warrior stood back against the 
circumference of the room.  Each of these children had their eyes transfixed on the 
sludge.  All of them, wheezing with heavy fatigue and trepidation.  This blackest black, 
this darkest substance that he’d ever seen, it triggered Spiderfingers’ memory.  It could 
only have come from one place.

The Necrosphere.
Part of that place has somehow followed him here, decided Spiderfingers, this monster 

whose voice echoed throughout this once peaceful house.
“Hello father.  It’s been too long.”
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Chapter Fifty: “This Is The End”

Should’ve been easy.  One, just one mirror trip to The Oma to check if the effigies had 
been abused or neglected in some way, to confirm why the Buchanan’s were sick.  It 
should’ve been easy, but easy and me are mutually exclusive.  Because here he is, 
Aronson and … that dead creature skulking beside him that can’t, that just shouldn’t be 
here.

“Nat!” screams Florence. “Nat!” She hollers again, and I know I’m not seeing things.
Handy Andy’s fractured limbs grip into Florence’s shoulder, shivering. Nathaniel 

Buchanan is dead and yet there he crouches, wearing his death suit, clothes ripped and 
torn.  A beached survivor from a plane disaster movie.  Emaciated, hair bedraggled, no 
expression in his eyes at all, Nathaniel Buchanan seems more like an obedient statue than 
a man.  A statue awaiting the order to spring to life should it be called upon.  A golem 
instructed by the old man hunched beside him, the man holding the long rod covered in 
black flame.  Lilith raises her hands to her head …

“I trust you value the life of your family over your ability to command birds?” says 
Aronson, gesturing his fire staff toward Vicky.  Lilith not being stupid lowers her hands.

“Good.” says Aronson, his free palm waives in and out of flame atop his sceptre, “Good 
little bird-girl.” 

Aronson sounds like an old man, but a man buried beneath a tall twist of gloomy 
fabrics.  They rise and fall upon a non-existent breeze.  His clothing combines with his 
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great height to grant the illusion that he’s more like a tree, a tall foreboding gangly thing 
within a swirl of smoke.  Aronson is an old man whose face is walled off by the dark of a 
large hood.  Only his long white beard trailing down to his knees provides some trace of 
humanity under all those shadow rags.

“You want me to tell you what this is?” says Aronson, pointing his dark fire cane at 
Nathaniel. “You want me to tell you what I want, yes?” I’m drawn into the void stare of 
Nathaniel.  The blackness in his eyes, the flies that swarm them, these are the same 
rotting features that Ungumpo had.  The smell.  I can’t be the only one breathing through 
their nose.  Aronson is probably smiling under that hood, but that’s fine.  I’ll sit here with 
a smile on my face.  I’m a man god of steel and I’ll just wait here for Aronson to do what 
he does best. “Telling you my plans never ever helped the cause,” Aronson strides close 
as he says this, “did it, father?” My monster edges closer, close to me and Vicky and I -

“Get away from her.”
Nightingale points her fingers at Aronson’s back.
“Her?” says Aronson, “You were never good at this game Florence.” Aronson leans his 

face inches from mine, as if looking for a kiss.  There it is.  Aronson’s grey haired 
elongated face, mouth twisted in a parody of devotion. “I love you.” he tells me, “I only 
want what you want.”

“You try to kill us and you call that love?” says Lilith.
“To harden you.” he replies over his shoulder, turning to the lady in the yellow biker 

gear. “To test you all.  And it worked! The gods fear you, now more than ever.”
“At what cost?” 
“Oh, father, protecting Gaia is a priceless task.  It hurts to pretend otherwise.” Aronson 

massages his hand across his fiery staff. “Let’s face it, you all need me.”
“O.K, just get on with the speech.  Tell us how you escaped the Necrosphere.  What’s 

your big villain plan?  I know you want to.”
The fucker says nothing.  I continue to press him with, “You’re holding Po’s adults 

hostage? That’s how you got their kids to fight us here, right?”
“I have a death ray in New York!” announces Aronson raising his black staff above his 

head, turning to the room, looking about at the young Dilfs who cower away from him.  
Every muscle bound Po Villager jostling away, jumping abruptly with every movement 
he makes. “I have an earthquake machine set to go off in Chicago!” His smoking cane 
raises higher, its black shapes roll across masonry above our heads. “I have a nuke aimed 
at the sun!” and with this statement, Aronson stands at full height, no longer hunched.  
The back of his neck grazes the ceiling.  My bavaro withers.  My creation’s evolved. “Oh, 
the old days, the rambling soliloquies … the small dreams.”

I need to be sure, but my mouth won’t work.  
“What have you done to Ungumpo?” asks Vicky.
Aronson is still.  Silent.  As if he hasn’t heard her question at all.
“And how the hell did you get back here? We made it impossible.”
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“I think I’ve said quite enough.” says Aronson, his lips pursed, eyes narrowed.
Behold! The new and improved Ultimate Super-Villain! No telling me his fiendish plans.  

No help in my foiling them.  Shit.
Steve walks into the living room from the kitchen.  His eye swollen, limp thudding, 

shaking debris.  Ungumpo is nowhere to be seen.  His fur is however all over Steve.
“Is that you son?” says Steve, his eyes fixed on Nat, who should be dead, “Can you hear 

me?”
Nat registers none of these words.  His eyes see everything and nothing.
“Apologies for Eraser’s condition.” says Aronson, his smoky tunics lifting with the air 

as he hunches back down to my height. “But the tarn here.” and he points to the gloomy 
sludge on his left, “Well … the tarn’s exceptionally hard going on males.  Hopefully it 
will be kinder to the Buchanan women.”

“What do you plan to do?” I say, hoping, praying to demigods long dead.
“Oh, I’m sorry.  Again with the old habits.  Old me.  Let’s try something new, shall we? 

Nathaniel?” Nat stretches out his eraser arms for Nightingale, but Object Girl runs 
between the both of them.  The tragedy of what happens next is so unimaginable that I 
barely believe it takes place.  I’m on my knees with a mother, both of us crying over her 
injured daughter.  A handprint of blood on the side of Vicky’s face.  Nat’s standing over 
the both of us, hands dripping dark red, his bare feet beside Vicky’s severed arm.

“Victoria!” screams Nightingale as Handy Andy leaps from her shoulder, charging at 
Aronson … who catches him.  Who grips him.  Aronson crushes Andy until he bleeds, 
fallen.  A broken twisted tangle of defeat twitching on Charles the carpet.

Spiderfingers isn’t sure what stops him from throwing himself at Aronson.  He wants to 
be like Steve but he lacks the ability to lose himself to the passion.  He just watches Steve 
in action.  Steve failing.  The sobbing father’s chest slashed open by the villain’s black 
fire cane.  Nightingale holds her hands to Steve’s chest.  The rage in her eyes.  I sob like a 
grieving idiot as Aronson yanks Nightingale off her ex-husband.  He throws her into the 
black puddle shimmering by his side.  She sinks, like the bubbling mass has some unseen 
depths to swallow her up.  Aronson doesn’t give anyone time to react.  He stabs Vicky in 
the chest.  Gaia needs me to see the game board and its pieces, fast.  All I see are family I 
can’t save.  Florence, eaten alive by that living black swamp.  Devoured.  Andy, 
motionless.  I search for chess pieces.  Steve’s mumbling in pain, clueless as to where he 
is.  Lilith flinches forward, and then she stops.  Just frozen with incomprehension.

I don’t know where Saul or Samson are.
Everyone’s become an incidental character, all faded to the background.  There’s just 

myself and Vicky.  Just us in the room, when we should be on the game board.  I cradle 
her the way her dead mother would.

“Ignore the pain.  It’s not yours, O.K? It’s happening to some other Vicky.” She’s 
closing her eyes tight, a downed warrior following the commands of her superior. 
“You’re not going to die.  You get to live.  It’s the other Vicky that gets to die – say it!”
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“The other ... Vicky gets ... to ... die.”
“That’s right O.G, that’s right.  No more deaths today, you hear me?”
“Death is the ... answer.” she says, “Operation Genie ... Bottle isn’t full-proof.  Not if ... 

ugh … ”
I don’t want to understand what she means by this.  The poor girl’s confused.  Tired.  

Broken.  My head feels numb, like it’s been shoved into a deep freeze.
“Look.” says Vicky, pointing at my face.
I feel my head.  My skin, it feels like ice. “Aronson’s ... changed, but so ... have you.” 

croaks Vicky.  She’s not confused.  Her hand grips my jacket and she knows the truth.  
My fire’s dying.  It’s been fading all day ... I was just too proud to think it, but Reddy 
knew, and so does Vicky, my jacket gripped in her bloodied hand.

Aronson waves his hand through the fire of his dark rod. “You need me to help you pay 
the high costs,” he says.  “One day you’ll thank me.”

Did Florence see this? Did Saul? Were they all being good soldiers?
“Good soldier.” whispers Vicky.
A balding deity, too young and too damn proud to acknowledge the onset of mortality.  

My becoming weaker whilst Steph’s stories grow stronger; more believable and - “Good 
soldier ... ” Object Girl closes her eyes forever.  Her hand lets go of my overcoat.  I drop.  
My eyes latch onto the arrow that shot Vicky earlier.  I pick it up.

“Good soldier.” I whisper. “Good soldier.”
Aronson waves his sceptre in my direction and says, “The sheer number of gods 

who’ve sacrificed their sons, their daughters … it’s part of the job. ” My head’s so cold. 
“ … I know it’s hard.  It’s why I’m back.  I’ll keep your eye on the ball.”

“Eye? Ball? Oh, sorry, it’s all a game, isn’t it?”
Spiderfingers bites his tongue as he uses impossible strength to dig the arrow through 

his right eye, and through, right through the back of his skull.  If this were a comic, if this 
were a movie, had Spiderfingers the time, he’d say, “Old game, new players.”

Spiderfingers, he would imagine himself laughing through the killer line.  But this is not 
a comic.  This is not a movie.

“This is the end.”
He’d float on up, all his faux family and enemies below.  And he’d never come down, 

no.  He’d spread out, like smoke in a jazz bar of old.  His body: done with the show.  His 
mind: not quite done with Earth.  He’d hover until rebirth, passing time with fragile 
poetry of personal worth.

“This is the end”, he sings, and he’d be so very, very right if he wasn’t so very, very 
wrong.  Like most gods he can be both, often to the metre of song.

“This is the end.”
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Chapter Fifty One: My Only Friend

Illustration By John Bishop

“ … My only friend, the end.  It hurts to set you free but you’ll never follow – Fuck.” 
Steph inspected the red mark on her left sole.  “Ow?” She scowled, eager for something 
to blame.  The malicious, skin-stabbing plastic S from Junior’s ‘Alpha-Phone’ toy 
reminded Steph of the awfulness of her son’s last visit.  Of course he hadn’t meant to 
destroy the Dictaphone, she could see that now.  And to be honest, the sleek gunmetal 
machine did look very much like a submarine.  However, unlike a real submarine, the 
Dictaphone wasn’t waterproof.

Steph wished Junior would understand that Mummy wasn’t cross anymore, the recall of 
the Russian Doll Stories being weighty translucent ideas.  They paled in comparison to 
the hard-boiled works in the diary.  And so, with Milo taking care of junior during the 
week, Steph had the evenings to herself.  No stepping on a dayglow children’s toy was 
going to spoil her me-time.  She threw the offending element into Junior’s toy trunk and 
returned to her writing desk.  Up went the radio volume, ‘The End’ by The Doors 
reverberated throughout her flat.

Her tastes in old school rock and roll not to mention her embrace of early to mid 
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nineties indie had become more apparent of late.  She didn’t truly have any idea why 
although she often thought of Spiderfingers’ music taste and how she might be 
subconsciously trying to understand his character by listening to bands he liked.  

“All the better to write you, oh god of chaos.” she said aloud.
There was a Spiderfingers shaped hole in her life.  Years since her meeting, Milo Jnr,  

Gideon moving in with Howard, moving into Milo’s, several publications, a change of 
presidents, moving out of Milo’s and Brexit had all come to pass and yet still, she missed 
him.  Well, she missed him as much as it were possible to miss someone you barely 
know.  In truth, she did not really long for the man himself, as much as she desired the 
idea of him.  His existence bestowed so much meaning in her life.  Occasionally, her 
theological concepts crashed in out of nowhere.  Spiderfingers is like any other god, in 
that he likes to write about himself or have others write about themselves, how their lives 
are enriched by acknowledging him. “This navel gazing would not do.” Steph reminded 
herself aloud. “They’re people relying on me!”

Steph had printed out the first wave of comments from the website, the ones which 
praised the ‘Hero-Worship’ novella.  These bodiless voices believed in the cause and 
moreover, they seemed to love her for it.  Readers emailed her their own illustrated tales.  
Wonderful dark modern fairy tales inspired by Spiderfingers and the misfits who patrolled 
his reality.  Sometimes she spent days wading through all the comments.

Sometimes she lost track of time.
ALL COMMENTS (100) 
Fowl6789 says: 
@AngelGrace777 YOu think Spiderfingers ordering the rape and eventual 
death of Lissie is ‘inhumane and ungodly?’ Of course it is! Inhumane AND 
ungodly, hello!? You don’t get it do you, Stephanie Tent is going to war on 
Christians? Hello? Ayone in there? Wonder how she’s gonna stick it to the 
Muslims? Me (and the others who DO get it), we just can’t wait! 

1 year ago 
YAY 1/NAY 1 

HowardGreenisVeneziano says: 
@Fowl6789 Take it from someone who knows her intimately, you have a 
clue who she is. 

1 year ago 
YAY 10/NAY 2 

WhowatchestheNappyheadz says: 
@Fowl6789 Come like my page? https://www.facebook.com/pages/I-Dont-
Hate-All-Muslims-But-I-Really-Hate-Islam 
         My page is popular in these countries 

120 United States of America 
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91 India 
68 United Kingdom 
31 Australia 
9 Israel 
8 Egypt 
8 Canada 
8 Germany 
6 France 
6 Italy 
5 Indonesia 
5 Belgium 
5 Sweden 
5 Algeria 
5 Sri Lanka 
4 Pakistan 
4 Nigeria 
4 Philippines 
3 Denmark 
1 year ago 
YAY 3/NAY 67 

Mynameisnotimportant says: 
@WhowatchestheNappyheadz On behalf of the prophet I respectfully 
protest against the defamation of his name. 

Respect me. 
RESPECT! 
1 year ago 
YAY 31/NAY 3 

AngelGrace777 says: 
@Fowl6789 This s called literature isnt anything new Just another muck 
filled story that proves our world is in dire need of saving Your right. 

 I dont get it. 
Whats the pont? 
The only one that can save us is jesus. 
1 year ago 
YAY 1/NAY 2  

ROMPERSTOMPER says: 
@Mynameisnotimportant *shoots you in the face, your blood covers the 
screen* 

1 year ago 
YAY 1/NAY 5 
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VersetomakeYOURNOSEBLEED says: 
@Mynameisnotimportant God existing would only make life worse. 

1 year ago 
YAY 21/NAY 5 

themiddleeighties says: 
SPIDERFINGERS: Hero Worship Rocks. 
The 
End. 

1 year ago 
YAY 4/NAY 0 

ClarkKent1938 says: 
‘The narrator of your life as a story, what genre is it in?’ 

1 year ago 
YAY 25/NAY 2 

Cybertronhasananus says: 
Spiderfingers is an unclear sad person’s ramble. 
they stare into the abyss of some unspecified life failrue…Soooooo bad! 
Waste of reading itme. 
Check out someone who knows what the hell they're talking about: Kurt 
Cobain, Seattle 1993 Complete Interview - https://youtu.be/fe7q8yDPJFo 

1 year ago 
YAY 2/NAY 7 

2  3  4  5  6  7  8 Next » 

GreenForceGaming says: 
Ah! What the fuck is with all the trolls in the comments? Get the fuck outta 
here and go back to under your bridges, you miserable bastards! 

1 year ago 
YAY 21/NAY 0 

Powerpuffgirl280977 says: 
Re: What Does Spiderfingers Say About His Creator? The gods in Tent’s 
universe are by definition omnipotent but not above anger jealousy or fear. 
The actions that flow from these negative emotions are amplified through a 
lack of control or responsibility. I'd love to know more about Stephanie 
Tent's relationship with her father LOL! Spiderfingers is basically a good 
guy but his weakness is his powers, especially his association with 
Rooenn. When we get angry the chances are that we will have our sense of 
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morality kick in and prevent us from acting on our darkest desires. 
Interestingly, Spiderfingers doesn’t necessarily act within the constraints of 
what you and I find acceptable, arguably because he is tempted in viewing 
himself above man’s law. His identity crisis (between idol and human) helps 
to curb the audience (or at least me!) away from black and white signifiers 
such as good and evil. Moreover, Spiderfingers is a demigod with 
memories of horrific punishments that take root in the gory and indulgent 
tales of ancient Greece – the conditions of a more barbarous culture have 
shaped the reactions he exhibits when in duress. Using a flamboyant ultra-
violent comic style format, Tent is saying that gods are exaggerated human 
archetypes - granted, this is nothing new but Spiderfingers' wearing the 
Superman costume is maybe an attempt to showcase this old philosophy 
into mainstream pop culture. I think! I really haven't answered the original 
question have I? 

1 year ago 
YAY 6/NAY 0 

BOBAFETTASLEGOTOY says: 
I can't say that I like this story as much as everyone else, but it had it's 
good moments. I kept getting lost and had to read over :( 

Don’t know if Spiderfingers is good or evil. Somewhere inbetween??? 
Anyone know what the real David Shape is like? Does he believe he is 
Spiderfingers or are Tent and Shape both in cahoots to make a career out 
of speculation? Is he still homeless wandering the streets somewhere, 
telling people stories? Also, why so much violence in Hero-Worship? Was 
the rape needed in the story? 

1 year ago 
YAY 1/NAY 2 

mrdecepticonleader says: 
fight scenes in comics are a great thing they help make the comic more 
interesting and are really as essential as story in comics you need fights 
too 

1 year ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

ClarkKent1938 says: 
SPIDERFINGERS ISNT A COMIC!!!!??? 

1 year ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

Holeystarwords says: 
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Spiderfingers is a combo of the best and worst of mankind. 
In a roundabout way, Tent is rooting her mythos at Superman’s pre-history 
since the original Superman was closely to what we call 'the bad guy'.  

Found this: https://www.history.com/news/8-things-you-may-not-know-
about-superman 
          1 year ago 

YAY 4/NAY 0  

Fowl6789 says: 
@Holeystarwords Just checked the links.Superman was once a villain?!? 
One that looked like Lex freeckin Lutor?!? MIND.BLOWN.   
BTW @AngelGrace777 Are you evenChristian?! 
READ your bible!! 

1 year ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

TheHappySnapper says: 
Stephanie’s made a theological statement using the coupling of media and 
narrative as a canvas. Stephanie is compelled to ask her readers to 
meditate on the nature of survival via invisible-all-seeing-divine beings. 
@BOBAFETTASLEGOTOY Man, Stephanie Tent is - in my opinion - a good 
writer who had the good fortune to be inspired by a well-meaning albeit 
disturbed homeless man who has granted her permission to write up his 
fantasy stories for the world to see. If they are in cahoots to draw attention 
to what they're doing then how is that a bad thing? I'd say it’s a novel take 
on marketing a web-story. Good for them! 

1 year ago 
YAY 5/NAY 0 

AngelGrace777 says: 
@Fowl6789 Im a catholiso what?! What haf my religous orientation got 2 do 
with it???! 

1 year ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

OMEGAHYDRON says: 
Calling yourself a Catholic don’t make you a Catholic. Real Catholics 
believe in the author. 

1 year ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 
3  4  5  6  7  8 Next » 
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JailhouseROCK says: 
'I make wild prayers, absurd offerings to any creature of worship my 
recollection coughs up.' – Spiderfingers 

1 year ago 
YAY 1/NAY 0 

Powerpuffgirl280977 says: 
Not sure how many stories he has in him after Hero-Worship since he 
appears to identify more with human values towards the end. For his brief 
moment, Spiderfingers is an intriging anti-hero. His wearing of the 
Superman logo is a perversion not unlike the Nazi's appropriating the 
Swastika for their own nefarious ends.  

1 year ago 
YAY 10/NAY 1 

Fowl6789 says: 
@AngelGrace777 Hell yeah, O.K. Your god (because hey, I guess you HAVE 
to be Christian with a STUPID tag like AngelGrace) kills and maims and 
tortures (Read the book of Job for Christ’s sake) all so that he might 
promote his power/express his anger/forge his legacy. 

Spiderfingers is a CRITIQUE on man’s most disturbing creation and no way 
can you come on a forum like this and troll. I wish Spiderfingers could 
outlive your idiotic beliefs but I guess your brand of BULLSHIT is older and 
somehow deserving of more reverence. 

Don’t you get that people like me PITY people like you? Open your eyes! 
Oh, do yourself a favour and SPELLCHECK…people might just take your 
points a little more seriously. 

Bet you wear a Make America Great Again hat, right? Bet you’re wearing it 
right now. 

1 year ago 
YAY 28/NAY 6 

Powerpuffgirl280977 says: 
@Fowl6789 Why act like such a bully?  
Why write under the false pretence that you want to release god fearers 
from unnecessary bondage?  
I’m an atheist but I don’t ridicule religious types. What do you gain from 
statements such as “Wonder how she’s gonna stick it to the Muslims? I 
can’t wait!” Really, what do you hope to prove? 
For what it’s worth, I don’t think you’re the only one. Regardless of 
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religious types be they Christian, Hindu, Muslim pushing their faith on 
others, fighting fire with fire is causes a needless inferno. 
There’s no justification for my FB page filling with countless pictures that 
slam other people’s faith. 
I enjoy the Spiderfingers stories for their characterisation and find the 
attempts at social commentary interesting but open to mawkish 
interpretation. 
You can try to hijack the premise for your own agenda but this is the 
internet – you’re gonna be outed for the bully you are. 

11 Months ago 
YAY 45/NAY 1 

AngelGrace777 says: 
@Powerpuffgirl280977 :D 

11 months ago 
YAY 17/NAY 0 

Ulysses-mum says: 
@Powerpuffgirl280977 I think that you’ve hit a cpouple nails on the head. 
Go u! 

11 months ago 
YAY 5/NAY 1 

SmoothCriminalMOFO says: 
‘You were god as a Zeitgeist, you’ve shaped a generation in your image. 
Remember - you’re not human, you’re a deity.’ - Spiderfingers 

11 months ago 
YAY 3/NAY 0 

BensonandHedgez says: 
I find Spiderfingers a guilty pleasure simply because it’s so needlessly 
graphic and yet unpredictable.  

I think that’s why people read it – I know I want to justify the reasoning 
behind the violence and the rape and the destruction.  

Is the writer critiquing life?  

It can’t all be just random chaos…right? 

Something out there has a plan for us, yeah? 
7 months ago 
YAY 1/NAY 0 
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Fowl6789 says: 
@Powerpuffgirl280977 
I’m not trying to prove anything. 
Maybe I was a little heavy handed, but I am sick to death of people like my 
mom, my brother and all the hypocrites I have to sing along with on 
Sunday mass. I can’t stand their blinkered view. 

We sing songs in a large building and look joyously up at a wooden carving 
of a dead philosopher, then suuure, everything’s gonna be just fine. I 
honestly don’t care what others believe in so long as it doesn’t find its way 
into controlling conversations.  

AngelGrace777 is a troll. How can she start a conversation about 
Spiderfingers being satanic without ignoring the subtext and drive of the 
story? C’mon Powerpuff, don’t be so naïve. Also, chill out, it’s only fiction 
RLOL! 

6 months ago 
YAY 4/NAY 4 

Powerpuffgirl280977 says: 
@Fowl6789 I’m sorry to hear your home-life is marred by what you perceive 
to be religious dogmatism, but that doesn’t excuse you committing to the 
very popular and anonymous god-bashing that’s going on. Just cos you 
have the ability to express your point of view from the safety of a desktop-
avatar doesn’t mean for a second that you should take social graces lightly. 
I think that so long as it’s acceptable to verbally cajole/harass/bully 
someone online then you’ll have less and less people willing to offer their 
opinions on things.  

Ironic that this medium opens the floor to all yet those with the loudest 
of voices are blinded and ignorant of their own menace. 

6 months ago 
YAY 13/NAY 1 
4  5  6  7  8 Next » 

Grasshopperarea52 says: 
Spiderfingers isn’t evil or good – he is as sensationalist as his priestess 
wishes him to be. I think that Stephanie Tent pushes buttons to have 
people read her work. She’s been clever about it by keeping a low public 
profile but vicariously living through others (that Foley Edwards model guy 
and his sister were SO hired because they crave the limelight…they do 
Tent’s promo work without realising) but ultimately she wants people to 
watch her. She is vacuous, she knows it and paradoxically that is the secret 
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to her charm.  What Paris Hilton is to talent is what Stephanie Tent is to 
literature.  #cancelstephanietent 

6 months ago 
YAY 8/NAY 14 

Fowl6789 says: 
@Powerpuffgirl280977WTF?!?MENACE? Huh? 

6 months ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

TheHeroisKULT says: 
@Grasslhopperarea52 lol No way! Read up about her and you will find she 
not only turned down being on Skool Daze (Some shitty reality TV 
programme in England. she was a teacher at the schol), not only was she a 
devout Muslim who kept herself to herself but Stephanie Tent has kid with 
learning problems, so even if she craved the lime light at least she would 
be doing it for to bring up her kid. I think she has intigrity. She could have 
released Spiderfingers Hero-Worship as a paperback but is happy to live 
off Flight of the Martlett (downloaded it the other day, her Bleach to Hero-
Worships Nevermind). BTW Nirvana are awesome and Kurt Cobain will 
never die! https://youtu.be/cpZJ8lvQD0w 

Nirvana interview at Edgewater Inn, Seattle, WA, US 
6 months go 
YAY 2/NAY 1 

Cherrypiesuitcase111 says: 
‘I am a hairsbreadth away from being as cool as my FB personality’ – Foley 
Edwards. What a narcissistic arsehead. It’s a status on his Facebook and i 
bet none of his 'friends' want anything to do with him. like that fake artist 
guy who is suing Steph for plageriing his work from some painting he 
made in 2008, Foley is a fucking leech on the arm of Stephanie Tent. 
Anyone else hear about that? He thinks the world is inside her head? Red 
pill much? 

6 months go 
YAY 10/NAY 0 

Holeystarwords says: 
Can’t decide whether I’m a narcissist with nothing to say (and thus resort 
to silence) or if I’m the spokesperson of narcissist’s with nothing to say, in 
which case I ought to be proud and speak up on behalf of my people.  This 
is my truth and you don’t have to believe in it for it to exist.  

6 months go 
YAY 3/NAY 39 
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ConsumerOmniProducts1987 says: 
I was doing some research for my thesis on moral decay and being a 
creative writer I came up with this on the side: 

Night time is not an easy time, is it? 
The novelist has his manuscript, the sun has its eastern destination, 

the suicide bomber will not be severed from his point of view – terror will 
always have you, its master. 

Chaos, you hear your pet’s chains as it rattles and clinks in the dead 
of night. 

A walk must be taken. 
Often you have tried to resist but only once have you been 

successful, for shadow is a part of you. Shadow’s minion eclipses the 
moral continent that stretches within. 

You hear of a murder, the only one ever to take place in Disneyland 
and your memory returns. You see the Terrorsmith at work, its chain 
leashed to your left arm. A stabbing, a jealous lover’s body rendered 
unrecognisable. The language of terror. 

Occultist’s familiar with a map of the inner man speak of Rooenn in 
hushed tones. Rooenn pronounced as Ruin they say. The Terrorsmith, your 
pet, you hear its chains in the blackness and you go to it. 

This is another night where you oversee your four legged weapon 
confiscate the minds of men, women, teenagers, rabid dogs and the like. 
Gaia endorses this. Every garden has its system. Try asking a mower how 
it feels about the grass its cut. Try asking a knife to feel guilty for its 
existence. That’s a one way conversation. The closest aspect of humanity 
that this tool has is the face behind the chain – like all twisted visages of 
pop culture’s most celebrated killers, Rooenn smiles. 

The smile is full with the unmistakable veneer of corruption – vices 
indulged in and perverted beyond common taste or imagination - they 
reside along the drooling teeth. We see the weapon grin because this is the 
only way you and I can process the face of shadow and terror. Remember, 
Rooenn is a node of evil, to see it completely is a possibility but one that 
would drive you insane. Such are your mind’s choices when in the 
presence of the dark weapon. 

Once again, Gaia allows this. 
From her perspective, Rooenn is neither an innocent nor a guilty 

party – the Necrosphere’s purest offspring relies on you for the moral 
fallout. 

You guys like?!? 
Lemme know! 
BTW the Algebra killing in Disneyland was the start point for my 
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research, which I really should get back to lol! Can’t believe they’ve still not 
caught him. Thanks for reading! 

6 month ago 
YAY 8/NAY 2 

MegayoshiIsland says: 
Muslim?!?! She’s a muslim for real?! Muslims aren’t allowed to write stuff 
like Spiderfingers are they? 

6 months go 
YAY 0/NAY 6 

UNSUNGHEROINE says: 
@MegayoshiIsland :( WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT? 
Like seriously? What in the actual fudking hell? 

6 months go 
YAY 15/NAY 0 

Nuggetfeatures says: 
@AngelGrace777 All that being said I have to say to AngelGrace777 that 
finding fault with Spiderfingers according to your religion doesn’t quite add 
up. A good story is a good story! If you reckon it’s going out of its way to 
offend your religion then why give it any thought?! You’ll only be coming 
across as defensive about something that cannot hurt you. Consider the 
intricate and complex history of your chosen god – can he/she/it really be 
harmed by comments on FB and Twitter? Sticks and stones can't break his 
bones and names will never hurt Him. Stephanie Tent should write a story 
about it! 

6 months go 
YAY 2/NAY 1 

TheHappySnapper says: 
We are all living off someone or something. We are all parasitical and 
cannot help but dress up the basic law of survival using constructs of right 
and wrong, the devil and god.  

6 months go 
YAY 11/NAY 0 
5  6  7  8 Next » 

BensonandHedgez says: 
@Nuggetfeatures If she writes THAT, I’ll be reading it!!! 

1 day ago 
YAY 1/NAY 0 
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TheFixerBoy says: 
Stephanie Tent takes recognisable tropes and conventions and puts a lot of 
effort into making them more believable, like when the big reveal of a friend 
being in an enemy. If you haven’t read Forces of Nature then I won’t spoil it 
for you, but I think creating a history between the villain and the hero 
makes their interactions so much more enjoyable (Clark and Lex in 
Smallville, Peter and Norman in the Spiderman movies, Loki and his 
adopted brother Thor etc)! I think that Spiderfingers is a badguy that only 
out for himself. If he dies, the god hex falls down and every god that man’s 
twoisted imagination has birthed will invade and enslave earth! Doesn’t 
make Spiderfingers a good guy, just makes him our last hope!!! 

1 day ago 
YAY 1/NAY 0 

TheSuperGeekGuy says: 
O.K, so if all the gods are banned on earth and there’s a relaxed approach 
to minions then why don’t the gods just send a whole heap of minions to 
kill Spiderfingers? Kill Spiderfingers = destroying the god hex = return of 
the gods! P.L.O.T H.O.L.E!! I hate being a geek. I hate my Super geek X Ray-
VisionLOL! 

1 day ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

Bigmanwithagun says: 
Don’t you just love a plot where the bad guy turns up at the very end? 

How could anyone fault this shit? 
1 day ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

Airquotegirl says: 
@Bigmanwithagun Damn right! All hail Eros! NOT. #cancelstephanietent 

1 day ago 
YAY 2/NAY 0 

Holeystarwords says: 
Talk Show Host: Spiderfingers, tell us about David Shape?  
Spiderfingers: A vehicle to pour myself in; a car so slow that I want to get 
out and push it…off a cliff. K.I.T.T without the turbo boost. 
TSH: And now that you’ve come out the other end of the story alive? 
S: David Shape is a wreck to tow behind, just in case I might need 
something out of the trunk. 
TSH: What’s in the trunk? 
S: None of your fucking business. 
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1 day ago 
YAY 1/NAY 3 

Boleraamssexyoldersister says: 
@TheSuperGeekGuy ST not caring who writes her character (actively 
encouraging it on her new crazy About Me section) is like the best idea 
EVER!  
Like, EVER-EVER! 
Allowing fans to write out plot holes or create solutions to them makes The 
Oma, the god hex, Spiderfingers and the history more tight.  
If you wanna read The Invasion go to my account messenger and send me 
an email.  
NOW! 

1 day ago 
YAY 1/NAY 0 

GeneralTicktock24 says: 
@Boleraamssexyoldersister Are you for real? 
How long have you been writing Spiderfingers stories? 
Is it safe? Can’t you be sued? 

1 day ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

Boleraamssexyoldersister says: 
@GeneralTicktock Tent doesn’t want to sue anyone. Why would she? She’s 
a punk lit author and now so am I! The first issue is done and waiting for 
you and anyone interested! I’m so pleased with it…six months hard work 
now ready for approval (so happy about that about me Steph wriote. She 
sounds so cathartic. I think her being official about letting other write her 
work takes a bit of the danger out of the project. Keep it PUNK! If I was her 
manager I’d advise her to take it down. Not that it doesn’t rock or anything)! 
LOL! 

1 day ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

ConsumerOmniProducts1987 says: 
@Boleraamssexyoldersister  Check out some of my writing: Humankind's 
choice (as time goes on) to believe itself above all I have to offer. 
Internet, Radio, Government, so many man-made systems are evidence of 
man’s arrogance against me.  

I am the one and only. 
Order, like the tooth fairy is … 
… not a worthy foe. 
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1 day ago 
YAY 0/NAY 2 
6  7  8 Next » 

AngelGrace777 says: 
Like what Powerpuffgirl280977 said – what is someone gonna get out of 
slamming the creator? 

Im not stupid. 
I KNOW the comments wont undo him but is that so hard to 

understan? Is that so difficult to get in2 peoples thick skuls?!?!?! L 
1 day ago 
YAY 1/NAY 1 

HiltonSmilton says: 
@AngelGrace777 Go cry in toyour bible lol!! 

1 day ago 
YAY 1/NAY 0 

sdrwkcabdeksamsekwafyug says: 
From above I watch the man who wears my face, he’s on a bed curled in a 
ball. He wants people to know about this scene. The man is gibbering a 
story about an avatar for chaos – the man is like this for days and the 
dream in which I view him in speeds up to show days tun to night and 
nights turn to days. 
Nothing troubles him and when the landlord opens the door to people in 
uniforms, the curled up man doesn’t see them as he rants and rants. 
Walls are replaced with rags and cardboard for this man has become 
homeless. 
This is one selection from the thing with the dual memory. 
I am the harbinger – my name is David Shape. 

1 day ago 
YAY 2/NAY 1 

Dogggofwar says: @Holeystarwords Foley Edwards right? You make me 
gag. Talk about fellating oneself! 

1 day ago 
YAY 8/NAY 0 

Mynameisnotimportant says: One day, a lot of you people are going to 
wake up and realise how mediocre and ancillary your lives have become. 
The celebrities that you follow see you as foodstuffs. Praise be to Allah and 
the prophet. #cancelstephanietent 

1 day ago 
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YAY 0/NAY 0 

Kaptain Kope says:  
Anyone read Face of Chaos? Does the best it can with a very messy history 
and even improves upon it using the convolution to explain some of the 
character’s choices.  

1 day ago 
YAY 11/NAY 0 

Steph’s hand went to her eye.  It hurt as did the back of her head.  She needed a lie 
down.  She turned off the music and spun her bedsheets around her.
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Chapter Fifty Two: Ungumpo

The computer chugged to life in its usual way.  The slow beam of light, clunk - clack of 
the fan and the electric burning scent greeted Steph, fingers tapping beats upon knees.  A 
story in mind, only minutes born, a tale sired by dream.  Come on, she thought.  This 
one’s fully formed and I need to get down every detail.

Ungumpo
With an almighty slash, Ungumpo sent his axe through the great lizard’s head, 
cleaving flesh and skull.

“Po!” The warrior roared, wind-milling his weapon, reptile blood flicked at walls, 
ground painted with sickly yellow sludge.  The monster was finally dead; Ungumpo 
could leave the cave. 

He had spent too long in that musty place – surely the bleakest in all the Oma – 
and with strength renewed, he marched his way out the rocky belly of the world.

The village chief had journeyed underground days ago, only his battle axe and his 
wits for company.  Now he held a new treasure in his grasp: an egg the size of a 
tribesman’s head.  He cradled his reward with great care.  He had not trudged all 
this way to have his prize smashed, leaving Po’s villagers with nothing to eat once 
more.  The flatlands of Un and the violet Mirror Mountains were awash with cobalt 
light, a light so dazzling that it stung his eyes.  Topside again, reacquainted with the 
splendour of the remote landscape, Ungumpo’s snout drew in clean air.  
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Subterranean mouldiness all but forgotten.  
There is no time for daydreaming!
Ungumpo increased the width of his step and … then he noticed.  Had he been so 

tired that his instincts not alerted him to nonsense? Sure, the cerulean rays beamed 
down and the odd feathery Earth Sprite would cross his route, as always.  The 
occasional eye of a deity unlocked in the heavens, spying down with jealous hungry 
thoughts, but the wind? Where had she gone? The warmth of the valley pervaded, 
but there was no gale to shift it.  Ungumpo wiped his brow as his ears pricked up.  
He listened intently for the gusts of Un.  Not a blow.  Not a whistle.  No slight breeze 
at all.

“Bow to us and you will live forever.”
The familiar calling from the North, vanished without trace.  He scanned around 

the horizon, battle ready.  Magic and its makers were about.  He became hushed 
inside.  He breathed deeply.  A warrior must beware of the inconsistencies in his 
environment. 

Despite the strangeness of the land, the chieftain’s trek home was not at all 
treacherous.  There were many distractions – beasts and enemies to be slain for 
sport – but nothing compared to his recent quest.  Sprites – not the most intelligent 
game – would scamper a distance before an about turn to see if they were  being 
shadowed.  This morbid curiosity proved to be their downfall.  Sprites might taste 
like rotten egg but to a fighter Dilf such as Ungumpo, food was merely fuel for the 
next aggressive encounter.  Unarguably it was the fourth tenet of Po, “Live for the 
hunt, eat for the battle”, that knocked him off course and into the tall grass of the 
wild.  There, deep within the dried undergrowth, Ungumpo netted and ate no less 
than eight Sprites.  The orange feathers of these icy fleshy treats entwined within his 
coarse beard.  With his hunger satiated he snuffled his snout and tracked the 
weather lashed scent of his cart.

He waded in its direction, splashing his way back, heaving himself through 
marshland, unable to recollect the last time the choral winds of Un betrayed their 
relation to the grasses.  Every reed so still.  Unnatural.  When he was but a few 
paces from his wagon, he froze.  There stood an old man.  Grey in garments, pallid 
skin, pock-marked.  A colourless imp, thought Ungumpo.  In his right hand the old 
man held a dark fire cane.  A magician then.

“Hello Ungumpo.” The old man stretched out his free hand as he spoke.  Ungumpo 
released his axe from his back-strap.

“Away!” Ungumpo growled and bore fangs.  He stroked his deadly cleaver 
speckled with flaking viscera.  Dilfs advertise their kills.

Weapons are never swabbed!
“I mean you no harm.  My main trade is farming, but I’ve come by a tarn.  Would 

you care to look inside?”
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“Are you deaf?”
Ungumpo’s paws tightened round the hilt.
“No need for violence, Ungumpo! No need! Look, see – my tarn – it’s just over 

there.”
The pauper pointed with his fire cane, the free-flowing flames danced in the 

direction of a clearing.  There was a small pool of water there.  It shimmered. 
“I have no interest in your pond.” said Ungumpo.        
The man in grey tried to mask an expression of hurt.
“Just one look? What you find beneath the tarn’s waters will charm you.  Sights to 

make you happy.”
“I am happy!” Ungumpo roared.
Without thinking, and with his eyes firmly fixed on the spectral light of the 

magician’s pool, Ungumpo broke the shell of his egg with one enormous paw.  Some 
of the gooey yoke spilt onto his chest.  This egg was supposed to last for the entire 
winter.

He stared down at his shame-matted solar plexus.
“One can always be happier.  Wouldn’t you agree?”
The elderly fellow patted his stomach.  Ungumpo didn’t know how to answer.  He 

silently looked down at his paw, examining the sticky mess there.  This thief-mage 
was naught but a pauper, a beggar, an opportunist who sought to fool him with 
cheap conjuring tricks.  He may have halted the winds briefly, but this temporary feat 
would come to nothing.

“All right,” announced Ungumpo, “I’ll attend your puddle.  But first, food! 
Conjure us a banquet! Refuse me and I shall devour you whole, and without the 
cooking!”

“All as you say.  Let’s travel to my cottage.  It’s near.”
“I’m not stupid little man,” Ungumpo stroked his axe. “Me? Follow a magic man 

to his home? I think not! Use your craft to summon me eggs.  Use it now or I’ll tear, 
I’ll rip.  I’ll drain your body of all its blood!”

“As you insist.”
The old man produced a small lizard totem from his tatty folds.  He placed it on 

the ground and the both of them stood waiting.
They waited a good long while.  
The silence of the land unnerved Ungumpo as they waited and waited and waited, 

still.  Seemingly, they would wait forever.  An eternity of a pause for them … until … 
tired of delay, the mighty Dilf warrior raised his weapon just as the man in grey 
proclaimed.

“It begins!”
Lightning struck the ground a great distance away, and the creatures in the sky 

flocked out of it.  The Martletts, the kestrels, the Griffins; all winged life flapped for 
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welfare in the tall grass of the marshland.  The old man’s dark fire cane began to 
smoke, and the guff was vivid yellow, the colour of lizard blood.  The fume spread 
up into the atmosphere, and Ungumpo watched the buttery miasma smoulder and 
swirl.  It morphed to reshape itself into a greener form, a fiend the village chief 
thought he’d sent to the underworld.  The monster’s one terrible eye, flashed ruby 
red, trained on him.  Ungumpo released a paw from his axe and reached for the 
spice pouch on his belt.  He rubbed the pungency under his schnozzle, inhaled 
slowly, and clamped the hilt with both paws again.  The creature dived, an imposing 
bulk angling for the spot where Ungumpo stood.  The Great Lizard wailed the music 
of furious anger and irreconcilable vengeance that only beasts and children 
understand.  She scorched the ground around the warrior’s legs with her sulphuric 
volcano breath.

The battle was short.
Ungumpo’s hooves barely moved position.  The hawks soared chirping, wild 

Griffins raced skyward, shrieking passionately.  The flying insects, they too returned 
to their air-bound haven, for the blue firmament was safe once more.

“You should thank me,” began the old magician stooping low to collect the lizard 
totem from the ground. “There is no glory in a bloodless harvest.  A great battle for 
Ungumpo!”

Ungumpo bellowed with joy and swung his axe above his head.  He yelled the 
name of his village – “Po!” – and sneered at the magician.

“Thank you trickster but I’ve spent the better part of my life hunting and studying 
all cold-blooded kind.  Their manoeuvres hold no surprise for me.”

“Ungumpo: animal-killer, this is your name.  A name to challenge the steadfastness 
of Mount Ekul – the Unmovable majesty of the mirror mountains.  Ungumpo: 
greater than the fiery bolt of the Omni-Sire himself!”

Ungumpo flexed his body devoid of any cuts or swipes – a true exhibition of a 
lifetime of precise and infallible battle-play.  He launched himself onto the upturned 
belly of his deceased opponent.

“Protect your hooter little wizard.  The innards of these devils smell worse than 
they taste, and they taste as bad as hog dung.”

He freed a horde of eggs beneath the beast’s scaly hide.
“Why in all of Oma would you taste hog dung?”
“Hmph, men.  You know nothing of the land.  Its medicines, its secrets.  These eggs 

are savoury, but the season of dragon flight is only a quarter period.  Hog’s? They 
crap all year long.  Weigh up pleasures of taste against the wait between seasons and 
you’d feast on the dung of swine too.  Hmph.”

“You really are the champion of Dilf kind? Not some proud pretender – and there 
are many I’ve met today that have claimed your name.  Oh yes, many, many 
pretenders.”
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Ungumpo raised his axe aloft in response. “Then please, oh Mighty One, there is 
an evil warlock.  His name is Aronson.  He is my big brother and he threatens all of 
Un.  He is foolish enough to move against Village Po.  My skills pale against his, but 
together we can stop him.  Will you help me slay him?” asked the old man.

“Po this and Po that – there is no Village Po.  The Omni-Sire razed its people 
centuries before we were born.” replied Ungumpo.

“Ungumpo, I know all about your god tricking his brethren into believing Po 
desolate, no longer a threat.  Unfortunately, so does Aronson.  Let us defeat him, 
together?”

Ungumpo became still, like the bush in a quiet windless plain.  And then … 
“Bah! More battle? Ungumpo must rest.  But first, let us look into your tarn, shall 

we?”
The old man nodded and clapped with childlike abandon.  Ungumpo felt a 

reluctant affection for this new ally who reminded the warrior of his absent chaos 
god, for the conjurer’s smile was wide and just as warm.

Steph slumped back in her chair, fatigued, in need of proper relaxation.  She needed 
more sleep but her transcript remained incomplete.  She sat up and typed on, as if her life 
depended upon it.  She mouthed the chatter of her characters.

“It is not important to understand why a magician must feed his tarn.”
Adrenalised fingers rattled the keyboard, “That is for another tale.  This is Ungumpo’s 

tale and if you were him you’d be eager too.  You’d kneel at the rim of that still surface.”
“You will like this,” said the magician. “My tarn is quite clear today.”
The sorcerer asked Ungumpo to dip his head under the surface of the ice-cold 

pool.  No unpleasantness found him, just an odd tingling sensation round his face.  
Ungumpo shuddered and yet, he sank his head further beneath to allow the frozen 
depths.

Inside the tarn, the village chief sensed a severe lack of isolation.  Something dark 
watching, peeping on him until he saw life from behind its eyes, the wrapping of its 
large chain about his face.  He experienced existence within its grey and scaly frame.  
A creature which padded along in a foreign world he couldn’t begin to describe.

People in iron boxes, iron vehicles pulled without horses, each one roaring, beast-
like and hungry.  Above, attached to towers of oddly shaped stone he beheld fires, 
rich enchanting lights that created stirring images.  Living paintings within large 
rectangular glass-work.  A great silent bird up ahead.  Metal wings which need not 
beat as it soared on its journey.  Ungumpo threw his shaggy dome back, wiping 
water away from his face with shivering paws.  The northern gales of Un had not 
resumed – the immediate terrain was noiseless.

“I’ll take my eggs and be going.” said Ungumpo to the wizard who stared at him 
confused, his head shaking.  Ungumpo rose to his feet, weary, lugging his large body 
in his battle-cart’s direction.
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“Leaving?” Exclaimed the wizard. “Already? What about my evil wizard brother? 
We must kill Aronson!”

“I’ve a village to feed my little friend.”
The warrior Dilf lifted his dragon eggs onto the wooden transport, “Bah, let your 

wizard-brother come and find this killer, waiting.”
“But, wait! Aronson will rule the land with an unknown darkness.  We must stop 

him.  Help me, and I’ll let you keep the tarn.  Oh, my mind-pool.  Nothing quite like 
it.  You have seen others, haven’t you? Or is this your first time?”

The large brown eyes of Ungumpo slanted sharply.  He reached at his back and 
groped for his axe. “Do you mock me little man?” he growled, looking away at the 
Mirror Mountains.

“No Mighty Ungumpo! I serve you.  Who else can claim to grasp the rules of life 
and death? None such as yourself.  None! Please, mighty one, dip your head inside 
my tarn again, please?  I insist!”

“You insist?” Ungumpo sent him a fiery gaze, “Listen, I know how desperate you 
men can become, so I’ll warn you once and once alone: do not follow me, or I’ll strip 
your skin for dessert.”

“Oh, but, you must! Your kingdom needs you.  Do as I say and together we’ll –”
Ungumpo raised his axe high above his shaggy mane.  He brought it down with a 

sickening thud.  The skin of the old man disagreed with him but in his anger the Dilf 
wasted nothing.

“Po!”
Steph’s eye itched and the pain at the back of her head persisted.  She read the last few 

lines shaking her head, then crossing them out.  She needed focus, for she had not quit 
teaching at Palmers Green to allow whimsy to throw her this way and that.  Her mission 
was to sell the chaos god to the masses.  His reality.  All the strange citizens that walked 
its paths.  

Milo had set her up with a good launch pad.  A small distribution deal.  The results? 
Nothing short of dazzling.  Dreams were made of such things.  Now Steph desired more.  
She would disprove anyone thinking of her as a fluke.

“Nothing can stop me now.”
Ungumpo yet to see the flame gates of Village Po permitted tiredness to take him.  

He could not endure it, and his aching joints persuaded him to rest against a tree 
trunk.  His long mane cloaked his head whilst his shaggy fur took care of his body.  
Aside from the rasp of mating Sprites the land was still.  He settled down to sleep.

The warrior slept, and the warrior dreamt of fiercely reprimanding his eldest son: 
the oafish Ungumzhoa, shunned by the village for biting younger cubs whilst 
wrestling.  Eating one’s own kind was anathema to the citizens of Po.

Ungumpo awoke from his fatherly concern, seized by an instant and stinging 
regret.  He backtracked through the path of green sides.  He stumbled upon the 
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place where the magician’s clothes lay in a pile.  He searched the area for the 
enchanted pond.  He discovered nothing.

“Oh magic man, if you hear me in the afterlife: grant me signs to lead me to your 
tarn.”

With a flash, the spirit of the conjurer appeared before him.  The dark fire cane 
burned in his fist.

“You killed me!” said the spectre hovering over the heap of grey tunics.
Though Ungumpo felt a swell of fear he remembered his name and what it meant 

to the many villagers who relied upon its authenticity.
“I am the animal killer!” warned Ungumpo. “You should not have affronted me.  

Now confess,” he snarled, fever-stricken, “Where is your tarn?”  The wraith 
magician stretched his long translucent arm out to indicate the shimmering pool.  
Ungumpo abandoned his battle cart and ran into the tarn, his face dunked below its 
surface.

The odd properties of the water saw fit to ascribe him the body of a black man 
whose hands were dirty.  He discovered grit beneath nails and grids of scars across 
knuckles, the nubs of hands he experienced but did not control.  This vessel wore 
odd clothing: a red, yellow and blue outfit with a snake symbol upon its chest.  His 
hair aflame, a wild flashing head full of fire.  To the left of him clinked the sound of a 
chain.

Outlandish torches surrounded him; snarling metal carts moved of their own 
accord; neither horse nor Dilf towed them along.  Another enormous metal bird flew 
overhead.  Ungumpo raised his head back whilst he hugged at his torso, his entire 
body shook hard from the withdrawal.  He’d been under longer than last time.  The 
face of the ghost magician expressed worry.

“Did you enjoy the tarn?”
“I ... I don’t know.”
Ungumpo blinked droplets away as he climbed out. “At first I thought – because of 

the fire-hair – I thought it was him, but Boleraam – he loved humans, and this thing 
he’s become –” The words speared him, “He feels incomplete.”

He pushed his head beneath the silvery depth.  Immediately, the warrior’s ears 
swarmed with the jangling of metal as potent horrible sights dribbled into his brain.  
All were bloodied and crippled and his to remember.  Forever.

A child.
No limbs, no head.
Torso mutilated.
What terrible brain was this?

Your knight will take your mind and make it lie to you,
Your knight will hold your heart and break the other gift in two.

Ungumpo re-emerged, gasping for breath, disgusted by newfound sights and 
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sounds.  He didn’t understand their meaning. 
“Monsters!” said Ungumpo, his head wet from the tarn, eyes wide in fear.  “Two 

monsters, and they were working together.  If I were able to, I’d slay them! One 
wore Boleraam’s fire crown; the other mummified by a heavy chain.  They 
fantasised about murdering defenceless humans!”

“How ghoulish!”
“That couldn’t have been Boleraam,” said Ungumpo, “That beast was not my 

god!” He shook his head and hauled his aching mass toward the tarn’s edge.  
Feverishly, wantonly, he reached back into the tarn’s icy surface.  Once again, his 
awareness shared company with a darker one.  A chain-mask.  The ghoul’s 
emaciated body covered with hoary skin.

Your knight will ink your eyes and make them see through a prism of gold.
You’ll smile upon the sights be they beauty or evil untold.

Ungumpo rose, his eyes stung as he wiped and wiped at them.
“It’s dangerous to use the tarn so much,” warned the conjurer, “We really ought to 

be hunting Aronson.”
The magician sat cross-legged accompanied by green sprites, critters observing out 

and across at Ungumpo.  Some giggled whilst others excitedly chirped among 
themselves, pointing at the charmed waters, then at each other.  Still, the land of Un 
remained an eerie windless space.

“One more look, just one more.”
Ungumpo wheezed, his voice at half-strength.  He inhaled as much air as he could 

though it hurt his innards.  He didn’t question why his paws were bald and crooked.  
He bowed, a swift descent into the dusky shallow of the tarn. 

When Ungumpo eventually lifted his head out of the pool, he laughed madly.  His 
setting swirled in and out of focus as he sucked at the air, flustered with heat.

So maybe winter had passed?
The village of Po would be waiting for him.  He tried to move away from the tarn, 

when the old man’s ghost sat up from its sitting place.
“She is still hungry.  I brought you eggs, gave you the gift of battle.  I have given 

you access to foreign stories.  But my pool is still hungry.”
“I must go home.  Po must eat.”
“No.”
Ungumpo lacked the muscle power to resist the sorcerer’s hands as they yanked 

his hair and lead him steadily into the tarn.  The pool bubbled.
“Great Ungumpo: the only creature that could have defeated me.  Now you’ve no 

strength to defend your villagers or warn them of my weapon.”
Ungumpo thought of his children and all he had not yet taught them.  He thought 

of his ninth wife’s bloated belly and he cried out as he thought of his village.  The 
mind-pool had erased all gumption to carry out his blood oath to protect Po.  He let 
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slip the name of the ghost sorcerer that had bested him:
“Aronson?”
The ghost answered with a slow nod.  Poor Ungumpo.  He had let his god down.  It 

was then that the winds of Un began to blow something atonal, something new.  He 
couldn’t shut out the wind’s new tune.

Chains draw him into the bubbling pool, the darkest mass, the blackest tool.  This 
song is sung for the people of Po, Blackest black has come for you.

With another sigh, Steph resumed her tidying of Milo Jnr’s toys.  Each action figure and 
plastic car heavy logs in both hands.  When the toys had been safely pushed to one side, 
Steph moved back to her desk and attempted to resume the day’s work.

She had been working on the long awaited epilogue of Hero Worship since seven a.m.  
Dark circles rimmed bloodshot eyes, and when she moved, she could smell the faint 
aroma of mold on her clothes.  She couldn’t remember the last time she washed.  She 
considered the fridge again, but knew the three brown cucumbers and half bottle of 
ketchup would still be there, and there would be no pasta bake or shepherd’s pie.  Not 
until she went out and bought them herself.

Spiderfingers’ diary lay stretched out on the table beside the computer, a compendium 
of tales all told in the tramp’s elegant copperplate handwriting.  Highlighter lines streaked 
across the scribbled surface and folded strips of paper marked pages of interest too 
numerous to count.  Steph guarded it jealously, like a monk defending an illustrated 
manuscript.  Her own notes, written in pencil in the margins of the book, looked 
remarkably similar to Spiderfingers’ own writing.  They shared the same haphazard Es, 
and the same long-tailed Ys.  She took the calligraphic similarities to be evidence of her 
great effort.  She allowed herself a smile.  So many stories for her to cradle.  Tales 
featuring an unpredictable yet solid rotation of characters.  She couldn’t think of any 
literary fiction that might introduce the more discerning reader to the wondrous world of 
comics.

She remained utterly convinced that she had created something new, and she had done 
her homework.  She had imbibed a sloth of new influences over the years: Frank Miller, 
Neil Gaiman, Mark Waid, Alan Moore and many more graphic novelists.  They were all 
keys to understanding the comic book fantasy, rescued from a tatty notebook.  She 
couldn’t wait to share more knowledge of Spiderfingers and his relationships with the 
family he’d lodged with.  The Vicky and Jessica Holmes second edition was still paying 
the bills and something inside her was sure the world wanted more.  She would give her 
readers The Discordians.  They would breathe new life into her brand.  In her excitement, 
Steph reached out for the journal but clumsily knocked over her coffee cup, sending its 
cold contents flying across open pages of precious text.  She quickly dabbed the diary 
with the sleeve of her jumper, until the coffee spill was nothing more than an artful sepia 
stain beneath the words.  Her eyes skittered back to the computer screen, and she sat 
down once more, her fingers hammering keys as if lives depended upon the completion 
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of her masterpiece.  No time to worry about coffee – she was creating! It took her face’s 
collision with the laptop for Steph to succumb to her body’s need for a screen break.

Her gaze refocused, and her eyes fell on the television sitting quietly in the corner of the 
room.  She turned off her radio and switched on the set, the brash primary-coloured 
graphics of SKY NEWS flashing across the screen.  In the feature that followed, a 
reporter and a police chief stood outside, the New Scotland Yard sign revolving in the 
background.  They discussed facts of the latest ‘algebra-murder’. Steph looked toward 
Jnr’s toy box.  All those plastic alphabets in there, whispering.  She looked back at the 
TV.  The reporter and the police chief had been replaced with a long string of symbols.  
Clues to the case. 

1FROM26=7OF8
Another long, hard glance at the toy and something clicked inside her head, like the 

teeth of a lock churning into place.  The detective in her was filled with amazement.
1FROM26=7OF8

Stark on the TV, a new mystery emerged, a code she’d managed to crack:
18FROM26=3OF8

The killings had risen to a level of infamy occupied only by the most depraved of 
murderers.  The newspapers, almost delirious with terror and with macabre fascination, 
named him/her the ‘Algebra Killer’, a reference to the cryptic clues that were carved into 
the bodies of his/her victims.  The torso of an infant, the face of a young woman, and 
now, two more butchered innocents bore the markings.  Deaths spaced by years, each one 
reawakening interest in the nation, like the reboot of a film franchise, the return of a 
unique and familiar series.  Steph’s TV screen gleamed with all four ciphers:

1FROM26=7OF8
18FROM26=3OF8
19FROM26=1OF8
21FROM26=2OF8

The answer was staring right at them – why hadn’t they figured it out yet? She 
transcribed the letters and numbers from one screen to another, her fingers flying across 
the laptop keyboard as she committed the murderer’s message to Random Access 
Memory.

RING. 
The sudden noise made Steph’s heart leap in her chest. 
RING. RING. 
“Go away!” Steph yelled in the direction of the door. “No one’s home!”
RING .RING.  RING.  RIIIIIIING.
A long, piercing chime, as her assailant held their thumb over the button and the noise 

reverberated around the inside of Steph’s skull.  Supercharged by righteous indignation, 
Steph swept downstairs, taking steps two at a time, rattling the rickety banister as she 
pulled herself downward.  At last, she stood before the heavy Victorian door, peering 
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through the spy-hole to find…
Nobody?
Steph growled at the hallway ceiling.
The bastards had run away!
Fuming, she flung the door open, half expecting – and half hoping – to find a cowering 

salesman crouched on her porch.  At least then, she would have something to kick.  But 
the tiled step outside her house was entirely unoccupied, and the street beyond was 
equally deserted.  A heavy shower soaked the tarmac and the sky overhead was laden 
with dark clouds.  The quintessential English summer afternoon.

“Wh...?”
She stepped outside, and peered up and down the empty street.  The rainwater soaked 

through her socks and she sneezed hard before stepping back over the threshold.  The 
door, ancient and wooden and well passed its best, was much heavier than usual.  Steph 
struggled with the handle, before noticing junk mail wedged against the door frame.  She 
picked up the small magazine caught between the outside world and the hallway of her 
house.  Carrying the bundle through to the recycling bin, the cover caught her eye: 
Watchtower.  A well-meaning gift, Steph conceded as she flipped idly through the pages.  
A gentle warning of impending doom from western suburbia’s other unexpected visitor.  
If the moral fibres of London life didn’t bind her own wrists quite so tightly, Steph would 
have taken every opportunity to annoy Jehovah’s Witnesses.

I’d love to stay and chat, ladies – and your floral wear is great – but I’ve got a severed 
goat’s head on the stove, and the Dark Lord gets ever so impatient when I’m late with my 
incantations.  Would you mind?

A great idea, and she always meant to follow through with her fiendish plans.  But the 
Church knew her game.  They sent elderly missionaries on purpose! And Steph didn’t 
have the heart to shoo away senior citizens.  So, about once every few months, Steph sat 
in her own living room – surrounded by religious strangers – sipping cold tea and trying 
not to fall asleep.

But wait.  Something felt wrong.  She looked out into the rain again and could see that 
the road wasn’t completely empty.  There, at the top of the street, just by the florist on the 
corner stood an old lady.

Her hands rested upon the shoulders of a younger man.  An amputee in a wheelchair.  
They both looked so familiar, and they seemed to be waiting for something.  Would it be 
sensible to follow two people just because they reminded her of characters in a tale told 
to her by a mad man? What would Chuck Palahniuk do?

The amputee and his companion, rounded the corner, and disappeared from sight.  
Steph rushed her hand over her face to rub away fatigue.  She jumped into her Wellington 
boots, pulled on her coat and bolted out into the downpour.

There was something odd about that old lady, and the disabled man too.  For one thing, 
they were moving incredibly fast.  Steph wheezed and gasped as she tried to keep up, 
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clutching at the stabbing pain in her side as the strange pair disappeared around yet 
another corner.  She turned to follow them, when a line of posters, stuck to the side of a 
boarded-up building caught her eye.

‘Who is Spiderfingers?’ each one read, yellow lettering on a wine-coloured background, 
with the website address emblazoned beneath in blue.  Steph smiled.  The Spiderfingers 
street team were amazing.  Ego boosted, her mind filled with a wild fantasy of Keira 
Knightley playing her in a biopic, Steph sprang back into action, speeding just in time to 
see her prey turn down another side street.

Her long coat was sodden through, her feeble umbrella a poor protector against the rain.  
The winds picked up, threatening to fight under her brolly and ruin it.  She realised then; 
she had once again left the house burqa-less.

Doesn’t matter, Steph thought.
One day soon I’ll be Keira Knightley on the big screen.
Steph discarded the wreckage the gales had made of her brolly into a bin. Ten quid ... 

for fucks sake.  She glanced down the street intending to cross.  Her eyes were drawn to a 
bizarre vehicle, crouched in the street like a giant, glittering insect.

A purple bus.
Purple!
As she watched, the bus lowered its suspension in an odd mechanical curtsy, and the 

man in the wheelchair wheeled himself on board.  His companion – nowhere to be seen – 
was presumably already inside.  Steph’s phone buzzed in her pocket, and she glanced 
down to see Milo’s name emblazoned in blue letters on the display.  Whatever Milo had 
to tell her, it could wait.
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Chapter Fifty Three: The Show

The interior of the bus: Spacious.  Everything coloured yellow, a violent, stomach-
churning shade of egg-yoke which made Steph feel more than a little sick.  And this was 
no London double decker.  This transportation bore resemblance to the type American 
school children ride.  Steph felt sure she’d been here before, although she couldn’t for the 
life of her remember where or indeed when.  Two lines of seats stretched the length of the 
interior, and perched on these seats, chattering contentedly, were some of the strangest 
people Steph had ever seen.

Two female clowns were the first to snag Steph’s eye; their lurid make-up smeared 
across their faces like all her childhood nightmares made flesh.  Next to them sat a pair of 
twenty something girls, both white, both wore turbans with matching purple capes.  
Located on the seats behind sat a rather rakish looking Goth.  Beside him lounged a 
middle aged woman in earth tone silks with sixties era flower patterns across her mini 
skirt.

Up front, stood a tall, curvaceous girl with dark skin and almond eyes, her body 
squeezed into a tight, yellow bodysuit.  She held hands with a bald man, about fifty, 
though perhaps older.  His biker leathers screamed mid-life crisis.

Over by a window, Steph noticed someone in a giant furry panda costume.  They were 
locked in a heated debate with a short man with wiry Einstein-like hair.

This cornucopia of dreamlike personas kept Steph checking the corners of her mouth 
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for drool.  She reached the back of the bus, sank into an empty seat and inspected the 
headrest in front of her.  It had a number embroidered on to it, accompanied with a 
phrase.

It could be you.
She glanced up at the seat next to her, and the seats in front.  All carried their own 

number, along with the same strange prophecy.
“Greetings.”
A croaking Scottish gentleman had shifted in the seat in front of Steph.  He’d turned 

round to stare into her soul with his emerald green, unblinking eyes.  His elongated face 
was painted in hellish red.  He licked lips the colour of bloody murder.  He tipped his hat 
to her, and she noticed that his hands were also painted the same hue: the stunning tint of 
raw meat.  The red man’s hat and matching suit were grey, but a single red rose clung to 
the lapel of his jacket.  He reminded Steph of a mobster from a black and white movie, 
apart from his eyes.  Those eyes.  More canine than human.

“You’ve never been here before.”
This being a statement of fact, rather than question, delivered in a lilting Scottish burr.
“Yes, it’s my first time.  Erm, what part do you play?” asked Steph.
“A varying aspect of myself; often and into the deadliest of troubles.”
He stared at her for a second, before throwing his head back and laughing raucously.  

His red goatee flapped manically against the burning rouge of his chin.  Before Steph 
could reply, he stood up, tipped his hat politely, and strode to the head of the bus.  The 
engine sprang to life.  Steph resolved to beware the spontaneity of actors, especially ones 
involved in mobile interactive theatre.  At least she knew where she stood now.

“Here we go!” shouted a clown girl, as the bus pulled away from the curb and out onto 
the road.  Steph had to smile – she’d never been on an adventure like this.

“Show or no show, I’m not for traveling anywhere near that boy.”
An incredibly short man with a slicked comb over shuffled out of his seat.  He hobbled 

a short way down the aisle.  His wife (who stood even smaller than him) followed him 
quite breathlessly.

“Why move, Richard?” The tiny woman asked, stopping behind him as he inspected the 
seats around Steph. “They’ll do the switch soon anyhow.”

“Excuse me,” Steph asked. “Do you know where this bus is going?”
The man turned to investigate Steph, leaning over his much smaller companion.  Steph 

smiled, nervously.
“You’re one o’ them, aren’t you?”
“For goodness sake, Richard! Leave the poor lass alone! Don’t mind him dear, he’s 

paranoid.  My name’s Sue.”
The tiny woman offered a gloved hand for Steph to shake. “Is it your first time on the 

Blunderbus?”
“Yes. Erm, where do I pay?”
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“Well, my, my.  You are new, aren’t you dear?” Richard answered.
“Yes.” Steph’s smile flickered.
“We’re not allowed to talk about the show, are we Sue?”
Sue grinned, nodding at the roof and clapping enthusiastically.
“You’ll love it.  It’s such a nice surprise!”
For all Steph knew, this magical mystery tour could be heading to France! Or worse, 

Croydon! She tried asking Sue again. “Sorry dear, no can do.  You wouldn’t want me to 
spoil it anyway.”

The girls with the purple turbans were similarly unhelpful.
“I wouldn’t want to mess with the director.  Didn’t you get the rules in your application 

form?”
“I just got on board at the bus stop.”
“Woah! A freeloader?”
The blonde one whispered conspiratorially. “I’d keep quiet about that, if I were you.  

Blunderbus don’t take kindly to that y’know.”
“Couldn’t you just tell me –” 
A voice, a bellow of a monotone, boomed through the bus: 

“Swiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitch!”
The two girls looked at each other and giggled.  They closed their eyes, pretending to be 

asleep whilst other passengers jumped up and swapped seats.  An American swilling a 
can of Budweiser shoved a man dressed as a troll out of his seat.  That troll in turn ran to 
exchange places with a short bespectacled man with frizzy white hair.

“Come on.” shouted the green faced troll. “Get on with it limey.  It’s switch time!”
“Do you mind?” replied the small man, his Einstein-like hair shaking this way and that. 

“I’m having a very important discussion with an endangered species!” he pointed to the 
passenger next to him.  A person in a panda suit, the fur ripped, torn.  The man with the 
Einstein hair went flying out of his seat care of the troll’s pulling. The person in the Panda 
suit leaped up, rushing to the front of the bus.  Steph watched the madness with a smile 
on her face.  Thanks to Spiderfingers, her previous writers’ block seemed like a long 
distant nightmare.  Steph had taken note of all the characters, filing away appearances, 
the sights, sounds and even the smells.

She yawned.  Her seat was comfortable as the bus was warm.
Despite the noise, she felt her eyelids getting heavy.  She shook herself.  She kept an 

eye on the old lady and the disabled gentleman.  They were deep in conversation, the 
younger man gesticulating wildly, his expression fierce.  Of course, the wheelchair man 
and his companion weren’t characters from ‘Invisible’.  That was clear to Steph now.  
She’d simply been following two innocent people, on the strength of a hunch and a 
coincidence.  She yawned.  She would get off at the next stop.

But that might not be for ages.  I’ll just close my eyes – just for a minute.
The babble of conversation faded to a gentle crashing, like distant waves.  And, like 
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anyone who has ever dreamt – Steph didn’t question the sudden change of scenario.
She sat on a vibrant red sofa.  It was dark, but through the window Steph could see 

large red fish gliding up against the glass, floating around in a huge body of water.  The 
room was dry, yet lay submerged somewhere; a nether-place, dark and deep.  The blood 
beneath her feet did not frighten her, and though Steph saw the bodies, ripped and 
mangled among the broken furniture, she did not flinch.  She became certain that the 
name ‘Vicky’, carved into the flesh of a small amputated arm, was some kind of message.

“Fancy a story?”
The shock of the voice, so close at hand, jolted Steph out of her dreaming.  The red man 

sat in the seat next to her, his wolf eyes pierced her face with their hungry glare. 
“Inspirational? Scary? Shambolic?”

The red man played with the red rose attached to his jacket.  
“Erm, I’m not sure.”
Steph stammered, still stuck in her confused post-sleeping state. “Surprise me.”
“Oh dear!” The red man shouted. The bus fell silent.  All eyes turned toward Steph. 

“How about my fish story? Scream if you want it!”
The passengers screamed, and Steph joined in. “FISH! FISH! FISH!”
“Ok,” said the red man, cross-legged at the back of the bus. “Here we go…” Idly, Steph 

wondered who was driving. “Beneath sea level and one hundred and forty miles North 
West of Brittany, a school of fish are terrified for the millionth time by the large monster 
with the square eyes.

Fish are fish.  Don’t scoff at their eternal bafflement, struggling as they do with ten-
second memories.  They do their utmost to comprehend what most humans cannot, that 
the unblinking colossus belongs on land.  Dark eyes normally shut to keep prying peepers 
out rather than stop deep blue water flooding in.  This giant being squats static; a patient 
behemoth with physiology as alien to you as it is gargantuan to its captivated gill crested 
audience.  Be one of the swimming populace for a short while; bump your head against 
brickwork; slide against the glass.  Peer inside.  Watch the man-god wait within those 
walls.  He’s being digested, slowly.  You’re watching through optics that never shut.  
You’re a fish.  You cannot understand this and soon you will forget everything save your 
need to survive.  Soon, the monster will not have existed for you, and were you another 
creature – a human for example – you’d question how the devil you got here.  But you 
were offered a fish eye view, so be off! Go! Eat! Shit! Procreate! Survive!”

“SURVIVE! SURVIVE! SURVIVE!” chanted the other passengers, with Steph 
chanting along with them.

Wherever they were going, the destination didn’t seem to matter.  The journey was the 
show, and the similarities between her writing style and the red man’s story didn’t faze 
Steph.  Spiderfingers was truly a subcultural phenomenon, and she felt pleased that an 
amateur theatre troupe like this could take inspiration from it.  Sure, she desired the 
ultimate power:
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May the force be with you … The first rule of blank is … and when people say 
snowflakes they don’t think of ice anymore.

That kind of semantic influence would come, once Spiderfingers became a movie to 
eventually wow the mainstream.  Spiderfingers the lunchbox.  Spiderfingers the colouring 
book for adults.  Every hipster gallery in East London always low on supply.  
Spiderfingers the West End juggernaut.  No medium, no genre, no opportunity could 
resist.

Steph’s occasional biopic fantasy starring Keira Knightley had never felt more possible.  
Emboldened, she rose to her feet and cleared her throat, confident that the assembled 
crowd would recognise her name.

“My name is Stephanie P Tent and I have a story.  If you like it, you can read more on 
my website.  I’m sure you all know it, right? O.K, so the working title is – 

“Swiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitch!” Boomed the unseen 
announcer.

And once again the passengers scrabbled in their haste to change seats.  The turban girls 
fell over themselves to reach into the aisle, grappling at headrests.

“Geronimo!”
Steph noted a nineteenth century strongman.  His muscles rippled tight under sky blue 

tunics.  The size of his red boots were intimidating, to say the least.  She observed how 
the strongman hauled the passenger in the panda suit over his shoulder, lowering him 
carefully towards the middle of the bus.  The Jehovah’s Witness sat beside Steph.  Her 
large red-rimmed glasses reminded Steph of the back specialist from ‘Bradley the Boy 
Wonder’.

“First timer?” The old woman asked. “Pleased to meet you.  Name’s Jane.  Sometimes.”
She paused, then pointed up to the speakers in the ceiling.  A male voice boomed out: 

“A lot of our smaller citizens, toddlers still in nappies, they don’t know what fear is.”
The invisible announcer was doing a Spiderfingers impression, and a bad one at that.  

Even so, Steph felt a surge of pride, knowing that she had made an impact on such a 
diverse group of people.  She rummaged her pockets, desperate to prove her identity, and 
claim the praise she so richly deserved.  But her purse, along with all its contents, lay at 
home on the kitchen table.  She indulged in her dilemma.  She imagined Keira Knightley 
looking through her coat for I.D instead of her.

“Who wrote this play?” whispered Steph.
“It’s not written … it’s improvised.” replied the woman sometimes known as Jane. 

“Shhhh girlie.”
“Yeah!?” screamed the invisible announcer.
“Yeah!” replied all the passengers.
“Can I get a Hell yeah!?”
“Hell yeah!” screamed Steph joining in.
“I’m everyone’s friendly neighbourhood chaos god and I get to break and enter a 
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logistical barrier or two on that lovely eve of the first day of a brand new year.  2012, 13? 
Whatever.  Yeah, I’m on the warm side of a house that doesn’t belong to me and you can 
just see it – it’s written on my face – how genuinely happy am I to be discovered by some 
boy running around with his ray gun.” Steph checked her pockets for a writing pad she 
knew she’d left at home. “So the kid points at my fiery hair.  Boys like this can see 
through anything.  He laughs and, were he a little older, he’d scream at what he’s seeing.  
He’s about eight or nine and he asks me what I am – not who – what.  So I say 
‘Spiderfingers.  Who the fuck’re you?’”

“‘What are you doing in my house?’ asks this kid.”
“‘I dunno.’ I tell him. ‘Not made my mind up yet.’”
“So the little boy asks, ‘Do you want to play a game with me?’.  I put a finger to my 

chin, a caricature of deep, deep thought.  But you all know what I’m gonna say! Of 
course I wanna play! It doesn’t matter that I’m tired and that too many moves await my 
counter attack; that so many enemies lurk with barely camouflaged bitchy attentiveness.  
I’m a cross between a senile uncle and a loud, undisciplined nephew you’re not allowed 
to smack.  I’m all baffled and excited.  Have I passed go? Can I collect my two hundred? 
So, let’s give the kid a name.  Seat Y13, name please. Introduce yourself.”

“My name is Stephanie Penny Tent.”
“Any achievements, Stephanie Penny Tent?”
“I'm the author of Spiderfingers.”
“How topical! Are you sure he didn’t write you? And what else have you accomplished 

Stephanie?”
“I solved the algebra murders?”
“Solved?”
“Well, not quite, but I’m closer than the police.”
“A regular Miss Marple! Any family, Stephanie ... penitent?”
“Er, yes.”
“Any sons?”
“One - sorry - two.”
“Name of the oldest? Or wait, let us guess.”
“G! I! D! E! O! N!”
The audience screamed and cheered, spelling out her son’s name, like cheerleaders 

chanting the name of a winning team.
White-hot panic rose in her throat.  She crossed her fingers and prayed to Allah that this 

wasn’t some awful prank television show.  She couldn’t be seen on TV.  Not without her 
niqab.  She looked at Jane and then the rest of the bus.

“Do I want to play a game little Gideon? ‘Oh yes, oh yes, oh goodie, goodie gumdrops I 
do!’”

“Next teller!” screamed a voice. “Seat Y4!”
The war veteran in his wheelchair spoke up, his voice sharp and flinty, like stones 
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crashing against seashore.
“The boy wonder, Gideon, he looks me over,  starts counting, from ten to one.  And me? 

I’m the poor fool who's expecting a game of chase, so I’m more than a little surprised 
when Gideon extends his tiny leg and kicks me right in my godly balls!”

Everyone except Steph laughs.  The passenger in the panda suit stirred to his feet, and 
spoke, taking up the baton from the war veteran in the wheelchair.  His was the best 
impersonation of Spiderfingers yet.  The voice, the wild hand movements.  He even stood 
at the right height.

“We’re sitting down after a run around, and I’ve still got his mother’s Dictaphone 
playing my voice back, listening to my story.  I’m a street orator, checking and double-
checking my last draft as the boy whines in the background.  He’s crying, coz I’m 
holding him back – stopping him from waking his mum, from rousing his Babushka.  
Hey, I tell the boy, I’ve an idea.  Why don’t we play battleships in the sink?”

None of this made any sense.  This was all too fantastic. “I wonder if he’ll bury these 
early childhood recollections? Perhaps he’ll remember them, but only as half-lit dreams.  
Repression, Freud called it.  And that man would know! He couldn’t get his head round 
my real name – Gideon, I mean, not Freud – so I told him to call me something else.  
Maybe it was my fire for hair that inspired the moniker Danger-Man.  We destroyed the 
tapes in the sink and the Dictaphone? Why, the Dictaphone sank as if it were a badly 
maintained Russian sub.  But it was too late by then, wasn’t it Steph? You already knew 
the words, didn’t you? You’d already memorised the tune.”

Steph concentrated on breathing naturally though really, she needed to shriek …
“And afterwards, the boy makes a play dough replica of yours truly and puts it near his 

mother’s bed.  He made it for you, Steph.  He made it to help you accept me, should the 
worst happen.”

Vision clouded by fear and embarrassment, Steph pushed her way to the front of the 
vehicle, pleading with her driver to let her out. From the driver’s seat he – The red man – 
looked up at her.

“We all take our turn, storm eyes.  We all tell the story.”
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Chapter Fifty Four: Red, Yellow And Blue

Eerie sapphire light creeped over great and small.  Feathery creatures in cuddle-worthy 
coats would scatter and reappear.  Birds and insects bathed in blue brilliance – not to 
mention ruined stone monoliths towering high.  The damp grass of the wide open space 
also seemed rather bluish, a mild cobalt instead of standard green blades under Steph’s 
feet.

The illuminate trickery washed brazenly into the valley Steph had escaped her purple 
bus for.  She walked, she ran.  She’d slow down again.  The day gave way to a rather 
impatient darkness.  Steph would give up a limb for her puffed pillows.  Rushing and 
pacing according to her fear of what this nowheresville might be like at night.  Her 
walking breaks were few and filled with the anxiety to run again.  If only her diet hadn’t 
been so very poor these last few months.

    Across muddied marsh-like growth she fled, listening, hoping not to hear the sounds 
of the bus engine’s growl getting louder.  Louder still.  A half remembered idea about 
Alice in Wonderland and her adaptability in worlds of magical realism attempted to 
capture her focus, but the single mother continued to ring and call and stab her mobile on 
and off.  No signal.

Despite her fear, Steph found herself looking up to marvel at odd shaped trees.  She 
noted branches hung low; contorted and eager for the impending twilight to grant them 
permission to carry out surgery on unsuspecting travellers.  She fancied them as giant 
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elongated fingers.  And what had just happened there, on the purple bus, which really 
wasn’t easy to comprehend – it was a chaotic episode which concealed a rather 
threatening agenda.

What if this was like the Truman Show? What if a hidden camera crew had stalked her 
for years? Spiderfingers or someone employed by him had to be a hypnotist.  Had she 
been herself, or had the cameras pulled a performance out of her? Would the edited 
version of her, that playback thing that hopefully made her popular, be something she’d 
have to adopt as her new self? Producers in hiding owed the mutant she’d become.  
Future bills of London’s best therapists would be settled by somebody else, not ‘her’.  
She tried to quieten maddening concepts as she neared the water’s edge.

 From the great distance at which she’d approached the vastness, Steph mistook a great 
lake for the land’s horizon.  The newly blinking lights on the other side promised help.  
People who thought purple busses with storytelling passengers weird, lived over there.  
One of these good civilians would in the asking offer Steph a working phone; she’d 
phone Milo and pour her heart out about falling into the clutches of an experimental 
travelling theatre company.

She noticed the boat by the gravel shore and became thankful for its existence and 
apparent availability.  Her miserable stumble into the wooden craft served to underscore 
her anger regarding the casting off process.  Her olive wellingtons filled with water.  She 
began to sneeze. 

“Row, row, row your boat, gently down the stream.” sang Steph gently sublimating her 
fear.  She reached the middle of the lake, which seemed to become ever more expansive 
as she ferried herself across.  Steph regretted her adventure now more than ever.  She 
could have played it safe, writing up stories of Spiderfingers; working on back-stories for 
his Discordians.  Stay in a warm, familiar place constructing her fantasy world.  But here 
she was ... in a boat ... lost in the night ... fighting the triggering of horrific childhood 
memories.

“Row, row, row your boat, gently down the stream.”
Then the mists came.  Fog settled.  She feared the darkness of the world, its speedy 

descent into inevitable blackness.  A brief pretence of her father being at the other end of 
the boat didn’t help.  His imaginary form felt too real.  Her eyes closed.  Her lips parted 
and closed for the prayer to be heard by her god.

“Would you like to save the world?”
Steph opened her eyes.  This mystery woman sat opposite with brown oak skin and 

dark eyes.  A predator’s smile.  Who are you? would have been Steph’s question, but the 
yellow latex bodysuit prompted a better response to this sudden appearance.

“You’re Lilith.  You were on the bus.”
“We couldn’t talk then, but I found my way here to give you this.” Lilith placed a 

purple envelope in Steph’s lap. “I’d better head back, before Steve realises I’ve gone.  I 
would slit his throat if I was allowed to be the self your god thinks I ought to be.”
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Steph shook her head. “Allah?”
“Ha!” Lilith, threw her head back to the night sky. “Allah isn’t your god.  Not here.” 

And Lilith, this character that Steph has read, re-read, drafted a million times from the 
notes of an aquamarine diary … she dove into the air.  Vanished, as if an invisible zipper 
between the lake reality and the one beyond had allowed her to slip through.  Steph 
couldn’t row her boat anymore, choosing instead to lock on the section of evening sky 
her passenger escaped through.  Nothing.  No return of Lilith.  She decided answers 
might be inside the book, because the envelope had since transmuted into the thick door 
stopper of a volume in her lap.  Steph opened the purple cover and after reading its 
inscription: Who the hell is David Shape? she flipped to the first page.

Dear David. 
I doubt you’ll want to read any of this, but you need to know the truth.
You don’t see women, you see support for the lies you tell yourself.
I’m one of many canvases, aren’t I? You’re no different from the men you claim 

not to be, and you only bring them up when you’re talking to the women you want 
to be with.  The women you want to paint your dreams onto.  You objectify us (take 
a closer look at your writing for proof, if you can) and frame us within the sexual 
context whenever possible.  What are you trying to say about yourself when you do 
this? And let’s not forget that silly idea you had for a transracial superwoman is 
hollow.  If she were a real person she’d find your small-minded characterisation as 
awkward as I.  What were you attempting to say with her? Let me put that better - 
what is it you could say?

Instead of trying to be controversial you could speak from experience.  You could 
tell real stories and maybe - and this is a bonus here - you could change some minds.  
Undo some damage for heaven’s sake.  This can only be done if you start 
dismantling yourself.  You’re probably thinking it’s just Glorianna overthinking or 
judging you again, but I hope you consider this.  I really, do, and with all my heart.  
Not just for you, but for anyone else you conscript into your life.

Your characters want to save lives and repeat the power fantasies of men, white 
men that you will never be.  They’ve sold you the same lie sold to them.  There’s 
nothing wrong with a bit of fun playing dress up, but don’t think your ideas are new.  
If you had the power to bring these people you make up to life, well, ask yourself - 
and do try to be honest - how, just how will their existence really profit you? Does 
the city they run around in, them all dressed up in those silly clothes and silly names 
really need them? Children playing with dolls are understandable but what you do 
is rather sad.

You were wrong about that 9/11 homage to firemen and the police by the way.  If 
those comic writers (barely writers.  They help sell toys for man-babies to collect) 
had any real sense of justice beyond tokenism they’d abscond to another industry.  
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As it stands I don’t know how they can work within comics, not based on what 
you’ve shown me.   

I don’t say this to hurt you but it’s important you know I never loved you, because 
there was no you, just performance.  You’re still performing.  I bet even in your 
thoughts you’re acting.  Reading this letter means pretending or trying to find a way 
to stay within your narcissistic bullshit.  Everything you do is for everyone else’s 
benefit so they can prop you up.  All you want to do is mash down whoever it is 
you’re afraid they’ll see and not love and to help direct whatever part it is you think 
you can play for their tastes.  I think that’s quite enough now.

I’ll keep this brief, like the letter in Sandinista (I stand by what I said about the 
awful lead, but the script was good and so was that letter, that wonderful prose 
wasted on that awful Eastenders actress).  Wake up to yourself.  It’s not for me to do 
the work for you.  Don’t enlist another woman to work through your complications 
for you.  Get help.  Please get help.  

Glorianna

When the boat capsized and the something pulled her down, Steph could see nothing.  
Then she saw the flicker of light in the window of the semi-detached house beneath her, 
the Byzantium inky liquid funnelling out of the house’s chimney.  It jetted through the 
murky depths toward her, solidifying, gripping her left ankle.  It dragged her down, 
swiftly.  Her mind allowed itself to faint away the icy gloom completely.

In the shadow-strafed enclosure a deluge of silence flooded every room.  Crimson fish 
licked windows that wouldn’t admit them.  Only Steph’s spluttering disrupted the near 
darkness.  Her hair was wet and yet each black strand burned with the crown of her 
absent idol.  However, she was not ready to acknowledge the spectacle and would 
vehemently deny such a happening were she asked.

“Are you quite finished?” said the man with the blue skin, standing over her.
He turned on his heel, walking away to halt beside a blood-spattered wall.  He observed 

her, this blue-faced gentleman with the purple turtleneck top.  This man with a third 
unblinking eye above his brow.  He watched Steph as she pulled herself up on her knees.  
The bodies of furry Dilf warriors were everywhere.  Among the heap of the dead laid a 
limb, a small dismembered arm.  The name Vicky cut into it.  Uneasy, Steph forced 
herself upright and began to run, slipping and sliding on blood and torn body parts, 
falling again and again into the fleshy pools as she tried to make her escape.  She couldn’t 
share a room with a blue skinned man, his temple sporting a third eye.  She dashed out 
the doorway, away from the front entrance, afraid of the surrealism beyond it: fish 
swimming out there, that place she’d dare not open the entrance to.

She took her chances upstairs in a gallery of mirrors.  She knew what this room 
provided.  She began to psych herself up to step through one of the portals in front of her, 
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then somebody began stepping out, into the room, green eyes wide open and his red skin 
just as alarming.  Down the stairs she ran, grabbing a blade from one of the torn furry 
arms on the landing.  She rushed into the living room, bumping into the blue man, 
slashing at the air between them with the knife. 

“Stand back!” She wailed entering the living room, “Keep back!
“Do you like the red herrings?” said the man.  Steph stood quiet for a little while, her 

weapon pointed but shaking at the blue-faced stranger.
“Are they yours?” she replied. “The fish?”
The blue man inspected the shoal outside.  He used all three of his eyes, searching hard 

for an inscription but of course he found no labels, nor branding of any kind.  He shook 
his head. “No, sorry. I don’t believe any of those Red Herrings are mine.”

“Red Herring’s don’t actually exist.” replied Steph.
“Maybe not where you come from.” 
“People only have two eyes, and they don’t have blue skin.”
“Or perhaps this place has its own logic?” said a voice from upstairs, a monotone 

Edinburgh accented voice.  The creak-creak of the steps soon revealed a grey-suited man 
with a rose stuck fast to his lapel.  His eyes were emerald and wolfish and his skin was 
the colour of freshly chopped meat.

“Greetings, brother blue.”
“Oh, hello,” replied the blue man gesturing towards the well-dressed red skinned 

newcomer, “I take it all memories and figments are accounted for?”
“You really should get used to calling them prisoners brother.” replied the grey suited 

man with the dark red skin, “And no, Mr Lime has escaped, again.” This grey suited 
arrival took it upon himself to sit down upon one arm of an armchair.  His blue familiar 
perched upon the other.

“That red man came out of a mirror upstairs,” said Steph in a small voice, “and you’re 
with him.  Right?”

The blue man turned to face the red skinned man who’d taken to stroking the rose in his 
suit.  He shrugged.

“We are brothers.” said the men in unison.
There was a sudden squelching to the right and behind of Steph.  Something had 

crawled into the living room.  Steph raised her jagged weapon above her head, screaming 
like a frightened child as she tripped backwards and over a mangled torso.  She battled 
back to her feet, covered in Po warrior blood.  Her Dilf blade quivered in her hand.  A 
giant yellow baby had skulked into the room.

The sloth stank of garbage.  Its skin, a sickly yellow, decorated with brown patches and 
a constellation of warts.  Puss oozed out over his sweating mass.  From the blood-
smeared floor the baby’s voice rasped – the sound one makes when atop a mountain 
where the air is thin.

“Are we there yet?” asked the yellow baby crawling further into the space.  Red 
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answered, “No, not yet.  Come back later.” So the yellow baby elbow-dragged his legless 
torso back out through the door and into the hallway.  The blue man addressed Steph once 
more, “Chaos gave you a lot to think about, didn’t he? How are we doing on the 
deciphering front?”

Steph shook her head, eyes transfixed on the entrance the yellow baby had departed 
through.  She couldn’t ignore the presence of the yellowy behemoth wheezing in the 
hallway. “Don't mind Baby ... little brother can’t quite help his appearance.  Anyway, the 
common theme between these – 

“Let me out of here!” Steph gripped the Dilf blade so tight that blood dripped past her 
whitened knuckles.

“You won’t last long like that – not on your path – not in this place.” said the blue man.
“Well?” said the red faced man in the grey suit. “Where are we, Steph? Take a guess.  

But guess wrong storm-eyes, and I eat a toe.”
Almost immediately, her lips spilled what she’d suspected all along.  After all, she had 

seen this living room described in the notebook, not to mention the gallery of mirrors 
upstairs:

“This is number three Forrest Avenue.” said Steph. “The Discordians live here.”
“Seems they died here, eh, Storm eyes?” said the red man.  Steph could not deny her 

ears.  This is the bus driver, she thought, backing away.
“Let me go home, please?”
The man with the red skin laughed, his upturned palm in the blue man’s direction.
“What part would you like?” The blue man inquired.
“Oh I think you know.” replied the red gentleman in his eternal Scottish burr.  The blue 

man nodded, reached up, fingers dug into his forehead.  He squeezed out the eye from 
atop his skull in an impressive display of on-the-spot surgery.  It occurred so fast, the blue 
brother popping out his favourite peeper to the incidental music of Steph’s hollering.  The 
yellow baby oozed back into the living room.

“Are we there yet?” asked the baby, it’s voice slow and burbling, like it had something 
in its mouth as it talked.

“I think so.” said the red man juggling his optical prize, “Home time for Steph, yes?” 
Steph nodded frantically, mesmerised by the phlegmatic sloth, the blade wielded at her 
hip.

“Are you sure?” asked the blue man.  Again she nodded. “You’re saying all this death 
doesn’t intrigue you?”

“You want to tell her everything, but she must live through it.” said the red man to his 
blue skinned sibling.  The yellow baby tickled his own belly, opening his mouth.  He 
vomited out a sparkling ruby shoe.

“And the other one! C’mon baby, you can do it!” said Red. “We don’t want her getting 
stuck half way home.”

Maybe she was drawn to the glitter, radiantly in contrast to the dead bodies heaped on 
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the floor? Or perhaps it was because of all her fear? Whatever the catalyst, Steph thrust 
herself at the ruby slippers.  She forced goo-covered shoes onto her feet, clicking heels 
together – click, click, click.

“Huh? Not working! Why aren’t they working? Do I have to see The Wizard?”
“No, you really aren’t ready for that,” answered the red man.
“Are we there yet?” cried the yellow baby on the verge of tears.
“Yes.” answered the blue man.
“Do I get to eat her now?”
“Knock yourself out.” The yellow baby opened his mouth wide, revealing tombstone-

size teeth that paved the gums right back to his dark mucus-frothing throat.
Steph imagined Keira Knightley cast as her.  She dreamt of red carpets.  Hollywood.  

Newspaper-men questioning her about Spiderfingers as she lay sprawled on the road, hair 
warped, eyes vacant.  This was illness, but also a stunt, one played out beneath a 
billboard with a demigod’s face splashed across and above.
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Chapter Fifty Five: Revelations

JacobisJacob says: 
Stephanie Tent i crazy and shes going to hell. #cancelstephanietent 

1 day ago 
YAY 0/NAY 7 

TheHappySnapper says: 
@JacobisJacob I don’t think she’s crazy. 

Maybe she needs a friend. Maybe she’s been broken by battles we can’t 
quite hope to understand? 

Maybe Spiderfingers is her way of dealing with her reality? 
1 day ago 
YAY 2/NAY 0 

jacobisJacob says: 
@The HappySnapper  She us but not aware of it? 
Like shes some black magic person. 
Female antichrist perhaps? 
?!?!? 
Dunno just want answers. 
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I woish my friends had never sent me a link for Spiderfingers now L 
1 day ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

TheHappySnapper says: 
@JacobisJacob I’ve had the pleasure of being the face of Spiderfingers in 
Hero-Worship and can assure you that helping to bring such a multi-
levelled tale to life has been nothing short of soul consuming. 

At no point however did I have my head spin about, vomit green ectoplasm 
or swear allegiance to a goat headed malcontent. 

Bringing your baggage to a story is part of the experience but why choose 
to appropriate the idea that a story can have satanic powers? Sounds very 
eighties slasher horror movie to me! 

No point getting worked up over materials that might seek to offend ones 
religion.  

1 day ago   
YAY 0/NAY 0 
7  8 Next » 

AngelGrace777 says: 
@TheHappySnapper Who r u?! 

1 day ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

Holeystarwords says: 
@AngelGrace777 To explain ourselves would be an unfortunate clipping of 
our chances of survival. 
We need you almost as much as you need us. 

I am an artist and so is my sister.  
1 day ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

METROBOYWONDERKIND says: 
@AngelGrace777 He’s without a doubt Foley Edwards, the model who 
poses as Spiderfingers on the covers of the web series. 'Dating' Billie Piper 
doesn't make you talented. Ignore him, his sister writes all his social media 
(just once minute of hearing him talk will confirm that). He’s up his own 
arse. Anyway, that singer Mika said that you can’t avoid talking about other 
people in songs. He said in a way artists sacrifice people for the sake of 
their art. I think that Stephanie Tent uses Spiderfingers to sacrifice Kurt 
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Cobain’s memory to illustrate something. I don't know what, but it's 
something that gets smaller and more scarce from year to year.  

I L.O.V.E. this song: https://youtu.be/8g3ARLULHFM 
If You Must 
1 day ago  
YAY 35/NAY 1 

IAmthebateman says: 
There is an idea of a Foley Edwards; some kind of abstraction. But there is 
no real me: only an entity, something illusory. And though I can hide my 
cold gaze, and you can shake my hand and feel flesh gripping yours and 
maybe you can even sense our lifestyles are probably comparable. 

...I simply am not there. 
1 DAY AGO 
YAY 0/NAY 1 

1969inmyhead says: 
this is god awful. There. I said it. I understand it just fine, and this story was 
dumb as fuck. Sorry. Plotholes + unexplained magic powers. DUMB 
characters that could have saved the world easy as shit. 
But sooooo dumb. 
Capital D Dumb. 
maybe interesting to discuss and dissect. not so interesting to read though 
:/ 

1 day ago   
YAY 0/NAY 1 

whatcantdieandhasnoname says: 
I hear that this story is of everything Stephanie Tent is absolutely terrified 
of. I assume that Spiderfingers represents her. This must be her worst 
nightmare, as this represents a very surreal, vague type of nightmare, but 
that makes it all the more eerie and unsettling. 
Very bizarre, very disturbing. Absolutely fascinating concept. 

1 day ago   
YAY 2/NAY 0 

gracethedestroyer says: 
I believe this story is about Stephonie Tent’s nightmares 

1 day ago   
YAY 1/NAY 0 

BIGBOILIVESON says: 
This is unrelated but interesting: 
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In that famous story of Adam and Eve and the fall from grace, it was God's 
tree of knowledge that was the source of the trouble. One might indict God 
on this point. In being asked to sacrifice himself for mankind's sake, to 
save us at last from the legacy of Eve’s rebellion, Jesus was asked to 
correct his Father's choice. Superman’s rocket ship held Kryptonian 
crystals that as alien technology held immense power. In Superman 
Returns, Lex Luther act of stealing them sets off a chain of events that 
places earth's people in trouble. 
Only Superman can save us. 
Again it falls to the son to correct the mistakes of the father :) 
:) Holy subtext Superman :) : ) :)  

https://superman.fandom.com/wiki/Superman_Curse 
The Curse of Superman 
1 day ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

nomnomnom says: 
Cluttered indecipherable garbage. 

1 day ago   
YAY 0/NAY 0 

Robertpolusonthesecond says: 
I am no writer, but I read, and I hope that all my reading experiences are 
enough to help in this vital communication. The frankly disturbing events 
surrounding Stephanie’s rumoured sectioning have prompted me to act. 
Don’t ask me what is going on with her, I don’t know. All I know is that what 
has happened to me is not an isolated event. If ANY of what follows is 
relevant to your life then please get in contact with me about the meeting I 
am organising. I strongly believe that whoever set up this web forum did so 
with the explicit intention that those who follow the real life Spiderfingers 
would find their way here and share their conversion experiences. You are 
not alone/dare to believe. 

    Before I stepped off the roof, before I was saved, I was the kind of 
Christian that believed in hearing the voice of god, but I know now that I 
was deranged – god’s voice can only be heard if he’s standing right next to 
you. 

    The doomed romantic in me knew from the start that I was in 
trouble. Kathy Anne, she sounded like a superhero alias and in a way she 
was. 

    In one life she worked at the desk two cubicles away from me and I 
tell you, the only reason why I hadn’t handed in my resignation was so I 
could be her confidant at lunch time. 

    To like call centre work is a form of mental degradation - to survive 
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it, Kathy Anne maintained another life.  
    Sometimes that other existence would wait for her after work – 

flowers in its one hand, keys to a huge truck thing in the other. Don’t ask 
me the make of what her boyfriend drove, I’m not the car understanding 
type. Suffice to say Kathy, short pink haired and scented with the allure of 
strawberries, this punk goddess among mere men, she was noticeable. 
Smart too, and she wasn’t a caller, she was my line manager, never really 
needing to talk to me unless the subject was work related. 

    Then ‘Bill’ left her. Kathy became like me, her singledom allowing 
her orbit to align with my own. I didn’t know it then, but I’m wiser now. As 
soon as we got to talking on that walk to the tube I would have said Kathy, 
you can’t survive through him, you gotta build a life for yourself. 

    Of course what I said was, yeah, men are all evil. 
    Yeah. 
    You would think that her being my boss and on the rebound would 

have warded me off. No, I was the needy overthinking type that refused to 
see such complications.     

     Remember, this is me before finding the one true god. This is me as 
a weakling before life in happy servitude. I think I knew I was being used. I 
let Kathy happen to me. And when she’d grown tired of the eating-pizza-
watching-DVD routine (that I was perfectly happy with), when she had told 
me that it had been fun but that was all, I found myself thinking of Gemma 
and Margaret before her. I considered my last birthday and how many 
women were there as friends, good friends that were never intended to be 
such. So then, I found myself at the top of my old tower block looking 
down, down, down to the concrete below, spying an imaginary x waiting for 
me. A target I would spray in my mangled bleeding corpse.  

    I think I nearly dived down twice before swigging at the half-empty 
bottle of vodka. I would break into a song this polish girl taught me. A great 
day, accept for the you’re-not-my-type disclaimer she left me with. 

    Mid song my phone blared and there I was eighty feet and a casual 
step away from death’s embrace, scrabbling in my pocket for the last 
conversation of my life. 

    ‘Hello Peter?’ said the voice of my landlord. 
    ‘Yeah, yeah, hey.’ 
Why had I taken the call? 
    ‘Peter, are you coming back soon?’ 
    I threw my phone over the edge. My last conversation on this planet 

would not be an old fart asking me about rent and reminding me that I 
never clean the house. 

    ‘There Is no hell!’ I screamed as the taste of blasphemy rinsed sweet 
around my mouth. 

    I see it now as if it were happening again. 
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    I watch myself, my shaky step over the side. 
    There I am, still falling. I plunge and then the arms wrap around me. 

I’m floating down. I feel a little piss run down my leg and I’m looking to see 
the wings of the angel that’s caught me. 

    It isn’t an angel, not unless angels have green skin and scales, 
cherub faces replaced with reptilian snouts and yellowy cat-like eyes. My 
angel has little puffs of smoke funnelling out of its nostrils and as its claws 
pincer my body between them, I scream. Even after we land and I’ve fallen 
into a ball of fear, I’m screaming. 

    ‘Hey, chill out? We’re not here to hurt you.’ says a voice above. I 
open my eyes to see a black girl, standing over me, she’s got short afro 
hair and she’s so fucking tall, perhaps six foot eight? 

    Another voice speaks to me, ‘Get up pal. We’ve gotta talk.’ 
    A man standing next to the girl, shorter and definitely skinnier. He’s 

wearing a long burgundy trench coat, it flaps over his matching Doctor 
Martens. His hair is a mass-tangle of dreads and afro – a real mess.  Has a 
Superman top on. 

    ‘We saved you.’ says the man. He points up at the building from 
where I decided to end my life and all I keep thinking is, being drunk 
doesn't create hallucinations. All I manage to say is, 

    ‘Impossible.’ 
    ‘Do you believe in god?’ asks the man. 
    ‘I don’t know. Who are you?’ 
    He smiles (I think) as he replies with a gravelly vocal, ‘I am god.’ 
    ‘You don’t look like god.’ 
    ‘I get that a lot, her sister unbelieves in me,’ says the man indicating 

the tall girl to his left, ‘Her last conclusion is that I’m some alien with a 
mental problem. I can’t quite disprove her, Vicky’s smart that way.  Smart 
for a kid anyway.  Think I’m an alien?’ 

    Without thinking I shake my head saying, ‘I don’t believe in aliens.’ 
    ‘What do you believe in?’ 
    ‘That god would have caught me, told me off for jumping…that he 

would have let the devil take me to hell.’ 
    ‘Man made god and their hells.’ 
    And we all just wait there, as if it’s someone’s line and they’ve 

forgotten it. 
    ‘Who are you?’ I say sitting up, because standing is a feat that I’m 

not sure my fearing and drunken body can achieve. 
    ‘This is Lilith, I am Spiderfingers. You?’ 
    ‘Peter.’ 
    ‘You, Peter are a believer. Look at my hair and know that it is I who 

hath saved you.’ 
    His hair billows smoke and fire and lights that ought not to burn 
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there. His fire-hair smokes up into the night and I know how to describe the 
face of god to anyone that might ask. Angular eyebrows, coffee skin – god 
is called Spiderfingers and he wears a Superman T-shirt and yellow belt. 

    ‘Is everything in the bible a lie?’ I ask him. 
    He is smiling, a victory smile as he replies with, ‘It is for you. That’s 

why I’m here. You’re dinner.’ 
    ‘I don’t – I don’t understand?’ I say looking to Lilith for some clear 

speak but she is looking away a little uninterested, like this is routine. 
    ‘I am like any other god in that I need to survive. My disciples – I’ve 

called them Discordians – they need to witness my power to gather their 
own. Sometimes, like tonight, they will do my bidding and harvest believers 
on my behalf. Tonight your life changes. Tonight you live to sustain me – 
the one true god.’ 

    ‘You love saying it like that don’t you?’ says Lilith who’s leaning 
against a tree. Not a tree, the tree has green scales for bark. The tree is a… 

    Spiderfingers flicks her a look I can’t describe. Anger? Confusion? 
Then he utters, ‘You will choose a room in your house to empty out 
completely and you’ll take these.’ He hands me three crayons. Red. Yellow. 
Blue. 

    ‘Go home and draw upon the walls of your empty room. Draw the 
events that led up to tonight’s conversion. Draw what made you fall. Draw 
the fall itself and every night you’re gonna add to the drawing to make it 
more real O.K?’ 

    ‘I can’t draw.’ 
    ‘Neither could the caveman but we still line up in museums to see 

what he witnessed right? Don’t stop believing in me Peter, the safety of the 
world rests on my shoulders.’ 

    I wanted to ask him more but they had hopped onto the back of the 
dragon. Lilith’s hands were placed on her forehead whilst Spiderfingers’ 
steadied her, riding behind. Riding away. I stared at the sky for way too 
long, hoping. No return. 

    I struggled home feeling odd that I didn’t have something as 
necessary as a phone but that in a way I’d swapped it for knowledge of a 
god. I wasn’t sure of anything but my name as the drink continued to ruin 
my thoughts. The bed I eventually crashed down into felt understanding, its 
cushioning effect had been a surrogate mother’s hug for so long and I’d 
been thinking about its maternity ever since I’d stumbled through the front 
door. Home, my favourite word. A place where I convinced myself that my 
rescue and the subsequent conversation with god and his angel was but a 
dream. 

*** 
    After a couple of weeks, my therapist convinced me that I no longer 

needed her, that in a few months the medication would have done its job 
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(or, come to think of it - her job). 
    At work I didn’t avoid Kathy, I accepted that I was once a victim who 

had given into projecting the role of the saviour onto the women in my life. 
I stayed on there after she left, just a bit longer before completing a course 
in art, something I used to be good at when I was a boy. My mother used to 
say so anyway. 

    I saw certain friendships for what they were and in return, they didn’t 
try very hard to stay in contact with me either. Life wasn’t great but it was 
more real.  Years past.  I not only became a supervisor at the centre. I 
became the very building. Its rules, regulations, every idea that went into 
maintaining the place – lodged in my brain. Ever had a job like that? You 
become two people. One for the home one for the … Sorry. Lemme 
continue. 

    So one evening in front of the TV I fall asleep watching a programme 
on wildlife. I learned how the Kauai wolf spider would be forced to live off 
its young during certain seasons. My eyes fell as I told myself I wasn’t 
sleepy, the voiceover stating something about evolutionary pressure, eggs 
and predators. Survival On One was a worthy waste of time but I was so 
tired. 

    ‘You didn’t build me my shrine.’ 
    My eyes ripped wide open. I spun around to find Spiderfingers 

behind me. He was dishevelled. The room stank of mouldy fruit and urine. 
    ‘Seems I have to remind you that I exist.’ 
    ‘Who are you?’ I said meaning it, ‘What do you want?’ 
    ‘Belief. You can’t let me go hungry.’ From behind him slunk out a 

man on all fours. The man had a bike chain, heavy and clanking wrapped 
around his face. The man was naked and his skin looked greyish blue, ‘We 
will watch you create the shrine. Empty your room.’ 

    I leapt up to run to the door but the naked man was already there, he 
was attached to the ceiling like a spider. He was grinning. ‘Rooenn is my 
pet and I don’t know if I control him or if he controls me. He is hungry too, 
but you don’t’ want to know what he eats. Now, clear. Out. Your. Room.’ 

    I nodded like a naughty child and began taking books and chairs 
and clothes and Hi-Fi equipment out of my room. Spiderfingers’ hair began 
to grow in size and shape. It began to snap and crackle, like a bonfire. 
‘Good, very good. Now draw.’ 

    ‘What should I draw?’ 
    ‘Something that means the most to you.’ 
    ‘I don’t know where to start.’ 
    ‘You’d better figure that out.  You’d better figure that out now.’ 
    I began, pictures of my mum dying from cancer, pictures of my dad 

shouting at me for playing music too loud. 
    I drew Gemma, Margaret, Kathy so many lovers, all leaving me. I 
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used my artistic flair for my stepping off of the tower block and the dragon 
that caught me, oh, it looked superb. I began to smile as I drew Lilith and 
Spiderfingers talking to me. I rendered all of this history on my walls, my 
ceiling, the wooden floor boards. I couldn’t remember where I had clutched 
the crayons from or why I had bothered to save them, all that mattered was 
the mapping out of my own personal religion. When I was done, I turned to 
Spiderfingers but he looked down, sad. 

    ‘That’s off, so cold, so infested with cynicism. I can’t eat that.’ He 
said. I shook my head not understanding how the hours of work I’d 
committed myself to could be a waste of time. ‘It seems my pet will feast on 
you.’ said Spiderfingers as the naked man prowled forward, pools of black 
fire spilling out of the places his hands and feet walked. 

    ‘I did what you said! Why?’ 
    ‘What do you believe in?’ asked Spiderfingers. 
    I wasn’t sure what he wanted, but I knew if I didn’t do something his 

monster would kill me. I told him the truth. 
    ‘I don’t know!’ 
    ‘You don’t know what you believe in? Should I give you more?’ 
    I understood. In a fraction of a second, I got what Spiderfingers 

wanted from me. He needed something fresh.  That was why he’d returned. 
    ‘I believe in you!’ I said, the crayon trembling in my hand, ‘I believe 

in you!’ 
     I began drawing Spiderfingers holding his pet by the chain. I drew it 

all over the mosaic of before, that sycophantic display of idiocy that had no 
use for anyone, not until now. Spiderfingers’ return had re-qualified his first 
appearance as spiritual but the true power behind my conversion was this 
fear he’d given me. 

     
I sleep in the living room now, and I regularly touch up the shrine - 

painted over it twice to start over. I'm doing everything I can to make my 
experience vivid. True. 

Does any of this sound familiar? As I said, I'm not a writer.  
    If you are a convert, please, get in touch. Tell me of your own 

journey, tell me of the details of your own mosaic, how you add to it daily. 
You can comment here or if you like, send me an email? 
So I hope you feel more sane now, because you and me, we’re not 

crazy. 
Let’s work together to understand god. 
42 minutes ago 
YAY 57/NAY 8 
8  Next »  

ReggieDroste says: 
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WOW.  Just WOW. 
Before your story I hid my belief to myself. Judging from the number of 
likes on your comment, it appears that finally, I really don’t have to! 
:) :) :) :) :) 

28 minutes ago 
YAY 21/NAY 0 

Robertpolusonthesecond says: 
How did Spiderfingers find you reggie? We shouldn't have to be afraid of 
our beliefs. Check this out http://worldgnat.wordpress.com/2012/06/26/
enough-with-the-god-bashing/ 

24 minutes ago 
YAY 7/NAY 0 

ReggieDroste says: 
I tried to slit my wrists with razor blades, years ago and if it wasn’t for god, 
I would have succeeded. Then I was given a job designing the website for 
Spiderfingers. Stephanie Tent really. Never had the courage to come out 
with what happened to me, that i had met the real life Spiderfingers himself. 
Check your inbox in ten minutes o.K?  

21 minutes ago 
YAY 6/NAY 0 

KicktheMillarboy says: 
He sat me down. My whole family and I after the truck went over were just 
in a complete state of shock, mostly because of Spiderfingers and his 
group saving us. I pay the bills, my taxes and my children’s school fees by 
writing fantastical characters like him – having him turn up to stop us from 
skidding off a bridge made no sense at all. He sat me down and told me, 
told us all to create a big drawing of what happened in our house so, we 
cleared out the shed. Made it into a shrine. He told us our belief in him 
would power him and his disciples. He called them Discordians. We work 
on the image of our car going over the bridge every spare chance we get. I 
don’t care if people think I’m nuts cos there is a god - he wears red yellow 
and blue. 

4 minutes ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

GentelemanjimRoony says: 
I met him twice.  the first time he was not how he is now. He wasn’t wearing 
the Superman clothes. passed for normal. We were in uni then and his 
name was David-something-else, some African name. Wasn’t using Shape 
let alone Spiderfingers.  
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The second time was a few years later, when he dragged me out of my 
room and smashed up my works. Used his heel to destroy my syringes…
flushed all my gear down the toilet. Needless to say I was pissed. This is 
where rich boy has ended up – he’d say – what a fall from grace rich boy, 
lucky I’m god now. Then, the fucker drags me down a long tunnel 
underground. Tells me we’re going to a mountain in the Himalayas no less.  

I’m praying to gods I never bother to study as he pulls me along 
rambling about writers and artists being the ones to start with. Some 
madness about them being best for social influence. I don’t know how long 
he left me in the dark place. The walls were cold and I don’t know why I 
didn’t starve to death, but I wanted to. He came in drunk one night – a real 
mess. Was worried that the conversions were a waste of time. That he’s 
need millions to feed upon Earth-wise. When he let me out the world had 
moved on a decade, people talking to themselves were everywhere, then I 
noticed the ear pieces. Lots of conversations about apps and new phones. 

If he really was god why didn’t he do the right thing and kill my 
parents? He’s an evil creature. I went back to shooting up the first chance I 
got. 

2 minutes ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

DaxisNix says: 
I had something happen and I just wanna know, are we all crazy? Can we 
all be meeting the same entoty? I am an atheist still, but i strongly believbe 
in UFO's. Spiderfingers IS an alien. He has to be. hat kind of god would 
leave his new followers so in te dark??? Tell m e about the next life already 
y'know? 

6 minutes go 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

ClarkKent1938 says: 
HOW MANY WASTED PRAYERS HAD I MADE BEFORE HE SAVED ME?  
THE SUNDAYS SPENT IN CHURCH WOULD FILL MY SOUL WITH SUCH 
JOY, AN IRREPRESSIBLE BLISS THAT I HONETLY THOUGHT I COULD 
HEAR THE VOICE OF GOD. I KNOW NOW THAT T - LIKE YOURSELF PETER 
- HAD A SORT OF MENTAL ILLNESS. THERE WAS NO VOICE, FOR THERE 
IS NO HEAVEN AND THE HELL I HAD SPENT A LIFETIME FEARING WASN'T 
REAL EITHER. @DAXISNIX WE HAVE A CLEVER IDOL HERE. NO HOLY 
BOOK TO BE MISINTERPRETED BY GENERATIONS TO COME, NO 
COMMANDMENSTS THAT MIGHT STICK TO CLOSELY TO THE PRIMITIVE 
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CULTURE THEY WERE BIRTHED WITHIN. WE HAVE SEEN HIM AND HE 
HAS SAVED US...WE JUST HAVE TO KEEP BELIEIVNG IN HIM. 

2 minutes ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

Boleraam says: 
can’t hope to understand god. Knowing he is the lord of chaos is about as 
far as we’re bound to get. I wish I did what he said the first time, I’d have 
my left arm still. I’ll do whatever it takes to have other people to bow down 
to him, even if it means my life, or someone else’s. Reggie, it's me Cynthia 
Cross from central office. Thank you for setting this up. We are so not 
fucking worthy. 

1 minute ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

videochemist says: 
He saved both me and my big bro. 
One night we were pissed and i don't remember how it started but we both 
started fighting over whose shrinewas better. can’t talk about my story, but 
I’m with @GentlemanJimroony: If Spiderfingers is god then gods let me 
down. Because Spiderfigers would be nothing without nirvana, here is 
something honest and potent from them. 
Yeah, that's me in the comments and I still stand by my comment about 
American culture by the way I don't care what you all think 

https://youtu.be/vwzRhweNF1Y 
1 minute ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

Mrbigphat2ndchance says: 
My name is Will Dunn and I used to be homeless and poor. Then a black 
guy in a Superman get-up walked past me and gave me and handed me a 
winning lottery ticket. This was about 2005 ago. I won’t go into the details – 
that’s my privilege – but he showed up again in 2013. He said he was 
passing by and wanted to see how I was. He had a school girl with him who 
said she was the one who found my ticket and that I should look into 
Supermans origins. So this black guy said they had to go save the world 
and took her by the hand and left. I didn’t really think about researching 
Supermans history until a little later when I was online. I found this: http://
superman.wikia.com/wiki/Superman_(William_Dunn) 

And I also found this: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Reign_of_the_Superman 
Superman co-creator Jerry Siegel worked on an obscure anti-hero 

called The Spider. Connection? My name is William Bilson Dunn and I don't 
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know what to believe in any more. 
1 minute ago 
YAY 2/NAY 0 

BIGBOILIVESON says: 
Belief, true belief, takes a long time to ingest into a populace. Spiderfingers 
needed to invest in an event that would bring us all together. 

If I were him I’d create an avatar – Stephanie Tent. 
His time has come. 

1 minute ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

EYESWIDEOPEN says: 
Don't believe the shit he tells you. When he came to get me I had preparedd 
mself by reading an articel that shows you why he wears the S Smbol. The 
guys who invented Superman had good intentions but just look at the 
modern S symbol. See the serpent. The sign of the deciever rides under the 
icon of an evil empire of 50 states. We’re being culled into a digital Matrix 
world with no physical death (and consequently no soul). This will 
successfully ‘override’ God’s creation and intention for life which is the 
bottom line in occult beliefs. 

Read this and see the truth of the dark cloud on the horizon. 
Doomsday is coming:  

https://illuminatiwatcher.com/batman-v-superman-hidden-occult-and-
illuminati-symbolism/ 

1 minute ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

Photonsaslight says: 
He is at liberty to tell us ANYTHING about him just to get what he wants. He 
could be an alien.  

1 minute ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

ReAsOnAbLeVoIcEs says: 
Whatever He is, He is irresponsible. God showing up isn’t for the minds of 
humans.  

1 minute ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

Zenfleshzenbones says: 
Do what he says. I believe in him not because of what he’s given me 
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(nothing) but because of what he’s taken away. I used to have a big family 
and Buddhism. Now there’s just me, unbelievers and the one true god. 

56 seconds ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

KarrotMule says: 
we need a leader. 
Someone who is clever and kicks ass. 
We need to get organised. 

42 seconds ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

ConsumerOmniProducts1987 says: 
Peter, reggie, I own my own printing company. If you need pamphlets I can 
help. 

I can help A LOT. 
39 seconds ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

Jack Bauer1992 says: 
We need a proper meeting face to face. 

18 seconds ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

Fowl6789 says: 
NEWSFLASH! Media savvy fake Muslim plagerises homless guy, fakes 
mental illness. Spin doctors say religious experience. Worshipping hipsters 
froth at the mouth. Came here for the shits and giggles. I thank you all. 

17 seconds ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0 

godsmackupmyarms says: 
If you don’t believe that’s fine, fuck off ….O.K? Jeez. 

1 second ago 
YAY 0/NAY 0
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Chapter Fifty Six: Manz Gotta Eat

Photograph By Paul Giovanni

It was in the small hours that Sarah Edwards finally settled upon a title: Hiding in the 
Open.  Pleased to have named her masterpiece, she saved the file.

Hiding in the Open, the best picture in the collection of prints depicting her brother, the 
fast-food-eating-self-described-multi-media-model, Foley.  Their plan, Sarah’s and 
Foley’s, is to provoke gossip among various demographics for the necessary attention.  
Hiding in the open; a means for the Edwards’ siblings to survive.  The craze for 
Spiderfingers wouldn’t last forever, not as far as Sarah is concerned.  Foley has no clue as 
to how his deal with the world works.  Sarah can see the arrogance in his eyes with every 
needless name drop.  His life as the man who plays Spiderfingers in the mixed media cult 
that is Stephanie Tent’s tour de force grants him a megalomaniacal attitude.  Surely 
clinical.  Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, Tiktok and YouTube duty unofficially hers to run.  
Now all Foley has to do is pose here, pose there.  This is what Sarah thinks as she sips 
long sips of her cocoa, the Jazz FM providing the room with the correct amount of 
relaxed and soulful ambience.  Smartphones on silent (never off.  Such is survival).  
Within this bubble Sarah Edwards can work.
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Hiding in the Open, a name ascribed to her siblings’ newest album, a fame-leaching-
celebrity-sustaining tour de force, the nude images radiating out of Sarah’s computer 
screen, so resolute.  This compendium, this latest artistic collaboration will be emailed to 
magazines that don’t reprint such works but ah, Foley has been romantically linked to 
actress Billie Piper for weeks now, she thought.  Naturally, the value attributed to Foley’s 
face had sky-rocketed.  Great copy, as they say.  As she adds tint and filter to the images 
on her laptop, Sarah drifts from computer-bound art to the easy recall of the shoot earlier 
that day.  Bindi-adorned Foley posing in the steamy shower, her instructions to him, that 
he should lower his spindly Spiderfingers arms, “Keep em down!” she’d blast as her 
disposable lens aimed its way towards Foley’s face again and again and again. “Stop 
covering your nose ... “ Her mind back in that past, Sarah heard her womb-mate’s thin 
voice breeze over the cadence of sprinkling water:

“Reckon we should leak some nude shots to Heat.  Manz gotta eat.”
“Not yet.” replied Sarah crouching low and aiming her camera up. “We need to grant 

expense to your image before reaping the rewards that come in its cheapening.”
Click-click.
“Love dem lyrics sis.” replied Foley and at that moment the model delivered a rarity; 

his muscles relaxed – no head tilting at all – this was the pose Sarah searched for, if only 
Foley could feel/allow for such honesty often.  Any desire to find and flaunt his ‘best 
side’ seemingly extinguished.  His fatigue and desperation captured by her disposable 
camera.  Sarah knew, true moments of vulnerability can transform the vainest of people, 
not to mention their audience if only for a few snaps.  With hands outstretched from the 
running water, Foley announced:

“I had another one y’know.  All nasty.”
“Did he kill anyone this time?” 
“He always kills someone.” replied Foley.
“How did you feel?” She asked.
“Not gonna lie, I enjoyed it.  I don’t know how wrong that is.”
“You should enjoy it.  Don’t be a Luddite Folio – if one can’t be a serial killer in their 

dreams then I mean, y’know? Shit – Fo, c’mon? You say manz gotta eat but you won’t 
keep your face clear for these last few shots, will you? Focus.”

Sarah moved the mouse over icons that reformatted Foley into a variety of colour washed 
mutations.  The Sunday afternoon photo-shoot kicked around her head.

Caramel coloured Foley contorted in response to her considerations, the fringe celebrity 
swaying in the bath (a heavy drinking marathon in Soho’s Mohida Club still pumping 
around his skeletal frame), whilst Sarah swept his dripping dreadlocks, those spider-legs 
out of the way.  Mustn’t conceal that vacant stare of his.  Sarah remembered vividly how 
Foley’s hand pushed the spider-legs right back over his furrow.  Foley opted for profile 
shots, his self-worth funnelled through the prism of a media that valued small white 
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noses, and lips.  If he could just purse his lips close together enough.  Brother Foley had a 
determined eye on the prize.  To be truly loved by those with the real power, he would 
most definitely feel alive, so utterly and properly thrust into a higher existence.  A media 
presence was not enough; Foley desired a sustained invasion, his image ballooned here 
there and everywhere.  Sarah continued musing upon her brother’s image whilst she 
manipulated her shots on the computer.  She likened her brother's craving to Pinocchio’s 
fabled yearning.  Alas, Sarah Edwards was no writer.  The analogy of a puppet’s quest to 
become a real boy lodged deep in her frustrated creativity.  The correct wording to release 
the idea to the outside world were keys she often clawed at but would always liquidise 
and dribble through her mental grasp.

Sarah faced the laptop screen but her thoughts were flying through the stratosphere of her 
ongoing fantasy novel, a fiction set on a parallel earth, an alternate reality where the 
Africans imposed their empire upon unsuspecting cave-dwelling Europeans (because 
gold, diamonds and cheap labour was theirs for the taking).

In the world according to Sarah Edwards, twenty first century attractiveness was 
measured differently – darker skin tones plastered every skincare billboard, noses that 
might otherwise be considered too spread-out or ogre-like were the top choice in a plastic 
surgeon’s menu book.  In Sarah’s fantasy realm the green skinned Shrek looked more like 
Robert Pattinson than George Foreman.  Her imagination factored in more than the one 
concession for the people that would read her work (as if she could ignore the geeks and 
the comic nerds that formed a good segment of Stephanie Tent’s readership?).  For 
instance, a mediocre superhero called White Stag, a king in a fictional land located on 
some remote and impoverished isle called Gaeland was the token Caucasian on the 
popular superhero team, The Protectors.  In Sarah’s alternate universe, The Protectors had 
a movie based on their exploits that omitted the blonde haired White Stag from the 
mainly black cast.  This universe had no real chance of life, not in a post Black Panther 
continuam.  She placed her faith in photography and resolved that her story should have 
been published decades ago.

Early morning but still, the darkness, the relentless shadow of the night.  The black time 
spooled itself around London’s skyline as bare hands and bare feet pounded along 
pigeon-shit-stained roof tops.  And the man to whom these feet belonged to lingered in a 
dream world, fast asleep.  In his future alertness, when the day would fully return, he 
would consider the snatches of blood pools, the vague and distant memories of ritual 
murder as best-forgotten nightmares.  This man would consign the clicking and clacking 
chimes of a silver chain to dreamscape’s eccentric plotting.

Up he goes, leaping gaps between buildings, his body possessed.  The naked man’s 
brain captained by a dark force of nature, one that has commanded hands to bind a heavy 
metal chain over its face.  The monster within has been careful … it kills far away from 
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its host's place of rest.  The beast’s inscribed message into the abdomen of a security 
guard, so precise.  Carved with dark expertise and shrouded by a blindspot of the CCTV 
spread along the industrial estate in Northern Ireland.  A murder scene awaiting its tabloid 
press.  A night watchman’s remains are scattered throughout the compound.  Now the 
creature uses considerable will to grant inhuman strength to a vessel it must keep safe, 
shielded from the blood swilling actions it lives to carry out.  This creature is a means to 
slaughter.  A weapon whose preferred signature are the ruinous cadavers heaped in its 
wake.  Its man-shape hisses a mantra, meat strewn teeth gritted shut.

“Twelve from twenty six equals eight of eight.”
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Chapter Fifty Seven: Help Yourself

In the city of London, ‘it’ girls and ‘it’ boys vicariously worship Him.  They shout 
opinions on Spiderfingers, swap anecdotes about his high priestess, Stephanie P. Tent.  
Several floors up, in a party-giver’s penthouse, they revel in vacuous celebration.

They’re all soaring away on their chemical mission, these hipster kids, all hoping to 
escape the constrictive framework of balanced sensory cognition, red-eying on the 
expensive and reportedly expansive: a vial of designer such and such imported from 
Tokyo.  Hyper-energetic chat, surfs loud coffee table dub-step.  Glorianna raises her voice 
over the music hoping (so much hoping) she won’t have to correct her name again.

“Gloria Gaynor, isn’t she famous?”
Glorianna shakes her head, brushing long black hair back, scanning the room for the 

person who invited her here.  Not really a friend she thinks; Roger’s second name has 
already escaped memory, and he could have been more clear about his position at Warner 
Brothers.  She checks her phone for the time as the little man in the sarong and green 
headband taps her shoulder and says,

“Gianna? Gaia? It’s Gaia from Hero-Worship!” He points at her cleavage. “Is that your 
real name, or did you change it?”

Glorianna beams her best smile.
“Don’t worry about it.  I’m going to fix myself another drink.” she displays her empty 

flute beside her cheek. “Enjoy the party Xavier.” She heads toward the kitchen, proud of 
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her upbringing.  What kind of art would a person as self-involved as Xavier hope to 
make? What could it possibly say that couldn’t be understood at once and never 
considered again? 

The face on the fridge, that poster there, such a shock to her mind.  The model posing in 
the Superman top is not David, but he looks so much like him.

“Excuse moi!” says the guy in the top hat and tuxedo as he opens the fridge and yanks 
out the plate of blue cakes.  Each one has the face of a girl with thick NHS black glasses 
on. “Who's up for more Vicky cakes?”

  Help yourself, says the note on the fridge.  Glorianna thinks definitely not, backs 
away, heads for the sink and fills her glass.  She guzzles tap water sandwiched between 
people posturing over Brexit and how Corbyn is just simply unelectable.  Glorianna gulps 
down some more of her drink caught in the crossfire.  Political waffle presented as 
insight.  Rehashed opinions by both speakers focused on coding themselves as batting for 
the same team.  Boredom boils toward frustration as Glorianna locks eyes with the fridge 
poster again.  The male model nearly identical to David Shape.  Advice from the actual 
David swims around her head:

“Hustle, mingle and eventually deploy contact details about your art.  That’s how you 
escape part time bar work.” David Shape.  So much of him in the room.  Glorianna 
thinks of Philip K Dick’s forgery quote as a guest with more hair than head cackles 
obscenely in a small troupe, bottom half of her face rattling and then settling into a 
downward grin.  Top half of her face? Nervy.  In constant surveillance of surrounding 
mood.  Whichever casting director, floor manager or hanger-on that could advance her 
career has, and must always be mirrored.  Glorianna can’t escape a returning thought:  It’s 
December 31st and you justified coming here.  Really? Of course coming here was a 
mistake - a bad joke - and what does it say about her, this unpaid role of the open, 
inquisitive set designer who could - not that she would - name drop her intimacy with the 
real David.  A sardonic laugh escaped her.  The real David? What a joke.  Glorianna 
refills her glass with tap water and gulps down half the volume.  No one knows who the 
real David Shape is.  These reflections who retrofit their personalities and worship what 
he is connected to - that Spiderfingers - a fraud created by frauds in those awful pulps and 
blog nonsense.  Glorianna's line of vision meets the stack of coats upon the pegs in the 
hallway.  Her mobile is already in hand.  Ascendancy via Warner Brothers will have to 
wait, and surely a gettogether like this Isn’t the only way in.  How can she stay here?

Supposed artists, each with a modicum of talent but well-connected publicists’ talk 
about Spiderfingers knowingly.  God hex this and god as a zeitgeist that.  Let magic be 
magic! Blah, blah, I know the new thing.  Blah.  Can the cocktail waitress be the only 
person here who isn’t a person mimicking a person to enthral another person? Oh wait, 
she’s sneaked her phone out, scrolling through Tinder or something.  Unprofessional.  
Slaves to the algorithm one and all. A brand new strand of hip has infected this 
generation’s lexicon.  Well, it’s certainly looking that way.  The leaked script for the 
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cartoon series/The leaked comic art it’s based on/the finished book now selling out across 
seven continents.  Snackbar negotitations!  The word on the proverbial street is this: the 
creator must be in league with uber marketing gurus.  They’re seeking her instruction.  
Stephanie Penny Tent equals verbal high currency.  Her name is a spell known by every 
parasite, wannabe novelist, echochamber expert and glass eyed mover and shaker 
drinking away the Black Mirror episode of 2019.  Bring on 2020!  Empty Regan smiles, 
vacant Tom Cruise eyes exchange the transaction of fragile loyalty, whilst a flame haired 
mural of Foley Edwards as Spiderfingers overlooks the gathering from one wall, the 
kitchen, and, “Did you see the Warholian print of Foley dressed as Elvis on the toilet 
seat? No?! C’mon, this you have to see.” The indie celebrity posing as Rooenn is on your 
left as a face mask, on your right as a free pen, on the floor all crumpled up as a forgotten 
chicken flavoured serviette.  Foley also inhabits the hallway ceiling.  House owner and 
co-host Milo Cannon deconstructs the installation, what the image says about the model, 
the writer and her creation.  Such a salesman.  No discernible break in delivery as he 
hands a coat to a departing guest, his jowls dancing in his recite of the line, “Blackest 
black has come for you … No, don’t ask me what that means.  You’d have to talk to the 
oracle herself.” Milo’s hands direct all attention upward at the fledging idol’s image 
painted by Norweigan renaissance man Magnus Mohammad Dahl.  Aahs and oohs 
accompany Milo’s manufactured state of awe and wonder.  Spiderfingers is in and if you 
don’t know who he is, then you my friend are most definitely out.
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The Russian Doll Stories will conclude in Volume II: Roman à clef

How far would you go to be adored? 
What do you do when the truth becomes the lie? 

And who in the hell is David Shape?
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Foley Edwards as Rooenn photographed By Lauren Brown (Or Sarah Edwards)
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Photo of John Clay By Keira-Anee Photography
(additional post shoot treatment By Catherine Chambers)
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